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Preface

From my first day in the first grade in McKinley Elementary School in
St. Paul. Minnesota, I attended public schools exclusively. My experience
in them was extremely positive. I admired and respected my teachers
,tnd maintnined cordial relationships with them after graduation from
high school, even after college in some cases. MY classmates and team-
mates are still among mv friends, and our school experiences are among
our most treasured memories. The fact that I later became a teacher in
the St. Patd public schools reflects tny optimistic attitude toward public
education until the 1980s.

This book would not have been written if 1 thought that public educa-
tion could function fOr most Young people today as it did for me more
than sixty years ago. I deeply regret that this cannot happen and that
public education cannot fnlfill the high hopes of so mans. besides myself:
MY immigrant parents and the millions like them, so mans. dedicated
public school teachers, principals, and board members, and countless
others in all walks of life in every state. I am saddened by the anguish
and the sense of loss that will eventually emergenot necessarily or
primarily or even at all fiom thk hook but from the inescapable truth of
the matter.

The decline of public education does not negate the fact that many
disiduals associated with it perform invaluable services that deserve

our respect and gratittule. My analysis concerns the strengths and defi-
ciencies of educational systems, not of the persons associated with them.
Although these things in-e sometimes related, conclusions about a system
are not automatically applicable to the individuals associated with it, (n'
vice versa. I hope that readers will bear this crucial point in mind, as I
have tried to do.
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1

Why an Autopsy?

ike inchviduals, social institutions die, and their death forces us to
face an uncertain future. Sometimes heroic measures can delay
the end, and the exact time of death may be an arbitrary or

controversial judgment. Regardless, we cannot ah,avs wait until rigor
mortis sets in to consider what should be done to meet the new situation.
Avoidance or denial of the unpleasant reality is often the first problem
that has to be addressed.

These thoughts underlie the title of this book. To be sure, an autopsy
implies that the subject is dead, and I intend that implicafion. What has
died is the rationale fOr public education. According to this rationale.
public education efkctivelv fosters basic skills, scientific and cultural
literacy, civic virtues, and desirable habits and attitudes toward our society
and its institutions. When public education does not produce these
outcomes, the rationale assumes that "educational reform- will remedy
the situatiol This rationale is beyond lik-sustaining measures. The prac-
tical consequences of its demise are not always evident, but they are
accumulating and cannot be evaded fOr verv long.

Perhaps tlw best anal(gy is to percstroika, the effim to restructure the
economy and governance Of the Soviet Union. Clearly, perestroika is
based on the demise of socialism as a political, social, and economic
doctrine. Physical and institutional manifestations of socialism survive
and will do so for a long time to conic. Nevertheless, socialism is a lost
cause intellectually. Individuals and interest groups with a stake in its
preservation ma\ a( t as if s()( ilikIll Call he saved h reform, but in tact
it is an intellectual t clic.

1



Public Ethic a non An Autopst

I. tents in 'he tot mer So\ iet bloc illustrate anothei critical aspect of
reform that is fully applicable to public education. just as the changes
required to restructure the Soviet economy upset the distribution of
political power, so will the changes required to reform education in the
United States: the changes that are needed threaten powerful political
and educational interest groups. 'Mese groups block fundamental
change but realize that they must be perceived as supporting it. Conse-
quelitly, educational nostrums are a growth inchistry; attention is focused
upon cosmetic changes that pose no threat to the status quo. Choice
within public schools, cooperative learning, teacher empowerment,
school-based management, parental involvement, peer review, open edu-
cation, nongraded classrooms, differentiated staffing, higher graduation
requirements, textbook reform, career ladders, merit par, charter
schools, and accelerated learning are examples. Some of these changes
will make matters worse, some could lead to marginal improvement but
only under circumstances that do not prevail, and some are nostrums
that can be sakly recycled because their past f utility has been obscured
bv the passage of time. None will make a significant difference in the
power structure of education, the wav education is carried on, or student
achievei nen t.

The collapse of socialism in the Soviet I. and Eastern Europe also
reflects t he worldwide recognition that government provision of goods
and services is usually less efficient and iess equitable than provision
through a market system. As I shall show, the point is as applicable to
public education as to housing, transportation, health care, whatever.
The point is not widely understood in the United States, precisely because
a smaller proportion of goods and services are provided by government
here than in many other countries. Where government provides most
goods and services, the deficiencies of government provision cannot be
concealed. For this reason, it is not widely recognized that the United
States has been prosperous and democratic not because of government
provision of education but ill spite of it.

In terms of the numbers of students and teachers, and of the extent
of public hunting, public education may function as it does now hir
several years to come. Nevertheless, despite institutional inertia and the
power of vested interests to preserve the status quo, pttblic education as
we know it is a lost cause. In die flume, our nation will rely less and less
WI its 1nuhlio Witottis to foster basic skills, civic virtues, and competencies
required for work to ackanced education. Claims of school effectiveness

13
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will be met with mei eased skepticism and even ouu ight opposition 1 he
public education establishment will decline both on the producer side
(fewer teachers an(l administrators) and in the loss of consumer sup-
portnot always and not necessarily in every situation, but the overall
tendency will be in this direction.

Three kinds of factors explain the demise of public education. One
kind consists of social and demographic changes that weaken public
education regardless of the desirability of the changes. The aging of the
population is an example. Nothing the public schools can do will change
such developments.

A second set of factors is the policies governing or regulating or
implementing public education that contribute to its loss of public sup-
port. Policies on certain issues, such as sex education, antagonize impor-
tant constituencies. The very fact that some issues cannot be resolved
without antagonizing Mmortant constituencies is a strong reason to
question the viability of public education. Other policiesavoid innnediate
social conflict but weaken public education because of their long-range
consequences. Policies on student grades that do not require candor
about low achievement fall into this category. Although usually adopted
without controversy, such policies undermine the long-range credibility
of public schools.

The third set of factors consists of the reasons why a market sys-
tem would be preferable to the existing system of public education.
Gmvrnment-proyided education is not going to go away merely because
a market system would be more efficient and more equitable. Socially
undesirable policies and institutions often endure long after their defi-
ciencies are recognized. Nonetheless, as infbrmation about the superior-
ity of a market approach to education becomes more widespread, it will
be an important factor in the shift to a market system.

A Market Approach to Education

Technicalh, a market is a group of buyers and sellers who exchange
goods that are highly substitutable. The extent to which one kind of
education is substitutable fin. another (fur example religious fUr nonre-
ligious ediwation) is an important issue to be disc ussed; at this stage. I
wish only to acknowledge its importance.

Economists distinguish market economies hum "«munand econo-
mies.- In the latter, governments decide what is to be piuduced, by

4
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whom, in what quantities, and a( cording to what schedules Both them et-

ical and practical eff)rts have been made to combine market and com-
mand economies: "market socialism- was an effort by sonic socialist

economists to combine them in one economic system. Public school

choice can be regarded as an effort to do so with respect to education.
As we shall see, its prospects are about as bleak as those of market

socialism.
Although the United States and Western European nations are said

to have market economies, there are substantial differences among them.
For instance, health care is provided through a market system in some,
through government in others. Even in the same country, some health
services are provided through the market while others are provided by

government.
Market structures also differ widely. Strictly speaking, it takes only one

buyer and one seller to make up a market. Markets vary according to the

number of buyers and sellers, their geographical area, the extent of'
competition, and in other ways. When I use the term "market system-

or "market processes,- f am referring to competitive markets. Ideally,
such markets have the following characteristics:

1. New suppliers nmst be able to enter the market to meet in-

creased demand. To the extent that this is not possible be-

cause of prohibitive starting costs, statutory prohibitions. pred-
atory pricing, or other obstacles. competition is limited.

9. Capital and labor must flow into and out of production in re-
sponse to changes in demand. For example. a market system
does not exist if teachers can keep their jobs regardless of de-

clining demand for then services.
3. Inefficient producers must become efficient or go out of busi-

ness.
4. Buyers and sellers must have accurate information about the

service.
5. No buyer and no seller must control enough of the market to

set prices or quantities.

hi the real world, these conditions rarely exist without some qualifica-

tions or limitations. The existence of competition and a market system

is a matter of degree, not an either-or dichotomy. Even imperfect compe-

tition, howecer. can and of ten does lead to improved sertice and lower

costs.

Li
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Siinilai h tete! clues to "the public school monopoh" do not
denote a total monopok ithout am exceptions, the emstence ot pm ate
schools demonstrates t hat the current situation should not be character-
ized in this way. For now, let me put it this way. A phrase or term is
needed to characterize the level of competition in the existing situation.
Whatever phraseology is used will require modification and qualification
to be fnlly accurate. Among all the possibilities, "public school monop-
olv." most accurately characterizes a situation that cannot be fully encap-
sulated in a few words. Many distinguished analysts use the same phrase
fOr the same reason.'

A Three-Sector Industry

Let me summarize the educational arrangements that will emeige in
place of the present system if my analysis is substantially correct. I believe
that public schools, nonprofit private schools, and schools fOr profit will
all have roles to play. ( lie'.ause home schooling raises so many unique
issues, it is not discuss('tl in this book.)

As I shall explain, schools for profit are essential to the existence of'
a market system of education. Many analysts ass,ime that vouchers and/
or tuition tax credits fOr nonprofit schools will create a market system.
This is a major fallacy, accepted in the media as well as in most discussions
of educational policy. Because the fallacy is so pervasive, let me lay it to
rest at the outset.

Imagine competition Iwtween two hospitals. Hospital A is required to
itccept all patients, no matter how hopeless their condition. Hospital B
exercis('s a right of' reftisal and does not serve terminally ill patients.
()bvioush, the death rate in hospital A will be higher than that in hospital
B. Understandably, persons aware of the death rates but not aware of the
difference in adnnssions policies may erroneously believe that hospital A
is not as good as hospital B. In fact, scholars who study hospital effiziencv
try to avoid "selection bias.- That is, they trv to avoid drawing conclusions
about hospital efficiency that do not take patient mix into account.

Similarly, private schools can refitse to admit certain students. In
addition, private schools can expel students fOr reasons that are 1101
applicable in public schools. Consequently, private schools may appear
to be superior for icasons that have nothing to do with the effectiveness
of their teaching. According to the !mini( school establishment, thew
considerations would give rise to unfair competition if voucher plans
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Included prn ate schools Thus the proponents of public education at gue
that private schools should be excluded from voucher plans or be re-
quired to compete under the same rules and regulations as public
schools.

Other things being equal, the private school right to exclude pupils
is a competitive advantage. Its importance varies. but is not necessarily
diminished if the distinguishing characteristic of private schools is not
superior teaching but superior students. From an educational point of
view, better students may be more influential than better teachers. Even
if the public schools employed better teachers, parents might be justified
in enrolling their children in private schools on educational grounds.

To achieve fair competition, should youchei plans that include private
schools require them to admit anyone w'm applies? Such a requirement
would create several problems. If' private schools were not prcpared to
educate a certain type of student, forcing them to do so could lead to
prohibitive costs. The good faith of the school would be suspect when
students dropped out: the schools would have incentives to discourage
instead of encourage the unwanted students. To the extent that private
schools Nere required to enroll unwanted pupils, market principles
wouhl be violated, and the benefits of a market system would he corre-
spondingly weakened.

I.et us assume, therefore, that subject to civil rights legislation, private
schools are not required to enroll unwanted .applicants for admission.
As private schools view the situation, however, -unfair competition-
almulv exists, but favors the public schools. At present, the latter enjoy
an overwhelming competitive advantage: students do not have to

(:onceivablv, this advantage could be eliminated or reduced under a
voucher system, depending on the tinount Or the vouchers and the
conditions of' eligibility. This brings us to a critical point. Conceptually,
we could achieve -fair competition- in one of two ways: ( ) 1)V subjecting
both public. and private schools to tlw same set of rules, or (2) by
offietting the advantages of one sector by granting other advantages
to the competing sector. "The question is. What set of advantages and
disadvantages would be fair? 1,111 I; t rules would govern the competition?
If the rules Wert' the ones now applied to public education, their adoption
would spell the end of private schools. lithe rules were those 110W applied
to pi ivate schools, they would bring an end to public education as we
know it.

Is some sort of compromise possible? Public school leaders oppose
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anv change that strergthens private education. Thus they oppose educa-
tional vouchers that would be redeemable by private schools. Their
fallback position is the demand that to be eligible for vouchers private
schools be prohibited from teaching religion or excluding any pupils
who apply. Such demands are tantamount to requiring private schools
give up their reason for existence. Note that one way to equalize the
competition would he to offset the financial advantage of public schools
by providing more financial assistance to parPnts seeking a private school
education for their children. This is anathema to the public school
establishment for two reasons. First, the establishment opposes any ero-
sion of its competitive advantage. Second, this solution illustrates the
possibility of fair competition that accepts the differences between public
and private schools. The public schools have been very successful in
avoiding debate on the amount of a vo-,lier, which is an issue on which
private schools are willing to negotiate. Instead, the debate has focused
on whether private schools are willing to give up the characteristics that
lead many parents to prefer them in the first place.

At present, the financial advantages of public education overshadow
its disadvantages vis-ci-vis private schools. If more financial assistance is
provided to parents who prefer private schools, the competitive advan-
tage of public education will decline. Where on the continuum should
we set the level of financial assistance to those who prefer a private
school? Will it be high enough to achieve fair competition? Flow will we
know whether it is fair? Private schools assert that the current level of
assistance is unfair to parents who prefer private schooling. Any increase
would be unfair according to the public school establishment. In prac-
tice, the parties accept political compromises that do not change their
underlying views about what is fair. Stability is unlikely, since the con-
tending forces are constantly seeking to change the rules in their own
favor. Even with their overwhelming financial advantage, the public
school forces constantly try to impose additional regulatory and financial
burdens on private schools.

Note how this situation difiers from competition within the for-profit
sector. In that sector, the rules of competition are ideally the same for
all competitors. The companies that want the rules changed in their own
favor (by tax breaks, tariffs, government stibsidies, regulations on their
(ompetition. and so on) arc viewed as special pleaders, which thev usuallY
are. the but den of proof is on the companies or industries seeking to
change the rules in their own favoi . Doiens or automobile companies
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that could not sell enough cars have gone out of business. When the
federal government helped Chrysler (:orporation stay in business in
1978, there was much concern over the deviation from the rule that if
you can't supply pr)fitably von must eventually go out of business.

Competition between public and private schools is very different.
Public schools operate under one set of rules, private schools under
another. In this situation, losing market share is not a result of failure to
compete effectively under a common set of rules: the rules themselves
determine the outcome. Although public and private schools are subject
to some common rules, such as compliance with fire and safety regula-
tions, the differences are critical.

Public and private schools do compete to some degree. but the compe-
titiok bears little resemblance to competition in a market system. For
instance, automobile manufacturers compete bv constantly offering im-
provements: increased fuel efficiency, better warranties, greater safety,
more comfUrtable interiors, easier handling, lower price, and so on. The
less successful carmakers incorporate the features of the more successfUl
ones as soon as possible. There is constant monitoring of competing
companies and of consumer preferences. None of these things applies to
competition between public and private schools. Parents seldom choose
public or private schools on the basis of innovations or improvements
in the services. They choose between relatively static systems whose ser-
vices are not changed bv loss of market share. The reasons why parents
enroll their children in public or private schools are much the sante
as they were decades or generations ago. Enabling more parents to
choose private nonprofit schools mav be a good thing, but it does not
lead to improvements in either sector. 'I'he children who transfer from
one sector to the other may be better off, but the sectors do not react to
their losses in market share as would a company selling a service for
profit.

To summarize, there is no commonly agreed upon criterion or princi-
ple that tells us when competition between public and private schools is
fair. Tlw sector that holds the advantage characterizes the rules as fair.
Politicians satisfied with existing arrangements sav they arc fair: politi-
cians who seek to change them assert that the rules are unfair. Fairness
is assessed in terms of who w ins the comrtition, not in terms or the
rules under which the competition takes place.

Set ond. the concept ol lair competition between the !ors is laigely
1 controversy between public and nonprofit inoducers. Neithei has
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shown anv interest in fairness toward schools for profit, even though
such schools are more disadvantaged by the rules than nonprofit schools.
Because public policies are so disadvantageous to them, schools for profit
constitute only a minuscule proportion of K-12 schools, and they have
been a negligible factor in the politics of education. The argument of
this book, however, is that we cannot obtain the benefits of competition
if the competition is limited to public and nonprofit schools. I shall also
argue that the rules that limit or prohibit schools for profit exist for
the benefit of public and nonprofit producers, not for the benefit of
educational consumers. Enhancement of the ability of schools for profit
to compete is essential but will be very difficult to achieve; the necessary
changes will probably Etce opposition from nonprofit as well as public
schools.

If the rules allow all three sectors to compete, several factors will affect
the sectoral mix. Sparsely settled areas may be able to support schools
in only two or even one sector. Where there is a large population that
supports religious schools, the nonprofit sector will be correspondingly
larger.

Total enrollment in nonprofit schools may increase in the short run,
hut these schools will also lose some students to schools fOr profit. They
may or may not gain more students from the public schools than they
lose to schools for profit. For reasons to be discussed, schools for profit
mar eventually make heavy inroads into the Market shares of both public
and nonprofit private schools. As hmg as the rules do not exclude or
unreasonably restrict any sector, its absence in a given geographical area
need not concern us; however, requests to prop up an inefficient sector
may be difficult to distinguish from legitimate claims that the sector is
being unreasonably restricted vis-a-vis the other sectors.

Despite my emphasis on a three-sector industm I shall not trv to
predict market shares or market structures. One reason is that the desir-
ability of a market approach cannot be fully appreciated apart from a
clear understanding of the inherent difficulties of public education. I
stress "inherent" because the widespread failure to understand this
point underlies the fittile effOrts to refOrm the existing system. Thousands
of publications discuss the weaknesses of public education; what distin-
guishes this hook is the effort to show why certain basic weaknesses
cannot he remedied within the framework of public and nonprofit educa-
tion.

Furthermore, it is much too early to predh t the mar Let structure

rs,
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of a three-sector industry. As increased reliance on market processes
develops, there will be a period of trial and error before the dominant
modes emergeand even then, there can be no guarantee that particu-
lar modes will remain dominant indefinitely. For this reason, arguments
for a market system of education should not be based on any particular
market structure. A market approach might lead to franchised schools
that leave relatively little discretion at the school level. It might also lead
to freestanding schools in which all decisions are made at the school
level. Furthermore, new technologies may lead to drastically different
market opportunities and market structures at any time. In short, one
can confidently predict the advent of a market approach even though
the specific ways to implement it are not clear.

From a public policy standpoint, the existence of schools for profit is
not as important as the absence of unreasonable obstacles to their exis-
tence: the mere possibility that schools for profit could emerge would
have some salutary effects on public schools. In any case, if schools for
profit do not face unreasonable barriers to entry, they will appear in
the market within a short period of time. Even under the unfavorable
conditions that now exist, several companies are exploring ways to pro-
vide K-12 educational services for profit.2 Without question, mot e com-
panies will do so when the statuuwv enyininment becomes more hospi-
table.

The term "market system of education" can also be applied to situa-
tions in which school boards are intermediate consumers instead of
producers of educational services. For example. instead of hiring teach-
ers as employees, school districts might employ instructional companies
to provide educational services. That is, instead of' "making- education
with their own employees, school districts might buy educational services
from independent contractors. This would coltstitute increased reliance
on market processes. My concern here, however, is on the consumer role
of' families, not of school boards as buyers of" goods and services used in
producing education.

Educational Vouchers

Educational vouchers (sonictinws labeled "scholarships-) arc widely
advocated as a way to give families more educational options. A massive
both of c oil waciwr plans already exists. and Its bearing on thiS
book should lw clarified.
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Voters support voucher plans for Various reasons, some of which are
not consistent, or might not be in practice. For instance, one argument
ofTered for vouchers is that they are necessary to protect religious free-
dom. The rationale is that if' education is compulsory, and if the public
school curriculum is antireligious, parents who .cannot afford private
schools are being forced to educate their children in an antireligious
emironment. At the same time, many supporters argue that vouchers
are the most efficient way to provide educational services. Theoretically,
however, a voucher system that protected religious freedom might be
less efficient economically and educationally than the system we have
now. If that should be the case, we would be forced to choose between
religious freedom on the one hand and economic and educational
efficiency on the other.

Some voucher supporters simply assume that a voucher system that
included private schools would be a competitive market system. Others
are aghast at the idea that education should be a commercial service,
subject to market forces. Wes might draw an analog% here between educa-
tion and sex. Many people oppose allowing sex to be treated as a commer-
cial service. As a matter of f'act, one prominent critic of a voucher initiative
has explicitly equated it with prostitution.'

The assumption that a voucher plan that includes private schools is
ipso facto a competitive market plan is a fallacy that has confused both
proponents and opponents of vouchers. The Milwaukee voucher plan,
which has been widely praised (and condemned) for applying market
principles to education, illustrates this widespread confusion.

The Wisconsin legislature enacted the Milwaukee plan in March 1989.
Political, legal, and administrative opposition delayed implementation
until September 1990; this opposition continues, although it has been
unsuccessful in blocking the plan entirely.. s finally implemented, the
legislation includes the following provisions:

1. Participation in the voucher plan is restricted to one per-
cent of the enrollment in the Milwaukee public schools. Ac-
cordingly, maximum potential participation in 1990-91 was
930 pupils in grades K-12.

2. Pupils who participate must be from families whose income
does not exceed 175 pet-cent of tlw poverty level.
Vont her students must not exceed 49 percent of the stu-
dents in any scLool that accepts voucher students.
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4. Schools fOr profit and schools affiliated with religious de-
nominations are ineligible to participate.

5. Voucher schools must accept all youcher-carrving students as
long as space is available.

6. If voucher students exceed the spaces available, applicants
must be selected by lot.

7. The Milwaukee school district is required to provide trans-
portation as it would for public school students.

8. The amount of the voucher was set at 53 percent of the aver-
age amount spent per pupil in the Milwaukee public schools
in 1990-91 (approximately S2,5001.

9. Participating schools do not receive additional funds fOr
learning-disabied or emotionally disturbed pupils, as do the
public schools.

10. Schools that redeem vouchers cannot charge students more
than the amount of the voucher.

In the following ways, these limitations preclude the emergency of a
en mlpetitive market in education:

The scale is too small to justifY investment in new facilities or
in R&D. In addition, the small scale renders it impossible to
achieve economies of scale in employment, purchasing, pro-
motion, and other basic operations. The critical point is that
the absence of any economies of scale is inherent in the basic
structure of the plan.

9. The requirement that voucher students not exceed 49 per-
cent of the enrollment in a participating school precludes
expansion above a mininunn level. New schools can't be es-
tablished primarily to serve voucher students, and the capac-
ity of' existing schools to servo them is severely restricted.

3. Since schools fOr profit are excluded, educational entrepre-
neurs have no incentive to participate. This restriction alone
would disqualifY tl plan as a test of a competitive market sys-
tem of' education.

4. The fiul that schools cannot charge voucher students more
than the voucher is a majm. deficienc\ FNen if the schools
and the parents agree that eel tain changes are worth the ad-
diti(mal chaiges, the changes cannot be nixie. The automo-
bile industry would hardly be competitive if manufactut s
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could not add improvements, no matter how much customers
were willing to pav for them.

5. Because the number of voucher-redeeming pupils cannot ex-
ceed one percent of public school enrollments, the public
schools need not be concerned about competition from
voucher-redeeming schools. Not surprisingly, there is no evi-
dence that the Milwaukee public schools have changed since
the voucher plan became operative. Paradoxically, the major
efkct of the plan may have been to divert attention away
from the need for fundamental nnprovement in the Milwau-
kee public schools.

In addition to the antimarket provisions in the plan itself, the uncer-
tainties regarding its continuation adversely affect its usefulness as a test
of a market system of education. For example, it is more difficult to
recruit and keep good teachers when their funding may be discontinued
bv the legislature at any time. Needless to say, critics allege that poor
teaching is the inevitable result of a market system rather than a result
of the uncertainties regarding continuation of the Milwaukee plan. In
any case, the plan does not and cannot result in meaningful competition,
exc ept in the conservative editorials endorsing it for applying market
principles to education.

Let me emphasize that I am not opposed to the Milwaukee plan. What
I am opposed to is the idea that it constitutes a test of a market system
of education. The Milwaukee plan is likely to turn out poorly precisely
because it is not a competitive market system of education. If, however,
it is characterized as one, its negative outcomes will be cited as evidence
that market approaches are not effective. Because virtually all of the
voucher proposals in recent Years are subject to this criticism, I will not
discuss them here in detail. Regardless of their merits on other grounds,
they cannot be considered valid experiments with a competitive market
s% stem of education.

In this book I assume that government will continue to support K I2
education, at least for a considerable period of time. Nevertheless, gov-
ernment does not necessarily have to provide' the services that it funds;
tOod stamps and Medicare illustrate this point. To illustrate how a market
system might finiction, I shall assume a system of educational vouchers
edeetnable bv hools For profil as well as nonprofit schools. Neverthe-

less, my objee live in this book is not to propose or promote a voucher
plan. Instead, it is to use such a plan to contrast public education with
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a competitive market system of education. A system of tax credits or a
combination of tax credits and vouchers might also be used for this
purpose and may well be the most feasible wav to implement a market
system in certain situations.'

Regardless of how a market system can best be achieved, certain issues
to be discussed will be relevant. Why are the major deficiencies of public
education inherent in government operation of schools? Why is it impos-
sible to solve these problems by means of private but nonprofit schools?
Why is the futility of effbrts to improve public education becoming more
evident? How would a market system address these issues? Why have
recent efforts to achieve a market system failed, and how might such
efforts be more successful in the future? These are some of the issues
addressed in this book. Despite the absence of a timetable, my intention
is to set forth an educational reform agenda that will be innnediately
helpful.

A Historical Note

Contemporary rhetoric asserts that public education is essential to demo-
cratic representative government and economic growth. The reality,
however, is that public education was a result, not a cause, of these things.
In both Great Britain and the.- United States, a democratic system of
government was firmly establkhed long before public education was
widely adopted. In both countries, massive economic growth preceded
public education. Great Britain experienced its most impressive eco-
nomic growth in the late eighteenth and earlv nineteenth centuries
despite the absence of goyernment-suppewted education: compulsory
education to age 11 was not established there until 1893. Indeed, in the
early nineteenth century the fear was that literacy was spreading too
rapidly, and until 1833 the British government tried to limit it.' Similarly,
in the United States, public schools did not emerge on a large scale until
the mid-1800s, and then only at lower grade levels. The United States
experienced huge economic growth while public education was nonexis-
tent or very limited. Education as a three-sector hulustrY woukl be a basic
change from a two-sector industry overwhelmingly dominated by public
schools, but it would not be an unprecedented development in American
education. On the contrary, education was a three-sector industry For
much of the nineteenth century: schools for pi ofit as well as denomina-
tional schools served large segments ol the population until the advent
of widespt ead public education.'

25
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What changed the situation? If a three-sector industry is a good idea,
wh was it abandoned in the nineteenth century? Basically, the reason
was that religious schools and schools for profit could no longer compete
with "free public education." The conditions of competition across
sectors became overwhelmingly stacked in ftwor of public education.
Still, this explanation seems onh to beg the question: Why did the
American people decide to stack the competition in its favor?

During the early 1800s even state provided assistance to private
schools, including denominational schools. By the mid-1800s most white
children, including those from the lower and middle classes, received
an elementary education. This was true even though parents were ex-
pected to share some of the costs from their own pockets. It appears also
that schools for profit were fairly common and that their legitimacy was
not seriously challenged.

What changed this situation was the influx of Catholic immigrants in
the 18-10s. The number of Cat lmlic residents in the United States tripled
as more than 700,000 Catholic immigrants entered the country during
this decade." States that had provided aid to Protestant denominational
schools on a nonpreferential basis balked at providing such aid to Catho-
lic schools. Their solution was to discontinue nonpreferential aid to
private schools and to establish public schools with a pronounced Protes-
tant bias.

In short, public education was not established in response to the
failure of private schools, including schools for profit. to meet educa-
tional needs. On the contrary, public education resulted primarily from
Protestant dissatisfaction with nonpreferential assistance to Catholic
schools. Its raison &etre was religious prejudice. not the need to educate
all children.'"

Of course, the shift to public education was not alwaywjustified publich
by explicit assertions of' anti-Catimlic bias. Furthermore, once public
education was firml% established, the initial rationale fOr it disappeared
from public and esen professional awareness. This is a yen common
sequence of events. For example, the Army Post Exchange (PX) system
was established in the eark 1800s to serve army officers in isolated
frontier (mtposts. Today retail wales in the PX system are in the billions
annually, and PXs aye located in such isolated frontier outposts as San
Francisco, Ilonolulti, and New York City. Few, if any, of their customers
are aware of the initial teason for establishing the PX system.

And so it is with the way most people think about public edu( an( m.
insofar as they think about its origins at all. they tend to do so in terms
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of a comment bv JefThrson: "If a nation expects to be ignorant and free,
in a state of civilization, it expects what never was and never will be."
Professional educators and political leaders frequently cite this sentence
as the rationale fOr public education. The citation is a gross historical
error. Jefferson 'rote the sentence at a time when the vast majority of
young people either did not attend school at all or did so for only a few
primary grades and for a few months of the Year. The notion that our
founding fathers viewed public education as the way to educate citizens
about the great issues of the day is preposterous.

These observations do not justi& a market system of education. Their
purpose is simply to emphasize that the contemporary rationale for
public education had little to do with its beginnings. I do not advocate
a market system on the grounds that it preceded public education in the
United States; I seek only to dispel the notion that it would be an
:inprecedented deviation from our educational history and traditions.

-e



2
The Future Context of
Public Education

/n the future, public education in the United States will face an
increasingly hostile environment. Its demographic and cultural fbun-
dations are being undermined by developments over which it has no

control and very little influence. Educational refbrms that fail to take
these developments into account are tantamount to rearranging the
deck chairs on the Titanic as the ship goes down.

Low Birth Rates

Let us first consider how changing birth rates will afkct public education.
As Table 2.1 shows, birth rates in the U.S. have fallen since 1960. The
decline has been precipitous, so much so that "the birth dearth" has
become a topic of public debate. Birth rates are expected to continue
to decline slightly in the 1990s.

Generally speaking, the birth rate required to maintain a stable popu-
lation is 2.1 births per woman of childbearing age. It is slightly larger
than 2.0 because not all children live long enough to have children of
their own, and because the ratio of male to female babies is about 1.05
to 1.0. Thus in Table 2.1, which gives births per 1,000 women, a birth
ate of 2,100 would result in a stable population, exclusive of iminigration
and other factors that affect the size of the total population. The U.S.
birth rate has been lower than this since 1972. Although immigrants are
disproportionally of reproductive age and tend to have larger families
than the resident population, immigration is not likely to offset the
impact of lower birth rates on public education.

17
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Table 2.1. U.S. total fertility rates by race, 1960-2010 (rates per 1,00(1
women)

Year Total White Black Other races

Estimates:
1960 3,606 3,510 4,238
1970 9,439 2,338 9,949
1980 1,849 1,751 9,911

Projections:
1990 1,850 1,781 2,170 2,175
2000 1,846 1,780 2,095 2,110
2010 1,849 1,791 2,040 2,059

a. Black and other races.
.our,-e: National (.enter for I lealth Statistics. 1Wal Statistics of the ("nitre' Stale. 1985.

vol. I. .Vatalih (1988); tables:V-1 to and unpublished data. Bureau of the (:ensus,
U.S. Department of Commerce.

The major impact of birth rates on public schools is on the number
of children enrolled ill them. In absolute terms, the numbers are remark-
ably stable: enrolltnents in the year 2000 are predicted to be very close
to the number in 1975. Notwithstanding, the proportion of school-age
children in the total population will drop considerably. Children aged
5-17 made up 24..4 percent of the population in 1975 but only 20.4
percent in 1988, and the percentage is expected to drop to about 16.2
by 2010."

The present and anticipated age compositicm of the U.S. population
reflects a demographic change of startling proportions. In 1790 there
were 780 adults for each 1,000 persons under age 16. By 1900 there were
1,580 adults for each 1,000 persons under 16. Today there are about
three times as mans. persons over as under 16. The change is due mainly
to declining birth rates and increased longevity. As we shall see, the
decline in the proportion of children is accompanied by a weakening of'
their ties to adults.

A declining proportion of school-age children in the population af-
fects education in several ways. Fewer children require fewer teachers,
and fewer teachers have less political influence. When there are fewer
children, fewer parents are activists fbr public education. Declining birth
rates also weaken the economic prospects and political influence of
companies that sell in the education mat ket.

'1 he declining proportion of school-age children is only part of' the

2
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negative demographic outlook for public education. The decline in birth
rates is not uniform throughout the population. Birth rates among the
lower socioeconomic groups have remained relatively stable. At the same
time, birth rates among middle-class women, especially among the kind
of upper-middle-class women who have led efforts to improve public
education, have dropped substantially. Indeed, the most precipitous
decline has been among Jewish women. Inasmuch as Jewish families in
the United States tend to be strong supporters of public education, the
decline in the Jewish population weakens one of its major constituencies.

Within the Jewish population the birth rate varies widely by religious
affiliation. Steep declines have taken place among reform and conserva-
tive but not orthodox jew This too is bad news for public education:
orthodox Jews are strong supporters of private schools. Although ortho-
dox jews make up only about 4.8 percent of the total Jewish population,
they enrolled over 99,000 children in their denominational schools in
1988-89; whereas fewer than 16,000 were enrolled in conservative and
refOrm denominational schools.'

Similarly, among Protestants, the birth rates are highest among the
evangelical denominations that are most likely to enroll their children
in private schools. Evangelical Protestants are responsible for remarkable
increases in denominational schools in recent years. Their denomina-
tional school enrollments increased from 110,000 in 1965-66 to 985,000
in 1988-89. For the most part, these enrollments were from families who
would previously have been supporters of public schools. During the
same time, enrollments in nondenominational private schools increased
from 199,000 to 915.000.' This tremendous increase suggests the growing
importance of nonreligious reasons fOr sending children to private
schools. When 80 to 90 percent of private school enrollments were in
Catholic schools, aid to parents seeking assistance for private schooling
was perceived as a Catholic issue. The perception is bound to change as
more non-Catholics seek assistance for private schooling.

As private school enrollments climb, the proportions of the public
school population from middle- and upper-class families are dwindling
and the proportion from low-income families is increasing. The adults
in low-income families are less active politically and have less influence
than their numbers alone would suggest.

The efkcts of low birth rates on higher education also have an impact
on the public schools. As the pool of college-bound students decreases,
colleges will resort to earlier admission to make up fin- the shortfall.
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Some states have recently allowed high school students to enroll in
higher education courses, with a pro rata share of state aid going to the
institutions of' higher education.' This option makes good sense, and
more states are likely to adopt it. One result, however, will be to reduce
high school enrollments. In general, the better students are most likely to
take advantage of this option, thereby lowering high school enrollments
qualitatively as well as quantitatively.

Low birth rates also generate pressures from private business to reduce
the time devoted to fOrmal schooling. Private business is already experi-
encing a shortage of teenage workers and is likely to support lowering
the age of compulsory education and of entry into the labor market.'
With both higher education and business seeking to shorten the time
spent in school, the public education lobby will be hard-pressed to
maintain the status quo in this regard. In addition, if organizations
representing blacks and Hispanics conclude (as have many economists)
that their constituents are hurt by minimum wage laws, high age levels
fOr school leaving, and restrictions on earlv entry into the labor force,
public school enrollments could drop significantly within a short period
of time.' During the 1980s states showed more interest in raising than in
lowering the school-leaving age, but lowering it is more likely in the
future.

The discussion so far has assumed that U.S. birth rates will not rise
fOr a long time to come. Although birth rates have fluctuated widely over
tinw, it appears they are more likely to drop even further in the near
future than to rise. As a result of' more effective contraceptive measures,
birth rates have been declining in all industrialized nations, often even
more than in the United States. For example, West Germany befOre
reunification had a birth rate of only 1.3 children per womana rate
that would reduce its population lw almost 17 percent by the year 2000."
According to a recent United Nations report, the 1989 Japanese birth
rate was 10.2 babies per 1,000 population, 3.1 percent lower tlrin the
U.S. rate and far below the rate required to maintain population stabil-
ity)" Births are not always wanted, hence more effective contraceptive
measures will tend to reduce future birth rates.

This tendency is not likely to be fully offset by decreases in infant
mortality and/or moll' effective measures to reduce infertility. U.S. in-
fant mortality can be reduced, but the reductions cannot increase the
oyei al! size of the population very much. Although as many :ts one million
persons arc being treated for infertility, the birth dearth is not due to
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inability to have children but to deliberate decisions not to have them.
In fact, legal and regulatory obstacles have blocked the utilizatiOn of the
most efThctive contraceptive technologies in the United States. In any
case, birth rates are not likely to rise very much, if at all.

The Aging of the Population

While the proportion of school-age children in the total population is
declining, the proportion of senior citizens is increasing. As shown in
Table 2.2. the increase will continue to be rapid in the 1990s and beyond.
The educational significance of this trend depends on the political objec-
tives and degree of political unity among senior citizens.

Except on a few issues, the elderly do not think and vote difkrentiv
front the rest of the population.11After all. older people are influenced bv
their values, life experiences, religious organizations, unions, ethnicity,
income, geographical location, and other factors that affect political
attitudes and behavior. Consequently, on most issues their views do not
differ very much from those of the American people as a whole.

Understandably, health care for the elderly is one of the few issues on
which senior citizens show much greater cohesion than the rest of the
population. Another is public education: they are less willing than
younger citizens to support it financially. For instance, in 1984, when the
American National Election Studies unit at the University of Michigan
asked for reactions to federal spending on public education, social secu-
rity. Mechcare, science, the environment. crime, national defense, jobs,
blacks, and food stamps, education was the only area in which replies

Table 2.2. Percentage of wnior ci ti/ens in the total populat io .1, 1960-2(110

Age gr)up

Year 45-64 65+ 45+

1960 20.0r; 9.2r; 29.2' i
1970 20.4 9.8 30.2
1980 19.6 I 1.3 30.9
1990 18.8 12.6 31.4
2000 29.9 13.0 35.9
2010 97.9 14.0 41.9

.`louret: 0111.1 f of thi Cro,m, I ..s. Drp.tolocul of ( :of wall Valiqual .1/lqunt
Unard States. Vigo (Washington: ( (Aci 'uncut Printing Office. 1900). p. 13.
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showed substantial age differences. Whereas 94 percent of those aged
18-35 and 49 percent of those 36-64 supported increased spending for
public education, only 43 percent of those 65 and over did so. Other
polling data as well as anecdotal evidence also support the conclusion
that the elderly are much less inclined than the public at large to support
public education.1'

At least one reason for this lack of support will be very difficult to
overcome. Older people are less likely to benefit from increased spend-
ing for public schools. The 85-year-old senior citizen with a life expec-
tancy of six years is not likely to benefit from spending for education. Of
course, the elderly are not motivated solely by their own economic
welfare. It would, however, be as unrealistic to ignore self-interest as to
regard it as the sole influence on voting patterns.

The increase in the proportion of senior citizens in the population
will affect every aspect of education; in particular, it will affect funding
fbr public education, fbr the following reasons:

Expenditures for the elderly are much greater than those for
school-age children. Richard D. Lamm, a former governor of
Colorado, is one of the handful of political leaders (mostly
ex-leaders!) who have discussed the situation candidly. In
1990 Lamm pointed out that 1987 federal expenditures were
about $10,000 per senior citizen, $854 per child. Altogether,
60 percent of federal social spending went to citizens over 65,
who made up only 12 percent of the population. The federal
government pays for health costs for millionaires (such as
heart transplants) while 20 percent of the nation's children
do not receive vaccinations." Elaborating on this point would
only belabor the obvious. As the number and proportion of
senior citizens increase, government expenditures for their
welfare, especially for health benefits, exert tremendous pres-
sure on spending for other public services. The 40 percent of"
state and local spending that is allocated to public education
is likely to be reduced lw spending for senior citizens.

2. Working people already spend more to take care of their par-
ents than they spend to take care of their children. This gen-
erates pressure for government assistance to the elderly, espe-
cially sinc t. all adults expect to be tlw Iwneficiaries of such
assistance evenurally.

3. Senior citizens and their organizations will not want to

3 3
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oppose expenditures for public education simply on the
grounds that such expenditures compete with those for se-
nior citizen welfare. Instead, they will seek public interest rea-
sons to justify their opposition. The result will be a political
environment more critical of public education than any it has
faced in thc past.

4. The aging of the population will also have several indirect ef-
fects that will not favor public education. In higher educa-
tion, the resources devoted to the elderly will undoubtedly
continue to increase. The funds devoted to other fi Ads, such
.as health care and social work, will increasingly be oriented
to older people, not to young children. An economics profes-
sor can shift easily from the economics of raising children to
the economics of supporting parents (and grandparents); pro-
fessors of child development or of elementary school teach-
ing methods cannot shift their professional focus so easily.

Another way in which the aging of the population will weaken public
education is through the severe financial pressure it will exert on the
social security system. This financial pressure will lead to the adoption
of policies that will shorten the duration of compulsorY education. To
fully appreciate this, it is essential to reject the popular but erroneous
view that recipients of social security benefits are merely getting back
what they have paid in over the ears. In fact whatever "earnings- exist
are psychological, not legal or financial. Essentially, social security taxes
pav fbr the benefits of current recipients. The expectation is that when
the current taxpayers are eligible for social security, their benefits will
be paid from taxes paid by taxpayers at that time. In other words, the
social security system does not function as a savings institution, in which
one invests personal funds and receives back the investment plus any
returns on it. Instead, the system depends on the ability of taxpayers to
cover the costs for current beneficiaries.

Table 2.3 shows the drastic changes, actual and anticipated, in the ratio
of social security contributors to beneficiaries. In 1950, social security
taxpayers outnumbered beneficiaries

Also, since Ow life expectancy of beneficiaries was less when the social
security system was devised than it is today, the anticipated payouts werc
suhstantialk underestimated. Recipients who live until age 85 take nnu
inure out of the system than those who live only to age 70.

Clearly, the aging of the population poses major financial problems

'
3 if
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Table 2.3. Ratio of social security contributors to social security beneficiaries.
1950-2010

Year Ratio

1950 16.5: I
1960 5.1:1
1970 3.7:1
1980 3.2:1
1990 3.4:1
2000 3.2:1
2010 9.9:1

Source: Letter to author from Social Security Administration. Department of Health
and Human Services. August 13. 1992.

for the social security system. Instead of a large number of taxpayers
supporting a relatively small number of beneficiaries, a much smaller
proportion of taxpayers has to support a much larger and more expensive
group of beneficiaries. Political leaders are understandably reluctant
to reduce the benefits: the elderly make up a large, politically potent
consfituencv that believes that it has "earned" its benefits and that would
be outraged by their diminution.

If benefits are not reduced, social security revenues must be increased
to cover the increasingly unfavorable ratios of taxpayers to beneficiaries,
the longer payout periods, and the huge medical costs associated with
old age. Unfortunately, social security taxes are characterized by the most
undesirable features a tax can have: they are already high, they are visible,
and they are extremely regressive. Minor changes aside, the solutions on
the revenue side are limited to adding new contributors and increasing
the period of time during which contributions are made. In other words,
if large numbers of persons began full-time employment at age 14 or 16
instead of 18, their additional contributions would help to maintain the
solvency of the system.

We can, therefore, anticipate strong pressures to lower the age at
which students are allowed to leave school. These pressures will lead to
intense scrutiny of the efforts to persuade high school students to stay
in school to earn a high school diploma. It will become more evident
that such effOrts are based on the interests of producers of education,
not on the interests of the students. As the producer interests prevail, we
unnecessarily delay entry into both the labor force and higher education;
this is a view that will gain support from tlw pressures on the social
security system that lie ahead."

3
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All in all, it seems unlikely that the elderly will ever become strong
supporter of K-12 education. Again, I do not contend that senior citizens
base their actions solely on cold-blooded calculations of their own eco-
nomic self-interest. Nevertheless, the fact that many older people cannot
benefit from the alleged long-range benefits of K-12 education means
that they have less reason to support spending for it. As their numbers
increase, this lack of support, along with other direct and indirect effects
of the aging of the population, is certain to weaken public education.

The Decline in Children's Social Capital

As important as it is, the growing imbalance between children and senior
citizens will not be the most harmful development affecting children in
the 1990s. That dubious distinction will go to the continuing decline in
children's social capital.' Social capital consists of the social relationships
that foster children's growth and development. It can be contrasted
with physical capital, such as tools and equipment and facilities used to
produce goods or services. It also differs from human capital, that is, the
skills, knowledge, habits, and attitudes of individuals. Frequently, social
capital is a means whereby one person's human capital is made available
to others.

Children are not the only beneficiaries of social capital. On the con-
tram any age group may benefit from it, or may suffer from its absence.
Our concern here, however, is primarily with the social capital available
to children. On this issue, the major trends can be summarized as follows:

1. The avoidance ofparental responsibility by biological fathers and the increase

in the number and proportion of single-parent families headed by women. In 1987

approximately 9.4 million women were living with children under 21
whose father was absent. In about 53.3 percent of these families, the
father did not contribute any support. In 12.8 percent, the mother
received only partial payment of court-ordered child support.' Partly as
the result of improved contraceptive technology and of the feminist and
abortion rights movements, decisions on whether to bear children are
increasingly viewed as solely the woman's prerogative. In this situation
men are less likely to accept responsibility fiir their children. Even if
efforts to require biological fathers to contribute to child support are
successfnland it does not appear that they will bethey will not add
to children's social capital, since social capital depends on social, not
economic factors.
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2. The increase in the number and proportion of mothers who work outside the

household and delegate child care to others. With the industrial revolution,
men left the home to work for wages. Today, women are leaving also,
and the trend in this direction is still on the rise. The employment rate
for married women with husband present and children under age 6 rose
from 11.9 percent in 1950 to 58.9 percent in 1990; the rate for those
with children aged 6-17 increased from 28.3 percent in 1950 to 73.6
percent in 1990) 7

As the birth rate drops, being a homemaker is less and less of a full-
time job, and more women seek long-range security in careers outside
the home. When men left the home to go to work, women remained to
provide care and build social capital. As women also leave to work outside
the home, it becomes more difficult to provide children with social
capital.'s

3. The weakening of ties between children awl parents 1,lw are liz,ing together.

This weakening is partly due to changes in our economic system and
partly to other causes, but the economic factors seem paramount.

When the United States was predominantly an agrarian society, chil-
dren were usually an economic assetmilking cows, taking animals to
and from pasture. sowing and harvesting crops, and so on. At a very early
age, children were productive members of the family, and they accepted
the responsibilities, habits, and attitudes associated with that role. Eventu-
ally agricultural employment declined in importance and children began
to be employed in factories. In the earlier stages of the industrial revolu-
tion, children continued to be economic assets. Even at low wages, they
could earn more than their costs to the family, at least in the short run.

Since the enactment of compulsory education and restrictions on
child labor, the income-producing role of children has largely disap-
peared. Entrance into the labor market is delayed, often until after
higher education. In brief, the economic value of children to their
parents has declined; today, especially in urban areas, children constitute
a net cost instead of an income-producing asset. The major exceptions
are children of parents at the lowest income levels: government payments
for their welfare constitute a major source of parental as well as child
support. Above tins leyel, however, children are usually an ecoimmic
liability. Using 1989 data, the U.S. Department of Agriculture has esti-
mated the cost of raising a child from birth to age 18 in a Midwestern
urban area to be S105,000.1"
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Because emphasis on long-range considerations was inherent in the
agrarian environment, children learned to accept a long-range point of
view as a matter of course. This changed whe- children grew up in cities
with no productive responsibilities until after graduation from high
school or college. Children are expected to attend school for twelve years
at least, and to benefit from such attendance many years after leaving
school. Inasmuch as they frequently lack the experience that teaches the
importance of long-range considerations, the absence of strong incen-
tives to study is not surprising. Instead, children are supposed to be free
to find themselvesa process that often ends up as prolonged childhood
and adolescence without focus or important responsibility.

Of course, many teenagers are employed, often in part-time or sea-
sonal employment. For the most part, however, their participation in the
labor force is based on a desire for discretionary funds. The teenage
consumer market is a large one but is oriented largely to immediate
consumption: snack foods, automobile expenses, rock concerts, and
other items of this nature. Employment for such needs is not likely to
foster the same levels of maturity and discipline that are associated with
full-time employment to meet basic human needs.

4. The decline in the ellniOlnk interdependence (f childern and parents. In
the past, families served important welfare functions, such as care of the
vely young and the elderly. Today, however, social security and public
and private pension plans provide income security for more and more
parents. As a result, parents have less incentive to invest in the productiv-
ity of their children. Other things being equal, fewer children should
result in larger expenditures per child, but this does 1.-)t appear to be
happening.

Parents not only have less incentive to invest in their children's pro-
ductivity; they have fewer means at their disposal to enfbrce their priori-
ties. This is illustrated by the declining importance of inheritance. In
earlier times, many persons received significant amounts of income from
this source. Parents today are more likely to invest in pensions and
annuities that terminate when the parents die. Thus, children are less
likely to be concerned about disinlwritance or about parental wishes
generally.'

5. Divorce. Divorce clearly weakens social capital. Of course this is mit
n ue in every instance. but the overall effect on social capital is clearly
twgative. Parents who live away from their children tend to lose contact
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with them, and the step-parents, if any, tend not to be as caring and as
supportive as the natural parents.

Compared to Western European nations and Japan, the United States
has by far the highest divorce rate. The number of divorces per 1,000
married women in the United States increased from 10.3 in 1950 to 20.8
in 1987; almost half of contemporary marriages eventually are termi-
nated:2' More than one million children under 18 are directly involved
in a divorce every year. Obviously the high divorce rates adversely afThct
the social capital of large numbers of children over time.'

In fact, from the standpoint of children's welfare, the negative effects
of our high divorce rates are widely underestimated. Popular opinion
shows widespread concern about unmarried teenage mothers. As Chris-
topher Jencks points out, however, if' our concern is with the absence of
the father, divorce rates are also crucial. Children whose parents are
divorced are almost as vulnerable as children whose parents were never
married to begin with. Divorced fathers do tend to be more supportive
than never-married ones, but the similarities are more important than
the differences. Furthermore, the divorce rate is spread more evenh
throughout society than the rate of children born out of wedlock; the
single-parent family and the social capital problems associated with it are
not confined to any race or economic stratum. Poor families are less able
to cope with the problems of single parenthood, but its negative effects
are evident:at all socioeconomic levels:1"

6. Residential ?nobility and Urbanization. Increased residential mobility
and urbanization also weaken social capital. Again, this statement do;s
not apply to even instance but to the overall effects of the trend. Children
who move lose the social capital built up in their previous place of
residence. The more frequent the moves. the less social capital children
are likeh to have. Urbanization also tends to result in a loss of social
capital. In smaller communities children and families tend to know their
neighbors well, but this is less likely in urban areas. The physical obstacles
to interaction are greater, and there is less community support for activi-
ties with children.

7. The derline in religious artivitiec. Declining participation in religious
activities also lessens social capital. Religious organizations are concerned
about the long-range welfare of children; unless children become ma-
ture, in-oductive citi/ens with strong ties to the religious organi/ations,
the organi/ations will decline over time. Furthermore, religion itself
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emphasizes long-range considerations; hence a decline in religious belief
and activity is likely to decrease the social capital available to children.

S. The influence televi.sion. Outside of school, children spend more
time watching television than in am. other activity. The producers of
television shows for children do not intend to hurt their viewers. For the
most part, they are simply trying to get children's attention in order to
sell somethingchewing gum, breakfast cereals, candy, whatever. As
James S. Coleman comments, their interest is in what they can get front
children, not in what is in children's best interests.

\bung people are not generally prudent or wise consumers. Advertis-
ing that emphasizes immediate gratification is even more likely to suc-
ceed with them than with adults. In this respect at least, television exacer-
bates the decline in social capital; it provides an environment in which
immediate gratification takes precedence over long-range welfare. It is
also an en \ ironment that trivializes acts of violence by sheer repetition
of them. It has been estimated that a typical American child will have
seen 200,000 acts of violence on television by age 16.21 It would be
surprising if these frequent displays of violence did not desensitize chil-
dren to its exercise.

9. The peer culture. Because of the decline in the extended family,
teenagers interact less with other family members than they did in the
past. Because of compulsory education and restrictions on teenage em-
ployment, they interact less with adults outside of their families. Inevita-
bly, teenagers spend more time among themselves, and their values and
attitudes arc increasingly shaped by other teenagers in similar circum-
stances. The social capital that is created in this wav is not as helpful as the
social capital fOstered b extended families and productive employnwnt.

Prospects for the Restoration of Social Capital

Overall, it seems indisputable that the sources of social capital for chil-
dren ale declining. Granwd, there are trends and efforts to counteract
the adverse consequences to children, but it is difficult to see how they
can succeed. BY comparison, the decision to land astronauts on tlw
moon was easily reached and implemented. Landilig on the 1110011 was
a visible, discrete objective; the obstacles were largely financial; the tec 11-

nological problems were reiulilv identifiable and subject to nonideologi-
cal resolution. Social capital, hmvever, involves several ideological and
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policy issues and a host of powerful interest groups seeking essentially
incompatible solutions. Under the circumstances, matters will probably
get worse befbre they get better, if, indeed, they do get better.

Coleman has apdv stated the basic dilemmas raised lw the decline in
social capital. Should we try to reestablish the conditions under which
parents had more authority and responsibility for their children, and
also had a larger long-range stake in their development? Or should
we try to develop more effective government mechanisms to deal with
children who come under government control or influence, for whatever
reasons?' Neither alternative seems very promising. Whichever is
adopted, a wide array of political, economic, social, and cultural fbrces
are moving in the opposite direction. As more housing excludes children,
or is built for small families, or is segregated bv age, housing fbr extended
fiunilies becomes more difficult to find:2 As gay and lesbian organizations
are successful in legitimizing gay and lesbian marriages, the impact will
be to increase them. As more persons with no family ties or weak ones
rise to positions of power in the media and politics, we can expect a lilt
in that direction. And so on. Simply stated, etibrts to encourage family
structures that fbster children's social capital face several obstacles that
will be difficult to ove,-come.

As Coleman points out, no other social institution has successfully
fidfilled the nurturing and social-capital-providing functions of the fam-
ily. To overcome the failures of the past, Coleman has proposed policies
that would provide fbster parents or other providers of child care with a
stake in the long-range development of the children entrusted to their
care.27 For example, foster parents might be entitled to a certain share
of the future earnings of their foster children. Obviously, Coleman's
proposal would require a great deal of study and refinement before
being implemented; however, in the absence of basic changes of this
kind, children's social capital will probably decline even more in the
future.

Less dramatic proposals have been made to provide more social capital
to children; fbr example, day care regulations that require infants be
"held, played with, and talked to have been introduced in Maryland?
The practical impossibility of monitoring the requirement should he
obvious; an army of state officials could not enfbrce it. In any case,
the proposal illustrates the tendency to deal with the symptoms, not the
causes of the decline in children's .,ocial capital. In sonic respec N, the
efforts to alleviate the symptoms exacerbate the decline, or are likely to
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do so. If, for example, government provides day care for all preschoolers,
inure parents will choose that option.

As matters stand, economic incentives do not affect family size among
the wealthiest families. They can afford as many children as they wish.
At the lowest income levels, govenmient support for children is also
support for the adults, hence the latter have economic incentives.to have
children. Contrary to conservative assumptions, very few welfare mothers
get by solely on government assistance, but the assistance is a factor in
decisions to apply for or remain on welfare. Welfare mothers have author-
ity over children but not responsibility for them; government has the
responsibility for supporting the children but not the authority over
them. Thus one issue is whether to reestablish family responsibility for
children, or to reduce family authority over them since the responsibility
is not present. Public school organizations supported government fund-
ing for clay care in public schools but opposed it fbr clay care pros ided
by religious organizations. Arguably their position is more oriented to
their own needs than to the social capital needs of children.

Political rhetoric aside, we fitce protracted conflict over family issues.
On the one hand, various groups support measures to strengthen the
"traditional'. family structure: children conceived by and living with
married parents and perhaps some other members of a biological family.
Another coalition contends that "family" should be defined as any two
or more adults who choose to live together, or am single adult who
chooses to bear and/or raise a child. The latter group tends to regard
different family structures as equally deserving of legitimacy and govern-
ment support. Of course, both positions include several variations, but
they reflect the major division on family issues.

For reasons to be discussed shortly, I expect that higher proportions
of children will be born into and raised in nontraditional families. One
empirical issue is whether such families are as beneficial to children as
the traditional one. Although I cannot assess the research here, it seems
implausible that every family arrangement agreeable to adults is as bene-
ficial to children as the traditional family structure. If this is a valid
assumption (or conclusion), schools will be faced with a contimting
decline in the social capital of students. As a result, educational achieve-
ment is likely to continue to decline also. This would weaken public
education, regardless of the Fact that factors other than school would be
responsible fOr the decline. Theoretically, the decline could continue
even th( nigh public schools were perfOrming admirably; even the best
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doctors will have the highest patient death rates if they serve higher
proportions of difficult-to-cure patients.

Feminism

Perhaps no sociocultural factor is having a greater impact on children
and schools than feminism. Although feminism affects children and
schools in severat ways, my comments here will focus on its implications
for the future of public schools.

First, what is feminism? One well-known critique devotes an entire
chapter to this question and concludes that even feminist leaders do not
agree among themselves on the answer.' In what follows, 1 shall treat
'feminism- or "the feminist movement- as a social movement based
on the following ideas:

I. At birth, boys and girls have the same abilities to develop
skills and motives and would develop similarly if raised in the
same way.

2. Men dominate societies because socialization of the sexes fos-
ters aggressive behavior in males, submissive behavior in fe-
males. Were it not fbr this "sexist- socialization, leadership
positions would be distributed evenly between the sexes.

3. Our socialization processes, not sex or gender per se, are re-
sponsible fbr the limitations society assumes for or applies to
women.

4. Drastic social change is required to eliminate sexism and
achieve a social order that treats women as equals instead of'
as subordinates.

With some trepidation, therefOre, I will define feminism as the move-
ment to eliminate gender difkrences that arise from discriminatory
treatment of women. There is controversy over the extent of gender
differences, what is discriminatory treatment, the extent and effects of'
discriminatory practices, and the policies that should be adopted to
eliminate them. Obviously, given these differences among feminists, my
references to them do not necessarily apply to every individual who is
(or is labeled) a feminist.-

To a considerable degree, feminism results from the interaction of
basic demographic and social changes. As a result of technological prog-
ress, physical strengt h and stamina are declining as (wcupational require-
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ments. Consequently, women have a much wider range of work opportu-
nities than they had in the past. This fundamental change has been
obscured by controversies over whether women are physically equal to
men. On the average, they are not, but the issue is becoming less and
less imporumt in the workplace.

Technology has also expanded the maternity options open to women.
Contraceptive technology has made it possible for women to engage in
sexual activity without becoming pregnant. Reproductive technology
now makes it possible for women to become pregnant in the absence of
sexual activity. Women can choose to become pregnant and with whose
sperm, insofar as men allow their sperm to be used in this way. Under
these circumstances, women have an enormous range of choices that
were not available to them in previous generations.'

Increased longevity also plays a major role in the growth of feminism.
More and more women live most of their lives after they have (or would
have) raised their children. The instability of marriage and the declining
role of children as a life-support system fbr parents add to the attrac-
tiveness if not the necessity of a career outside the home. Estimates of
the cost of raising children typically understate the costs to mothers or
potential mothers. The reason is that the estimates do not take into
account the loss of earnings and career opportunities associated with
bearing and raising children. Significantly, the losses to women of high
earnings outside the home are greater, hence lower birth rates among
such women are only to be expected.

In increasing numbers, therefore, women will have the option of'
bearing and raising children or fbrgoing a maternal role fbr career
opportunities outside the home. Of course, these decisions will not and
should not be made solely on economic grounds, and a substantial
number of women, with \ ailing degrees of success and personal satisfac-
tion, will combine the maternal role with a producer role outside the
home. In all of this, the extent to which women will be compensated fbr
bearing and rearing children will be of' paramount importance. Unless
the maternal roles receive larger economic rewards, we may experience
precipitous declines in birth rates. In my view such declines would be
highly undesirable, but restricting work options for women would not
be justified even if it were possiblewhich it is not. Government allow-
ances or tax benefits for raising children are one possibility; different
contractual art angements governing marriage, cohabitation agreements.
and childbearing outside of marriage are others. I do not advocate or
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oppose any specific changes along these lines but simply wish to empha-
size that although feminism is irreversible, its effects are not necessarily
beyond our control. Nlv speculation is that a significant number of
women will choose or emphasize the career option over the maternal
one even if government assistance and new contractual arrangements
between mothers and Fathers reduce the economic disadvantages of
bearing and raising children. Although we will not see the end of the
traditional family, we will see a higher proportion of nontraditional ones.

To grasp the implications of feminism !Or the future of public educa-
tion. it is essential to understand how it plays out in school operations.
A brief list of feminist issues followed by a few of their educational
manifestations may suffice for this purpose.

I. Opposition to policies that treat gender differences as relevant to educational

or occupational sfiall.s. Educational application: Pregnant unmarried fe-
male teachers must not be treated differently from unmarried male
teachers who have fathered children out of wedlock. School districts
should not take pregnancy into account in employing or even inter-
viewing candidates for positions. Tests of academic achievement or for
occupational eligibility are attacked legally if they show disparate sexual
outcomes. School districts and educational organizations routinely adopt
affirmative action policies intei hied to redress past discrimination against
women.

2. Greaterfemale reliance on jam and careers instead of marriage and homemak-

ing as the way to personal InIfillment. Educational applications: Student
textbooks emphasize women in occupations formerly considered male
domains. Being a wife and mother is deemphasized, even ignored in
some textbooks that discuss career choices. Teacher unions bargain
inure aggressively for benefits that enable mothers to return to teaching
promptly without loss of seniority or other benefits.

3. Support for day care to accommodate Mothers who wish to continue or wsume

emploment alter die birth of their childwn. Educational applications: Public
school organizations support legislation that would give public schools
a leading role as providers of day care. Dav care is becoming a teacher
benefit, and sonic school (hstricts are providing day care for student
mothers.

1. Insistence upon abortion as a umman *1 prerogative, not a matter ol legislative

pnlicv. Educational applicati(nis: Public s( hool Organizations overwhelm-
ingly oppose legislation that restricts abortion. requires students to get
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parental consent fOr abortions, prevents school personnel from recom-
mending abortions, or mandates school opposition to abortion in any

5. Treatment of traditional gender differences in the role of parents as social
and cultural facts without physical or anatomical justilicathm. Educational
applications: More and more school curricula show males in nurturing
roles with their children and women in occupational roles formerly
considered male domains.

6. An emphasis on "non-sexist" education, that is, education that minimizes
.sexually defined roles in socialization. Educational applications: A mini-
industry has emerged to research the various ways that schools treat
bms differently from girls. Teacher education typically emphasizes the
undesirability of such differences.

For present pul-poses, the issue is whether feminism strengthens pub-
lic education, weakens it, or has no significant effect on its viability. In
mv opinion, feminism weakens public education in these ways:

Feminist issues constitute a major source of educational con-
flict. This conflict adds to the pressures for educational op-
tions that are not provided bv public schools. As the follow-
ing section points out, educational conflict tends to weaken
public education regardless of the merits of the issues giving
rise to the conflict.

2. Feminism is one of the causes of the demographic trends pre-
viously discussed that weaken public education.

3. A dominant thrust of feminism is to give a higher priority to
. individual interests than to family interests that formerly

served to keep families intact. s a result feminism is a sig-
nificant fitctor in the decline of children's social capital.

Most emphatically, the above assessment is not a judgment about the
merits of feminism, nor does it imply am. criticism of feminists. To avoid
any misunderstanding on this important point, let me elaborate on
it briefly. Partly as a result of feminism, women are entering several
occupations that were fiwnwrIv male domains. Presumably, this weakens
the talent pool entering the teaching profession, which fOrtnerlv at-
tracted many women who were excluded from these occupations. On
these assumptions. however, we could not sensibly criticife feminism
fOr "weakening public education." The effects of feminism on public
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education are important. but they are the result of a movement whose
m...rits must be assessed on other grounds.

Heterogeneity

By virtually any criterionincome, religion, language, ethnicity, value
orientation, family typethe United States is becoming a more heteroge-
neous society. This trend, especially in social, cultural, and lifestyle mat-
ters, is generating more conflict than public education can constructively
absorb. Its resources are increasingly devoted to conflict management
instead of to education, and its ability to provide high-quality education
is correspondingly weakened.

Although the nation as a whole included a variety of ethnic, religious,
and cultural groups in the nnwteenth century, communities were much
more homogeneous than they are today. Inasmuch as education was a
local function (where it was a governmental function at all), there was
relatively little social conflict over educational issues. The one major
exception was Protestant-Catholic conflict over nonpreferential aid to
denominational schools. The Protestants were victorious on this issue,
and no serious political threat to public education emerged for almost
150 years.

For various reasons, the American people are becoming incre.Angly
heterogeneous, not only nationally but at the state and local levels as
well. No one doubts that we have tremendous disparities in wealth and
income. No matter what thc foreign policy issue, ethnic groups on all
sides of it are usually active. Scores of religious denominations as well as
large numbers of the nonreligious and the irreligious are found within
most communities. Differences in language, culture, and lifestyle are
commonplace: federal appropriations support language instruction in
146 languages in order to provide equal opportunity to students not
proficient in English.

The more heterogeneous people are, the more difficult it is fOr them
to agree On educational issues. The more difficult it is to agree on
educational issues, the stronger the pressures to move away from a system
of majoritarian contnil of education. Ciinsider, !Or example, the 1990
proposal by the chancellor of the New Niirk City school system to make
condoms available in the city's high schools, flee of charge and without
reqiiiring parental consent. The proposal was advocated as a wav of
reducing the high incidence of Alps in New Yi irk City.
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The list of speakers at a public hearing on the "Chancellor's Plan for
Expanded II IN' AIDS Education Including Condom Availability- can be
broken down as follows:

77 no organization listed
31 students
28 religious organizations

12 Catholic
9 Protestant
5 Jewish
1 Muslim
1 interdenominational

community organizations
92 elected officials

12 city
9 state
1 federal

9 1 health organi/ations
17 AIDS-related organizations
14 teachers
14 parents
8 gay/lesbian organizations
5 higher educafion institutions or organizations
1 research orgatilzati(m.'"

Many individuals and organizations who felt strongly about the issues
did not submit statements or participate in the hearings. Dozens of
diflerent positions were adxocated in one or more submissions. Leaving
aside the question of whether public opinion should resolve the issue, it
was impossible fbr the New York City Board of Education to assess public
opinion accurately or to stay abreast of changing public attitudes on the
issue.

A recent news article discussed the school problems of children of'
homosexual parents. One youngster was reportedly asked to identify
someoiw who often picked him up at school. The matter-of-fact response
was "That's my father's husband.- The article did not state the number
of' children growing up in these circumstances but did report that the
number was increasing.' -Fhe fact that the avowed homosexuality of
adults is no longer a barrier to their effOrts to adopt children suggests
that we are institutionalizing new kinds of families.
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The incident described in the article suggests the difficulties of coping
with increasing heterogeneity in public schools. What kind of curriculum
in "home economics" or "family living- or "civil rights- (to cite just a
few problematic areas) should schools provide? No curriculum will satisfy
the different groups with diametrically opposed views on family issues.
And even if such a curriculum were developed, how many teachers would
be knowledgeable and unbiased enough to teach it objectively? I-low
many school districts would buy the necessary instructional materials?
Avoidance of the issues is perhaps the onFY feasible outcome, but avoid-
ance dissatisfies many groups that want schools to support their religious
or family values.

To be sure, our heterogeneity is often regarded as a strong reason to
strengthen public education and to limit resort to private schools as
much as possible. It is contended that the nation's diversity increases the
importance of a common set of experiences among our young people.
Regardless of one's position on this issue, it seems clear that increasing
heterogeneity renders it more difficult to achieve a workable consensus
on educational issues, and that the rising social and economic costs of
reaching agreement on educational issues increase the pressure to shift
from public education to a less confrontational system. In the words of'
Nathan Glazer, a leading scholar of ethnic and religious conflict:

I am convinced the conflicts of values in this country today, between
the religious and the secular, the permissive and the traditional,
those seeking experience and those seeking security and stability,
between the culture of the coasts and the culture of the heartland,
between the cosmopolitans of I.os Angeles and New York and the
staid inhabitants of smaller towns and cities (as well as of most of
the inhabitants of Los Angeles and New York), are so great that the
vision ola truly common school, in which all are educated together,
simply will not work . . . a decent opportunitv fOr withdrawal to a
more homogeneous and educationally efkctive environment is
necessary and can be provided without destroying our democracy
and or our multiethnic society."

Juvenile Crime and School Authority

lii tecent %vat 5, crimes committed by voting people have rcached unprec-
edented levels. The number of arrests per I ,000 persons aged 14-17
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increased from 4 in 1950 to 117 in 1989. In 1989, about 15 percent of'
all offenders were under 18 and another 30 percent were aged 18-24.
About 56 percent of arrests for murder. nonnegligent manslaughter, and
forcible rape were from these two age groups. A 1992 FBI report showed
that the juvenile arrest rate for violent crime had increased by 27 percent
since 1982; all races and social classes showed an increase, although not
to the same extent. In fact, some authorities have identified the growing
frequency of violent crime by teenagers and subteenagers as the most
Ominous trend in the criminal justice system." The rate of juvenile arrests
fOr weapons violations reached an all-time high in 1990, while arrests for
drug use or sale increased by 713 percent from 1982 to 1992..3'

These trends have had a significant impact on public education. For
instance, the fifteen largest school districts recently reported that their
three major problems were weapons on campus, gangs, and drugs. Ac-
cording to a government estimate, 500,000 violent incidents occurred
every month in public secondary schools in 1988.'6 Obviously, safety and
security problems of this magnitude are bound to have 'adverse effects
on many aspects of education.

Under such conditions a larger proportioli of scarce resources must be
spent on measures to improve safety and security. Despite such increases,
however, a growing number of parents are concerned about the safety
of' their children in public schools. Private schools are becoming a more
attractive option, especially since they are not its restricted as public
schools in coping with crime and delinquency. Also, .justified or not,
tnam citizens regard public schools as partially responsible for crime
and delinquency among voung people.

While .juvenile crime and delinquency have been increasing, school
authority to cope with them have been eroded in various ways. Recent
Supreme Court decisions have made it more difficult for public schools
to expel or suspend students, search their lockers, regulate their dress.
or regulate their publications, to citc some restrictions that render it
inure difficult fOr public schools to cope with undesirable student con-
duct. In effect, school authority over pupils has declined just when the
need for it has greatly increased.

If pupils, especially teenagers, were still accountable to their families,
the loss of school authority might not be such a negative development.
As it is, however, students do not suffer sanctions or penalties for failure
to take schoolwork seriously. An adolescent who is frequently absent
from work is likely to be fired; if frequently absent from school, the
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aclolescent is implored to return on the grounds that staving in scluml
is in his or her long-range interests.

One cause of the decline in school authority is the frequent resort to
litigation, in and out of education, to establish group rights of one sort
or another. In Chapter 12 I shall argue that a great deal of this litigation
could be avoided by reliance on private contracts instead of government
regulation to govern the relationships between the parties to the educa-
tional pmcess. In this connection, it might be noted that larger propor-
tions of students in Catholic schools than in public schools feel that they
are being treated fairly. This is true even though, because they are not
governmental agencies. Catholic schools are not required to provide
certain due process rights that are legally available to public school
students. It may be that the limitations on public school authority have
contributed more to academic decline than to fair treatment of pupils.

International Economic Competition

Along with the collapse of the command economies, a major economic
development of our time is the growing importance of' international
competition. Producers ill One nation have to be concerned about com-
petition from producers in others. More and more, efforts to restrict
competition within a country fail because producers outside of it cannot
be restricted. Over fime, an increasing number of industries will have to
compete effectively in an international market or decline. Our automo-
bile and electronics industries are prominent examples of the results of
failure to compete successfillh.

This trend raises the educational stakes considerably. As long as eco-
nomic competition was within national borders, the failure of one com-
pany was offset lw the growth of others. Under international competition,
however, the successlid or surviving companies will not necessarily be
located in the United States. If U.S. companies have to teach their
employees how to read and write and use simple arithmetic, they will
be at a severe disadvantage in international competition. Competitive
pressures are already fOrcing them to shill production to countries where
they can avoid training costs that weaken their ability to compete.

It is often asserted that unless education prepares a higher proportion
of workers with "high tech- skills, our economy will be dominated lw
Piu HU Rim imd Western European nations vith better educated labor
loicex.\c tually. the skill requirements of the labor force are not likely
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to change dramatically in the near future. The problem is that the
United States is unable to meet relatively stable demands for educated
personnel. The problem of being competitive is intensified bv the
quantity and rapidity of technological diffusion: innovations originating
in foreign countries must be adopted promptly in the United States to
avoid competitive gaps. Unless our labor force has the capacity to adopt
innovations promptly, its markets will decline, often irreversibly. The
flexibility required consists ofl titbits, attitudes, and organintional factors
as well as technical skills. It is difficult to see how the anticompetitive
environment of public education can meet the needs of a competitive
economy.

Schooling in the United States first emerged for religious objectives.
When our nation was overwhelmingly based on an agricultural economy.
formal schooling did not play a leading economic role. Subsequently,
formal education was justified on political grounds. such as the impor-
tance of "Americanizing the immigrants" or of developing an informed
citizenry supposedly essential to democratic representative government.

In the fUture, however, economic considerations will be paramount.
This is not to say that religious or political or sociocultural factors will
no longer play a role, or that economic considerations were absent
from educational policymaking in the past. 11w point is that economic
considerations will overshadow others, .just as religious and political
considerations overshadowed economic ones in the past. The economic
considerations will affect the p4ce as well as the substance of educational
change. Issues pertaining to separation of church and state may be
debated for centuries; survival in a competitive international economy
does not allow for such a leisurely pace of' resolution.

The 1991 trade negotiations between the United States and Japan
provided a striking example of economic pressures on educational pol-
icy. The U.S. negotiators alleged that Japan was unfairly excluding U.S.
products from Japanese markets. The Japanese rebuttal was that
U.S. educational deficiencies, not Japanese policies, were the reason
U.S. companies could not compete successfully in Japan. In the course
of the discussions, the U.S. negotiators promised to improve the quality
of' American education.'" Just how they intended to deliver on this prom-
ise was not explained, but the scenario would have been unthinkable in
the past. When the United States sent an educational inissi,in to japan
in 1946, its pui-pose was not to learn from the Japanese but to advise
them on how to rebuild their educational mstem. ln the future, as U.S.

;.
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companies in high-tech fields unsuccessfnlly compete against foreign
companies whose governments spend less for formal education, the huge
U.S. investment in public education will lose economic credibility. As we
shall see, efforts to justify it on the basis of noneconomic outcomes will
be even less persuasive.

Income Levels

Economists generally agree that income levels will rise in the 1990s. As
income levels rise, so does discretionary income: as discretionary income
rises, fewer consumers are satisfied with what everyone else has. Conse-
quently, rising incomes are likely to lead to increasing demands for
private schooling.

Indisputably, the private sector is inherently more effective than the
public sector in.responding to variations in consumer preferences. This
is clearly true in education. For example, more than half the enrollments
in private schools are in denominational schools, but public schools
cannot offer the option of religious education. Nor can they offer several
others, because of legal or political restrictions or problems of scale that
do not apply to private schools.'"

I do not assume that all income levels will share, or share equitably,
in increases in personal income.° Nevertheless, rising income levels
among a substantial proportion of citizens will increase defections from
the public schools. Obviously, the extent of government funding will also
affect enrollment levels in private schools, perhaps even more than the
future levels of persomtl income.

Theoretically, rising income levels can coexist with a rising proportion
of low-income families. The probability is, however, that fOr the first time
in our history the affluent will outnumber or at least equal the poor. The
consequences will not be limited to an increase in the number and
proportion of fitmilies seeking private education. 'The political influence
of more affluent families will be increasingly supportive of private instead
of public schools. The public schools cannot afford to lose many of
these families, but sizable defections are inevitable as long as a single
expenditure standard applies to all family income levels. After all, no such
standard applies, or is even proposed, for food, shelter, transportation, or
any other service.

II rising in« mies encourage pt iyate hooling, why V:1 t ion

of pupils in private schools virtually the same in 1989 as in 1955, when

.%
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incomes were much lower? The answer is to be found in the characteris-
tics of private school enrollments. In the mid-1950s approximately 80
percent of private school enrollments were in Catholic schools. These
schools were staffed largely by members of religious orders who were
paid far less than market rates for their services. As a result, tuition in
Catholic schools was extremely low, and few parents were unable to
affbrd them.

As explained in Chapter 6, the proportion of such teachers in Catholic
schools has declined drastically: hence Catholic schools are more expen-
sive than in the past. Currently only about half of all private school
enrollments are in Catholic schools; meanwhile, enrollments in private
schools as a proportion of total enrollments have remained stable be-
cause more parents, Catholit and non-Catholic alike, have been able and
willing to pay for private education. In other words, the proportion of
pupils in private schools reflects a much greater ability and willingness
to pay for private education now than it did in the mid-I950s.

Of course, considered in isolation, rising income levels render it easier
to allocate funds to elenwntary and secondary education. Unfortunately
for public education, questions of how much to spend for education will
not be resolved in isolation from other issues, such as health care for the
elderly. Nor will they be resolved without closer scrutiny of claims about
the benefits of public education. As we shall see, scrutiny of these claims
will often lead to their rejection.

The Resurgence of Promarket Ideologies

Changes in the intellectual environment will also have important implica-
tions for the future of public education. Market-oriented views are more
influential today than at am time since the 1920s. The economic and
political distress in the formei Soviet Union and the Eastern European
economies has eliminated socialism, at least explicitly and for the time
being, as a worthwhile policy target. At the same time, market-oriented
organizations and policy centers have expanded in recent Years. In other
words, the resources available to lidvocate promarket policies have in-
creased while the targets of opportunity have decreased.

Chapter 12 explains why the mai ket-oriented policy centers have had
little impact on public education thus far. Even the ones that förmally
support a mai ket approach to education lack a viable pwgrant or strategy
to achieve it. Nonetheless, the financial and intellectual resources to do
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so are potentially avai'able. Given the importance of education from
several standpoints, and the nation's enormous expenditures on it, it is
only a matter of time befiwe market-oriented policy organizations pay
serious attention to public education. Although some will merely add to
the confusionas they do nowthe overall result will be the most
hostile intellectual environment fbr public education since its origins in
the nineteenth century.



3
Producer-Consumer
Conflict

An "industry. is a group of people who make highly substitutable
goods or services. The term has no ideological implications; "the
education industry'. exists whether education is provided by pub-

lic or private schools. Education, like any other industry, involves both
producers and consumers, and the interests of the two groups are often
in conflict. The producers are the teachers, principals, administrators,
school board members, and support personnel, plus the organizations
representing these groups and the state and frderal education bureaucra-
cies. The consumers are all the beneficiaries and/or clients of public
education: students, parents, and local, state, and federal publics. Con-
flict between producers and consumers exists with respect to all of these
groups. MY concern here is not to prove the existence of such conflict,
but to explain why public education is an undesirable way to resolve it.

Let us begin by reviewing why producer-consumer conflicts of interest
are important and how they are resolved in the private sector. First of
all, everyone is a consumer. Not everyone is a producer, but most adults
are. In most societies, being an adult is supposed to mean that you carry
Your weight as a producer. That is, your productive activities provide the
compensation required to meet your consumer needs. In other words,
most of us are both producers and consumers.

As consumers of goods and services, we welcome and expect improve-
ments: automatic transmissi(ms over manual shifts, I( my-cholesten )1 over
high-cholesterol fOods, pharmaceuticals without harmful side elf ects,
painless drilling over painful drilling bv dentists,.jet over propeller-driven
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aircraft, color over black-and-white television, and so on. Our interests
as consumers are served by constant improvement in price, quality, and
accessibility of goods and services.

Improvetnents in what we buy, however, are based on competition
among producers. \Althorn such competition, few such improvements
would materialize. UnfOrtunately, competition may be disastrous for us
as producers. Cheaper air travel has led to lower emplo)ment in intercity
bus companies. Fax machines have weakened the courier business and
telegraph companies. Fuel-efficient cars have led to unemployment
among the manufacturers of fuel-inefficient cars. And so on.

As producers, we try to protect Ourselves from changes that would
threaten us. Thus industries threatened by foreign competition try to
protect themselves by imposing tariffs on imported goods. Unions try to
negotiate prohibitions against lavolfS; if an outright prohibition cannot
lw achieved, unions tn to negotiate severance pav, bumping rights.
relocation allowances, lengthy advance notice of dismissal, and retraining
allowances. The 1990 negotiations in the U.S. automobile industry fir-
cused on .just this type of worker security.

From an individual standpoint, the ideal solution is to have monopoly
status as a producer, while receiving the benefits of competition as a
consumer. Obviously, this solution cannot be made widely available. The
more producers who are protected nn competition, the fewer the
cmisumers who benefit from it.

Before fircusing on producer-consumer conflict in education, let us
see how the conflict plays out in other fields. General Motors produces
and sells automobiles. It tries to persuade consumers that GM automo-
biles are their best buy. The company and its dealers advertise heavily.
In doing so, they do not highlight the deficiencies of GM cars. In fact,
GNI tried unsuccessfnlh to discredit Ralph Nader's efforts to publicize
the poor safety katures of GM cars.

Government provision of a service does not eliminate producer-
consumer conflict. The Iran4:ontra situation leading to the trial of
Colonel Oliver North illustrates this point. The federal government
produces national defense. ln doing so, it mav act in ways that citizens
find objectionable. When this happens, government Officials often trv to
conceal the objectionable activities. Generally speaking. government
officials do not invite attention to deficiencies in public service except
in ( ) situations in which the deficient ies are likely to become pub-
lic information regardless of go\ crnmcnt oppusition or conceahnent:
(2) cases in which one political party stands to benefit bv publicizing the
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alleged poor performance of another party; and (3) situations in which
the alleged deficiency justifies appropriations to eliminate the deficiency.

Producer-consumer conflict cuts across national and geographical
boundaries. The Soviet Union has had a long history to tning to conceal
its failures as a producer from its people and from other nations; ulti-
mately, the failures became so pervasive and so overwhelming that gov-
ernment admissions of failure added little to what.its citizens (lid not
already know.

The reader may object that in the United States government does play
a vital role in representing consumer interests. For example, the Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) protects consumers from harmfull foods
and drugs. As a matter of fact, some analysts contend that the FDA insists
upon unreasonably high standards of safety and purity with the result
that pharmaceutical companies face excessive delays and costs in bring-
ing new products to market)

The activities of the FDA illustrate the important point. The federal
government does not manufacture and sell pharmaceuticals. For this
reason, its protection of consumers is not in conflict with its role as a
producer. In areas in which government is a producer, however, the
needs of its consumers become subordinate to government's need to
protect its producer acthities from criticism. Negative information about
a government service may help consumer-voters, but it is usually politi-
callY damaging to the government producers.

Of course, some producer-consumer conflict exists within government
even when government is the regulator and not the producer. In such
cases, the producers try to guide government in one direction; consumer
organizations try to guide it in a different one. These conflicts may
threaten either producer or consumer interests or both. Despite some
similarities, however, these situations are fundamentally different from
those in which government is both the producer of the service and the
representative of consumers with respect to it. In such cases both pro-
ducer and consumer functions are ultimately responsible to the same
political leadership, which often resolves conflict in favor of the producer
()ver the consumer bureaucracy.

Teacher Unions as Producer Representatives

Because the teacher unions at e the most powerful producer organi/a-
lions, I shall begin by discussing their policies on consumer complaints.
The f011owing proposal on parent complaints is taken from a model
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contract disseminated by the California Teachers Association (CTA), the
nation's largest state teacher union. Union proposals in most other states
do not differ significantly from this one.

Article XII

1. Any citizen or parent complaint about a teacher shall be re-
ported immediately to the teacher bv the administrator or
Board member receiving the complaint.

2. Should the involved teacher or the complainant believe that
the allegations in the complaint are sufficiently serious to war-
rant a meeting, the teacher shall schedule a meeting with the
complainant. An Association representative shall be present
at said meeting, if so requested bv the teacher.

3. If the matter is not resolved at the meeting to the satisfaction
of the complainant, he/she shall put his/her complaint into
writing and submit the original to the teacher with a copy to
the teacher's immediate supervisor. The teacher shall be
given compensated released time for the purpose of initialing
and dating tlle written complaint and preparing a written re-
sponse to such complaint. If no written complaint is received,
the matter shall be dropped.

4. The written complaint and the attached response shall be
placed in the teacher's personnel file. If the teacher chal-
lenges the truth of the allegations contained in the com-
plaint, he/she may file a grievance on that basis, and finding
to the effect that such allegations are untrue shall result in
the immediate destruction of the written complaint. The fail-
ure by the teacher to file a grievance shall not be construed
as an admission IA the teacher that the allegations contained
in the complaint are true.

5. The Board shall not dismiss or refuse to reemploy a teacher
on the basis of allegations in a citizen or parent complaint.'

Ikcause the CT.\ and the National Education Association (N EA) con-
stantly assert their concerti for minorities and the disadvantaged, let us
consider the CTA prop Isal briefly in II. context.' Assume that a migrant
farm worker has a complaint concerning a teacher. The CTA proposal
gives the teacher thi' I ight to schedule a meeting but says nothing about
parental rights to do so. The teacher but not the parent is entitled to
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z-epresentation at such a meeting. If not satisfied with the outcome of
the meeting, the parent must put the complaint in writingan onerous
task for an illiterate farm worker. Because farm workers usually work

long hours for a few days befbre moving to other employment, the parent

will probably have to lose pav to follow up on a complaint. In contrast,

the teacher will be paid for preparing a defense against the charges, and

the proposal sets 110 limit on released time for this purpose. The matter

is dropped if no written complaint is received. Thus if the farm worker

family has to move befbre the matter is resolved, the school administra-

tion cannot pursue the matter independently.
The complaint is also subject to the grievance procedure. If the farm

workers and their children have moved, no one will be available to
challenge the teacher's version of events in the grievance procedure.
The proposal to destroy the record is also producer oriented. In many

situations, it is not clear whether an incident is an isolated case or is part

of a pattern. Destroying the record might result in destroying evidence
that subsequently would help to demonstrate a pattern of conduct.

Of course, union proposals are not always accepted. It may be that

few school districts have accepted proposals like these in their entirety.

The important point, however, is that the proposals show what policies

the unions try to have adopted. Clearly, these policies do not denumstrate

much concern for consumer interests.
Consumer policies like those proposed by teacher unions would be

unthinkable in the private sector. Imagine trying to express a complaint

to the management of a department store, only to be told that you must

put it in writing and confront the employee and the employee's union
representative. In practice, private-sector management usually tries to

facilitate the expression of consumer complaints; this is the best way to

avoid dissatisfied customers who might take their business elsewhere.
Note that facilitating the expression of' parental complaints in no

way implies that management would act unfairly toward its enipkwees.

Respect for consumer interests requires infbrmation about consumer
Views; what should 1w done about those views, especially as they affect

emplowes, is aiwther matter. 'Hie union proposals, however, protect
teachers by making it difficult fin parents to pursue their complaints.

The witchet unions constantly express Own support for parental

in \ olvement, iiroposal suggests that these expressions are
merely pro Ibt mita. 'pper-iniddle-class parents, ac customed to dealing

with various agencies and institutions, mav occasionalh submit thcir
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complaints in writing and confront teachers and their union representa-
tives with them. Migrant workers, illiterate parents, and inner-city single
parents rarely do so.

In general, legislation sponsored by teacher unions disadvantages
consumers as much as union bargaining proposals. Legislation limiting
class size illustrates this point. According to the Califbrnia Education
Code, "It is the intent and purpose of" the Legislature to encourage, bv
every means possible, the reduction of class sizes and the ratio of pupils
to teachers in all grade levels in the public schools and to urge every
effort to this end be undertaken by the local school administrative author-
ities." The next section of the Code pemdizes school districts if their
class size exceeds thirty in grades one to eight or thirty-one or thirty-
three in kindergarten.'

These limits have no credible relationship to educational achievement
or productivitt . Let us assume, however, that adding a pupil to a class of
thirty adversely iffects educational achievement. Would this justify a
decision not to assign more than thirty pupils to a class? The costs of
splitting a class in California would be over $50,000 (average California
teacher salary of $40,000 in 1990-91 plus 25 percent fringe benefits
for an additional teacher). The underlying issue, however, is whether
spending $50,000 this way is the optimal use of district funds. This
judgment requires an understanding of the district's needs and re-
sources. In the overwhelming majority of cases, the harm done, if any,
by adding a pupil to a class of thirty would be negligible. Splitting the
class, however, would cost the district a substantial arlIolltlt that could be
used on other needs, such as laboratory equipment, or teachers of other
subjects, or instructional supplies. In effect, these sections of the Educa-
tion Code penalize Califortna districts fOr making the most cost-effective
use of their fnnds; teachers benefit from the legislation, regardless of its
impact on pupils.

The statutory limits on class size were allegedly enacted to protect
pupils. If new educational technology enabled teachers to teach fifty
pupils as effectively as they now teach thirty. who would benefit? While
the statute is in effect, no one. lit fact, the statute discourages research
and development that would increase educational productivity.

Legislation that tiCIll's pligilICer interests is imariably justified as a
consumer benefit. For instance, according to the ('.alifiwnia Educatium
ode a specified minimum percentage of school district operating bud-

gets must be spent lot teachei salaries. The minimum is 60 percent for
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elementary districts, 55 percent for K-12 districts, and 30 percent for
high school districts. Most restrictions on school districts are of this
nature, and most were initiated by the teacher unions. Putting this aside,
however, let us consider the California salary statute on its merits.

The avowed rationale for the statute is the imperative need to reduce
school bureaucracy. What better way to do it than to require that a
certain percentage of school operating funds be spent for teacher sala-
ries? Perhaps, but we could hardly envisage such a requirement in the
private sector. Would a private company agree that no matter what, a
certain percentage of its income would be allocated to labor costs: It is
impossible to be certain of the future costs of anv factor of production.
Unpredictably, anv cost may go up or down. Since the goal is to operate
as efficiently as possible, it would be foolish to insist that a minimum
percentage of revenues must be spent for any specific factor of produc-
tion.

Companies try to reduce costs. The larger the cost of any specific
factor as a percentage of total costs, the more effort goes into reducing
it. If insurance is one percent of costs, and labor is 30 percent, the focus
will he on reducing labor costs. Not in education, however. Education is
a labor-intensive industry, perhaps the most labor intensive 0f all major
industries. According to some estimates, 85 percent of the costs of public
schools are spent for salaries and fringe benefits of school district person-
nel. Teacher costs are usually 50 percent or more of total school costs.
If we are serious about increasing public school efficiency, we should be
searching for ways to reduce its labor costs. There are several ways to do
this without reducing output, bv whatever means output is measured:'
Even if this were tun possible, the California statute does not mak,. sense.
It discourages research and innovation on ways to reduce teacher costs.
Why try to find a wav to reduce labor costs if school districts are not
allowed to adopt it?

iundreds of statutes like these underscore the futility of educational
reform in the United States. The same producer political clout that leads
to their enactment stands in the way of tlwir repeal. California alone has
enacted scores of such producer-oriented statutes. Educational refOrm-
ers who ignore their existence can themselves be safely ignored.

Most teacher union proposals cannot plausibly be presented as con-
sumer benefits. For instance, teacher unions consistently propose that
teachers be icleased from ditty at the end of the pupil day. If sit( Ii
proposals were accepted, teachers would have no contractual obligation
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to be available to help pupils who need assistance. The unions typically
tn to restrict the number of evening meetings, making it more difficult
for parents to talk to teachers. When the Philadelphia school system
tried to require its most experienced teachers to teach in the inner-city
schools, the outcome was the longest and most acrimonious strike in the
history of the district. Proposals to pay teachers more for accepting
assignments to difficult schools are ridiculed as "combat paC; although
paying more for less desirable assignments is a widely accepted practice
in our economy, teacher unions adamantly oppose it. The reason is that
the practice would create internal problems for the unions. For instance,
the problem of negotiating salary differentials based on teachers' aver-
sion to certain schools could split the union.

Teacher unions exist to provide benefits for teachers; whether they
achieve benefits for pupils, parents, or communities is secondary. These
are not pejorative statements; people are entitled to form organizations
to look out for their interests. It is not necessarily wrong for teachers to
oppose a policy that is in the interests of students. It might be in the
students' interests to have teachers stay in school until 5:00 P.M. MTV day
to help students. On the other hand, it would he unreasonable to expect
teachers to agree to the policy for this reason. Teachers have legitimate
interests in their terms and conditions of employment. At sonie point, it
becomes unreasonable tti expect them to absorb the costs of a policy
that, is in the interests of students. Patients might be better off if physicians
routinely made free house calls, but we don't expect physicians to make
them for this reason. Therefore, the fact that teacher unions frequently
propose unreasonable benefits fin teachers is irrelevant. When teacher
unions propose high salaries fOr teachers, thev do so in terms of pupil
welfare: salaries must be high enough to attract and keep good teachers.
Still, the appeal to pupil welfare is largely pro fOrma: the underLing
issue is the welfare of" teachers, not that of pupils.

I do not mean to imply that teachers consciously resolve every issue
on the basis of what is best for themselves. This would be a caricature of
their behavior, probably of the behavior of any group. Like most people,
teachers believe in the importance of their work and the enterprise in
which it is carried on. I.ike others, teachers are critical of any suggestion
or implication to the contrary. In other words, teachers manifest the very
human tendency to defend their contribution to society. This reaction
is independent of economic self-interest. Thus if teachers heliee they
are being critici/ed fOr acting selfishly when they have no sense of doing
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so, they will resent the criticisms and dismiss them out of hand. I do not
make these comments to gain teacher support, which is unlikely in any.
case. My intention is to avoid the banal controversies over whether
teachers are more self-serving or more idealistic than other occupational
groups; on the whole, they are neither.

BY the same token. I do not assume that market processes (including
incentives) provide a comprehensive account of how people do or should
behave. In trying to show how the neglect of market forces has led to
undesirable policies. I do not wish to denv the preeminence of nonmar-
ket processes in many important areas of concern. Not all human action
can or should be subject to market forces.

Producer Domination

Public education is an industry in which the producers are dominant.
This does not mean that the producers prevail on every issue. Instead,
"producer domination" denotes the undue influence of the producers
over a broad range of policies, practices, operating structures, and discus-
sions of educational reform. It is reflected in what issues are discussed
and which ones are not. None of this is necessarily explicit; producer
domination is often reflected in what is taken for granted, not what is
articulated.

To assess producer domination of public education, let us first exam-
ine issues on which the economic interests of teachers sluntld not be a
factor, at least if the issue is to be resolved on the basis of pupil wenre.
There is no significant disagreement between the teacher unions on the
issues I shall discuss. None of the issues is a subject of teacher bargaining:
that is, none is a term or condition of teacher employment. For this
reason, they provide a usefnl vantage point from which to assess the
relationships between teacher interests and pupil interests.

I. Minimum wage laws. Economists overwhelmingly believe that mini-
mum wage laws adversely affect minority youth.' By making unskilled
labor more expensive, the laws discourage employment of it, thereby
increasing the already high unemplmment rates among voting people.
especially mil tori ty youth. Lack of empli)vment adversch affects develop-
ment of skills, habits, and attitudes essential for career development.

The NE.1 and the American Fedetation of Teachers (Arl) suppot t
increases in the mininium wage.' They also Oppose enactment of a
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subminimum wage lbr young people. Seve' al nations have enacted such
legislation, and it appears to be a useful mechanism fin- assisting young
people to enter the labor force. If, however, Youth are in school and not
in the labor fbrce, the demand for teachers is stronger, hence teacher
compensation is greater. Also, the teacher unions gain additional mem-
bers, dues revenues, and political influence.

2. The duration of compulsory education. This is a highly controversial
issue. High absentee rates, sometimes 25 percent or higher in inner-city
areas, indicate that inner-city youth have little faith that they will improve
their life prospects by remaining in school. Employment would be a
more productive long-range activity for many. It would also reduce the
disruptions and substantial costs that result from forcing youth to attend
school when they have no genuine interest in doMg so."

Omipulsory education of mid-teenagers is justified on the grounds
that they are not mature enough to decide fbr themselves whether to
remain in school. It is instructive to compare this point of view with
other restrictions on teenage decisionmaking. For example, suppose it is
necessary to decide whether to expose a seriously ill teenager to a risky
operation. At what age should the decision be made lw the teenager, not
the parents or persons in loco parentis?

In a vers. interesting study, Allen E. Buchanan and Dan W. Brock
reached the conclusion "that children by age fourteen or fifteen usually
have developed the various capacities necessary for competence in health
care decision making to a level roughly comparable to that obtained by
most adults."'" Buchanan and Brock point Out that there may be conflicts
of interest between parents and child in this type of situation: the other
fmnily members may have a financial stake in the outcome that conflicts
with the best interests of the child.

This is also true of another critical teenage decision, whether or not
to marry. At what age should this be the teenager's prerogative? The age
limits on this issue vars., but one point stands out: with parental consent,
the age limit fbr marriage is usually as low or lower than the age limit
fOr compulsory education. In short, we allow some teenagers and their
parents to make decisions about tnarriagebut not about whether to
stay in school. Perhaps the reason is that there is no producer lobby
trying to prevent l5-vear-olds from deciding whether to marry. Granted,
parents will sometimes make critical decisions in their own interests
ather than their hildren's. BY the same token, decisions about children
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made by legislators, teachers, and bureaucrats are not always in the best
interests of children. Although no system can avoid some decisions
contrary to children's interests, surely most children would be better
served if parents instead of others decided when they could leave school.
Nonetheless, the NEA and the AFT oppose lowering the age at which
education is no longer compulsory.

3. Child labor laws. The history of these laws provides a classic example
of producer influence disguised as consumer protection. In the early
1900s. labor unions attempted to prohibit child labor to protect their
members from competition. To achieve this ohjective, the unions sought
legislation that prohibited the interstate sale of goods made with child
labor. Such legislation said nothing about education, compulsory or
otherwise. When the legislation was declared unconstitutional by the
Supreme Court, the unions were fmced to find a different way to prohibit
child labor. Compulsory education was (and still is) this way. Understand-
ably, the labor movement found eager allies among the public school
forces seeking to expand public education. In state after state, compul-
sory education was tied to child labor legislation; the age at which youth
could go to work was the age at which thev no longer had to attend
school. Both the labor unions and the education lobby had a strong
interest in high age limits for compulsory education and for digibility
for full-time employment. To this day, these interest groups oppose any
change in the child labor laws that would facilitate earlier entry into the
labor force. As a matter of fact, the NE and the AFT are members of
the Child Labor Coalition, a group of organizations seeking both a U.S.
exclusion of goods made in whole or in part bv children under age 15
and a worldwide ban on trade in such goods."

4. Aid to parents of elnldren in pthwle schools. The weight of research
evidence indicates that denominational schools are more successful than
public schools in developing basic skills and reducing dropout rates. The
NEA and the AET oppose government assistance to parents for the
purpose of enrolling their children in private schools, denominational
o nondenominational. "the president of the California Tea('hers Associ-
ation has even characterited such support as "evil- and equated it with
"legalized chikl prostitution2"2

5. /)(i.% CdCrill support for din care has been a major policy issue
in recent Years. Some groups oppose federally funded day care, asserting
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that it encourages the separation of mothers from children. It is also
alleged to be another step in government's usurping, and thus weaken-
ing, family functions and relationships. According to this view, if day care
is supported from public funds, parents should be allowed to choose the
providers, including denominational organizations.

The NEA and the AFT supported federal funding fOr day care, but
they proposed that it be provided primarily in public schools. Of course,
if it were, the unions would be able to organize the dav care workers.
The teacher unions also tried to exclude denominational organizations
from goyeniment-funded day care.''

"Fhere are two ci itical points about the policy positions summarized
above. First, in every case the teacher union position turns out to be the
one that advances the welfare of teachers and/or their unions. The
union positions would increase the demand fOr public school teachers,
avoid any weakening of demand, and/or prevent any competition be-
tween public and private schools. Some positions, such as those relating
to day care, serve all of these objectives. Policies that increase the demand
for public school teachers and also shield them from competition from
private schools obviously benefit public school teachers.

The second point is that in no case do teachers cite their interests as
a reason for their position. Instead, they .justify their positions on the
basis of student or national welfare, even when the preponderance of
expert opinion clearly supports an opposing view.

Among econorrIsts, there is widespread agreement that consumers
are better served bv competitive than bN monopolistic markets. Most also
agree that the undesirable effects of monopoly are likely to emerge
regardless of" whether the producer is a government or a private enter-
prise. Indeed, it is anomalous that our public policies seek to break up
private-sector but not public-sector monopolies in industries that could
be competitive.

The NEA and the AFT are opposed to competition to public schools,
ln recent years they have begun to represent support-service employees,
such as bus drivers and cafeteria workers. Not surprisingly. they are now
opposed to competition among vendors of support scivices to school
districts. Interestingly enough, the teacher unions do not Oppose compe-
tition to plovide school buses or fOod ploducts fOr school cafeterias.
Cumpetitiolt is bad 0111% ivhtcit it threatens their role as producers: other-
\%ise the% base no problem with it, lo whet ate, I do not regal d teat het s
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or their unions as acting on a lower ethical level than other producers
in our society. On the contrary, my objective is to show their similarities
to other producers. most Of whom would operate monopolistically if they
were permitted to do so.

We have seen how producer interests dominate union policies that
are allegedly based on the welfare of pupils. My claim. however, is that
producer interests dominate even the ways nonproducers think about
educational issues. To illustrate this point, let me briefly discuss policy
on teacher salaries.

According to the conventional wisdom. the basic problem in educa-
tion is that the average level of teacher compensation is too low. Many
if not most economists would argue that the lack of high rewards for
outstanding technological innovators and entrepreneurs is a more seri-
ous problem. The absence of such rewards results in the absence of the
kinds of persons who can raise the level of productivity of the entire
enterprise. In public education, however, asserting this point of view
would be the kiss of death: what candidate fOr political office or school
board would assert that the absence of opportunities to earn millions is
a serious educational problem? None have up to now, and parrot-like
repetition of the alleged need to raise teacher salaries is the most likely
future scenario.

Most educational reformers emphasize the importance of increasing
teacher salaries. The reason is that school districts are unable to recruit
qualified teachers in certain subject areas, especially mathematics and
science. The people best qualified to teach these subjects can earn much
more in other fields that require competency in mathematics or science.
Ergo, te,,z-her salaries must be rinsed to attract more qualified candidates
into the schools.

tii Fortunately. this solution creates more problems than it solves. The
overwhelming majority of teachers are paid on the basis of the amount
of their formal training (degrees and course cre(lits) and their years of
teaching experience. The grade levels and subjects taught arc usually
irrelevant in salary placement. Likewise, very few teachers are paid, even
in small part, on the basis of the quality of their teaching or the results
achieved lw their pupils. Regardless of other factors, a high school mathe-
matics teacher with a master's degree in mathematics and ten years of
teaching experience is paid the same as a kindergarten teacher with ten
eat s ol expel ience and a mastem 's degree in early childhood education.

Flie upshot is an owl-supply of teachers in sonic subjects and a simulta-
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.neous shortage in others. The only way to raise the salaries of mathemat-
ics and science teachers is to raise the salaries of all teachers, including
those in fields where there already is an oversupply of qualified teachers.
Consequently, at any given time, large numbers of teachers are overpaid,
in the sense that competent teachers could he employed to fill their
positions at a much lower cost. If market conditions justify higher salaries
to attract mathematics and science teachers, they also justiN lower salaries
in fields characterized by oversupply of qualified teachers. In filet, the
two issues are closely related: the savings achieved by ending the overpay-
ments could be used to pay higher salaries in the fields experiencing
shortages.

How did it happen that virtually all K-12 public school systems
adopted salary policies that ensure overpayment in some fields, under
payment in others? Earlier in this centurv, different patterns prevailed.
For example, secondary teachers were usually paid more than elementary
teachers. It was often difficult to disentangle sex discrimination from the
elementary-secondary distinction because most secondary teachers were
male, most elementary teachers female. Even apart from this, however,
teacher compensation frequently reflected grade level or subject distinc-
tions.

What changed this patterzi? ElementarY teachers contended that the
change would be in the best interests of students: that the importance'
of early hildhood required the best teachers to be in the primary grades.
Interestingly enough, higher education is characterized lw the opposite
approach. 'Mose who teach doctoral courses are typically paid more than
those who teach freshmen. The supply and demand for people who can
do the work, not the importance of the work, is the most critical factor
in setting salaries. Thus although early childhood is an important period,
the real explanation for the change lies elsewhere. There are twice as
many elementary as secondary teachers. One could not rise to a leader-
ship position in teacher organizations while advocating higher salaries
fbr secondary teachers. Not surprisingly, school boards (which often
depen(l on teacher organizations for campaign support) were easily
persuaded to a«-ept the elementary teachers argument fbr single salary
schedules. On the administrative side, single salary schedules were easier
to administer and avoided the continuing hassle over the differentials.
Furthermore, internal unit, in teacher organizations would have been
impossible if various subgroups of teachers had insisted on higher salaries
for themselves. In short, the structure of leacher salaries is based on
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ploducer convenience, not on the welfare of young children. The ineffi-
ciencies resulting from this situation are absorbed by the taxpayers, most
of whom have never considered the underlying issues.'

%hrit Pay

The professional and media discussions of merit pay provide dramatic
examples of producer domination. 1 base this conclusion on many years
of familiarity wiih the discussion. In 1956 I published my first book.
,Education as a Pmfession,' which included an extensive discussion of merit
pay. As it happened, after studying everything I could find on the subject.
I was undecided on whether it was or was not a good idea. Thus the book
listed the argtnnents for and against merit pav, :Ind left it at that.

About ten Years later I began to moonlight as a labor negotiator for
school boards. I worke(I full or part time as a board negotiator and
consultant for the next twenty-tbur years. In six states and dozens of
school districts. I frequently had to deal with merit pa\ as a school
board advisor or negotiator. My proposals on the subject led to the
establishment in 1987 of the National Board fOr Professional Teaching
Standards: if merit piw materializes on a broad scale in the United States,
it will probably do by this vehicie),,

Over the years school boards often requested that I negotiate some
nwrit pav arrangement. Without fail. the unions were adamantly opposed
to it. I am not critical of the unions fOr this. Usually 1 tried to persuade
the school boards to drop the proposal: my view was that the costs of
negotiating and implementing the merit pav proposals were not worth
the benefits they might bring about. Of course. my obligation was to
make a good faith effort to negotiate merit pay if the school board still
wanted it.

Newspaper and television reporters often covered teacher bargaining,
especially in impasse or strike situations..Fhe reporters frequently asked
the tntion negotiators why they were so opposed to merit pay. Without
exception, the union negotiators offered three reasons. First, merit pa
would be used to reward bootlickers, but would be withheld front out-
standing teachers who did not get along with the administration. Second,
ewn if implemented in good faith, merit pay would open the way to
subjective judgments that could not be substantiated. Third, merit pay
ould he used to discriminate on ethnic or religious grounds, c, to

t etard anti-union elements among the fa( ultv. Without exception, the
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reporters accepted these explanations. I (to not tnean the reporters
always agreed with them. My point is that the reporters always accepted
the union objections as the actual reasons for union opposition to) merit
pay. Such acceptance illustrates the pervasive consequences of producer
domination.

To see why, note that unions are political organizations. That is,
control is exercised through it voting system, in which each member has
one vote. Furthermore, unions are devoted to economic goals. In work-
ing to achieve them, union leadership tries to avoid situations in which
one constituency appears to bc getting more than others. This is a
pervasive problem in politics. Presidents try to avoid the appearance of
favoring one area of the country over another. Mayors try to avoid
appearing to provide better services to some neighborhoods at the ex-
pense of others. Teacher unions have the same problem; the main
difference is that their different constituencies are occupational, not
geographic. High school teachers must not be perceived as getting more
benefits than elementary teachers. If teachers of academic subjects but
not vocational teachers get a duty-free preparation period, the latter will
resent their "second-class citizenship."

III short, eqUalit\ of benefits is a union imperative. Merit pay directly
conflicts with this imperative. in order fOr merit pay to be meaningful.
the par differentials must be substantial. The more substantial the differ-
entials. the kwer teachers will receive them. The fewer teachers who
receive large differentials not available to) the rank and file, the more
dissatisfaction among the latter. The more dissatisfaction among the
rank and file, the more precarious the position of union leaders. Ergo,
they nip the process in the bud by opposing merit pay.

No matter how fair and objective the plan for merit pav, some teachers
will be upset by not receiving it. They will sincerely believe that they
deserve merit pay as much or more than the teachers who receive it.
flow will union leaders respond to these complaints? Will they respond
bv saying, "The procedures were fair and objective, and the teachers
awarded merit pay deserve it more than you do"? No) Su( Ii response will
be forthcomingever. The union leaders can count. They will not accept
a large number of disgruntled teachers for the sake of large rewards fon
a few tea( hers. Furthermore. suppose those who did not receive merit
pay filed a grievance alleging that they deserved merit pay more than
the le( ipients or it. Sta h glievances smuld force the union to support
some union members at the expense of others. From the standpoint of
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union leadership, this would be a no-win situation. Union leaders natu-
rally want no part of merit pay.

The reality thus turns out to be precisely the opposite of the rationale
universally accepted in the media. Union leaders have more to fear from
a fair and objective system of merit pay than from an unfair, subjective
one; an ideal plan of nwrit pay, not vulnerable to valid criticism, would
be a union disaster. Teachers would still feel aggrieved by not being
awarded merit pm., no matter how fair the procedures. In MN' fiwtv-
five years in education, I have never encountered media coverage that
recognizes the problems merit pay would create for unions. Likewise,
most teachers accept the union explanation without question. This is
not the onk instance in which most of the producers regard their own
propaganda as the tnith of the matter.

School Boa rd.s

Most school board nlenlbers tiC111' ill an unpaid capacit . Typically, they
are paid expenses hitt only a small stipend or nonc at all fOr time devoted
to board business. It might seem, therefore. that producer interests
would not dominate school boards, at least to the same degree that they
dominate the policies of their frill-time employees.

Board members are more likely to represent consumer interests in
smaller school districts. For one thing, board members are known to
parents in small districts; parents often call them to express complaints.
This is less likely to happen in large districts, where most parents do
not know any boanl members and where board members would be
overwhelmed if they considered parental complaints indk idually.

As district size increases, board members are more likely to subordi-
nate consumer interests to producer interests. Whether elected or ap-
pointed, board members are damaged politically by negative publicity
about school district operations or effectiveness. Furthermore, and espe-
cially in larger districts, board members rely on support from teacher
unions to be elected or appointed. This reliance renders them less likely
to support pupil and parent inter ests over those of teachers. In addition.
membership On a school hoard is a mark of recognition and prestige; it is
difficult to be publicly critical of a service that provides these satisfactions.

For the most part, school boards and their organizations oppose any
form of competition with public schools. Their opposition to competi-
tion would be inexplicable if pupil and parent interests were their highest
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priorities. In that case, school boards would view public schools as a
means to an end; the end would be better served lw competition than
by a monopoly Of service providers. In practice, however, school boards
are altnost as eager as teacher unions to preserve the public school
monopoly. Their reasons are political rather than economic, but the
outconw is the same. Likewise, when it comes to education, states are
not intelligent buyers: they buy only from monopolies (local school
boards) they have created themselves. Intelligent consumers prefer com-
petition among their vendors.

It thus turns out that cooperation between unions and school boards
to prevent competition is similar to labor-management cooperation to
prevent competition in other fields. American automobile manufactur-
ers and the United Auto Workers have conflicting interests at the bar-
gaining table. Nevertheless, they work together to restrict imports of
Japanese cars. Such restrictions shield both manufacturers and eniphw-
ees from competitionaml in the process, force American consumers
to pay billions more 101 atitomobiks. As in education. the argument is
that competition might be desirable in principle, but not in this particu-
lar situation.

Resides teadiers and school boards, the producers of education in-
clude principals and central office administrators, wlio also stand to gain
from the public school monopoly. Furthermore, administrators are not
likely to support policies opposed lw boards that hire. promote. and fire
them. Such opposition is especially unlikely ill View of the fact that
administrator organi/ations lack the power of teacher unions to protect
their memlwrs. The bottom line is that school administrators, like teach-

would be threatened by competition. Their opposition to competi-
tion is a rational policy that protects their interests.

Implication.s of Pimlucer Domination

One of the major themes in public administration is the tendency for
producers to gain control over the agencies that are supposed to regulate
them on behalf' of consumers. Utility commissions are "captured- lw
the electric power companies. I leak h care agencies are dominated lw
the Anierican Nledical Association. 'Ilw Federal Aviation Administration
was controlled bv the airlines. And so on. A large both of literature is
(lex cited to "regulatory capini e- and its undestrable consequences*

question arises: If eNen agencies that regulate producers tend to

73
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become controlled by the producers, what can we expect when the
producing agency itself is accorded the role of consumer protection?
The answer is clear: We can expect producer interests to prevail over
consumer interests. Anticompetitive policies will win out over policies
that fOster competition. To the extent that producers are able to avoid
competition, consumers suffer from the absence of innovation. Clearly,
this is what has happened in public education. Teacher tenure, excessive
licensing requirements, protection against layoffs, limitations on con-
tracting out, limitations on assignments, on teaching load, on trans-
fersa panoply of statutory and contractual provisions protect :-.r.hool
district personnel, but only at an enormous cost to consumers.

To be blunt about it, the largest cost of producer domination is
the impossibility of fundamental improvenwnt. Tlw past few decades
have witnessed significant improvements in health care, transportation,
financial services, telecommunicationsvirtually every major service
except education. Meanwhile, education is carried on as it has been fOr
generations. In no field is there more rhetoric about change, and in no
field is there less actual change reflecting real improvement in the quality
or cost of the service. Cosmetic changes, which are the only kind possible,
are frequently adopted and qtfickly discarded; they give the appearance
that something is being done to improve matters. As with public services
generally, political and educational leaders have a larger stake in the
appearance of improvement than in its actual existence. Reelection or
tenure in office depends on the public perception that education has
improved or that promising efforts to improve it are under wav. Actual
improvement, howeve". usually requires more time than is available in
the short run. The "short run" is the next election or the period of time
heft ire reappointment.

Despite official rhetoric espousing "parental choice," producer con-
trol of public education increased during the Reagan and Bush adminis-
trations. During that time, teacher unions have intensified their effmts
to orgitnite support personnel: bus drivers, secretaries, custodians, para-
professionals, and so on. In the past, these employees were more con-
cerned than teachers about the possibility that school boards would
contract out their work to private companies. In order to organite them,
the teacher unions pledged to work for statutory or bargaining prohibi-
tit ins on contracting out. These effOrts were often successfill. Obviously.
if. a 5( hool board cannot collo act out a service, the employees who
ptovide it have achieved monopoly status.
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Unquestionably, if schools were owned and operated privatelv in a
competitive environment, school owner-operators would be adamantly
opposed to restrictions on their right to contract out instruction, food
service, transportation, or anything else. Such restrictions would put
them at a competitive disadvantage vis-à-vis schools that enjoyed competi-
tion among their vendors. Because schools are a public monopoly, tax-
payers and parents suffer the losses resulting from the prohibitions
against contracting out by school boards.

Producer control has also been augmented by the "teacher empow-
erment" movement. Tales of the classroom teacher struggling against a
mindless, insensitive bureaucracy are a staple at teacher conventions.
Political candidates seeking support from teachers must pledge to em-
power the creative spirits who are frustrated by educational bureaucrats.
When teachers identifY bureaucratic interference as the major obstacle
to reform, educational media publicize this self-serving conclusion as if'
it were the discovery of cold fOsion. Astonishingly, the most obvious
questions are not even asked. let alone answered plausibly. What is it
that teachers are not empowered to do? What would thev do if empow-
ered and why would it result in large educational gains? After forty-five
Years in public education, I have yet to encounter plausible answers to
these questions.

In short, "teacher empowerment" is a producer buzzword; it is

achieved bv turning over more control to the producers, not bv fulfilling
the wishes of parents or communities. 'feat-her empowerment would
make sense in a market system. In public education, it is a declaration
of intellectual bankruptcy. Supervisors and administrators are seldom
present in classrooms or othenvise in a position to Observe teachers at
work. Teachers, and teachers only, have the right to negotiate on a wide
range of educational policies. They are present at department, school,
and district meetings where policies are discussed and adopted. Typically,
teacher organizations and only teacher organizations have contractual
rights to consultation and: or negotiation before school management
can act on various issues. In some states, teachers have the legal right to
strike: thus they are the only interest group with the legal right to stop
delivery of educational services unless and until their demands are met.
The problem of educational refOrm is not how to empower teachers: it
is how to empower educational consumers to overcome the moimpoly
power of educational producers.

As discussed earlier, when government produces a service. gokern-
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men t officials try to avoid exposure of producer deficiencies. Such avoid-
ance compromises government's role as representative and watchdog
for consumer interests. In education as in other government services,
the political process does not remedy the problem for several reasons:

1. In order to be elected, incumbents and candidates of the
partv in power tend to avoid exposure of producer deficien-
cies: exposure would usually help the opposition candidates.
School board members running fbr reelection do so on the
basis of what they have achieved, not what has gone wrong.

9. Elections often hinge on mmeducational issues, hence candi-
dates most knowledgeable about educational deficiencies may
not be elected.

3. No matter who wins an election, a large number of teachers,
administrators, board members, and regulauws have a stake
in the status quo. Their opposition, even just their inertia,
may be an insurmountable obstacle to change.

4. As will he explained in the next chapter, media treatment of
education rarelv clarifies important educational issues. This
renders it difficult for political leadership to act constructively
on these issues.

Nevertheless, governments do change occasionally From government
to private delivery of services, or vice versa. Separation of" church and
state is an example: where it took place. governments shed their role as
producers of religion and allowed the private sector to produce religious
services.

In recent years many governments in all areas of the world have
-privatized- various public services. The decline of goverinnent OW11Cr-
ship and control in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union has been most
highly publicized, but privatization has emerged on every continent, in
all types of governments.'" The tremendous \-ai ietv of what has been
privatized strongly suggests that the inefficiencies giving rise to privatiza-
tion are clue to government operation per se; no other common factor
explains why so many different services have been shifted to the private
sector.

For the most part. however, the privatization movement has not af-
fected education, even in the nafions that have privatized many other
serices. One exception is the United kingdom, when. the government
is aggressively trying to shift nwre of its educational system to the in ivate
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sector. The absence of privatization of education elsewhere. however, is
not necessarily due to reasons favorable to public education. In some
nations, a large proportion of school-age children are already enrolled in
private schools. Privatization of education may also raise unique political
problems that are independent of its merits. Producer opposition to
privatization tends to be ineffective if the service being privatized employs
a small fraction of the labor force. In democratic nations, privatization
is politically more difficult if a large number of employees would lose
the 1?enefits of government employment. As will be pointed out in Chap-
ter 12. public education in the United States is especially subject to this
difficulty.

Producer-consumer conflict is a strong reason to support market over
government delivery of" educational services. The market approach will
allow government to play a consumer-protection role, free from pressure
to protect government itself as producer. Of course, private producers
will try to control government information and regulatory roles, but such
effOrts will be less likely to succeed if government is not the service
producer.

Conflict between producers and consumers is an extremely pervasive
issue: the discussion of it thus far has been introductory, not comprehen-
sive. The avoidance of competition from private sc hools, excessive job
security for teachers. resistance to educational techoology, indefensible
teacher licensing requirements. i esearch and decelopment oriented to
the needs of producers instead of consumers, overemphasis on degrees
and diplomas, opposition to labor market alternativesthe manifesta-
tions of producer domination show tip in even. aspect of public educa-
tion. Perhaps none is more important Ohm its impact on the information
system associated with public education. I turn next to this neglected but
critically important problem.
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4
The Information System of
Public Education

Information needs van among users. Fhe needs of voters, parents,
school board members, legislators, and others overlap on some is-
sues, diverge on others. As a government service, however, public

education is subject to all the caveats «mcerning good government
generally. An informed citizenn is presumably necessary to set appro-
priate Objectives, monitor public school efforts to achieve them, and
modify the objectives and the means as circumstances warrant.

A common assumption is that elected officials will respond to citizens
who are adequately informed about the issues. The assumption raises
the question of what citizens need to know about educatn in in order to
carry out their civic roles effectively. Clearl, unless we are willing to give
legislators and public school personnel a free hand without accountabil-
ity, citizens have a huge informational burden. Educational policy is
made at local, state, and federal levels. At each level, different officials
or agencies mav influence policy. For instance, at the state level, gover-
nors are usually the niost influential figures. State boards of education
ar -I state superintendents of instruction also play important roles. At the
local level, school boards and mayors are usually major actors, as arc
seventl elected off icials at the federal level. Citizens normally have the
opportimit% to ote for a number of officials who exeicise major educa-
tioind responsibilities:
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Lora/
School board members (Most school boards have five, seven.
or nine members; I shall assume sev:m-member boards in the
following discussion.)

State

C;overnor
State superintendent of public instruction
State senator
State representative

Federal

President (and vice-presideral
Senator (2)
Representative in Copgress

This gives a total of sixteen elected officials with significant educational
responsibilities. Eight of the sixteen also have major responsibilities
outside the field of education.

Even many citizens who regard education as important consider other
issues to be more important. For example, in lia,shington Past/ABC News
polls conducted from I 9 8 -1 to 1989, voters were asked: -What do you
think is the most important problem facing the country todav? The
quality of education was seldom mentioned by more than one pei cent
of the respon(lents) Presumably even citizens who care deeply about
education often cast their votes on the basis of noneducational issues.
Naturally Voters arc less likely to seek out educational infiwmation if it
plays a secondary role or none at all in their voting patterns.

For the sake of discussion, let us assume that voters consider only the
issues affecting education. With sixteen different offices and several
can(lidates tbr each office (do not overlook primaries) citizens presum-
ably need to study the educational views of fifty to one hundred candi-
dates. They also need to become knowledgeable about the issues. Surely
this is unrealistic. One reason is the enormous quantity of educational
legislation at all levels of government. Each Year about fifteen hundred
bills affecting education arc introduced in Califbrnia, and about five
liundred in New NOrk and Ohio.' Many of the most important do not
specifically refer to education. For example, proposed legislatiOn on tax
exemptions can affect school revenues. Legislation on health insurance
can have signifii ;nit elle( Is on school fillalICC mil personnel policies.

7J
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Legislation addressing the health hazards of video display terminals mav
affect school districts in several ways. Even the educational producer
organizations are sometimes unable to track all the hills that affect
education; the overwhelming nlajority of voters are completely unaware
of them. It is hardl y. surprising that educational producers are frequently
able to enact legislation that benefits themselves at the expense of educa-
tiomd consumers.

In addition to legislation. many states provide for voter initiatives or
referenda to be submitted directly to the electorate. For instance, in the
1988 California elections, voters were asked to vote directly on a large
number of bond acts, constitutional amendments, and statutory initia-
tives. The CalifOrnia attorney general is required to disseminate a publi-
cation explaining these measures. The 1988 explanations ran to 159
pages, much of it in small print. Several California communities also
listed similar measures on their ballots.'

These exercises in direct democracy often involve important educa-
tional issues. In California an initiative to limit property taxes was enacted
in 1978; its passage led to drastic changes in school finance.' A 1988
initiative directed that a certain proportion of state revenues be allocated
to public education. CalifOrnia leads the nation in the number of initia-
tives presented to voters, and the number is increasing. It is increasing
despite ample evidence showing that (1) man% voters do not read the
initiatives; (2) many voters vote fOr precisely the opposite of the outcome
they prefer; (3) reading levels required to understand mans initiatives
disenfranchise a substantial proportion of the electorate; and (4) adver-
tising campaigns play a major rok. in the success or failure of

'Hie discussion so far has emphasized infOrmation problems at the
state level. I have not mentioned the plethora of municipal. federal, and
school board policies that affect education. Even ifcitizens ignored even
other type of public policy, they coukl not possibly be well informed on
all of these educational policies. In short, if' it is essential that citizens
be well informed on educational policies, public education la(Tti sonic
immense information problems.

It might be argued that most of the educational measures introduced
at the local, state, tricl federal levels are not %ITN important. and I could
readily agree. Still, how can one know which bills are not hnportant
without analyzing them? After all, seemingly innocuous legislation often
has fat-reat hing «msequctu es. Eurtlwrinote. the legislative categories

U
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voters deem safe to ignore are inevitably used to shiekl important legisla-
tion from public scrutiny.

Of course, citizens need not know all the ramifications of all local.
state, and federal policies afkcting education. We should not assume,
however, that the time citizens devote to educational matters enables
them to be adeqttatelv informed on the matters that do require citizen
guidance or exercise of oversight responsibilities. The educational mat-
ters citizens consider are limited lw the time they make available for
them much more than the time they make available is adjusted to the
importance of the issues. Furthermore, there is no feasible wav for citi-
zens to distinguish essential from nonessential issues. In the absence of
anv practical way to draw the line, citizens inevitably devote too much
time to trivial issues but not enough to important ones. The supporters
of public education do not discuss these time and infOrmation problems,
perhaps because thev recognize a Pandora's box when they see one.

Probably most citizens would agree that changing social, economic,
demographic, and technological conditions may require changes at anv
time. For this reason, our concern must be with the information system
and its adequacy on a continuous basis. By "infOrmation system,- I mean
the answers to the following questions:

Who produces information about education? What is the com-
petence of the producers. and what are their biases?

9. What infiwmation is produced? What is not produced that
should be?

3. Who uses the infOrmation. and for what purposes?
1. I low is information about education disseminated. stored,

and retrieved?
5. To what extent does the information meet system needs re-

lating to topics, timeliness, accessibility, clarity, and cost?
G. Who pays to produce infOrmation. and who pays for infOnna-

tion about education as a consumption item?

It is not feasible to answer all of these questions here. 'Hwy are raised
only to point up the complexity of the intport:mt information problems
of public education.

Let me now anticipate it potential objection. Most of Inv criticisms of
the information system associated with public education apply to other

Publit service" a" will. (:ottsctinciitly. it may apIn'ar tis if. mmiv argiummi is
walk- an mutt k on the abilit\ of citizens to govern themselye,,,

bi
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I do not agree with the criticism. but it merits discussion. At any given
time. citizens can be knowledgeable about only a limited number of
public policies. Voters may be capable of understanding each of a thou-
sand different policies individually, but not all of them collectively. The\
have insufficient time, resources, or incentives to do so.

The Absence of Prices

Some of the information problems of public education result from the
absence of prices fOr educational services. Of course, school districts rely
On prices when they purchase teacher services, management, textbooks,
supplies, equipment, and so on. Nevertheless, individual parents do not
buy public education as they buy houses or automobiles or groceries.
The costs of education are defrayed from federal, state, and local tax
revenues. 'Taxpayers may think they know how much education costs,
but they do not know how much they pay personally fOr public education.
There is not much reason to know, since most taxpayers can do little or
nothing about it.

The fact is that public education lacks the critical information pro-
vided by prices. Prices tell us how much consumers are willing to pas. fOr
goods and services and whether producers are willing to produce them
fOr various returns. Significantly, prices can take account of intensity of
preferences in ways that are not available to public services. The absence
of' meaningftd prices was a major weakness in command economies such
as those in Eastern EUMpe and the Soviet 1. nion . Governments produced
goods and services consumers did not want, and/or failed to produce
goods and services they did want. These failures occurred on a massive
St. ale because prices were not established by the free interactions of
producers and consumers.

School boards can only guess at consumer preferences. For example,
suppose some parents want computer education in elementan schools.
If parents who enr( died their children in computer education were
charged !Or its costs, we would know how strongly parents wanted it.
When school boards decide the issue, they have no comparable mecha-
nism to assess parental preferences on a contim tolls basis. School boards
rely On prices in buying factors of production, but these prices do not
function as signals abmit the educational preferences of consumers. 1R\
and Lit ge. stu h preferences ate di \ Med through politic al pro( csses wint h
cannot isolate pi el cremes ot measure their intensity.
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The Media

Information about education comes from several sources. As far as broad
educational policy is concerned, the media provide most of it. The
media include television and radio broadcasting, book and magazine
publishing, and newspapers, to mention only the more obvious catego-
ries. Significant diftrences affecting education exist within each of these
categories. For instance, national newspapers, such as the New York
Times, employ reporters who specialize in education news and analysis.
but tlw education reporters on most newspapers report on several other
subjects as %Yell.

Criticism of television and press treatment of news is a mini-industry.
The extent of such criticism should give us pause. If the criticism is valid
and has been publicized for a long time, why hasn't there been some
corrective action? 'Ihe answer to this question highlights an obstacle to
public school reform.

Perhaps the most misunderstood fact about the media is the identity
of their customers. The customers are advertisers, not television viewers
or newspaper readers. Advertisers buy access to viewers and readers, the
more the better. News or infOrmation is not the objective of either the
media companies or the companies that advertise in the media. "News-
is simply one means of increasing the number of viewers and subscribers.

This basic point underscores the futility of educational appeals for
improved media treatment of education. For instance, teachers are usu-
ally portrayed in television sitcoms in an unfavorable or unrealistic wily.
In addition, teachers are rarely shown actually teaching a subject. Doctors
and lawyers and police officers are typically shown carrying out their
work; teachers arc not. Pleas to the media to pormtv teachers in a
favorable light miss the point. Television producers are not out to criti-
cize teachers. Thev are out to sell advertising on successfnl television
shows. Tlw impact of' these shows on the group pm-trayed is a secondary
concern at best. The media's point of departure is not what citizens
should Know about education. It is what news and analysis will increase
the number of viewers or readers.'

What news is most conducive to meeting this objective? According to
those who earn their living by answering this question, news about con-
flict ranks high, as e idenced by media attention to wars, strikes, presiden-
tial elections, and the availability of condoms in public schools. News
about prominent personalities, the unique, the close to homeall of
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these and more overshadow policy significance as criteria for what is
shown or published. To put it bluntly. news about education doesn't
attract many viewers or readers. Educators lament the fact, but there is
very little they can do about it. The media's modus opemndi is not likely
to change merely because the public is uninformed about education.

The following discussion is devoted primarily to network television
and newspapers because they are the most important sources of informa-
tion for most people. Throughout, readers should bear in mind the
system issues: What are the educational information needs of citizens
under public education, and what are the prospects that their infinma-
tUni needs will or even (an `)e met hv the medial'

Telt-yes/all

Television, espe c. iallv network television, appears to he the major source
of information in this country. Indisputably, education is a low-priority
topic in network news and policy analysis. None of the three major
networks has employed a fnll-time education specialist in its news divi-
sion. Ordinarily, they do not employ even part-time education specialists.
Not surprisingly, a very low proportion of' network news is devoted to
education. A ten-year study (1973-1982) of network news found that 2
percent of the time was devoted to education news.' This estimate is in
line with others covering different years. The study also concluded that
the time devoted to education was largely about unimportant topics.
Although network time devoted to education increased after publication
of A Nation at Risk in 1983, the study concluded that the networks paid
no attention to the causes of low achievement.

A 198(i NBC doctnnentary narrated lw 'Fon) Brokaw illustrates the
level of network analysis of educational issues. The documentary featured
a high school teacher moonlighting as a liquor store salesman. Predict-
ably, the teacher asserted, "I wanted to be a teacheratul this is what 1
have to do." An NEA news release about the prog..ani stated that the
teacher "faces the same dilemma «mfronfed by thousands of' his col-
leagues across the country . . . turning to moonlighting to make ends
meet or keep from falling into debt."'

Unquestionably, this explanation of teacher moonlighting is a media
staple. Who has not seen or read about the underpaid teachet struggling
to eat it enough to continue teaching? Interestingly enough, moon-
lighting is a common practi«. in higher education, despite salaries being
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higher there than in the public schools. The vast majority (80-90 per-
cent) of professors have outside employment. One study showed that
over 6(1 percent engaged in some type of consulting activity.'" Two-thirds
of the nation's research universities have adopted some restrictions on
outside employment (usually limiting it to one day a week) ) In practice,
however, immy universities have no restrictions, and the restrictions
that exist are usually quite liberal and not vigorously enforced. In all
probability, the higher-paid professors at the higher-paid insfitutions
moonlight more than faculty. elsewhere. In short, moonlighting is hardly
synonymous with scraping to make ends meet.

In fact, recent studies demonstrate that the NBC documentary was
very misleading. In one, some teachers said thev moonlighted because
of their financial needs. "Need,- however, was defined subjectively, so
that a teacher making $10,000 a Year might have expressed a need while
one making considerably less might not have. Regardless, over half of
the moonlighting teachers said thev would continue to moonlight even
if the amounts they were earning lw moonlighting were added to their
teaching salaries. Furthermore, the moonlighters devoted more titne
than nonmoonlighters to tutoring their regular pupils. Paradoxicalk
moonlighting slmwed no correlation to teachers' salaries, household
income, or age and experience.'

The NBC documentary illustrates a common weakness in network
programs on education. Since the networks (CRS, NBC, AB( ) do not
employ persons knowledgeable about education on a full-time basis, they
seek "expert- advice on programs devoted to education. In most cases,
they turn to individuals and organizations that are only too happy to
pronlote their own agendas when the opportunity arises. The network
producers may not even be aware of' the agendas, or nvay be sympathetic
to them: fOr all I know, NBC officials believed they were performing a
public service by calling public attention to teacher moonlighting. It
probably never occurred to them that overpayment of teachers in certain
grades and subjects (in which there is a teacher surplus) may be as
5(.6005111)1(0)km aS underpayment of teachers in fields tillable to attract
qualified tea( hers) "

N'ew.s/mPers

Education is a low-pi iorik area of newspaper coverage as well. .1nk
Stuart Wells pointed out in 1986 that fewer than 250 of 1,730 l'.S. daily

t.4,1c)
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newspapers listed an education reporter or editor. Most of those listed
had other responsibilities in addition to education. These responsibilities
were often in fields unrelated to education. such as gardening, entertain-
ment, real estate, and automobiles. In addition, the education assign-
meiit was characterized bv low prestige and high turnover. It was seldom a
stepping-stone to high-level management or editorial positions: relatively
few editors were promoted from the ranks of education reporters.'

Press neglect of education was not a concern within the field of
.journalism; according to Wells, the leading magazines devoted to the
press and the media did not publish a single article on the subject prior
to 1985.'' Wells's summary of the space devoted to education news from
1956 to 1985 in the .Vrio York Times, the Chicago Trilmne, and the Los
Angeles Times showed that only 7.7 percent of the education articles were
carried on the front page, whereas 43.7 percent were Ibund in the back
sections or after page 50 in the papes '

Tlw basic deficiencies in media coverage of education are not due to
liberal or conservative bias. The assumption that a good reporter can
report on anything is a much more important factor. The assumption is
not always explicit, uid occasionally one encounters exceptions to it.
Nonedwless, the predominant practice of the media is consistent with
the assumption. For instance, the most influential newspapers, such as
the New Ymk Timcs and the Washington Post, do not require any formal
training in education to report on it.' Edward Fiske, the education editor
or the N e w York Times Er( tin 1974 to 1 9 9 1 , started as a clerk assigned to
the religion editoi in 1964. 1 le later became a religion reporter and then
the religion editor befiwe being assigned as education editor in 1974. In
Fiske's view, this was as it should be: he told Wells, "I was very good at
dealing with dogma, so they kicked inc over to education," and "There
are no education courses worth taking, probably. Education isn't signifi-
cantly different from covet ing any other beatvon learn what you have
to know.''''

Pawnthetically, some of the nation's leading scholars, such as James
S. Coleman. past president of the American Sociological Association,
and Lee J. Cronbach, past president of the American Psychological
Association, teach or have nnight education courses. 'Flie underlying
significance of Fiske's comments, however, is their confirmation that the

Yolk 1I10P5 did liot `10111e011C knowledgeable about education
to serve as its education editor. Although the holdcr of this position
exercises unparalleled influence owl- public infOrmation about educa-
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tion, the person empkwed to fill it was expected to learn about education
through On-the-job experience. We are not told how much time Fiske
needed to "learn what von have to know,- but his comments suggest
cavalier treatment of education in the nation's leading newspaper.

Wells sent a questionnaire to 120 education reporters employed by
newspapers ranging in circulation from 3,000 to 1 million. The responses
indicated that few newspapers considered the fOrmal study ofeducation
to be essential to report on it. Although 94 percent of the reporters had
bachelor's degrees, only one was in education. Abo It two-thirds had not
taken any coursework in education, such as educational policy, school
finance, education law, or educational testing.'

OF course, education is not the only field that is sUbject to the media
assumption that reporters need not be knowledgeable about a field to
report on it. If the assumption is a problem, it is unlikely to be resolved
apart from a basic change in the tnedia. The fitct is that except for
national or large regional or local orgiutirat ions, the media cannot affOrd
to employ specialists in several different fields. Furthermore. reporters
can't hope to climb the ladder to more prestigious assignments if knowl-
edge of the field is a prerequisite to the assignment. Absent basic changes
in the media's modus operandi, then, media coverage of education will
continue to IX' covered by reporters who do not know very much
about it.

Educational News: The System in Operation

Ultimately, we must go beyond background factors to examine what is
actually presented as education news. 1 shall do so here by discussing
media treatment of three educational topics. l'heir importance and
the prestige of the media involved should leave no doubt about their
representative character.

.1 Nation at RiAk

BY all accounts, .1 .Vation Hi.sk was the most widelt publiciied and most
influential educational publicatitut of the l980sH" lite publication was
sponsored lw the National Commission on Est ellen«. in Fdtication, itl
eighteen-member ommission appointed bv the Secretary of Education.
It was released in April 1983, and hunch cds of thousands of copies
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were distributed bv the federal government. Nlajor portions of it were
reprinted in the New York Times and other leading prim media. A Nation
at Risk was the main topic of discussion at thousands of education conven-
tions and conferences, and virtually every journal in the field published
one or more commentaries On it.

Despite this massive coverage, the media ignored the fact that A
Nation at Rivk was a unanimous report. It was unanimous because the
commission members agreed that it should be. Inasmuch as the commis-
sion included representatives of every major educational interest group,
the unanimity policy precluded anv recommendation that posed a threat
to any of these groups.

Surely there is a world of difference between saving -This is what we
believe should be done to improve American education- and saving
"This is what we believe should be done to improve American education,
excluding all issues on which we do not have unanimous agreement
among commission members.- "Hie requirement of unanimity limited
A Nation at Risk to cosmetic issues, or to pk-in-the-skv proposals on
important ones. Predictably, the report did not lead to any significant
changes despite the enormous media attention it received. How could
it? How could any recommendations based on the premise of unanimity
among interest groups lead to changes in the roles, rights, responsibili-
ties, and powers of those groups? The reason for the unanimitY approach
was not stated but was hardly a mysterythe report was intended to
generate political support, arid xtri do not do that by antagonizing
influential interest groups. Had even a handfUl of education report-
ersperhaps only One in a major national newspaper or news maga-
zineexpressed interest in the unanimity issue, our nation might have
hcell spared years of irrelevant discussion and debate tlrat diverted atten-
tion from the real problems that must be faced if Ise arc to improle
education.

'rewriter Salaries and Breu'llts

According to a 1990 publication of the 1:.S. Department of Education,
the axcrage teacher salan for the 1989-9(1 school Year was S31,301. The
publication says that "this represents an increase of 5,9 percent, ill
( when( &Hap,. mer the revised figure of S29.5,17 in Fist.

months earlier, the NE. \ had issued a news release that began with the
following seri tem.e: "Salaries of classroom teachers across tlw country

'C') 3
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are estimated to increase to an average of S31,304 for the 1989-90 school
year, a hike of 5.9 percent over last year, a new report by the National
Education .Association disclosed n)day.-" In other words, the depart-
ment did not conduct the research on teacher salaries: instead it relied on
the estimates and interpretie conunents of the nation's largest teacher
union. Such reliance was neither new nor secret; the department has
f011owed this practice fOr several decades. likewise, the media rely almost
exclusively on the N E for salary data. BY doing so. they misinform the
American people about teacher compensation.

Generally speaking, a school district has a certain amount of' money to
spend fbr teacher welfare. Quite often, teachers prefer that a substantial
portion of it be applied to fringe benefits instead of salaries. One reason
is the tax advantage of doing so: the fringe benefits are not taxed, whereas
the same money applied to teachers' salaries would be taxable income.
Also, lw having district funds applied to fringe,benefits instead of salaries,
teachers benefit f rom the perception that they are underpaid. Sometimes
school boards also prefrr this course of action to protect themselves
against criticism for overpaying teachers. At am rate, the salary figures
disseminated by the Department of Education and the media omit the
dollar value of' teacher's fringe benefits. A partial list includes contribu-
tions to teacher pensions, health and dental insurance, a wide variety
of leave benefits (sick, sabbatical, parental. adoption, militan, union
business, and so on), extra duty pay (coaching, band, school paper,
student clubs, and so on), and workmen's compensation. These fringe
benefits greath exceed those paid to private school teachers. In some
states, their dollar value is more than one-third of straight salary.

At us now trace the path of public infOnnation about teacher salaries.
The NEA generates annual salary figures that substantially understate
teat her compensation. The U.S. Department of' Education releases the
NEA figures as its own. Newspapers. magatincs, government reports,
educational reform proposals, and television tutworks use and rely upon
these "official- figures. Quite often, the media compare teacher salaries
to those in other prolesSions. The comparisons seldom mention the fat t
that teachers work onh 180 days a Year on the average, and that their
workday is shot-ter than those in most lull-time positions. Tile\ also
overlook several benefits, such as teacher tenure and layoff and reem-
plm mew tights, that are not available to most pi katu-sc(tol (.1111)101 et's.
These benefits of ten impow dim cut and indit cut costs on school districts,
but they arc not included in the sunimarics of teachet compensation.

J
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When all of these factors are taken into account, teacher compensation
appears in a much more favorable light."

What reasons does the NEA give for omitting data on fringe benefits
from its annual survey of teacher salaries? One is that it would be too
expensive to get the data. The other is that private-sector employees
also receive fringe benefits, so the comparisons aren't realk misleading.
Neither reason survives examination. Private-sector employees do receive
fringe benefits, but the benefits are usually substantially less than fOr
public employees. This is especially true of' teachers: both salaries iuid
fringe benefits are much higher in public than in private schools.

In 1989-90 the unrestric.,:d income of the NEA and the AFT com-
bined was well over S200 million. The revenues of their state and local
affiliates probably exceed S750 million, perhaps by a large amount.' Tlw
claim that these unions cannot affOrd research on fringe benefits is
preposterous. 'The fact is that they already have dw data. If you negotiate
for a school board, the union representative will quickly point out that
your fringe benefits lag behind those in neighboring districts. Within
seconds, the representative can bring up the data on a computer. After
deleting the districts that provide less in fringe benefits, the NEA repre-
sentative will show you the districts that provide more health insurance,
sick leave, sabbatical leave, paid holidays, personal business leave, longer
duty-free lunch periods, shorter school days, and SO on. Salaries and
benefits are the raison ditre of teacher unions: the notion that the
unions cannot affOrd to find out their dollar value is fOr education
reporters. If comparisons of fringe lwnefits showed teachers to be at a
disadvantage, the media would be inundated by them. UnfOrtunatelv,
the media and the U.S. Department of Education igmwe the fact that
the figures are prepared lw an organi/ation with a huge stake in Imw
they are interpreted.

The I. Q. Contrm,o-sy

Controversies about l.Q. tests haw plawd a major role in education,
especially since 1060. The discussion that f011ows is based on a remarkable
book bV Mark Snvderman and Stanley Rothman devoted to media treat-
ment or such controversies.' The authors carefidlv compare what 231

expel Is behest. about I.Q. issues with Ow treatment of these issues in the
media from January I. 1969, to December 31, 1981. Mr members of the
media studied were the Nov Ym* Times, the WeLsIHnglon Pfist. and the 1Vall
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Street journal; Time, Xeuksweek, and U.S. News and lVorld Report: and the
television networks ABC, CBS, and NBC. Careful safeguards were em-
ployed to ensure objective evaluation of the articles and broadcasts.

Some of the conclusions reached by Snyderman and Rothman are as
follows:

1. The inability of media personnel to interpret technical re-
ports led to egregious errors in reporting.

9. Media deadlines led to errors on matters that required more
time to study.

3. The private views of journalists played an important role of
the aspects emphasized. Tlw asiwcts most antithetical to their
views were most likely to be treated pejoratively.

4. Consultants quoted tended to be the extremists who would
be most controversial, not the most infiwmative.
On several issues, the consultants quoted f011owed neither the
moderate views nor the consensus of expert opinion.

ft l'he media constantly distorted the views of prominent schol-
ars whose views were contntrv to mainstream media views.2"

Table 4.1 summarizes the number of' inertia presentations supporting
various conclusions about tile abuse of intelligence tests. On every issue
included in tlw table, the emphasis in media treatment was contrary to
the consensus of expert opinion on the issue. Snvderman and Rothman
comment:

It is obvious from these data just how uncritical the Times and Po.st,
and the elite media in general, have been in reporting test misuse.
Comparing these data to the relevant survey responses [of the
experts) ... is particulark distressing, especially since experts are
often used as sources for claims of test abuse .

Ne555paper authors, particularly in the .Veu, Yin* Milo, appar-
ently feel more comfOrtable asserting or implying various test mis-
!uses than test uselnIness."

Because its focus is on the most influential members of the media.
Snsderman and Rothman's study provides impressive evidence that the
..thierican people are misinlOrmed about basic educational issues.

Fhe preceding examples mulct s«)1(' a paradoxic,i1 leattne ol the
media's approach to educational news. It is de rigueur lot- education
reportets and editorial writeu s to den s the training .,ind emplos !tient of

;4 1
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Table 4.1. Nledia presentations «mcerning misuse of intelligence tests,
1969-1984

81

I. Students are often misclassilied, mislabeled, or stigmatized on the basis of
their intelligence test scttres.

Number of Articles or Brimdcasts

WSJ Newsmags '11'

Positive 21 6 1 7 4

Negative 0 0 0 0 0

Both 9 9 0 0 0

2. A student's kintwledge of his or her intelligence test score ()lien results in
negatise self-concepts and expectatitms (acts as a self-fulfilling prophecy).

_
wp \VSj Newsmags 11'

Posim. 3 3 1 1 0

Negat ive 0 0 0 0 11

Both 0 0 0 0

3. A teacher's knowledge of a students intelligence test score has a significant
effect on student perfOrmance.

NYI. \VP WS.I Newsmags TV

Positse 6 I 1 I 0

Negatise 0 0 0 0 0

Both 0 II 0 0 0

4. 'Fests are or base been used to promote i at st or other inegalitarian ends.

MT ---
positive

Negatke
Both 1

Newsmags

Fest scot es ale oser-I cited upon (ale too im)ortant ill people's Ikest.

N1'1'

Poslt ie
Negative
Both

11'

Newsmags 'IV

1 (I

Nottm: MAIL tinN,Itt man and 'flank, Rothman, Ii,, 1.(1 mIttoi cm I Ntls Itt ttttso k.

\ I Ii .iit.t tiOl Pithitshrt s. 19881. p 212

kJ' ego,
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teachers who lack a thorough knowledge of their subject. This deficiency
certainly deserves criticism, but as the examples suggest, lac k of knowl-
edge of a subject is just as harmful in the media as it is in classrooms.

Infbrmation about Educational Achievement

Virtually everyone agrees that U.S. students are not learning as much as
students in other industrial nations. This achievement gap exists at every
grade level and at every socioeconomic level. Nevertheless, parents do
not appear to be correspondi,,glv dissatisfied with their schools. Al-
though they often believe that public schools in general are inadequate,
parents tend to be satisfied with the schools attended by their own
children. Obviously, something is wrong here. If schools generally are
ineffective, parental dissatisfaction shoukl be widespread also.

The sante discrepancy is evident in student perceptions of their own
achievement. For instance. students who are poor in mathematics often
rate their proficiency higher than students who have achieved at nmch
higher levels. Thus students in the Virgin Islands, who ranked last in
mathematics achievement. were second highest in student assessments
of mathematics proficiency. At the other extreme, students in North
Dakota ranked first in mathematics achievement, but only 11 percent
deemed themselves proficient in mathetnatics. Such data suggest the
need fOr a closer look at information about educational achievement.

Government is the main source of infimnation aluntt educatioiml
achievement. State departments of education and school districts provide
such informaticm on an aggregated basis. School districts also provide
information to students (and their parents) about educational achieve-
ment on an individual basis. Let us consider first the infOrmation pro-
vided on an aggregated basis.

john I. c mule)), a west virginia physician, reported in 1987 that he
had "surveyed all fifty states and discovered that no state is behiw average
at the elementary level on an\ of the six major nationally normed,
commercially available tests." In ad(htion, Cannell asserted that 90 per-
cent ()floral school districts claim that their ayet ages exceed the national
average and that "more than 711 percent of the students tested nation-
wide ate told the\ ate perfot ming abow the national merage.'''' Alter
«inside! able cowl oers% , it turned Out that Cannell's charges were sub-
stantially accurate. Indisputabh, state education departments and school
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districts all over the United States were misinfOrming their constituents
about the educational achievement of their students.

Investigation ofCannell's charges made it clear that average test scores
had been inflated in the folkwing ways:

1. Poor students were excluded or discouraged front taking the
tests.

2. Teachers assigned tests as homework or taught test items in
class.

3. Test security was minimal or even nonexistent.
1. Students were Ahmed more time than prescribed by test regu-

lations.
5. ...nrealistic, highly improbable improvements fom test to test

were not audited or investigated.
6. Teachers and administrators were not punished fOr flagrant

violations of test plodedures.
7. ...est results were reported in ways that exaggerated achieve-

ment levels.

After eflorts to disprove Cannell's charges failed, the companies that
produced and sold the tests were criticii.ed fOr selling deficient tests.
Actually, they were selling precisely what the states and school districts
wanted to buy, to wit, tests that wmild help them appear to be efficient
producers.

Grades and Repwi Cards

Pat ents need information about the educational progress and problems
of their children. Unules and report cards are supposed to meet these
needs. In this context, grades and report cards are the ma;or producer
conmiunications to consumers that are not filiet ed through any third
parties. Other kinds of direct conununications to parents, such as parent-
teacher conferences, telephone calls, letters. and newsletters. are less
significant and will bc omitted from this discussion.

Conceptually. grades and report cards inform parents of pupil prog-
ress. suggest actions parents should take, and help third parties (hinny
tearhers, guidance counselors. college admissions officers. and emplo-
ers) make informed judgments about students its the need itrises. (Be-
cause grades are included on report cards. references to report cards
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should be understood to refer to grades also, unless the context makes
it clear that the inclusion is not appropriate.)

Report cards Irave been the subject of thousands of books and articles,
and they raise several issues not discussed in this book. My concern here
is with their infiwmational dimensions. \that infOrmation do report cards
communicate? How helpful is this infiwmation to students and parents?
-ro what extent, if anv, is the information provided (or not provided)
affected lw producer-consumer conflicts of interest? How would or how
might these issues be affected bv a change to a market system of' educa-
tion?

I.et me clarify the terminology to be used. A "grade- is a communica-
tion about the results of an assessment. The assessment ma y.. be of aca-
demic achievement or student behavior. "Assessment- involves some
type of measurement of' an activitN and evaluation of the results of the
measurement. When assessment takes place, the results are assigned a
mark, letter, percentage, or other symbol that ref .rs to a certain level of
achievement. The symbolthat is. the gradeii then comniunicated
via the report card.'

SOulent Achlowment on Report Cards

Report cards presumably provide inforniation about educational achieve-
ment. The way they do so varies a great deal from district to district:
ofien there is variation within districts or even among teachers in the
same school. Approximately 80 percent of sclu,o1 districts use letter
grades in grades 4-12. Although a sizeable number use percentage
grades, either solely or as a supplement to letter grades. I shall confine

chscussion to letter grades. Also, I shall confine it to pt-actice ill grades
.1-12, since there is relatively little variation below grade 4.

A critical issue is whether grades should be based on relative standing
in a group or on perfOrmance criteria. Suppose a student correctly
answers five out of ten questions in an arithmetic examination. If graded
on the basis of specific criteria, the student ma\ receive a low or even .1
failing grade. Suppose, however, that five is the highest number of correct
answers in the class. If the grade is based on relative standing in the class,
it will be the highest one possible. In technical terms, grading based

relatiNe standing within a gtoup is "normatiNe-: grading based on
standatds if performance vithout egard to the perfol mance of others
is "ct iterion ulerenced.-
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As consumers, parents might wish to be infOrmed about achievement
according to both of these criteria. From time to time, each kind of
infOrmation might be helpful; given the available technology. it would
not be difficult to provide both kinds. In practice, this is rarely done.
According to the Educational Research Service (FRS) survey cited in
note 30, almost 60 percent of the districts reported that grades for
achievemenr W"re based on specific standards for all students. That is, it
was assumed that all students should achieve specified levels of profi-
ciency: the grades were based on students' progress toward achieving
these levels. Unfiwttinatelv, the survey did not provide any data on the
standards used or how they were established. Another 1 7 to 25 percent
or the districts reported that grades were based on progirss toward
learning objectives fOr each individual student. The survey did not ex-
plore the question of how teachers arrived at tiw obje, lives kw each
student. In addition, 1 1 to I 7 percent of the districts reported that grades
were based on student achievement relative to overall perfOrmance of
the class. Under this approach, students who learned a great deal but
ranked low ill their class would receive low g students who learned
very little but who ranked high in their class would receive high grades.

ln 5 to 7 percent of the districts. grades at one or more grade levels
were based on the individual ability of pupils. Presumably, km-ability
students who did not learn vely much would receive higher grades than
high-ability students w ho learned more but not as much as their ability
would suggest. There would be nothing wrong with this if. the report
cards also included grades based on achievement. Thc report cards
would be infornling parents about their children's pertOrmance ac-
eording to different criteria. The Fact that a grade according to one
(riterion was much more Favorable than a grade based on other criteria
would not be a valid criticism of the report card. Interestingly enough,
only about one percent of the districts based their grades on student
perfOrmance in standardized tests. This practice was much more com-
mon in the carlv P.100s, 1%.ts largely abandoned lw I930.

lo summarize. districts vary widely in how thev grade educational
achievement: a given level of achievement leads to .% Cr\ diftCrellt grades,
depending on du standard used to evaluate achievement. I.' idess pai ems
umk.rstand this, they (10 not get accui ate information From report cards.
Furthermore, the likelihood of pal t onf usion is cen 4-reater than
10 tuld appeal II 0111 dist 11551n11 dulls lat. 0\ CI 90 pt.! t

5(11001 disti ills grade effort in one 55:11 or anothel . lhotit one-

6
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fourth to one-third hx,e no uniform polic on how this is done. Distil( t
policies on the issue differ, sometimes even for different grade levels in
the same district. For example, about two in five school districts grade
effort separately from academic grades in the primary grades: about one
in four include efThrt in the academic course grade. At the secondary
level, about one-third of the districts include effort within the course
grade, while one-fburth grade effort separately.

Note the added confusion when effort is included as a factor in
grading. Does a grade of "B- reflect average achievement but outstand-
ing effort? Outstanding achievement but average effort? Above-average
achievement and above-average effort? Without such a breakdown, the
grade does not convey much information, lithe grade is based on average
perfbrmance but outstanding effort, parents should praise the effort; if
the grade reflects outstanding achievement but average eflOrt, a different
parental response will be appropriate.

To add to the confusion, effbrt is not the only additional criterion
that is sometimes factored into a single letter grade. Although most
distr;cts do not grade attendance or note it separately, 1 5 to 26 percent
of the districts either include attendance in course gradt.s or have no
unifbrm policy on the issue. Needless to sav, the informational value of
grades is weakened if tit tendance is included with other factors in a single
letter grade.

The numlwr of distinctions used in grading also affects their infbrma-
tional value. The most widely used pattern consists of a five-point scale:
A, B. ( . I), and F. These letter grades typically symbolize the following
assessments:

A = Excllent, or outstanding
B = Good. or above average
( = Fair, or average
1) = Poor. or below average
F = Failing. or no credit allowed.

Most criticisms of grading practices focus on this scale, alleging various
negative oHicomes from its use. Regardless of their merits. the criticisms
lune led to the adoption of grading scales with four, three, or only two
distinctions. As the number of di.stinctions is reduced, each grade reflects
a wider range of achievement. ilC11( C is less informative. This is particu-
lady evident %%hen two-point scales (Pass! Fail or ( redit /No Credit) are
used. The "Pass- category might from performance hawk. above
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failure to the most outstanding leels of aclueNement In this connection,
the ERS mine\ showed that two-point scales wet e used mote fiequenth
in higher grade levels: whereas only 3.8 percent of the districts used
them in grades 4-6, 30 percent did so in grades 10-12.

Several other factors also affect the informational value of report
cards. According to the ERS survey, school districts varied widely on the
fiAlowing criteria:

I. The uses of student grades.
9. Whether checklists were used and their contents.
3. The use of anecdotal comments by teachers.
4. The grade levels at which attendance polk ies affected aca-

demic grades.
5. How grade point averages were computed and their uses.
6. The use of minimum competency tests.
7. "F he extent to which grading criteria differed across curricu-

lum paths, such as college preparatory, vocational, or busi-
ness programs.

8. The frequency of reporting.

In practice, the variability in grading practices and report cards is
much greater than indicated by this summary. District policies must be
interpreted and applied. Identical policies may be interpreted and ap-
plied difThrently, not only from district to district but even within districts
and schools. Some districts do not have unifiirm policies on many issues.
In sonie, policies on grades and report cards may be established by
principals, whereas in others teachers may operate autonomously with
respect to grades.

Theoretically, these differences may not be particularly important. As
long as report cards are clearly understood bs the users, the fact that
they differ from report cards in other districts may not be significant.
What is them etically possible. however, is often practically unrealistic:
the belief that parents will understand report cards that differ so much
is a case in point. Manv of the differences cited are significant but
are not easily explained or timkTstood. In many cases, the teachers
themselves would lw hard-pressed to justify their practices. For example.
where grades are awarded on the basis of the relationship between
'achievement and ability, how do teachers assess the ability of each pitptl
Do teat. hers of different subjects killow the same procedure in assessing
ability? If grades are based on relative standing among the student's
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classmates, how can parents tell if the classmates are diligent or indolent
scholars?

Teacher mobility is another factor to be considered. Teachers may be
subject to different grading policies as they change from district to
district, school to school, subject to subject, or grade level to grade
level. Teachers subject to a new grading policy often need training to
implement it properly. They need to know how to deal with large varia-
tions in class size, with students who come into the class during the
semester, with wide variations in group achievement, and so on. Never-
theless, such training is rare; the ERS survey did not even inquire into it.

Do other communications to parents change the conclusions reached
on the basis of grades? Although many districts use parent conferences
for at least some grade levels, such conferences do not appear to be a
major source of information for parents. Generally speaking, they are
arranged either in conjunction with the dissemination of report cards
or to deal with severe disciplinary matters. At the secondary level, the
sheer number of students per teacher discourages extended confrrences
with parents. Utilization of' parent conferences declines as grade level
rises: whereas 82 percent of districts use parent conferences in grades
1-3, only 51 percent do so in grades 10-12.

Producer-Consumer Conflid in Grades and Report Cards

De repot t cards "tell it like it is"or do they avoid unpleasant truths
about educational achievement? In light of the previous discussion, we
should anticipate an absence of candor, and candor is indeed absent.
I.et us consider the producer interests in the matter. One such interest
is the avoidance of consumer dissatisfaction. Obviously, low or failing
grades generate more consumer dissatisfaction than favorable or average
grades. Teachers realize that they are held at least partly accountable fOr
their pupils' perftwmance. justly or uujustly, poor grades are perceived
to be a sign of failure on the vart of teachers as well asif not instead
ofpupils.

Understandably, many educators advocate the elimination of failing
grades. Thus in 1971 the National ( oiimtcil of Teachers of English
adopted a policy statement that read in part as Follows: "After the early
years, at all educational levels only passing grades . .. should be recorded
on a student's permanent record."

Shnilar recommendations have often been !mule by vat ious educa-

9
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tional leaders and organizations. As noted earlier, criticisms of the tradi-
tional five-point scale have led to grading scales with fewer distinctions.
Elimination of failing grades is often the outcome when the number of
distinctions is reduced. In addition, many teachers and administrators
are sympathetic to a "no fail" policy in practice, even if they say nothing
about it publicly. Such persons are likely to avoid or minimize negative
grades. Of course, not every authority on the subject or every teacher
supports a "no fail" policy, but many do. Their main rationale is that
failing grades weaken children's self-esteem and discourage effort on
their part. Presumably, low grades as well as failing ones do so. That "no
fail" policies shield public school personnel from criticism is undoubt-
edly an incidental or absent factor in manv cases. Still, even if we attribute
the most benign motives to "no fail" policies, they have undoubtedly
contributed to parental complacency in spite of low educational achieve-
ment.

In my view. We should separate assessment agencies from instructional
ones. This separation is essential, regardless of the kind of educational
system that is adopted. Of course, teachers have to assess pupils for
instructional purposes; nothing said here questions that premise. On the
other hand, assessments should not be hostage to producer interests not
related to improving instruction or disseminating useful information to
parents. This requires that certain assessments not be controlled IA
producers, public or private.

My criticisms of producer control of assessment are not based on a
lack of concern for children's self-esteem. First, it is fidlacious to assume
that honesty in grading necessarily shatters the self-esteem of poor
achievers. How results are communicated is critical. The focus must be
on performance and what imist be done to improve it. If this focus is
maintained, candid evaluation need not be psychologically destructive.
The efforts of teachers and administrators to avoid the immediate un-
pleasant consequences ()flow grades results in much more harmful long-
range consequences. Students acquire an unwarranted perception of
their skills and abilities; when these turn out to be inadequate for contin-
ued education or employment, the students naturally reject am responsi-
bility for the situation.

Several incidents illustrate the self-defeating outcomes of lilx rid grad-
ing policies. In the District of Cohunbia. senior high school valedictorians
have been denied admissi( in to local colleges because of their failure to
meet the academic stamlinds for admission.' Florida enacted legislation
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in 1976 requiring students to pass a test of "functional literacy' in order
to receive a high school diploma. In this case, the test was simply an
additional hurdle to overcom after students had met all other require-
ments for a diploma. Students who passed all the required courses but
did not pass the literacy test were to receive a "certificate of completion."
Students were given three chances to pass the test. In the class of 1979
(the first to be subject to the test), 20 percent of the black seniors but only
1.9 percent of the white seniors failed to pass after three opportunities to
do so. In October 1979. ten black seniors ini,lated a class action lawsuit
challenging the test and its administration c i several grounds, including
racial bias in the test itself'. Another of the g mnds was :he large discrep-
ancies between the results of the Florida l.it racy Test and student grade
point averages.

An earlier lawsuit in California also suggests that report cards are least
intnrmative when candor is essential. The Califnrnia case involved a high
school graduate who was nonetheless illiterate. The student sued the
San Francisco school district for malpractice.' Although the case was
disiWssed befnre trial, the student was pwpared to show that his report
cards over the years indicated normal progress toward graduation. There
is no reason to believe this student's situation was exceptional. Such cases
have even emerged in higher education as student-athletes have come
forward with lawsuits or public charges after receiving passing grades for
several Vcars (even their degrees in some cas(s) despite being illiterate.
In some cases, the student plaintiffs have received substantial out-of-
court settlements. In my own experience, large urban districts have
been visibly reluctant to investigate the distribution of grades, especially
among student populations characterized bv low achievement.

Another producer interest is to minimize the time devoted to grades
and report cards. One way to further this interest is to restrict the
frequency of reporting. In recent years, more and more districts have
reduced the amount of teacher time required fnr preparing report cards
bv adopting computerized grading and reporting. Teachers simply fill
in the grades and the computers are programmed to IA int out a letter
to parents and a report card. Teachers can even buy books that provide
a menu of possible comments; they need only check the comments they
wish to include, and the parents receive a letter that appears to lw
individuali/ed." I see nothing wrong in using technology to facilitate
reporting on pupil progress, but tlw savings in teacher time do not
appear to lwnefit students in an% way. For instance, it does not appear

1
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that any of tht time saved is devoted to providing more infOrmative
report cards.

Anothfsr neglected problem related to grades is the denial of due
process to students. Generally speaking, teachers enjoy enormous discre-
tion in grading pupils. As a result, it is easy for teachers to rationalize
Unfair decisions. Needless to say, racial or religious or gender bias crops
up among teachers, just as it does among other large groups in our
society. Teachers may fail to devote sufficient time to grades or may lack
the skills to grade properly. For all sorts of reasons, some teachers will
grade some students unfairly from time to time. It is, therefore, incum-
bent upon school districts to provide some measure of due process for
students who wish to challenge a grade. Incumbent or not, the teacher
unions typically propose that there be no appeal from grades given by
teachers. For example, a model contract disseminated by the New jersey
Education Association includes the provision that "No grade or evalua-
tion shall be changed without approval of the teacher.'"' In some dk-
tricts, the contracts explicitly state that the teacher has the final decision
on grades."'

To all this criticism, the school establishment has a ready, plausible
response: Parents prefer letter grades and the report card system used
in their districts. The basic issue, however, is tiot whether they prefer it
but the basis for the preference. if indeed it exists. Have the parents
been fully informed about the infOrmational deficiencies of letter grades
and report cards? Have they been exposed to alternatives that would
better meet their real needs? Should parental silence or acquiescence in
the grading system be treated as approval of it? The answers to these
questions justify the conclusion that producer interests dominate grades
and report cards, just as they do other aspects Of the information system
of public education.

In addition to the lack of candor in report cards, college admission
requirementsor their absencereinfOrce the complacency of students
and their families about educational achievement. I lalf of our high
school graduates go on to college. Most colleges do not have any admis-
sion reqtnrements that require diligent study in precollege education:
only a few hundred of approximately 3,400 institutions of higher educa-
tion are acadetuically selective. The upshot is that high school graduates
admitted to college (and their parents) naturally assume that their pre-
wIlege education was adequate. Thus the deficiencies in the information
provided by grades :Ind report cards are not an isolated phenomenon;

1. t ;
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they are part of a disinformation process that is all the more insidious
bee; use much of it results from benign motives.

A recent study by the Committee for Economic Development confirms
the gravity of the problem. The study found a substantial "reality gap"
between the way students and parents view preparedness and the way
employers and college officials view it: "To put it succinctly, the current
crop of students and their parents are deluding themselves. This points
up the real necessity of enlisting and informing American parents about
what employers and higher education institutions expect . . . Until this
gap is closed, little progress can be made in ensuring that America has
a truly educated workforce."' It is astonishing that the G.ED study does
not unequivocally identify grades and report cards, which are controlled
bv schools, as the major source of the "reality gap."

Conclusion

Th inescapable reality is that the infOrmation problems of public educa-
tion are inherent in government operation of schools. As long as educa-
tion is provided by glwernment, every i...spect of it is a public policy, to
be resolved by a legislative body (including school boards) or by public
officials. Unless we are willing to accept their actions without public
accountability, the information system must inform the public about
student achievement, the costs of education, the terms and conditions
of educational employment, school board policies and practices on doz-
ens of controversial social issues, school purchasing policies, parent and
student grievance procedures, and so on ad infinitum. No existing institu-
tion can present this mass of changing information in usable fOrm, and
citizens c mild not absorb and act upon the information even if it were
somehow made available to them.

In practice, the information that becomes available is usually prepared
by the producers of education and serves their interests and objectives.
The basic lesson to be learned from the Cannell report is about infortna-
don, not testing or educational achievemen Canneil was not an educa-
tor or a test expert. Educationally speaking, he was an intelligent layman.
lis report, however, raises hard qttestions about the experts, such as the

tens of' thousands of' professors of education. Clearly, in the face of
massive educational deception over a long period of time, they did not
contribute to public awareness of the issues he raised. Similarly. Cannell's
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charges demonstrated the inability of education reporters to assess claims
about education by government officials.

The effort to focus responsibility for false information on the testing
companies diverts.attention from media failure and from the fact that
the testing debacle is only one example of a much larger problem.
Cannell's charges surprised many people, but hard-nosed candor about
educational achievement would have been the real surprise. Parties who
generate and disseminate information do so in ways that put themselves
in the best possible light. This is the general rule, regardless of whether
the parties are in the public or the private sector. Partly for this reason,
the proposal by John E. Chubb and Terry M. Moe that government
establish Parent Information Centers to help parents choose schools
wisely is highly unrealistic. The issue that remains is whether a market
system of education would provide a superior educational information
system.



5
Educational Information
under a Market System

Inasmuch as a market system of education does not exist, we cannot
be certain what kind of information system would emerge from
it. Nevertheless, wc know a great deal about information systems

associated with private-sector services; in dw absence of reasons to antici-
pate different outcomes, we can expect similar infOrmation systems to
emerge in a market system of education.

It is essential to avoid comparing the imperfect information system
associated with public education to an ideal but nonexistent information
system under a market approach. To avoid such a misleading compari-
son, we must take into account the positive and negative features of both
systems. Essentially, we will be comparing the information problems of
markets to the information problems of politics. Such a comparison
ro. ;eals several striking differences even though reliable infOrmation is
essential in both systems.

In a market system, prices instead of votes provide the infOrmation
consumers and p Rlucers use to make decisions. When we buy goods or
services, prices tell us what we have to ON e up. If a car costs S10,000. ott
have a good idea of" the goods and services von must forgo to own the
car. This infOrmation enables you to decide whether ow not to buy it.
Now contrast this situation with the costs of public educationthe costs
to ourselves, not to government. Tlw hinds for public education are
derived from local, state, and federal taxes. The federal government and
the states esp.( ialh oh aw upon se\Clal (Idle! ent taxes to raise the reve-
nues for education. Most of these taxes, such as income and sales taxes,
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ate spent fot sexel al gosernment sen ices, and the amounts lot each
scr ice ate not disaggt egated. taxpa\ et IA taxpaer Consequenth, tax-
pawl-, do not haw tile Nagui.st idea of hm, much the.% are pa\ mg from
their Own ftuids for public education. Inevitably, the thinking is that "the
government pavs"and for "free public education" at that!

It would be difficult to overestimate the implications of this situation.
Since taxpayers do not ktmw how much they are paving from their own
pockets for public education (or collectively, as pointed out in Chapter
6), they lack information about the desirability of alternatives to it. As
Thomas Hobbes, England's most renowned political philosopher, once
commented, "It is easy to see the benefit of such darkness, and to whom
it accrueth2'

Information needs in politics and markets differ drastically. This dis-
tinction is clearly applicable to education. Under a market system, par-
ems would compare schools within their attendance area. Essentially,
they would have to decide whether their children would he better served
by school A. 13, C, or D. Under public education, children are assigned
to schools on a geographical basis; hence parents have no need to
compare schools unless they are considering a change of residence. This
situation is not significantly affected b\ legislation or school district
policies that purport to provide parents with a choice of public schools.'

To illustrate the differences, let us try to isualize lmw a highly contro-
versial issue in public schools would be resolved under a market system.
My example is the New York City Board of Education policy, adopted
February 27, 1991, making condoms available. free of charge and without
requiring parental consent. in New York City high schools. One reason
f(w choosing this example is the intensity of feeling about it. Clearly.
many opponents of condoms in the schools would enroll their children
in schools drat did not offer condoms, if such schools were available and
tli irdable.

fhe decision to provide condoms in the New Thrk Citv high schools
was preceded by a lengthv internal study. In 1987 the school district
established an advisory committee on health education. At I ha t time and
subsequently, the incidence of DS was rising dramatically in New Thrk.
This was not the main reason why the committee was established, but it
assumed increasing importance with the passage of time. The committee
heard front several experts and interest groups befOre submitting its
report. Ihe proposal to make condoms available was (ink One of its
several wconnuendations: however. when the chancellor of the New
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Thrk City schools expressed support for it, the proposal attracted national
attention. Even before the proposal was on the board's agenda, reporters
for the Nno York Times called the seven board members to elicit their

views on the issue. The Timessubsequently published several articles that

reealed the deep divisions on the issue among board members and in

the city generally. Articles on the issue were published in the national

media as well.
The board held a public hearing on the proposal on February 6, 1991.

As noted in Chapter 2, hundreds of persons sought to address the board

at the hearing. Those who did, and many others who did not speak at
the board meeting, expressed a multitude of conflicting positions. The
b(xtrd adopted condom availability by a 4-3 vote in February, but contro-

versy over the policy erupted again in July. At that time, a majority of the
board expressed support for a policy of allowing parents to opt out of'

the program. In turn school chancellor Joseph Fernandez charged that
the board was undermining the policy it had previously agreed upon.'
The controversy has continued since then and is frequently cited as a

reason to change the structure and membership of the board.
Suppose an educational market system existed in New York Cim

Schools that wished to do so could make condoms available on whatever

basis they deemed appropriate. Such action might be noted as a news

item, just as the availability of any unusual product or service might be
regarded as news. Parents could put as much or as little importance on

it as they wished, without imposing their views on others. There would

be no need to wait until the next electionor the next two or three
electionsto assess public reaction. This example points up an impor-

tant advantage of a market system over public education: in a market

system mistakes are likely to be corrected more promptly. Suppose con-
dom availability prevailed, but unimpeachable evidence demonstrated

that the policy led to increases in student sexual activity, and thus in

the incidence of teenage pregnant y and AIDS. In the public schools,

proponents of the policy woukl face political embarrassment, especially
in future elections. Private schools in a market system might be embar-

rassed also, but they could more easily fOcus on the future instead of
lwing forced to defend their past policies. Almost immediately, private

schools could change their instructional materials, teacher assignments,

and student programs geared to condom 'availability; in the public
schools, these changes would face a host of procedural, regulatory. and

political obstacles. (hie illas n)t like this conclusion. but the underlying

principle is hardly debatable, Private prighwer.s in market systems utili/e
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and respond to new information more rapidly and more efkctivelv than
governments as producers.'

The Role of Advertising

The evils of advertising are often cited as a reason not to adopt a market
system of education. Educational huckster would entice parents to en-
roll their Children in poor ,chools. Because the harmful consequences
might not show up for several years, exposure of false advertising would
be especially difficult, perhaps impossible before irreparable damage was
(k)fle.

The concerns about advertising underscore the importance of
avoiding a double standard of judgment. In the first place, the public
school establishment advertises extensively on behalf of public educa-
tion. For several years, the most prominent educational advertisement
on a regular basis has been a weekly column in the Sunday New York
Tiws sponsored by the American Federation of Teachers. This weekly
advertisement, usually commentary by AFT President Albert Shalker,
promotes public education with as little regard for objectivity as the worst
examples of commercial advertising. Not to be outdone, the National
Education Association also advertises extensively, extolling the benefits
of public education and decrying the evils of anv alternative to it. Even
before these fOrms of advertising emerged, public school organizations
used advertising to promote enrollments in public schools.'

In any event, it would be unrealistic to consider the role of advertising
in a market mstem but to ignore its equally important role in politics.
After all, public education-is dependent on the election of public officials
supportive of" it, and advertising is routinely used to elect such officials.
Is adyertis g fOr candidates fOr public office more infOrmative and more
objective than advertising for commercial products or services'? Any such
claim would be difficult to sustain.

In recent years, the quality of political advertising has emerged as an
issue in its own right. In a 1990 address, Governor Michael S. Dukakis,
the 1988 Democratic candidate for president, urged Eastern European
nations "not to import a troubling new development in our democratic
traditionnatnek, the increasingly shallow nature of electoral cam-
paigns that trivialize important issues in the service of image making."'
Flu point made bv Governor Dukinkk transcends candidates or parties,
or any particular political office. Political candidates at all levels of gm-
ernment as well as editorial writers, columnists, and academics haw
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expi essed sinular «ince! ns Polaic al ach el using is pi obabb, les% infoi ma-
five and less restricted bv factual considerations than commerciid adver-
tising. Advertising for most col amercial products or services is intended
to appeal to repeat buyers who would object to tactics that are often taken
for granted in political advertising. Whether or not political advertising is
less informative and less scrupulous than regular commercial advertising,
advertising plays a similar role in both sectors; the same producers of
advertising fUnction in both sectors and f011ow the same techniques in
both.

The use of fOcus groups illustrates this point. Essentially, a focus group
consists of a cross-section of a target audience. The target audience may
be senior citizens, teenagers, uppies, Imusewives, blacks, waatever. The
group is brought together fOr an informal, unstructured discussion of
topics of interest to the advertisers. For example, the Republican presi-
dential election campaign in I9RS relied heavily on results gleaned from
focus groups: the much discussed political advertisement featuring Gov-
ernor Dukakis's parole of Willie Ilorton was based on focus group discus-
sions. By the same token. many other issues and themes emphasized bv
both parties in the campaign were based on interviews with focus groups.

Paradoxically, the views expressed in focus groups have often resulted
born information disseminated by the media. In effect, the media influ-
ence attitudes and opinions; political candidates use these attitudes and
views in formulating policy objectives and campaign strategy. Education
is not immune it.) this process. For example, GoPAC, a Republican
political action committee, concluded that public school choice was a
winning political issue on the basis of- focus group discussions. The
committee produced a video with supporting materials fOr Republican
congressional candidates. The pi oject was ( C )PAC's first effort to identilV
winning issues for Republican candidates. Significantly, no analyst knowl-
edgeable about the educational issues was consulted at any stage of this
prciject." Subsequent events have confirmed that public school choice
has no potential to generate significant educational improvement. It

would be difficult to find a more telling example of the futility of tiling
to achieve educational refOrm through conventional political processes.

Grades and Report Cards under a Market System

At hist giant e, it appears that grades and report cai ds would be less
informative under a market system than under public education. Public

Itrj
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schools need not be «nlcet ned about losing clients mei low glades,
prnate schools in a market system would presumabh be much mot e
vulnerable on this issue.

These legitimate considerations would be overshadowed by the role
of competitk.n in a market system. True, schools that are not effective
would try to conceal the fact. On the other hand, effective schools would
have strong incentives to expose the deficiencies of ineffective schools.
Under these circumstances, schools would not be able to deceive parents
over a long period of time. Even if the parents were deluded, employers
and educational institutions at higher levels would not be, at least for
very long. In other words, although schools in a market system would
have incentives to conceal their ineffectiveness, thev would also have
incentives to reveal poor service bv other schools. For this reason, a
market system would provide a corrective fOrce that does not exist under
public education.

At the present time, most private schools are denominational ones.
This limits their ability to publicize the deficiencies of public schools.
Schools for profit would not be deterred {Or this reason. If such schools
are allowed to compete, we can expect Mort' vigorous criticism Of both
public and nonprofit schools.

There is one additional reason to anticipate more realistic grades and
report cards under a market system. Schools in a market system would
have a strong interest in dampening unrealistic expectations. Otherwise,
thev would be criticized for not reaching anticipated levels of achieve-
ment. 'Fo aoid such criticism, schools would have to point out the
negative hictors that affect student achievement. The school that prom-
ised admission to an Ivy League college would have to deliver.

As a matter OF interest, the most extensive comparison of public to
atholic schools concludes that "Grades are an especially prominent

determinant of dropping out of Catholic schools. l'his conclusion
lakes some doubts about the allegations that a market system would
exacerbate grade inflation. On the one hand, it is alleged that private

hools will maintain students by grade inflation. On the other hand,
private schools are riticized for pushing their failures into the puhlic
schoc As. The private schools would hardly do so if thev were trying to
maintain their enrollments by grade inflation. Significantly. Catholic
schools have not introduced less rigorous courses in order to maintain
enrollments. Their reflisal to do so also suggests that the feat of grade
inflation in a market system is probably exaggerated. As we have seen,
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grade inflation is an existing problem in public schools; the suggestion
that it would be a more serious one in a market system seems to be based
on a double standard of judgment. Furthermore, to the extent that
standardized tests are used to assess strident progress, competition be-
tween schools would expose grade inflation as a means of recruiting
students,

The preceding discussion of grades is consistent with infOrmation
theory. Such theory emphasizes the tendency of information producers
to disseminate information that serves their interests, and to ignore or
deemphasize information that does not. This tendency is evident at every
level of government as well as in the private sector. Janet A. Weiss and
Judith E. Grtiber reported in 1981 that every aspect of federal education
statistics was heavily influenced by political and bureaucratic consider-
ations." The U.S. Department of Education was able to get data from the
states only if the states concluded that it was safe fbr them to release the
data. Data relevant to controversial policies or to outcomes were not
collected, in fact, were deliberately avoided. For instance, despite the
billions spent for compensatory education, the Department of Education
has very little useful data on its effectiveness. Congressional mandates
that local school districts provide -appropriate objective measurements

. for evaluation annually" are simply ignored on a large scale. The
Department of Education could not enfOrce the requirement even if it
tried, which is an unlikely event to begin with. In short, the lack of
infOrmation in grades and report cards is not an aberration or the result
of a plot to deceive parents; it is the normal outcome of any government-
sponsored information system.

Representative Government and Information Issues

When our nation was founded, the scope of government was very narrow;
as the scope has expamled, it has become more difficult for citizens to
monitor am one area of public policy. Citizens are capable of under-
standing educational policy, but it is practically impossible for them to
nioniuw thousands of local, state, and federal statutes and regulations.
Even if media analyses were jewels of' lucidity and insight, citizens' lack
of time and interest would still lw an insuperable obstacle to a compre-
hensive understanding of educational policy.

Public opinion regards the burden of persuasion to he cm the advo-
cates of a market system; insofar as infOrmatithi issues are relevant, the

1 11
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burden should be on the existing system. In England, as in the Unite(1
States, democratic representative government emerged when the scope
of government was much more limited than it is today. In fact, there was
Very little government as we think of" it today in seventeenth-century
England)" Most services considered "public" today were not carried out
by government employees but by contractors who relied on user charges
to defray their costs. For instance, most roads and bridges were financed
this way, not by tax revenues. Of course, who received the rights and
what they charged were matters of concern, but the users were in a
better position to monitor providers than taxpayers were to monitor
government agencies. At the same time, citizens were better able to
control governments that were extremely limited in scope by contempo-
rary standards.

My point is not to denigrate detnocratic representative government
but to emphasize the importance of limited government if democratic
representative government is to function effectively. Public education is
only one of thousands of functions that have been added to government
since Our nation was tOunded; however, few if any or the others impose
such a heavy infiwmational burden on citizens or officials. If citizen
control of government requires limiting gove.-nment's functions, public
education is a prime candidate fiw transfer to the private sector.

As Anthony Downs cogently explained in 1957, we earn our income
in one field but spend it over a wide range of products and services.'
Inasmuch as time is a limited resource, we cannot hope to be as well
infOrmed over each area of consumption as we are in our role as produc-
ers. Furthermore, our producer roles are usually more important to us
than any single consumer role. Even while their children are attending
school, most parents devote more time to infOrmation about their own
producer roles than to any one of their consumer activities, such as
education.

Putting aside the folklore of education, it would be irrational for most
parents to devote a great deal of time to getting educaticaial information,
either fOr voting purposes or to influence educational policy. The infOr-
mation required is not.just about education; it must also include infiwma-
tion about how others think or can be persuaded to think and act on
the educational issues. AI ter all, being %Nell infOrmed on educational
policy is futile IllIktis many others are also well informed and motivated
to act in concert.

Being tbollt policies involves rosts; the costs (*just the thlle
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involved mav be prohibitive. For this reason, most citizens have strong
disincentives to be well informed about public policies. The reason helps
to explain why governments continually enact policies that benefit a
small group of producers at the expense of most citizens as consumers.
If consumers are not aware of how they are disadvantaged by producer
benefits, they will not object. and political leaders need not be concerned
about consumer reactions to them. On manv issues, citizens who are not
well informed and who are indifferent to the issues constitute a majority
of the voters; because their votes depend on irrelevant factors, political
campaigns likewise emphasize these factors. As Downs points out, "Only
a few citizens can rationally attempt to influence the formation of each
goL-rnment policy; for most, it is irrational to know anything about
formulation of even those policies ..hich affect them . . In general,
the economic decisions of a rational government are biased against
consumers and in Etyor of producers."''

James L. Payne has provided some dramatic evidence that supports
Downs's conclusion. Payne studied the testimony of 1,060 witnesses at
fourteen congressional hearings on spending programs. The witnesses
testified as follows:

1,014 supported the spending program
7 opposed the spending program

39 did not favor or oppose the program
115:1 ratio of witnesses in favor to witnesses opposed to the

spending program.

Payne also found that 63 percent of the witnesses were government
officials. Most of the others were lobbyists for interest groups; many of
these were former government officials and were subsicfized lw federal
f unds in their "private- capacitY."

Although Payne did not fOcus on education, his ..malvsis is clearly
applicable to it. The Committee fOr Education Funding (CEH illustrates
this point. Founded in 1969, CEF is a coalition devoted primarily to
lederal funding of educational prognuns authoriz.ed by Congress. Its
V192 membership was as fOlhms:

11:1 A:10

.American Association for Counseling mid Development
Americ an .Asociation of Chtssified School Emplowes
American Association of (:olleges for Teacher Education

113
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American Association of Community and junior Colleges
American Association of Educational Service Agencies
American Association of School Administrators
American Association of State Colleges and Universities
American Association of University Professors
American Council on Education
American Educational Research Association
American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees
Ame.rican Federation of Teachers
American Library Association
American School Food Service Association
American Vocational Association
Association for Educational Communications and Technology
Associatimi of American Publishers
Association of American Universities
Association of Proprietary Colleges
California Community Colleges
California State University
Career Colleges Association
City University of New York
The College Entrance Examination Board
(:ooperative Education Association
Council for American Private Education
Council fOr Educational Development and Research
The Council for Exceptional Children
Council of Chief State School Officers
Council of Graduate Schools
The Council of the Great Citv Schools
Detroit Board of Education
(;eorgetown University
International Communications Industries Association
International Reading Association
Michigan Department of Education
Military Impacted Schools Association
National Association for Equal Opportunity in I ligher Education
National Association of College Admission ('outiselors
National Association of Elementary School Principals
National Association of Eedei al Education Prow am

Administrators

: ;
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National Association of Federally Impacted Schools
National Association
National Association
National Association
National Association
National Association
National Association

of Independent Colleges and Universities
of School Psychologists
of Secondary School Principals
ot State Boards of Education
of State Directors of Special Education
of State Directors of Vocational and Techni-

cal Education Consortium
National Association of State Scholarship and Grant Programs
National Association of State Universities and Land Grant

Colleges
National Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators
National Conference of State I,egislatures
National Council of Educational Opportunity Associations
National (:ouncil of Higher Education Loan Programs, Inc.
National (:ouncil of Teachers of Mathematics
National Education Association
National School Boards Association
National Vocational Agricultural Teachers' Association, Inc.
New York State Department of Education
New York University
Ohio Department of Education
Princeton University
Rochester City School District
Society of School Librarians International
Texas Education Agency
United States Student Association
University and College Labor Education Association
Graduate School of Education/University of' CalifOrnia at

Berkeley
University of Nliami
I'niversity of NIichigan
University of South Carolina
\Vashington State Education Agency."

With its own Rill-nine staff, CEI: lobbies for federal appropriations
educaticm. It maintains a constimt presence in Congress through

puNications, briefings, seminars, awards, and other activities characteris-
tic of efforts to influence Congress. These activities supplement those
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sponsored directly by GEE member organizations. Some of" these organi-
zations arc private schools and companies that sell to the education
market, but none represents taxpayers or educational consumers.

What resources are available in the nation's capital to represent con-
sumerinterests% The National PTA was a member of CEP' until 1991-92,
when it withdrew over the dues it was required to pay. Significantly,
the PTA has never differed from the NEA on a major policy issuea
devastating commentary on its subordination of consumer to producer
interests.' The other policy organizations in the Washington area that
ostensibly represent consumers or taxpayers include the following:

American Enterprise Institute
American Legislative Exchange Council
Americans fOr Choice in Education
Cato Institute
Citizens for a Sound Ecom /My

Free Congress Foundation
leritage Foundation

National Taxpayers Union.

With few if any exceptions, none of dies( organizations employs full-
time staff devoted to education: collectively, their resources devoted to
it are minuscule compared to the educational producer resources de-
voted to media and political action. The disparity underscores Downs's
point that our political system is more responsive to producers than to
consumers. In market systems, however, consumers need not persuade
a large number of voters to take action. Usually, cooperative action with
other constuners is not necessary: producers respond to the wfshes of
small groups of consumers, acting spontaneously and individually. 'Fhis
fact gives the individual consumer in a market system leverage that is not
available to voters in the political system. Partly for this reason, market
systems arc sometimes deemed systems of continuous representation.
Consumers can express their wishes continually, instead of intermittently
at long intervals that favor the organized producers.

Ascertaining "the Will of the People-

ln recent years, political scientists have debated the rationale for demo-
cratic representative government. Is demo( tad( eprescn, Ake gmern-
ment.justified because it is "the is ill of the people"?' Or is its justification
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that citizens have the right to change their government officials if thev
wish to do so? The "populist" position contends that legislative bodies
can and do reveal "the will of the people" and this is the raison d'etre
for our system of government. The "liberal" position is that no system
of voting and majority rule efficiently and fairl reflects the will of the
people on policy issues. If all the different positions on issues are pre-
sented for vote, no position can achieve a majority; if the number of'
policy positions is reduced in order to make it possible to achieve a
legislative majority, the reduction will be unfair to the adherents of the
positions excluded from legislative consideration. In the liberal view the
right to change our government leaders is the justification for democratic
representative government.

Among political theorists, the liberal position is the most widely ac-
cepted. To understand why, consider again the controversy over con-
doms in the schools. Although we do not (and cannot under political
determination) know the precise bieakdown of opinion on the issue, let
us assume it to be as follows:

ci of citizens Policy position

20 no availability under any circumstances
15 availability only with parental consent
10 availability only with sex education emphasizing

abstinence
I() availability only with parental consent and sex

education emphasizing abstinence
15 availability without restrictions of ans. kind

availability only after interview with guidance
counselor on dangers of unprotected sex

10 availability without parental consent but with
sex education emphasizing that all lifestyles de-
serve respect
availabilits only in senior high school
availability from seventh grade with restrictions
availability from seventh grade. no restrictions.

This list does not include all the policies that citizens might support.
Note also that if their preferred policy is not adopted, citizens' fallback
positions may (litter as much as their first-choice positions do. Mans
citizens who support condom availability wnh certain conditions may
pi efer no availability it the conditions cannot be tnIfilled.
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In this situation, what is the will of the people on making condoms
available in the schools? There is none, at least if the phrase refers to a
position preferred by most citizens; despite the rhetoric of representative
government, legislative outcomes often diverge widely from what most
citizens would choose. In the example at hand, the optimal resolution
of the educational policy issue is only one of several positions on it. To
achieve a legislative majority, it is necessary to negotiate with supporters
of several positions. Inevitably., the compromises reached deviate from
the optimal resolution of the problem. To assume that the eventual
resolution reflects the will of the people is to ignore the legislative
dynamics; a majority may have agreed to a policy they detest to avoid an
even worse policy, or in exchange for support on an unrelated issue.

A market system of education would avoid the futile political effort to
ascertain "the will of the people" on thousands of educational issues.'''
While I am mindful of the dangers of analogy, let me suggest one that
illustrates this important point. When we buy an automobile, we do not
inquire into the f011owing issues:

the terms and conditions of employment of auto workers
whether the carmaker utilizes site-based managenwnt
whether the carmaker adopts merit pav
the carmaker's management structure
the efficiency of the carmaker, as distinguished from the effi-

ciency of its cars
the carmaker's procedures fOr dealing with subcontractors
the carmaker's pension plan
whether the carmaker uses "peer review.'
how the carmaker finances its operations.

These are only a few of the problems wt. ignore in buying an automo-
bile. We compare and choose among cars, not the policies under which
they are manufactured. In contrast, because education is provided bv
government, hundreds of issues that are ignored in buying automobiles
must lw resolved bv legislative bodies. If education were provided
through a market system, most of these issues would also be ignored by
legislators.

In addition to reducing the total amount of information required, a
market system of education would render it feasible to ascertain the will
of the people on the issues that ;UV presented lo thew. Alter all, we know
tlw will of the people as it relates to Edsels and Toyotas. Similarly, we
would know the will of the people on educational services offered
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through a market systemnot perfectly and not without qualification.
Imt much more comprehensively and accurately than is possible under
public education. The market would provide this information on a daily
basis, not confused bv an overwhelming mass of data and issues best left
to producers. It is ludicrous to contend that parents would lack the
information to choose schools wisely while assuming that they have the
information to choose wisely among scores of candidates for public office
and thousands of legislative proposals relating to public education.

Educational Infbrmation in the Transition Period

In mans situations, political dynamics simply rule Out ans. consideration
of desirable policies. The absence of large monetary rewards in public
education is an obstacle to its improvement, but the issue is not discussed
in the political arenaand probably cannot be in a sensible way. To put
it bluntly. it may never be in the interests of any candidate or patv to
raise certain basic issues. There may be no wrongdoing by anyone, vet
critical policy issues are often not articulated, let alone resolved in a
more satisfactory was.

As long as the debate over educational reform is limited politically
secondaix issues, educators welcome increased media and political

attention. Supposedly. this will lead to progress. In practice, it leads to
more posturing and wheel spinning. Increased attention to education
since publication of Nation al Risk in 1983 demonstrates that more
attention to education does not necessarily result in wiser educational
policies.

As previously noted, I do not anticipate any change in media structure
or dynamics. The strategy required is not to change the media; it is to
articulate the problems of producer domination within the existing
framework of media coverage. To do so. we must recogni/e that the
infOrmation problems of moving to a market system of education diner
structurally from the problems that would arise under such a system. To
move toward a market system, consumers must be able to counter the
producers in the medi, ,md in legislative proceedings. For ever\ pro-
ducem news conference, press release, or expert witness, the consumers
must have an effective response. Ideally, the consumer organi/ations
would be prepared to take the initiative, not merely respond to pmducer
initialises as the need Mises.

we have seen, however, the organi/ations that I (present educa-
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tional consumers lack the resources to compete with the educational
producers for media and legislative attention. Basic changes in philan-
thropy and in educational policy organizations are essential to reduce
the disparity, but this is only part of the problem. It is also necessary
to minimize the progovernment bias in the pohcy organizations that
supposedly represent consumers.

In Washington there is constant interchange between government
and policy organizations. Federal officials wlm leave government often
wish to return to it, or hope to be funded by it in some way. Frequently,
these interests undermine their elkctiveness as policy analysts. For in-
stance, as an analyst employed by the Heritage Foundation, William J.
Bennett is not likely to be critical of his own perfbrmance as U.S. secretary
of education. Furthermore, in view of his desire to run fbr elective office,
his analyses understandably avoid criticism of the constituencies and
organizations that serve as his political and financial base. In this respect,
the situation illustrates a problem that goes far beyond any individual. I
cite Bennett to illustrate a pattern. not to criticize him for taking advan-
tage of his opportunities.

Essentially, there are two problems. One is organizing and funding
the consumer presen The other is ensuring its integrity as a consumer
presence. The establishment of such a presence should include safe-
guards against potential conflicts of interest. For instance, the compensa-
tion arrangements might include payments to a pension fUnd that would
be forkited if the employee returned to government service or accepted
a position allied with producer interests. In other words, the employmeto
arrangements nmst reflect the organization's purpose. Dozens of organi-
zations currently claim to represent educational consumers, but none
has adopted adequate salegtuirds against producer influence.

Significantly, the U.S. Office of' Education was established in 1867 as
an information agency. Proposals to improve its information services are
made frequently: as recently as 1991 a prestigious commission proposed
a system of educational indicators that would monitor our educational
progress or lack thereof'. The absence of' Auch a system is especiali,..
remmlable in view of the govermuice structure of education. Inasmuch
as education is primarily a state and local responsibility, one might
suppose that the kderal government would not be inhibited in providing
critical information on a district-by-district basis. The fact that it does not
do so, and never has, should gke us pause. True. some of the information
disseminated by the Department of Education is about programs that
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have congressional or presidential sponsorship. so we can expect the
department to treat them gently. Even so, the nonthreatening nature of
information about public education seems anomalous. The reason for it
is that the same producer clout that elects state and local officials is
reflected in federal politics as well. Partly for this reason, reliance on
government for information is as risky as reliance on it to protect educa-
tional consumers.

Conclusion

Ultimately the information argument for public education is that parents
can evaluate school quality but prefer not to invest the resources, mainly
time, to the process. Instead, parents prefer to delegate the responsibility
for monitoring educational (-pains to government. This is what we do
with respect to drugs and pnentially dangerous appliances and equip-
ment. Theoretically, we could rely on market forces fOr protection, but
reliance on government despite its imperfections may be preferable.
Generally speaking, however, the argument fOr regulation is less applica-
ble to schools than to drugs, to cite just one example. The average citizen
is not equipped, technically or financially, to monitor the side effects of
drugs. A plausible (though not necessarily decisive) argument can be
made that it is more efficient to delegate such testing to government
agencies that can provide the necessary resources at a low cost per
taxpayer.

Clearly, this argument does not justify government provision of a
service as distinguished from government regulation of it. Government
does not produce drugs or automobiles or many other potentially harm-
fill products and services. Furthermore. deficient schools arc not lethal.
as arc deficient drugs or automobiles. The risks to educational consumer
are less and can be assessed periodically long befOre they pose any
permanent harm.

It is not feasible here to delineate all the informational problems that
would disappear or emerge under a market system. Roth proponents
and opponents of a market system have expressed sonic silly arguments
on these matters, but let me summarize the major ponits to bear in mind.

1. \lost discussions of parental choice c onipleteh ignore the lit-
cumin. on consumer behavior. This suggests that the posi-
tions ale based ou hue! ests, not on obje( Use anal\ sis oh lio
parents would c house a school.
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2. The more intense the competition, the more likely it is that
a lack of information on the part of an t. particular parents
would not matter one way or the other. If competition is in-
tense, producers cannot afford any gap in quality or price

between themselves and their competitors.
3. If schools are not tied to residence, parents have greater

freedom to choose where to live. Any information costs asso-
ciated with choosing a school may be offset by sayings in
choosing a residence. Under the current system, some par-
ents choose where to live b\ whether the neighborhood has
a good school. If they are mistaken, or if the school's quality
deteriorates, the family cannot ordinarily move to avoid an
undesirable school. A market system of schools would be
more effective in dealing with this problem.

.1. Under a market system, the children of uncritical and uncar-
ing parents would often benefit from the school choices of
parents who were deeply concerned about schools. Automo-
bile manufacturers often incorporate safety Features to at-
tract a minority of careful buyers. As a result, all automobile
buyers benefit from improvements stimulated b discriminat-
ing buyers. The same process would take place in the school
situation. The children of the most indifferent parents
would probably be better served bv a highly competitive sys-
tem of schools than bv the public school monopoly.

5. Generally speaking, parents would have more opportunity to
evaluate schools than any other major product or service
they buY. Information about schools would he readily avail-
able from neighbors, church members. fellow employees,
and other sources. We could also expect an increase in pri-
vate infOnnation and advisory services not beholden to any
particular school. Even in the absence of such possibilities.
paivnts would rarely be required to enroll their chikiren (Or
more than a year at a time. A poor school for a Year is al-
ways undesirable. but it is not an irremediable catastrophe.
Advertising would be more influential in publici/ing the
availabilirx of schools than in retaining their pupils. Pai ems
who have direct contact with schools are likely to rely on
thch experient e, not on athertising. when de( iding whether
to keep their children in a pal tictilar school.

DES! LMLE
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7. Schools would probably be more forthright in infOrming par-
ems about the handicaps facing their childi en. Inasmuc h as
schools would bz. more likely to be held accountable for
poor educational perf(omance, they would have a bigger
stake in oeing candid about the obstacles to achievement
and the steps required to overcome them.

S. Most. of thc criticism of a market system on informational
grounds treats parental choice of school as a one-shot, once.-
and-fbr-all decision. This is highly unrealistic. If there were
real competition, schools would probably allow dissatisfied
parents to transfer their children without penalty, at least
fbr a certain period of' time after enrollment. Some private
schools already offer this option, even in the absence of a
market system)...

9. A market system would drastically reduce the information
burden on parents, voters, and government agencies. Be-
cause parents would be able to act on the basis of their in-
formation, they would have more incentives to be infbrmed:
they would no longer be forced to rely on protracted, expen-
sive, and uncertain political processes fbr improvement or tv-
dress of grievances.

I O. Public agencies, largely relieved of their responsibilities to
produce education, could be more fbrthright in providing
helpfbl information, especially in situations where low
achievement is currenth obscured out of consideration fin-
producer int('rests.

The changes listed do not include the informational benefits u) our
politic-al system. Under a market approach. parents as consumers instead
of legislators and bureaucracies would monitor the quality and costs of'
education. It is hardly debatable that consumer monitoring of' quality
and costs is more effective than taxpayer monitoring of them. It is usually
inefficient for individual taxpayers to monitor the quality and cost of
government services. 11' inefficiencies are fbund and eliminated. the
sayings to the individual taxpayer who identifies them are minuscule
compared to the costs of' identifying nem. In contrast, consumers can
benefit immediately by monitoring the costs of services they purchase.
The fact that citi/ens and legislators would be relieved of an informa-
tional burden would be a significant advantage of a market approach:

1'23
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the fewer public services to monitor, the more effectively they can be
monitored.

The information case for a market system of education seems espe-
cially persuasive in view of the levels of consumer information in other
fields. For example, many consumers lack good information on doctors
and hospitals. This is especially serious in life-threatening emergency
situations: quite often, individuals reqtfiring emergency treatment could
not use good information on providers even if thev had it. Patients get
information from friends and relatives, but the availability of such sources
varies, as does the qualitY of their advice. Despite all such informational
problems in health care, consumers of health care exercise choice of
provider. Consumers can buy into plans that restrict their choice, but
this is itself a consumer choice. The facts underscore an important point
about a market system of education: we should avoid insisting on levels
of consumer infOrmation and sophistication that do not prevail in other
services in which choice of producer is taken fOr granted.

Even under a market system, some educational issues would remain
on the political agenda. and some new ones would be added to it. Overall,
however, education would become less prominent as a political and social
issue. ln some respects at least, this would be desirable. To illustrate, the
Bush administration, including President Bush himself, tried to promote
"school based mai iagement. So have hundreds of-governors, legislators,
and federal and state education officials. The absurdity of these efforts
would be evident if educational services were provided through a market
process. Political leaders and public policymakers do not (or should not
run around the country telling private companies how to structure their
management. That issue is resolved by the compimies, not by politicians.

1 2 4
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The Real Costs of
Public Education

often believe that the concept of efficiency applies only
to the production of tangible goods. This is erroneous. Efficiency
refers to the relationship between resour«'s used and outcomes

produced. A system is more efficient if it produces more with the same
resources. uses fewer resources to produce the same output, or some
combination of' the two. Granted. this approach to efficiency oversimpli-
fies some issues and ignores others. I do not believe. however, that it
leads to erroneous conclusions on the issues to be discussed.

This chapter is devoted to cost issues, the following chapter to out-
comes as efficiency issues. NI\ objective in these chapters is to compare
the costs and outcomes of' public education with the costs and outcomes
under a market system of education. The comparisons must be inter-
preted tentatively fOr the f011t )wing reasons:

1Lie present time, private schools do not constitute a mar-
ket system. Even if we knew the Inn costs and outcomes of
private schools, and we do not, the information would not
enable us to compare the efficiency of public education with
a market system of education.

9. t.r.stimates of the costs of' both public and private edu ncatio
grossly underestimate their real costs.

3. Cost comparisons are misleading unless related to all relevant
outcomes. Data on several important outcomes of public and
private education are not available or are subject to highly dis-
parate interpretations. This is especially true of outcomes af-
fecting parties other than students.

1 11
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A market system of education could be introduced in various
vavs, which would have different costs and different out-
comes. Comparisons of public school costs or outcomes with
one version of a market system would not be applicable to dif-
ferent but equally plausible market systems of education.

In the following discussion, I use the term "inefficiency- to mean any
larger cost required to achieve the same result, any negative difference
in the results when the costs are equal, or any combination thereof.
Although important, efficiency is not the only criterion for assessing
public education or its alternatives. Equity and liberty are also important.
as are other consideratio..s.' In these chapters, however. I shall fOctis on
the efficiency issues.

"Fhe major source of data on the costs of education is the National
(:enter on Education Statistics (N( ES), a unit of' the Office of Educa-
tional Research and hnprovement (OERI) in the U.S. Department of
Education. Another source is the Research Division of the National
Education Association (hereinafter RD-NEA or NEA). The Bureau of the
Census also pubhshes data on school costs, but its publications are not
as frequent or as usefnl as the NCES and N EA publications on the
subject.'

Both NCES and N EA use current expenditure per pupil in average
daily attendance as the measure of school costs. According to the N EA,

Current expenditure per pupil in average daily attendance (ADA)
is the most frequently used indicator fOr examinations of public
school spending. appearing in studies, newspaper accounts, and
so on, where states are compared with one another on school
expenditures. As with other state-level measures, current expendi-
ture per pupil in ADA suffers from the shortcomings inherent as a
statewide average. Usc of' the figures should Ix. supplemented lw
the readers' own knowledge of factors unique to their state or
locality that would affect spending loels.'

I shall use the phrase "per-pupil costs- as shorthand fOr "current expen-
diture per pupil in average daily attendance.- "Expenditures- are not
always synonymous with "costs-; I will trv to take account of this ill the
discussion.

At the present time there is widespread (-mitt mers\ over spending for
education. Some assert that we do not spend enough fin it; others

1 Li. t,
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disagree. Obviously, to get a handle on the issue, we should know how
much is actually being spent: however, government spending for educa-
tion is less than total spending for it. For example, suppose we are
comparing school expenditures in states A. B, and C, and in private
schools. Assume that textbooks are paid for as follows:

State Apublic fulids buy all textbooks in public schools.
State Bpublic funds pay for some but not all textbooks in pub-

lic. sclumls.
State Cpublic funds p..iy for some textbooks in both public

and private schools..
Private schoolsparents buy all textbooks from personal funds.

Other things being equal, state A will spend more per pupil than state
B, state C. or private schools. This fact, however, does not justify the
conclusion that state A is less efficient than tlw others. Overall, state A
may be the most efficient, even though its per-pupil expenditures are
higher than those of state B. state C, or private schools. From the taxpay-
ers' point of yiew, it might be desirabl: to have more pupils enrolled in
private schools, but the reason would not be their greater efficiency.
Private schools might be highly inefficient, but the taxpayers would not
object inasnnich as thev would not bear the costs. To generalize, reliance
solely on governmental expenditures might lead to highly inaccurate
conclusions about the efficiency of public schools.

Comparing Costs in Public and Private Schools

To illustrate the prevailing view on efficiency issues. I shall rely mainly
on the publications of Henry M. Levin, professor of economics and
education at StanfOrd University and a leading authority on efficiency
issues in education. Levin's major cow lusion about cost comparisons
between public and private schools is that the -evidence is too weak to
bc conclusive.- Referring to comparisons that show lower per-pupil costs
in Catholic schools, he points out differences between public and private
schools in both the services provided and the methods of accomiting
used to calculate per-pupil costs. In his view, -much of the apparent
disparity in costs is due to massive gaps ill cost accounting in private
school data rather thao to real cost differences."'

Although I disagree with Levin's conclusions, I do agree that Ne
should avoid "massive gaps in cost accounting--in public sc hook as
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well as private schools. For example, public school costs are estimated
on the basis of average daily attendance (ADA), while Catholic school
costs are estimated on the basis of enrollment. Obviously, enrollment
figures are higher than ADA figures. Dividing total costs by enrollment
will yield lower costs pet- pupil than dividing costs bv the number of
pupils in ADA. Therefbre, unless some type of adjustment is made,
comparisons of per-pupil costs will be biased in favor of Catholic schools.

Arguably, cost estimates should take into account differences in sm-
dent populations. Public schools enroll a higher proportion of students
in vocational programs, which usually cost more than academic ones.
Public schools also enroll a higher proportion of students in special
education. that is. students who are mentally retarded, deaf, blind, au-
tistic, emotionally disturbed, brain damaged, or otherwise learning-
disabled. A 1991 report to Congress indicated that about four and a half
million students, approximately 10 percent of all K-12 students, were
receiving special education services. Of these, about 30 percent were
enrolled lull time in special education programs.'

Because of government mandates. the costs of educating these stu-
dents are higher than is generally reali/ed. Mv estimate is that the
average cost of' educating a ffill-time special education student in 1988
was S13,600; this is $9,160 more than the S4.440 national average ffir
all students in 1988." Since the average kir all students includes those
receiving special education services, the average fbr those not receiving
such services would have been significantly less than S4,.I00. Conse-
quently, per-pupil costs in public schools may IX' higher than in private
schools because public schools enroll a higher proportion of students
who are more expensive to educate. In that case, the higher average
costs in public schools will not necessarily indicate less efficiency on their
part. It must be emphasiied, however. that not everyone agrees that we
should spend more to educate the learning-disabled; the increased costs
are often due to government mandates that are not based on actual
needs or senices.

Even when costs are known, their interpretation can affect efficiency
wmparisons. A 1982 study of high schools found that public schools
employed one security guard ffir every 1,824 pupils while Catholic schools
employed One guard for every 17,055 pupils.' On the surfitce. this seems
to be a substantial ef ficiencv advantage of Catholic over public schools.
lf, however, the differences in securib guards pet pupil are (hie to the
fact that public schools are more obeli located in areas that require
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security guards, the higher expenditures for them in public schools do
not indicate anv inferiority in school efficiency.

"Massive Gaps in Cost Accounting-

Do "massive gaps in cost accounting- account fbr the allegedly lower
per-pupil costs of C,atholic schools? Granted, a valid comparison must
take into account all the costs of Catholic schools. It so happens, however,
that the statistics on public schools also omit several substantial costs.
Table 6.1 lists several that are not included in government estimates of
the current per-pupil costs of public education.

. Several caveats apply to this table. First, it is not a comprehensive list
of omissions. Second, particular costs are sometimes omitted by one or
more but not all states or school districts. Consequently, the magnitude
of some omissions varies according to the number and size of' the jurisdic-
tions that omit the costs from their estimates.

Another caveat relates to double counting. For instance, two of' the
costs omitted from estimates of' per-pupil costs are faculty time in higher
education devoted to public education and foundation grants to institu-
tions of higher education for the purpose of improving public edit( afion.
In some cases, however, finmdation grants are used to defray the costs
of faculty time. Unless either "foundation grants- or "faculty time- is
reduced accordingly, there is double counting of' omitted costs. 'Fable
6.1 includes several such instances, but it was not possible to compute
the amounts involved. In my opinion, however, the double counting
would not invalidate the conclusions I have reached.

Some of' the items in Table 6.1 are also omitted from estimates of' per-
pupil costs ill Catholic schools. In many cases, the costs are not applicable
to Cadmlic schools or were not obtainable. With respect to a few types
of expenditures, such as parental out-of-pocket costs, per-pupil costs are
undoubtedly higher in Catholic schools than in public schools.

Finally, I have not always tried to estimate the cost changes that would
take place wider a market system. Presumably some costs, such as tlmse
for attracting students, would increase, but lw how much is not discussed.
Likewise, no effort has been made to quantify all the savings that would
be virtually certain to result from a market system of" education. In Illy
opinion, the gaps and uncertainties do not preclude judgment on system
costs and their implications.

1 tr
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Table 6.1. (:(1sts of public education not included in U.S. Department of
Education estimates of current eNpenditures per pupil in merage
daily attendance

Federal
FAlucational R&D
'Fraining
Remedial or compensator. programs (e.g., I lead Start, Trio)

State
"FOB" expenditures'
Pensions'
Social security'
Textbooks'
Administrative costs'
School district labor relations'
judicial costs
Noneducational itgencies perfin-ming K-1 2 services

Local school distrid
(:apital outlay
Interest
(:apital equipment
Facilities alreads paid for

Iligher education
Remedial courses and priigi ams
Teacher training
Faculty research and Mite

Donations, contributions, fres
Foundation grants
Donated time (e.g., school boat d
Business contributions
Fees and charges paid by parents

System costs

Professional organizations, publications, conferences
Rent-seeking and opposition thereto'

a. "R)11- expenditures are (xpentlitures "for (yr on behalf ol tree public
I duration.- Ellis is .1 catch-all category intended to pick op costs ( arried on budgets
ccihci ihati those cif school disti jct., :mil slaw

ills. In me.

. "Ruilt-scciong- is 'lit.
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Capikzl Outlay and Equipment, Interest, Land, and .Faci Nies

In computing per-pupil costs, federal and N EA statistics do not include
capital outlay, interest, and several others lumped together in a category
labeled "current expenditures fbr other programs." These omissions
result in substantial understatements of costs. Table 6.2 brings this out
very clearly. "Current expenditures. other programs" includes some
expenditures that should not be charged to public education, such as
funding for services provided to private schools and fOr state libraries,
state museums, and other supplementary services that are sonletimes
administered by state departments of education. It also, however, in-
cludes some expenditures, such as those for summer school programs
and teacher placement services, that are clearly costs of public education
in whole or in part. Even if we delete the costs in line 5 of the table
entirely. capital (mtlav and interest come to S26.7 billionalmost 13
percent of the per-pupil costs that are counted.

Significantly, the costs of equipment (items that are repaired rather
than replaced, such as school buses, overhead projectors, and kitchen
equipment) are considered capital outlay and therefore are not included
in the estimates of' per-pupil costs. NCES and NEA do publish figures for
expenditures for capital outlay but do not include them in their estimates
of current expenditures per pupil in ADA, the estimates that are included

Table 6.2. Public school expenditures, 1991-92 (in thousands)

Anuntnt Categor

I. S210,966,871

5,452

3. 21.581,532

4. 5.119.214

5. 3,45.1,906

6. S 30,155.652

Total current expemlitures fOr public schools in-
cluded in NE:\ estimates: excludes lines 3-6
bek tiv

Expenditures per pupil in ADA, based on line 1:
this is the "official- figure, used by goveniment
agencies and in the media

(..apital outlay

Intetest on school debt

Current expenditures. other programs

Total omitted front estimates of current expendi-
tines pet pupil in AD.\

Itcwat/ It Ifi%ision. htimahl 01 .N(11001 Staits10 '12, t5.

1 i
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in press releases and cited in the media. The reason most often cited for
the omissions is that there is no commonly agreed upon way to convert
capital outlay and interest to per-pupil costs. The reason does not with-
stand scrutiny. The per-pupil costs of capital outlay and interest could
be estimated in several ways. If no one way commands dominant profes-
sional support, the costs could be estimated on the basis of alternative
assumptions. This is a common procedure in data-gathering agencies.
To illustrate, the Bureau of the Census presents different demographic
projections based on different assumptions or contingencies. Similarly,
it should be possible to provide estimates based on different assumptions
about the per-pupil costs of capital outlay and interest.

Another way to show the costs of capital assets on a per-pupil basis
would be to include depreciation in the cost figures. This would be
consistent with recOgnized economic and accounting principles. For
example, if a public school were sold to a school fbr profit, the latter
would include depreciation immediately as a cost of operation. The
same kind of problem is involved in comparisons of public and private
hospitals. Nonprofit hospitals do not show depreciation as a cost; hospi-
tals for profit do. Thus hospital comparisons that rely on accounting
costs, instead of economic costs, are misleading.

As in the public sector generally, statistics on the costs of education
ignore depreciation, thereby understating the real costs. The probability
is that the per-pupil cost of facilities is higher in public than in Catholic
education. On the one hand, costs of land acquisition and construction
tend to be higher for public than for Catholic schools. The latter face
greater pressure to keep costs down; their financial structure is less
conducive to the purchase of larger sites and more expensive construc-
tion. On the other hand, the per-pupil costs of buildings and grounds
may be higher for private independent schools than for public schools.

Federal Expenditures Jar Muration

With some exceptions to he noted shortly, government costs of public
education that do not show up as expenditures by a state department of
education or a local school district are not included in estimates of per-
pupil costs. Because some federal expenditures for public education are
not transmitted to states or school districts. they are not counted in per-
pupil osts.

For example, the Department ,.)f. Education spent about Sli0 million
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in 1991 to administer the following programs: compensatory education
(Chapter I, ESF.A), impact aid, bilingual education, special education,
Indian education, drug abuse education, vocational education, and adult
education. The fifty states spent a much larger amount for these pur-
poses. These amounts are not included in the per-pupil cost figures. In
addition, the 1991 appropriation for the Office of Educational Research
and Improvement (OER1) was S232 million. A great deal of it went to
institutions of higher education to fund research on elementary and
secondary education. As a very rough estimate, I would say that $2 billion
of Department of Education funds is not transmitted to states and local
school districts, hence is not counted in the estimates of per-pupil costs.

We must also bear in mind that federal funds for K-12 education are
often administered through federal agencies outside the Department of
Education. Several hundred million dollars for educational research and
development is prowided by other federal agencies and is not included
in the costs of public education or the per-pupil costs (see Chapter 11).
Head Start funding is another example. The amount appropriated for
Head Start for 1990-91 was $1.96 billion. Head Start funds arc allocated
to localities according to the number (.)f children aged 3-5 classified as
disadvantaged lw federal standards. All recipients are supposed to use
the funds for compensatory education, primarily for that age group.

In response to the upsurge in juvenile crime and delinquency, Con-
gress established the Office of juvenile justice and Delinqueno Preven-
tion (OA DP) in 1974. OliDP sponsors a variety of educational programs
and services on curriculum development, data collection, school safety.
child safety, gang suppression, and drug testing, to mention .just a few.
Only a small proportion of OA DP funding goes to state departments of'
education and school districts, hence only a small proportion is included
in estimates of the per-pupil costs of public education."

I low much, if" any, of' the funding for Ifead Start and 0.11DP (fOr
example) should be viewed as a cost of public and /or private education:
A careful answer to this question would require identifying the beneficia-
ries, deciding what services are "educational- and allocating costs be-
tween them, and resolving several other complex issues. (:onsequentiv,
I have not tried to estimate how much of this funding should he viewed
as a cost of public education. A few billion might be a reasonable estimate,
but it would not loom very large in the total picture. Still, to paraphrase
a comment lw former Illinois senator Everett Dirksen, a billion liere and
a billion there and pretty soon von are talking about real money.
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Rentedial Instrudion in Higher Education and Business

For some purposes, we wish to know how much is spent to educate
elementary and secondary students. For other purposes, we wish to know
how much is spent for elementary and secondary education regardless
of the age level of the recipients. The estimates on the latter basis will
be much larger than the estimates of expenditures for students in K-12
schools.

All over the United States, colleges and universities are spending
substantial sums for "remedial education." Remedial education typically
consists of teaching basic skills that should have been learned in elemen-
tary or secondary school. According to a study by the U.S. Department
of Education, 30 percent of all college freshmen in 1989-90 enrolled in
at least one remedial course: 21 percent of freshmen were enrolled in
remedial mathematics classes; 16 percent in remedial writing, and 16
percent in remedial reading.'" Inasmuch as about half of our high school
graduates go on to college, the costs of such instruction must be enor-
mous. The National Council of Educational Opportunity Associations is a
confederation of organizations established primarily to lobby for kderal
funding of remedial and compensatory programs. Its members are
largely college and university administrators of five federal programs
serving disadvantaged students enrolled or preparing to enroll in postsec-
ondary institutions. Federal funding fOr these programs increased from
$2.0 million in 1966 to $219.3 million in 1989." In addition, the programs
receive state and private funding. A substantial share is devoted to second-
ary students, or to secondary-level educaMmal activities in institutions of
higher education. Inasmuch as the funds go to institutions of higher
education, they are not included in the estimates of per-pupil costs for
public schools.

By the sante token, some school district costs should be allocated to
higher education or to other public budgets. For instance, the costs of
high school courses tOr which students receive college credit should
be shown as a cost of higher education in some situations. Additional
examples of this kind can undoubtedly be cited. Overall, however, realis-
tic accounting would result in a substantial net increase in the costs of
elementary and secondary education.

We nmst also consider elementary and seccmdary education provided
by corporations. A«ol ding to a l990 survey nf. 200 major I .S. corpora-
1 ions, 22 percent teach m cading, I 1 percent teach writing, and 31 percent

.1.
t
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teach computation to their employees: one estimate is that 93 percent
of the nation's largest companies will be teaching reading, writing, and
arithmetic to their employees in 1993.1 When he was CEO of the Xerox
Corporation, David F. Kearns estimated that the corporate costs of' teach-
ing basic literacy and mathematics skills, and of the productivity losses
while employees were learning basic skills. were $25 billion annually."
Most of these costs should be counted as costs of elementary and second-
ay education.

Thacher Education Costs on Higher Education Budgets

In the private sector, training costs are counted as a cost of doing busi-
ness. Not so in public education. A large part of its training costs are
carried on the budgets of institutions of higher education. These costs
should be considered costs of public education.

Suppose that government continued to operate elementary and sec-
ondary schools but withdrew its support to institutions of higher educa-
tion fOr training teachers. Suppose also that school districts provided
teacher training, just as sonic school districts did in the past. In that
situation, it would be clear that the cost of public education should
include the training costs. If an institution of higher education provides
the training at the teachers' expense, the cost may be reflected in higher
salaries paid to teachers. Even taking these things into account, however,
the pre-service and in-service costs of teacher training are not fully re-
flected in the estimates of' the per-pupil costs of' public education.

The entire cost of college programs to prepare teachers should not
be viewed as a cost of eletnentan and secondary education. Most teachers
would have gone to college even if they had not become teachers.
Nevertheless, even on the most conservative assumptions, the costs of
teacher education for public schools probably runs into several billion
dollars annually.

Of course, Catholic schools also want to employ well-trained teachers.
Interestingly enough, the average Catholic school teacher has less formal
training than the average public school teacher." Fliese differences,
however, are reflected in their salary schedules. For example, if the
average public school teacher has an M.A. degree or equivalent and the
average (:atholic school teacher only a B.A., the difference in their
training will be partially reflected in their salaries. In isnitich as their
salaries are included in estimates of per-pupil costs, the dill erem es in

1 .1
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training appear to be accounted for. In fact, they are not. Taxpayers
absorb a large share of the costs of training teachers and administrators
in public schools. Inasmuch as teachers and administrators in Catholic
schools have less formal training than their counterparts in public
schools, the costs of training are lower fOr Catholic schools.'

Educational research is still another K-12 cost carried on the budgets
Of institutions of higher education. Obviously, many professors conduct
research that is as applicable to private as to public schools. Research on
more effective teaching practices is a case in point. At the same time,
other research focuses on issues that are applicable only or predomi-
nantly to one sector. Research on the effect of state tenure laws will not
ordinarily be useful in private schools; research on diocesan school
boards will not be very useful in public education. Although the per-
pupil costs of educational research are not available, and the dollar
differences are probably not large in anv case, the costs are probably
larger in public schools.

In Chapter 1 1 , estimate that the value of fliculty time devoted to
educational research in 1988 was S327 million. To this and the costs of
graduate student time and teacher education, we must add the costs of
training tens of thousands of school administrators every V ear. At a
minimum, K-12 costs carried on higher education budgets must be
several billion dollars annually.

State Agency Cmts outside Eduration

Approximately thirty-five states have enacted laws that provide collective
bargaining rights fOr teachers. These laws are administered by state
agencies whose jurisdiction may or may not be limited to education.
Either way, the costs of administering this legislation in public school
districts should be counted as part of the costs of public education.

The (:aliftwnia Public Employment Relations Board (PERB) is an
example. Its 1991-92 budget was about S6,360,000. About 70 to 80
percent of its work load is devoted to employment relations in public
school districts. These costs do not include the costs of the services
provided bv the State Mediation and Conciliation Service (SM( .S).'"
PF.RB and SMCS costs are not applicable to private schools in CalifOrnia;
there is no private school offset or counterpart to them.

Public education also gives rise to other legislation that would not
exist in its absence, hence must be deemed a cost of it. For instance,
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tenure disputes involving public school teachers may be resolved bv
administrative agencies or quasi-judicial agencies not included in educa-
tion budgets. Inasmuch as state agencies (except for the courts) do not
resolve such disputes involving private schools, their costs are a gap in
cost accounting that favors public education. Textbook commissions also
illustrate this point. In many states, public school textbooks must be
approved by a state agency, at least if the state purchases the books for
local school districts. Private schools are not subject to these restrictions;
generally speaking, they are free to purchase what they want and when
they want it, without bureaucratic constraints. The costs involved in
obtaining state approval fbr textbooks should also count as costs of public
education.

l'nreported Costs due to Accounting Procedures

In all probability, some sizeable costs of public education are omitted
because of inadequate accounting procedures. For example, in twenty-
three states, the state governments make social security 0,1 retirement
fund contributions for school district employees. The state treasurers
make the payments directly to the appropriate retirement accounts;
thus the costs are not shown as expenditures on school district or state
department of education budgets. Some states also follow this pattern
for textbmks. transportation, and /or other expenditures for public
education.

In 1986-87 these "ghost- expenditures not included it) the estimates
of per-pupil costs amounted to about $5.8 billion in just twenty-three
states. In some states they were as high as 12 percent of total school
district revenues. Needless to say, these omissions led to significant under-
estimates of per-pupil costs.' To avoid such errors in the future. NCES
and NFA added an "FOB" provision to the instructions for completing
their surveys of school expenditures. "FOB" stands for "For or in behalf
of free public elementary and secondary education." The FOB provision
requests that the f011owing expenditures be included:

Direct program support expenditures by the state fOr current oper-
ations, such as state (employer) contributions to retirement sys-
tems, pension funds, or Social Security on behalf of public school
employees: state expenditures for textbooks distributed to local
school districts: and all other expenditures made by the state on

Li
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behalf of free public elementary and secondary schools. Include
current expenditures made fOr vocational /technical elementary
secondary education.1'

One difficulty is that NCES and N EA have no way to enfOrce accurate
reporting. Theoretically, NCES has some leverage, but federal agencies
are extremely reluctant to pressure the states on reporting issues. For
one thing, the states would have to change their reporting systems, and
this would lead to charges of "federal intrusion. Also, state personnel
would have to be trained to implement the new forms and procedures
properly. In practice NCES has greatly improved its reporting of FOli
expenditures in recent wars, but its statistics On per-pupil expenditures
still do not include several costs of public education that are carried on
the budgets of noneducational agencies.'"

As pointed out earlier, the costs of providing elementary- and
secondary-level education should be considered even if the students
involved are adults. State and local expenditures for adult education are
not included in the estimates of the costs of public education. Neverthe-
less. adult education is often provided to help dropouts and immigrants
become literate or earn a high school diploma. Many would agree that
such costs should be considered costs of elementary and secondary
education with corresponding adjustments in the number of pupils.
After all, the public education lobby is the first to take credit fOr an
increase in literacy or in the proportion of the population with high
school diplomas. Surely the state and local expenditures that contributed
to the increase should also be charged in some way against elementary
and secondary education.

One other unreported state cost illustrates the problems of estimating
per-pupil costs fOr public education. Some states do not f011y Fund their
teacher retirement obligations from current revenues. As a result, the
legal obligations of the retirement system mav increase without anv expen-
ditures. When there is a shortfall, it must be made up by state appropria-
tions. At any given time, therefOre, the per-pupil costs of public education
may be understated fOr this reason, sometimes lw a significant amount.'"

At least one type of' record-keeping error overstates the costs of public
education. "Fhis error consists of double counting the costs of educating
pupils who live in one school district but attend school in another.
Frequently, the schoOl disn it I of residence pays tuition to the school
district of attendance. This is a common practice in states that have
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elementary school districts and regional high schools: the elementary
districts are often required to pay a tuition fee to the high school district.
If the elementary district shows the tuition paid as a cost, and the high
school district counts the actual costs of educating the incoming students,
the costs are double counted. This type of situation also arises when
pupils attend vocational or special education or other specialized public
schools outside of their district of residence. The extent of double count-
ing is not clear at this time, but it is a potentially serious problem in some
states.''

Professional Organizations and Publications

Every year, large amounts are spent on professional organizations and
publications devoted to elementary and/or secondary education. My
reference here is not to teacher unions or union publications; these will
be discussed later in this chapter. Instead. I am referring to organizations
such as the National Science Teachers Association and the International
Reading Association. Nationally, there are scores of such organizations.
Many have regional or state affiliates with separate budgets. Most publish
journals, usually funded by membership dues. At all levels, these organi-
zations devote their resources to disseminating research, discussing edu-
cational policy and practice, alerting members to trends and develop-
ments, and other activities intended to improve educational services.
Because these activities are funded by membership dues, their costs are
not included in the estimates of per-pupil costs of either public or
plivate education. Still, if our objective is to understand the extent of the
resources being used to educate our youth, the costs of these organiza-
tional activities should be included.

I have no estimate of the costs of all such activities. My guess is that
they run to at least several hundred million dollars annually, probably
much more. Because of their higher salaries, public school teachers can
and undoubtedly do spend more per pupil from personal resources on
professional activities.

Family-Paid r-rinces and Supplies

In sonic states, school districts cannot legally charge pupils or their
families for any school sen f /I- supplies. Doing so has been held to
violate state laws or constitutions mandating free public education. In
other states, such c harges are allowed. Efforts to prohibit them suggest

1 .1
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that the amounts are significant, but comprehensive data on this issue
are not available.

At any rate, payments fOr summer school constitute a substantial
omission from estimates of per-pupil costs. In the past, summer school
was primarily a remedial or catch-up program. In recent years, however,
summer school students have been taking more Advanced Placement or
college preparatory courses. Parents are typically required to pay all or
some of the costs. Both the amounts paid by parents and those paid by
school districts are excluded from cost estimates. If our objective is to
estimate the total costs of public education, or the total costs per pupil,
summer school costs should be included in the estimates.

Donations to Schools and School Efficiency

Despite common opinion to the contrary, private schools receive some
government assistance. The nature of it and the amount yary according
to the characteristics of the student bodies and the benefits provided.
States sometimes provide textbooks and transportation to students in
private schools, to cite_just two examples. On the other hand, if a prisate
school does not enroll any disabled students, it does not receive govern-
ment assistance targeted to this group.

The amount of government assistance to denominational schools is
as controversial as the desirability of it. For instance, should their tax
exemptions be regarded as a government contribution to them? What-
ever one's answer, the question illustrates the complexity of efficiency
issues. Insofar as Catholic schools rely on church funds and support,
parents who contribute to the schools through the church can deduct
their contributions on their tax returns. The costs of Catholic education
to the parents are correspondingly reduced. As Catholic schools increas-
ingly rely on tuition, the parents are not able to deduct the costs of
Catholic schooling. Meanwhile, affluent parents who send their children
to public schools deduct their school taxes from their income tax returns.
Whether or not this is an inequity vis-a-yis the Catholic school parents,
it illustrates a striking inequity within the public school system. Because
the poor seldom pay property taxes, they do not deduct this cost of
public education from their returns: affluent parents with a mortgage
are more likely to do so. In effect, the federal government absorbs a
larger share of the costs of public education fOr the affluent than it does
for the poor. Of course, the way tax codes treat the costs doys not affect
the question of what the costs really are.
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Religious personnel teach in Catholic schools for less than the market
I ate of their services. Antimarket analysts such as Henry M. Levin contend
that these contributed services help to fOster the erroneous perception
that Catholic schools are more efficient than public schools.

Let us see how this plays out. The services of teachers in religious
orders constitute the largest contribution to Catholic schools. In 1989-90
Catholic schools employed approximately 137,000 teachers. Of these,
about 117,000 (85.3 percent) were lay teachers and 20,000 (14.7 percent)
were members of'religious orders. About 20 percent of the religious were
paid the same as lav teachers.22

Salary data are available separately for Catholic elementary and sec-
ondary teachers and for religious and lav teachers in each category.
Comparisons to public school compensation involve several assumptions
and uncertain factual and policy issues. One critical issue in the estimates
is how to measure the value of donated time. Catholic school sources
estimate the contribution as the difference between what religious teach-
ers are paid and what they would be paid as lay teachers in Catholic
schools. On the basis of this approach, the 1989-90 contribution of
Catholic religious teachers was S28 per pupil for the entire Catholic
school population. If the value of the contribution is based on the
differen,:e in compensation between religious personnel and public
school teachers, the contribution per pttpil in Catholic schools is S61.
The first basis appears to be the more appropriate for these reasons:

There is considerable interchange between Catholic and pub-
lic schools. This suggests that the nonmonetary benefits of
teaching in (;atholic schools are worth the lower salaries.
Teachers who prefer the benefits of teaching in Catholic
schools to the higher salaries paid In. public schools are not
donating the salary difkrential.

2. Many religious personnel teaching in Catholic schools would
prefer to do so as lay teachers over teaching in public
schools.

3. Criticisms of an efficiency advantage for Catholic schools are
based on the contributions of religious teachers, not on the
lower compensation of lay teachers in Catholic schools.

1 Teachers in public schools tend to have more Veass of teach-
ing expel teune and more fOrmal training than teaclwrs in
Catholic schools. The differences in average compensation be-
tween the two sect( trs are partiv due to this lact.

1
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Another consideration is that most public school teachers are union-
ized, most Catholic school teachers are not. As a result, public school
teachers are paid more than would be the case if market rates of pay
prevailed in public as they do in Catholic schools. Parenthetically, more
and more religious orders are insisting upon the full salary of lay teachers
for their members, and this trend is likely to continue. For demographic
reasons also, the proportion of teachers from religious orders, and there-
fore the amount of donated services, will probably continue to decline
in the 1990s. In any case, the services donated by teachers in religious
orders probably explain only a small part of the differences in per-pupil
costs between public and Catholic schools.

Since efficiency comparisons should reflect donated services, they
should reflect the time donated to the public schools by 96.000 local
school board members. School boards generally are required to meet at
least once or twice a month, but most meet more often, especially when
district budgets or teacher bargaining issues must he resolved. Of course,
the vast majority of members devote additional time to board business
away from formal board meetings. Assessing the dollar value of board
members' time is difficult. According to mv very rough estimates. the
value of school board time nationwide is about S14 per pupi1.2' This
estimate does not include the value of time running for school board
office, campaign expenses, and election costs. None of these costs would
be present in a market system of education.

What about school board costs in Catholic schools? First, many Catho-
lic school systems do not have school boards. Second. Catholic school
boards do not ordinarily exercise managerial or executive authority as
public school boards do. Control of Catholic schools is vested in church
officials, not in the laity. For this reason. Catholic school boards function
more as Fundraisers than as governance bodies. Furthermore, many
members of Catholic school boards are religious persomwl whose time
has already been accounted fbr. Like other members of Catholic school
boards, they are appointed, not elected. Despite some factors pointing
in the other direction. the per-pupil value of school board time is proba-
bl y. much lower in Catholic than in public schools:21

Parents also donate time to schools, and Catholic school parents
undoubtedly contribute more time on the average than public school
parents. Catholic elementary schools raise about 7.5 percent of their per-
pupil costs from school iwtiyities such as candy sales, raffles, and carnivals.
Parents are primarily responsible for these events in approximately 75
percent of ( :atholic schools. An Nt :ES study showed that half the parents
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of eighth-grade students in private schools served as school volunteers
whereas only 15 percent of the parents in public schools did so.'

Public schools also benefit from a variety of volunteer programs. In
FY 1990 there were 799.000 volunteers in Head Start programs: the
estimate for FY 1991 is 880,000. Reliable data concerning the amount
of time they contribute are not available. Even if such data were available,
it would be difficult to say how much is devoted to education and what
rate should be used to determine its value. The per-hour value of such
contributed time is not very large, hence the amount mav not be signifF
cant in economic terms.

Actually, the major contribution parents make is the time they devote
to the education of their own children. From an economic point of view,
this time can be given a value and factored into estimates of per-pupil
costs. Unfortunately, there is no feasible wav to do this for policvmaking
purposes. If less parental time constituted an "inequity- deserving gov-
ernment redress, parents would have incentives to devote less time to
their children's education, or to underreport their time. Keeping track
of such time would also pose several major problems. Another comphca-
tion is that the dollar value of parental time is not necessarily correlated
with its educational value. We might add S730 to average per-pupil costs
in the United States by raising teacher salaries, buying more textbooks,
and lowering class size. but these expenditures taken collectively might
not be as effective as S100 of parental time computed on some reasonable
basis.

Arguments that we should spend more for education typically over-
look this crucial point. It is doubtful whether any reasonable level of
expenditure can fulls compensate fOr parental neglect or other deficien-
cies in social capital. A market system in itself would not eliminate all
differences in achievement due to differences in social capital, but it
would clarify what could be done and at what cost. In this way, a market
system would be a more useful guide to educational policy than general-
i/ed appeals fOr larger appropriations for education.

Private Funding for Public Schools

Public schools receive substantial funds from philanthropic fOundations.
For example, in the fall of 1990, the MacArthur Fotmdation announced
it S.10 million gi ant to tlw Chicago school systemthe largest grant below
the college level in ow history.27'llw National Academy of Education has

11 3
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estimated that twenty-eight large foundations contributed $272 million
to education in 1989.'2' Although the estimate is based on the larger
foundations active in education, it necessarily excludes a significant
amount from foundations not in the survey. In addition, grants for
alcohol-, drug-, and AIDS-related education are not included, nor are
the substantial amounts earmarked for education in grants for "civil
rights" or "race relations." For example, the 1990 report of the Carnegie
Corporation describes a $750,000 grant to the Mexican-American Legal
Defense and Educational Fund as follows:

Since 1974 the Corporation has contributed to MALDEF's program
in education. The current three-year grant is allowing MALDEF to
continue its advocacy and litigation efforts on behalf of Hispanic
students whose English proficiency is limited and promoting re-
forms in standardized testing, on which minority children tend to
score lower than do their white counterparts. It also initiates litiga-
tion against state and local school systems that do not equitably
distribute their resources, and it monitors the progress of school
desegregation cases brought to court by others. In addition, MAI,-
DEF operates the Parent Leadership Program to help Hispanic
parents become more effective advocates fOr their children at
school.'

Tlw Carnegie report also lists grants of $555.000 to the NAACP Legal
Defense and Educational Fund and S450,000 to the NAACP Special
Contribution Fund fOr similar activities, and at least twelve additional
grants, ranging From S25,000 to S850,000, devoted to minority problems
in public education. These grants are only those reported lw one founda-
tion in a single Year.

In the past, private schools were tlw main beneficiaries of foundation
grants for elementary and secondary education. This appears to be
changing. An authoritative summary of' foundation grants for 1989 as-
serts: "Problems related to the perfOrmance of' the nation's elementary
and secondary school system received concentrated attention in the
philanthropic sector in 1989. This reflected a widespread perception
that the schoolsespecially public schoolsare insufficiently preparing
students fiw competitive participation in a rapidly shrinking global
economy."'"

wpic «Hi nibutions io public schools ha% been in-
(leasing, parental contributions to Catholic schools appear to be declin-

3Eb.1"Ii VixiAilLikABLE
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ing. In a 1987 studyAndrew Greeley found that parishioner contribu-
tions to Catholic churches dropped to 1.1 percent of parishioner income
in 1984, about half of the level in 1960. According to Greeley. the decline
was partly due to resentment of church positions on birth control and
premarital sex. With a smaller proportion of teachers in religious orders,
the drop in parental contributions poses severe financial problems for
Catholic schools.'"

Since the issue of contributions has been raised, however, it should
be noted that public school districts have begun to seek contributions
from the private sector on a regular basis. In this respect, their efforts
resemble those of the fundraising foundations established by various
universities. Analogously, Local Education Funds (LEFs) are trying to
play this role fOr local school districts. The Public Education Fund Net-
work (PEENet) is the national coordinating body of these local education
funds. According to its literature, "PEFNet's mission is to improve public
education particularly for low income students, through the develop-
ment of local education funds.' Based on the principle that "public
schools are the critical institutions for breaking the cycle of poverty,-
PEFNet helps to establish local education hinds and provides assistance
on fundraising and program. Some LEFs receive funds from their local
school districts mid,/ or the United Wav, but all seek to raise private
contributions for public education. In 1990 about sixty state, regional,
and local affiliates were in operation.

Donations of time to assist disadvantaged pupils must also be consid-
ered. Not only Ilead Start hut manv other programs provide volunteer
services for the disadvantaged. To illustrate, a recent study sponsored by
the U.S. Department of Education states that in the 1987-88 school
Year 921 institutions of higher education operated 1,700 tutoring and
mentoring programs, overwhelmingly for students in public schools.
These programs. funded mainly by the institutions of higher education,
served 198,300 students." Although Catholic schools have enjoyed im-
pressive success in educating disadvantaged Youth, public schools enroll
more students in this category. both absolutely and in terms of their
proportion of the school population. For this reason, donations of time
to serve the disadvantaged are more likely to be costs of public education.

Corporations and business fOundations also provide substantial assis-
tance that is not necessarily targeted fOr disadvantaged students. A recent
study listed the f011owing forms of business assistance to the public
schools:
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Career days
Cash awards to students
Cooperative education
.Curricuhim development
Dropout prevention
Equipment/supplies
Executive loans
Field trips
Gift matching
Grants for institutions
Interlibrarv loans
Mentor programs
Teacher education institutes
Underwriting perfiwmance arts
Volunteer teachers
Work/study programs.

In addition, several hundred corporations, including some of the
nations's largest. participate in "Adopt-a-School- or "Join-a-School"
programs." These programs often include assurances of employment
for qualified high school graduates. Paul O'Neill, chairman of the Presi-
dent's National Advisory Commission on Education, stated in April 1991
that business had contributed "billions- to elementary and secondary
education.' O'Neill's estimate may have included some of the founda-
tion assistance previously mentioned, but the amount is impressive, re-
gardless. In any event, business donations should be counted as part of
per-pupil costs in both public and Catholic schools. More evidence is
needed on whether such donations are larger in public than in Catholic
schools on a per-pupil basis.

Economists agree that nonprofit organizations. especially if supported
bv contributions, are less efficient than for-profit enterprise. Let us as-
sume, contrary to what is surely the fact of the matter, that contribu-
tions to private schools front all sources are so large that their per-pupil
costs are greater than for comparable pupils in public schools. This
outcome would he irrelevant to the issue at hand. Charitable contri-
butions to nonprofit schools are relevant to their efficiency but not to
comparisons of the efficiency of private schools with the efficiency of a
market system oftducation: you cannot compare the efficiency of public
education with the efficiency of itnother nonmarket system to arrive
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at conclusions about the comparative efficiency of a market system of
education.

Transaction Costs

According to one line of argument, public schools are more efficient
than private schools because transaction costs are minimized in public
schools. To get the public benefits of education, government must decide
whether to "make or buy" education. The costs of finding, negotiating
with, and monitoring service providers are "transaction costs." As trans-
action costs increase, companies are more likely to provide a needed
service internally than to buy it. Analogously, in view of the difficulties
of ensuring that private schools provide the public benefits, "making"
education through public schools instead of buying it from private
schools is allegedly consistent with mainstream economic analysis. The
argument supposedly applies to parents as well as government officials
responsible fbr the quality of education.

If parents choose schools, they must devote significant amounts of
time and resources to the process. Otherwise, they will be vulnerable to
poor-quality and even fraudulent schools. Public education, however,
supposedly enables parents to avoid these transaction costs. Because
public schools are operated by public authorities under public supervi-
sion, parents need not invest their own resources in selecting schools fbr
their children.

It is difficult to see how the appeal to transaction costs justifies or
requires government operation of schools. The argument is based on an
ex post facto rationalization, not on an initial justification for public
education. We feel comfbrtable buying groceries or prescriptions any-
where in the United States; clearly, government operation of grocery
stores and pharmacies is not essential to health or safety or quality of
service in these areas. Most of us wish to avoid buying unsafe cars, but
few if any would advocate government manufacture of automobiles for
this reason.

In any event, if we are going to be concerned about transaction costs,
we should be concerned about all of them, not simply those associated
with monitoring private education. What about the transaction costs of'
electing 96,000 school board members? The costs associated with tens
ol thousands of bills in local, state, and federal legislative bodies? 'Hie
costs of tr Mg to express a complaint through political instead of market
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processes? The costs of the efforts of school district employees to elect
sympathetic school board members, legislators, governors, and federal
officials, and to persuade them to support particular proposals? The
opponents of the employees' proposals must also devote resources to
the political process. In addition, we nmst factor in the costs of school
board and legislative hearings, and of legislative conflicts at local, state,
and federal levels. These enormous costs would not be necessary tinder
market resolution of educational issues.

So far as efficiency is concerned, we can frame the issue this way:
Should we expect the highest level of' efficiency from (1 ) a system in
which 4.5 million school district employees achieve their employment
objectives by electing supportive legislative bodies and persuading
elected officials to meet their demands; or (2) a system in which educa-
tional personnel can achieve their emphwment objectives only by satis-
ffing customers in a competitive market? In niv opinion, the answer is
not even a close call, but that is not the only critical point here. Another
is that the proponents of the transaction-cost argument simply ignore
the legislative and political transaction costs of public education.

Opportunity Costs

We have vet to consider what are perhaps the most important neglected
costs of public education, to wit, the opportunity costs. These costs do
not show up on budgets or lx-,:ance sheets or profit-and-loss statements;
they are the value of the alternative use of resources. If you could earn
more during your lifetime by going to work instead of college after
high school graduation, the opportunity costs of going to college would
exceed the gains from it.

A simple example from socialist bloc economies may help to illustrate
opportunity-cost issues ill public education. In the socialist econotnies,
governments limited investment to government banks. Citizens were not
allowed in invest in stocks, bonds, real estate, or other types of investment.
Consequently, the opportunity cost to individuals of investing their
money in government banks was zero. Even though investing in such
banks offered very little return, that return was more than any alternative
available to citizens. Both individuals and society suffered I rom the limita-
tions. Individuals could not invest in more productive enu rprise, hence
society lost the benefits of such enterprise.

Although not widely recognized, the same process is openttive in
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public education. Compulsory education prevents teenagers from in-
vesting their time in anything but education; it is the socialist bank of
our society. Because it is the only investment of time open to young
people, its paltry return on investment does not threaten its customer
base.

Conceptually, the real costs of education are the resources used to
provide it plus the opportunity costs. When these costs are combined,
we have a good idea of how productive public education must be to
justify our investment in it. Currently, the opportunity costs of education
to individual students are low because they are not allowed to accept
full-time employment until their late teens. Here, we come back to
demographic issues discussed in Chapter 2. Demographic pressures are
likely to lower the school-leaving age. As we increase the work options
for teenagers, the opportunity costs of secondary school will rise. As these
costs rise, more students will choose employment over public education,
or would if thev could.

Needless to say, the school lobby will contend that greedy corporations
will "exploit- young people if we lower the school-leaving age. To this
observer, such "exploitation- could hardly be more harmful than the
exploitation going on under the label "education." In 1990-91 about
91 percent of all I6-year-olds were in school. If students could enter the
labor force at age 14, schools would have to demonstrate that the value
of staving in school exceeds the value of entry into the labor force. Both
public and private schools would have to compete, not just against each
other but against the work option as well. It would be astonishing if such
competition did not result in immediate improvement in both public
and private education. Indeed, the neglect of this issue is a highly reveal-
ing feature of the debate over choice.

The private school forces urge that school choice include choice of
private as well as public schools. So f'ar, so good, but why stop at this
point? Why shouldn't choice include the choice of entering the labor
market? After all their arguments showing that parents can choose
schools wisely, private school leaders can hardly argue that parents are
unable to choose wisely between school and work for their children. If
private school leaders really believe in parental choice, why their silence
on this critical issue?

The answer exposes the lack of candor on both sides of the debate
over school choice. The work option is tiever taised lw private school
leaders because their interest is help titr private schools. To get.such
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help, they will fight the public schools up to a pointthe point being
parental freedom to choose the work option. More precisely, they believe
parents can decide what is in the best interests of their children as long
as going to school is agreed upon as in their best interests. The situation
suggests the danger of eventual collusion between public and private
schools to take advantage of parents and taxpayers.

Concl t ision

None of us knows the costs of public education, from our own pockets
or the government's. These costs are extremely diffuse and intermingled
with others beyond identification. Even with the help of a supercom-
puter, it is impossible to a,certain what any individual is paving for public
education.

Comprehensive accounting, however, would undoubtedly show a sub-
stantial cost advantage for Catholic schools in educating comparable
kinds of students. In Catholic schools, teacher salaries and fringe benefits
are le,s. school facilities arc not as expensive, school debt is lower, the
governance system devotes fewer resources to conflict management, the
schools are not subject to several regulatory costs such as collective
bargaining and tenure laws, the reliance on self-help is greater, and there
is a stronger tendency to extract maximum use from what thev have. The
countervailing factors such as donated services would not offset the
differentials favorable to Catholic schools. Of course, some of their cost
advantages might erode if their enrollments experienced a quantum
increase; fOr example, it would become more difficult to recruit teachers
willing to work fOr the compensation they Gffer. There is reason to
question the magnitude of the Catholic school cost advantage, but the
claim that such an advantage does not exist, or is of trivial magnitude,
encounters an overwhelming body of evidence to the contrary. To reiter-
ate, I do not believe the lower per-pupil costs of Catholic schools demon-
strate the desirability of a market system of education, or are necessarily
relevant to that issue, but since the cost comparisons arc. on the table,
they should be discussed realistically.

Although sonie costs might increase under a market sNstem, opposi-
tion to such a system on this basis is highly suspect. For instance, IA'Vin
points out that average costs per transported pupil were $258 in 1984-85.
1 le goes on to assert that transportation costs would rise unclem a market
system because nun-e students would need transportation and more
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would need special r-mtes." Perhaps, but Levin does not mention the
fbIlowing points about a market system of' education:

I. School options are less likely in rural and sparsely settled
areas, the areas in which the per-pupil costs of transporta-
tion are highest. Thus the national average cited by Levin is
higher than the average in districts where competing schools
will be available.

2. If the number of students transported increases substantially,
the per-pupil costs will decline because of economies of' scale;
also, competition among transportation companies will be
more likely.

3. Increased transportation costs will lead to increased scrutiny
of school schedules in search of changes that will reduce
costs. Consider. In June of any given year, high school seniors
are attending school thirty to thirty-five hours a week. In Sep-
tember, they are college freshmen attending class sixteen to
eighteen hours a week. The students do not change that
much over the summer. Clearly, the amount of time spent in
high school classes could be reduced without harm, perhaps
even with benefit to the students. In terms of transportation,
suppose high school students in the upper grades went to
school only four days a week. The transportation sayings
would be substantial.

4. Perhaps the most egregious omission in Levin's analysis is his
failure to consider the probability that educational producers
would locate near educational consumers in competitive mar-
kets. His argument relies on data from a system in which the
producers dictate the h)cations at which services are pro-
vided. Interestingly enough, U.S. hist;tutions of higher edu-
cation have established hundreds if not thousands of branch
campuses and extension centers in order t(i bring their ser-
vices to students instead of' requiring students to travel to in-
convenient producer locations. To emphasize the additional
costs of transportation under a market system while ignoring
the tendency of' market systems to reduce consumer transpor-
tation costs hardly qualifies as objective analysis.

Mv point is not that transportation costs would he lower under a
mat ket system: despite Inv caveats, they might lw higher. My concern is

Li
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with the bias in the discussion of cost issues by leading critics of a market
system of education. This bias is especially blatant in Levin's contention
that state regulatory costs would increase under a market system. Levin
asks: How can the states be sure that pupils are attending school in a
market system? He cites California to illustrate the problem. The state
relies on 1,000 school districts to monitor attendance. Under a market
system, the state itself would have to monitor the attendance of 5 million
students; to do this, it would supposedly have to establish a huge central-
ized bureaucracy.'

For the sake of discussion, let us assume that private schools must
comply with state regulations governing pupil time in school. State agen-
cies are frequently ineffective in regulating other state or local govern-
ment agencies. One reason is that political factors often intrude: the
deficient government agency often has political power at the regulatory
level. This was especially obvious in desegregation controversies, when
state officials often refUsed to take action against local districts for fla-
grant violations of the law.

State regulation of local school districts is notoriously weak and inef-
fective. The example cited by Levin is a good illustration of the problem.
Local districts frequently claim higher attendance than is actually the
case. This happens because state aid is usually based on average daily

attendance, hence local districts have incentives to exaggerate actual
attendance. Suppose voucher payments to private schools were also based
on average daily attendance. Would private schools be more likely than
local school districts to falsify their reports to the state? Levin's argument
fails to recognize that government regulation of other government agen-
cies is less effective than government regulation of private enterprise.
Public schools are not going out of business because they falsih atten-
dance reports. The responsible parties (teachers, principals, attendance
officers, superintendents) are virtually never punished, despite the fre-
quency of the practice.

Private school violations would be a very different matter. The state
agency could fine the private school or even put it out of business. The
violators would risk severe personal and corporate penalties. Under these
circumstances, we should expect a higher level of compliance by private
than by public schools. Unmwd, state regulation of private sell( mls is
weaker in the United States than in most nations with advanced educa-
tional systems. It is also weaker than regulation of' public schools in this
country.'" These facts might be interpreted as challenging the conclu-

;
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sions that state regulation of private schools in a market system would
be more effective than state regulation of public schools. We should not
forget, however, that most private schools in the United States Operate
under denominational auspices. Close regulation of private schools thus
encounters religious objections and issues of separation of church and
state that are not applicable to nondenominational private schools. Inas-
much as the proportion of denominational schools is declining and
might well decline more rapidly under a market system, denominational
opposition to state regulation of private schools would probably decline
in any case. In addition, private schools in a market system would be
more of a competitive threat to public schools than they are now. For
this reason, we can anticipate much closer scrutiny of them under a
market system.

Finally, we need to recognize the time dimension in any cost compari-
sons. Consider the services now provided through the market: transporta-
tion, communications, health care, information storage and retrieval,
data processing, to cite just a few. Over the past few decades or less,
all have experienced major improvements in service quality and/or
reductions in service costs. We have no reason to anticipate a different
outcome in a market system of education. It is, therefOre, highly dubious
economics to treat the existing efficiency level of private schools, what-
ever that may be, as their efficiency l el over time in a market system.

In conclusion, it should be noted that the history of public education
fitlly supports the preceding analysis. The fmniding rationale {Or public
education was not its cost advantage over a market system, or over private
schools. Instead, public education was deemed to be the only way to avoid
public funding for Catholic schools; at most, its costs were a secondary
consideration. By the same token, efficiency arguments for public educa-
tion today are based on claims that its outcomes are superior, not that
its costs are lower. As the following chapter shows, these claims cannot
withstand objective scrutiny.



7
Educational Outcomes as
an Efficiency Issue

To be useful as measures of efficiency, cost comparisons must relate
to the same objectives. If we are planning a trip from New York
to Boston, the cost difkrences between air and rail transportation

(including the value of time) are difkrences in efficiency. Travel from
New York to San Francisco instead of Boston is not less efficient because
it costs more. The cost comparisons might lead us to change our travel
objectives, but such a change would not ordinarily be based on efficiency
considerations. The same problem could arise in education. Public edu-
cation might cost more than private schooling because its objectives are
different.

Comparing the educational objectives of public and private schools is
as difficult as comparing their costs. Differences between producer and
consumer objectives are one source of complexity. To illustrate, the
Catholic church established schools for religious reasons, but many par-
ents enroll their children in them despite their religious orientation, not
because of it. Even when parents have religious objectives, the overlap
with public school objectives may be more important than the differ-
ences. The parents may send their children to Catholic schools partly
fOr religious reasons but more because they believe Catholic schools are
more effective in achieving the secular objectives that would be pursued
in a public school.

Objectives tell us what schools try to accomplish. Outcomes tell us
how successhil they arc in achieving their objectives. 'file nmin problem
in assessing outcomes is distinguishing school from nonschool effects.

143
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We haye a good idea of whether children can read; we do not know as
much about the contribution of schooling compared to the contribution
of families, neighborhoods, and the media. In other words, the term
"outcome" is ambiguous. What is the Outcome of schooling per se and
what is due to other factors? In particular, the problem of selection bias
must be considered. To what extent are differences in pupil outcomes
between public and private schools due to differences in their student
populations rather than to differences in the effectiveness of the schools?
The answers to this question, like those to questions about the costs of
education, vary widely.

Another set of problems arises from the fact that educational objec-
tives are sometimes inconsistent, even contradictory. For instance, sup-
pose the objective is to increase proficiency in mathematics. Achieving
this objective will require devoting more time to mathematics, less to
other subjects. Theoretically, more time could be added to mathematics
without decreasing time to other subjects, but that is very unlikely, at least
on a scale likely to improve proficiency in mathematics. The problem,
however, is much more intractable. Achieving greater proficiency in
mathematics calls for increased enrollments and higher standards in
mathematics. Other things being equal. these measures will cause more
students to drop out. They will also lower the self-esteem of students who
have low ability and no interest in mathematics. In other words, the
conflict over ohjectives is not simply conflict over the allocation of re-
sources; it is over which objectives should take precedence when the
achievement of some has a negative impact on the achievement of others.

To stunmarize, discussion of outcomes must take into account several
complicating factors:

Disagreement over what the objectives are and should be.
9. The absence of agreed-upon standards to measure progress

toward the ohjectiyes.
3. Uncertainty over what factors contribute how much to the

achievement of specified objectives.
I. Inconsistencies. even contradictions, among the objectives

themselves.

As David 1 I. Monk points mit, t' le complexities hme fostered a
much critici/ed reliance on test scores as a measure of educational
achievement.' The tendency is to rely on test scows as a prom. for other
outcomes that are more difficult to measure. 11 all desired outcomes
were positively and highly related to one another, this reliance would
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make more sense than it does. To the extent that some objectives have
a negative correlation with test scores, reliance on the latter as a proxy
for progress may be misleading. I am not arguing against the use of test
scores as a measure of cognitive achievement or even necessarily as a
proxy fbr other outcomes; my point is simply to underscore the complex-
ity of outcome issues.

Academic Outcomes

For the time being, let us hold in abeyance the questions of whether the
schools themselves or other factors are most responsible for particular
outcomes and look at the outcomes themselves. As previously noted,
large numbers of college students require elementary- or secondary-
level instruction. This is only one indication that the outcomes of K-12
education are not satisfactory. The evidence to this effect is very exten-
sive, but a few examples should be sufficient to convey the seriousness
of the probletn.

Mathenuairs and science. High levels of achievement in mathematio
and science are essential if our economy is to be competitive. Persuasive
evidence shows that U.S. 13-Year-olds lag far behind those of most other
advanced nations in these fields. The only exception is that U.S. I 3-year-
olds are slightly more proficient in science than 13-vear-olds in Ireland.
According to the U.S. Department of Education assessment of the data:

Among students in a group of advanced and developing countries.
U.S. students had a mediocre performance on an international test
of science proficiency. The U.S. students scored in the middle
among the 10-Year-olds, near the bottom among the 14-year-olds,
and last among the 18-year-olds. Although a relatively large propor-
tion of U.S. 18-year-olds were enrolled in school, comparatively
few were in the advanced science classes that qualified them to
participate in the examinations.'

Practically, the international ratings might not be very important if
the absolute differences between nations were small. Being last in a
group that is closely bunched is not as serious as being last in a group
that is spread out widely. Unfortunately, the differences are quite lat ge.
For instance, old% 9 pen ent of LS. 13-year-olds demonstrated the ability
to deal with complex mathematical topics, whereas .10 percent of km.ean
13-Year-olds did so.
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Literary. Literacy skills are obviously important. A 1985 study revealed
that:

1. Fewer than half (48.4 percent) of U.S. high school graduates
could locate information in a news article or almanac.

2. Barely half (50.2 percent) could follow travel directions on a
map.

3. Fewer than half (49.4 percent) knew how to enter deposits
and checks and balance a checkbook.'

It"ritingproficiencr. Assessments of writing skills are similarly depressing.
The national assessments of these skills are based on test scores that
require more explanatory detail than is feasible here, but a recent Depart-
ment Of Educafion study cemcludes that "average writing test scores show
that students do not write well." The same conclusion with difThrent
wording applies to reading proficiency.'

Knowledge of history and literature. A 1986 study asked nearly 8,000
17-year-old students straightfOrward questions such as "When was the
Civil War?" The percentage of students who chose each of the possible
multiple-choice answers was as follows:

Befi)re 1750
1750-1800 29.6
1800-1850 38.4

X 1850-1900 39.9
1900 950 9.5

After 1950 0.6

(The percentages do not add up to 100 because some students did not
respond to this question.) Even among the students who scored in the
top quarter of the history assessnwnt, three out of ten could not place
the Civil War in the appropriate half-century. On the average, students
answered correctly only 54.5 percent of' all the history questions of this
type, even though 97.6 percent of them had taken American history and
78 percent were taking it when they took the test. Inasmuch as a substan-
tial amount of guessing took place, even the percentage of correct re-
sponses overestimates student knowledge of lnstory and literature. Fur-
thermore, some of 11w Correct respollseti wet e undoubtedly due to
television or movies or other media rather than to schooling.'

T sours. The most widely publiciied evidence of educational decline
is the drop in scores on the Sch Aastic Aptitude Test (SAT). This is the
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test most widely used in the college admissions process. Table 7.1 shows
the decline from 1967 to 1991. The 1991 scores on the verbal part of the
SAT were the lowest in its history.

Some analysts, however, reject the idea that declining SAT scores are
evidence of educational decline. In their view, achievement scores were
higher in the past because a more select group of students were being
tested. They attribute the lower test scores in recent years to the fact that
a much larger proportion of our youth are in school and are being
tested. Although widely held, this point of view does not explain the
falling scot-es. The underlying reason for the decline since the 1970s has
not been the expansion of the pool of students taking the SAT but an
actual decline in achievement." (The reasons tor this conclusion will be
discussed in Chapter 10.) Furthermore, decline or not, the nation is
unlikely to prosper with such a large proportion of poorly educated
students. Thus even if there had been no "decline,- we would still have
strong reason to be concerned over our educational situation.

Nonacademic Outcomes

To learn complex skill's and subject matters, students must pply them-
selves to demanding tasks over long periods of time, avoid distractions
and interruptions, and otherwise exercise traits associated with social
responsibility. As a matter of fact, sonic research suggests that social and
emotional tactors itre more accurate predictors of educational achieve-
ment than intellectual factors.' Long before such research, leading na-
tional reports on education emphasized imnacadetnic as well as academic
outcomes as educational objectives.'

Table 7. I. Average sA scores. 1967-1990

Verbal Math

Year Men Women "kital Men Women ti ii al

1967 -163 468 466 514 467 492

1972 454 452 453 505 461 -184

1977 -131 -127 426 497 4-15 470

1082 131 421 426 -193 443 -167

1987 135 425 430 500 453 476

1990 -129 -119 121 499 455 176

1991 -126 418 422 497 453 171

1uut I r: aljimal l,1111g S('I \ It (..
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Assessment of nonacademic outcomes presents many of the same
problems as assessment of academic outcomes. First, there is no consen-
sus on the nonacademic outcomes to be considered. Attitudes toward
political and social institutions are important. So are work habits, such
as punctuality, dependability, and ability to concentrate. So is a long-
range perspective on personal and social issues. Even within the field of
education, vocational skills, civility, and the ability to cooperate with
others are essential. Efforts to assess these and other nonacademic out-
comes encounter a multitude of objections and technical problems. As
we might expect, the problem of distinguishing school from nonschool
effects affects nonacademic as well as academic outcomes. Let us survey
a few nonacademic outcomes before trying to assess the relative influence
of school and nonschool factors.

7'eenage pregnancy and abortion. Despite the decline in birth rates since
the 1950s, sexual activity among teenagers has increased considerably
since then. Two of the consequences of this activity, pregnancies and
abortions among unmarried teenagers, have increased dramatically as
well. For example, the number of pregnancies per thousand unmarried
women aged 15-19 was 12.6 in 1950 and 31.6 in 1985; the number of
abortions per thousand women aged 15-17 was 15.7 in 1972 and 30.8 in
1985. These increases reflect adversely on teenage judgment and self=
restraint. The extent to which public education contributes to these
outcomes is debatable; its inability to reverse or even halt the trends is
not.'

Alcohol and drug use. Drug use among teenagers is still quite high
although it appears to have declined in recent years: the percentage of
high school seniors who said they had used any illicit drug in the ps'st 30
days changed from 30.7 fOr the class of 1975 to 19.7 for the class of 1989.
Teenage consumption of alcohol remained rather constant during this
period. The percentage of outh aged 12-17 who had consumed alcohol
during the past Year was 90.4 in 1975 and 90.7 in 1990; the percentage
who had consumed alcohol during the past 30 days declined from 68.2
to 60.0 (hiring this time.'" Tlwse are remarkably high figures in view of
the fact that all states prohibit the sale of alcoholic beverages to persons
under age 21.

Caurs ol death. Deaths from motor %chicle accidents per 109,000
persons aged 15-19 increased slighth from 35.9 in 1 960 to 37.3 in 1988.
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Deaths from suicide in this age group more than tripled from 3.6 in 1960
to 11.3 in 1988; deaths from homicide almost tripled, from 4.0 in 1960
to 11.7 in 1988."

Outcomes and School Efficiency

Comparisons of the effects of public and private schools are like most
educational issues: each side can cite "research" to buttress its position.
James S. Coleman, unquestionably the leading scholar on this subject,
has concluded that the superior academic perfbrmance of students in
Catholic ..chools is due partly to effects of the schools themselves; that it
cannot be attributed solely to selection bias.'

From time to time, other analysts have criticized Coleman's research
procedures and conclusions.' Although I regard Coleman's analysis as
the more plausible, it is not necessary to resolve the issues here. Cole-
man's critics assert that any educational superiority of Catholic schools
is practically trivial. Even if this is true, it follows that the Catholic schools
are much more efficient; their outcomes for comparable groups of stu-
dents are approximately equal but their per-pupil costs are much lower.
Indeed. Catholic schools might be more efficient even if their pupils did
not achieve as well as those in public schools. The huge additional costs
of public education might not be worth the academic gains, if any, they
produce.

The available data on nonacademic outcomes are also not very helpful
in comparisons of' public and private schools. For example, although the
arrest rate has risen dramatically since 1950, there is no breakdown of
persons arrested by what type of school they attended. Even if there were,
it would be necessary to avoid selection bias: if one sector enrolled a
higher proportion of students likely to commit crimes, the higher crime
rate of its graduates would not be evidence of' comparative failure to
inculcate respect ffir law.

('mleman showed that tardiness, absence, and disruptive behavior
were less prevalent in Catholic than in public schools." It seems highly
plausible that these factors would help to explain a Catholic advantage
on nonacademic as well as academic objectives, but the public school
lobby is having none of it. As they see it, the students who attend Catholic
schools are more likely to be law abiding or orderly or to have good work
habits to begin with. In principle, this objection must be considered. In
practice, it illustrates the persistence ()Effie public school ideology despite
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extensive experience that refutes it. For well over a century, supporters
of public education in the United States and the United Kingdom have
asserted that it would reduce crime.'' "Open a school, close a jail"this
was a prominent mid-nineteenth-century rationale for public education.
Since it was advocated before any evidence on the subject was available,
it is not surprising that the rationale is unfounded. In fact, crime rates
have increased along with the proportion of children educated in public
schools and the duration of their education.

Theoretically, crime rates might be much higher in the absence of
public schools. Unfortunately for the theory, the one serious effort to
study the issue concluded that public education leads to higher crime
rates."' In addition to the empirical evidence f'or the conclusion, there
is a plausible rationale for it. From an economic perspective, the costs
of crime include the loss of income associated with incarceration. Individ-
uals with high incomes risk more than individuals with low or no incomes.
This principle also applies to investment in human capital. Individuals
who have invested more of their own funds in building up their human
capital are less likely to risk loss of their investment. Investment in human
capital by government is likely to be less effective than investment from
personal funds in deterring crime. This would be the case even if the
education received were the same in both cases. It is interesting that the
scholar who investigated this issue, John R. Lott, Jr., is an economist not
tied to the public school establishment; that establishment seems content
to rely on assumptions instead of evidence about the beneficent effects
of "free public education.-

For the present, however, let us defer our inquiry into the effects of
schools on nonacademic outcomes and look at how leading analysts have
framed the issues. This will give us a broader perspective on the evidence.

The argument that public education is more efficient than private
education, or more efficient than a market system would be, is based
largely on two related ideas: externalities and the distinction between
public and private goods. I shall try to present these ideas fairly before
explaining why they do not support the contention that public education
is superior to a market system on efficiency grounds.

Externalities

1.rt me first illustrate the idea of extet nalitie in the private wctor,
Suppose a factory is built next to X's unimproved land. The value of X's

t-;_t
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land increases because it can now be developed for housing or for a
shopping mall to serve factory employees. In this situation, locating the
factory near X's land is a positive externality as far as X is concerned. A
transaction to which X was not a party has nevertheless increased the
value of X's property.

Externalities, however, are not alwaNs positive. Suppose that the factory
pollutes the area in ways that X cannot prevent. As a result, the value of
X's land goes down instead of up. In this case, locating the factory near
X's land is a negative externality as far as X is concerned. A transaction
might also result in both positive and negative externalities. Further,
both kinds might affect the same third parties, or they might affect some
in a positive way, others in a negative way.

The economics of externalities are critical. In the first situation, the
factory might add to the value of several nearby properties. As a result,
the total value created by the factory might be much greater than the
increased value of the land on which the factory is located. In the second
situation, the factory might be profitable onh. if it did not have to
reimburse third parties for their losses due to factory pollution. If it had
to do so. it might be unprofitable.

Analogously, it is argued that the value of public education is much
greater than the value added to the students. In economic terms, educa-
tion is said to have positive externalities. These positive externalities are
often refrrred to as "public goods." Michael Krashinsky, who believes
public education does have an efficiency advantage, puts it this way:
"Education generates economic growth, alleviates poverty and increases
equal educational ,Jpportunity, prmides the informed and literate elec-
torate necessary for a democratic society, and inculcates in students the
common values required in a democratic society."' This statement seems
more like a wish list than an empirical assertion, but it illustrates the
concept of public goods. The concept applies to efficiency issues in
several ways. For instance, if' funding were based solely on the value
added to students, public education would be underfunded. The level
of binding should be adequate to achieve the positive externalities, that
is, the public goods. as well as the added value flowing directly to students.
Some analysts reject the idea that there are public goods over and above
those to be found in the value added to sutdents. For present purposes,
I am willing to accept it, but we must also accept the possibility that
public education was have negative extetnalities and market systems
may have some positive ones.

)
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Public versus Private Goods

When applied to private schools, the argument is that in private schools,
especially denominational ones, private benefits tend to crowd out public
ones. In an even stronger version, the private benefits are viewed as
public negatives. For example, as Henry M. Levin sees it, public schools
have become more egalitarian over time in the following ways:

Reduction in spending disparities
Abolition of religious practices in public schools
Financial and legal support fbr female, handicapped, bilingual,

and disadvantaged pupils
Affirmative action
Attacks on social segregation.

In Levin's view, these egalitarian advances have occurred at the expense
of private privilege, especially of groups that had been able to dominate
public school programs. These groups are allegedly leading the move-
ment to achieve public support fbr private schools. According to Levin,
their objective is school choice, either through public school reform or
by public support of private school options.'

How can government ensure that it is getting the public benefits that
justify public support fbr private education? According to Levin, this
might be done by personnel requirements, curriculum requit ements,
and/or measures of output. Inasmuch as most private schools are de-
nominational, hewever, the kind of' regulation required would lead to
government entanglement with religious organizations. Furthermore,
reasonable people could disagree on how to define or assess the public
benefits of private schooling; requiring that such issues be resolved
politically could be extremely divisive.

In addition, Levin argues that "some important public goals produced
by education are inextricably related to the choice of educational pro-
cess, and that the process itself' will be affected bv the fact of public or
private sponsorship of' schooling.- To illustrate his point, I &yin cites the
probability that Catholic schools will not tolerate open discussion of'
abortion, military schools a candid discussion of' disarmament, or evan-
gelical sclumls a discussion of evolution. As long as only 10 percent of
all students attend private schools, these antideinocratic tendencies can
be held in check. II, however, a nitich larger proportion were emolled in
private schools, the loss ola democratic orientation could be disastrous."'

i
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Levin's argument is based on a valid point that is frequently over-
looked. The consequences of private schooling on a large scale might
be very different from the consequences on a small or.e. Note, however,
that some of the differences would favor private schooling. For example,
if it should expand dramatically, the economies of scale would improve
private school efficiency. Be that as it may, however, Levin is insinuating,
if not asserting directly, that private schools have undemocratic out-
comes. This is an astonishing argument; after all, since tens of millions
of students have been educated in private schools, any antidemocratic
effects of such schools should be evident by now. Nevertheless, Levin
cites no evidence to support his views on this issue. The absence of
evidence is especially remarkable in view of the fact that the public school
lobby has the resources and the incentives to provide it. It has never
hesitated to criticize private schools on other grounds; hence it would
surely do so on antidemocratic grounds if such evidence could be fbund.

Actually, although more light on the subject would be useful, some
evidence on the issues is available. In 1966, Andrew M. Greeley and Peter
Rossi studied the differences, if anv, between Catholic students educated
in Catholic schools and those educated in public schools. Their study
covered both religious and nonreligious outcome0" The criteria they
used to compare students would be widely accepted as appropriate in
studies of this kind; fbr example, they sought to ascertain whether there
are any significant differences in acceptance of racial diversity. In brief,
the studs. found either no significant difference in civic attitudes or
conduct. or a slight advantage to students who had studied in Catholic
schools.

Thk "public goods" argument lOr public education ignores evidence
from other nations as well. Lott has shown that "higher levels of totalitari-
anism are associated with increased expenditures fbr schooling." I lis
explanation is that totalitarian governments view schooling as a fbrm of
indoctrination; they spend more on schooling fOr the same reason they
spend more to control radio and television broadcasting. He notes that
"these results strongly challenge the presumed public goods relationship
between schooling and democracy."'

ReliArion (Ls a Private Good

Religimis instruction is the pi ivale benefit that is most frNutenth lied
supimrters of public education. Nlost private schools are denomina-
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tional; of these, over half are (:atholic. The argument is that religious
indoctrination is a private good, and that a full-fledged system of private
schools woukl crowd out instruction devoted to public goods.

This argument assumes that denominational (or ideological) schools
would dominate a market system; I regard this assumption as highly
dubious. Nonetheless, let us examine the argument in terms of' the
potential conflict between public and private goods in denominational
schools.

As matters stand, parents who send their children to denominational
schools anticipate higher levels of achieNement in secular as well as
religious outcomes. In their minds at least, their choice of a denomina-
tional school poses no conflict between religious training and public
goods. Nevertheless, such conflict is a possibility. What is the likelihood
that the private benefits would take precedenc(' over the public goods
in a market system?

If we had a market system of education, parents would have to choose
between schools that emphasized religion (a private good, according to
the argument) and schools that emphasized the development of human
capital (a publi(. good, according to the argument). Which would most
religious parents choose? I low many parents would send their children
to a denominational school if they knew that the school was less likely
than others to develop their children's productive capabilities?

There is persuasive evidence that only a small proportion of parents
would do so. For example, about 12 percent of the students in Catholic
schools are not (:atholics.22 Presumably, they are enrolled fOr human
capital. not religious reasons. Surveys of the parents of Catholic students
in Catholic schools show that a high proportion expect secular educa-
tional benefits from Catholic education. Thus while we are being warned
that denominational schools will emphasize private benefits, most stu-
dents a.e enrolling in them at least in part for human capital reasons.

Ccmsider also that the curricula in public and denominational schools
are remarkably similar; the time devoted to religion appears to be the
only noticeable difference. Even on this issue, the differences are imt
very large. Let us suppose. however, that a denominational school devotes
one period a day to instruction in religion. If the school utilizes a six-
period dav, should we conclude that one-sixth of its time at least is
devoted to private good,:- Such a conclusion would be erroneous. In
educating pupils, schools are concerned with habits and attitudes as well
as the acquisition of subject matter and basic skills. I refer here to such
things as punctuality, dependability, and persistence on task. These are
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as essential to public as to private goods. A course devoted to religion
can contribute just as much to these objectives as a course in science or
American history; there is not the slightest reason to think otherwise.

Similarly, there is ample reason to anticipate a Catholic school superi-
ority in educating disadvantaged pupils:2111s1 about every serious analyst
of our political, social, and educational situation agrees that popular
opinion and public policy are excessively oriented to short-term instead
of long-term considerations." Examples are a tendency to sacrifice long-
term benefits for immediate consumption; an unwillingness to spend
adequately for maintenance of public infrastructure; and the tendency of
political officials to avoid expenditures whose benefits will not materialize
until after they have left office.

Overemphasis on immediate gratification at the expense of future
benefits is an acute problem among young people. Students are bom-
barded with advertising that encourages immediate consumption and
gratification; they receive relatively little reMforcement for taking a
longer view. The incidence of teenage pregnancy is merely one result of
teenagers' tendency to undervalue long-range considerations.

More than any other institution, religion emphasizes long-range over
short-range considerations. It is, therefore, likely that denominational
schools are more effective with children who are especially lacking in
such perspectives. Under these circumstances, even if private schools
also turned cnit to be less effective in inculcating open-mindedness, the
denominational schools might still prodta e the largest public goods: the
gains associated with their development of a long-range perspective
might far exceed the losses associated with less open-mindedness.

"lbe Outcome.s of Special Education

As noted in Chapter 6, the proportion of students with learning disabili-
ties is higher in public than in Catholic schools, and the cost of educating
such students in public schools is fOur to five times as much as for other
students. There is a striking dearth of information about the educational
benefits of these high expenditures fOr students with disabilities, It's as
if it is immoral to raise the issue because the students so obviously need
assistance and evoke sympathy from all of us. In my opinion, however,
there is too much at stake to continue to avoid the cost-benefit issues.

Hai public school lobby contends that cost comparisons are mis-
leading because public schools enroll a higher proportion of expensive-
to-educate studen is. When outconies are the ism le, it asserts that compari-

ti 6
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sons are misleading because public schools enroll a higher proportion
of students who are less likely to achieve satisfactorily. As far as they go,
these are valid points. The difficulty is that they do not go far enough.

Let us assume that annual expenditures fiw special education students
average S13,600, or SI63,000 over a twelve-Year period.'5 What or how
much should students in special education be expected to achieve? Of
course, the answer will vary from one subgroup to another. Educational
expectations for brain-damaged children will be different from those
for mentally retarded or emotionally disturbed children. Still, special
education should not he regarded as a black hole into which we pour
large amounts of money without anv idea of the anticipated or actual
return.

"Fo illustrate the problem, suppose that after twelve years of schooling,
brain-damaged students, on average, can speak only fifty words and have
no skills that would enable them to earn a living. In that case, we have
paid S163,000 for custodial care for twelve Years, 180 days a year. perhaps
seven hours a day. If frankly recognized as custodial, however, such care
is available for much less than S163,000. On these assumptions, the
public schools would be highly inefficient with respect to brain-damaged
st udents.

I do not mean to suggest that assistance for students with learning
disabilities should be tenninated if they do not benefit very much from
special education. The issue is whether there are better ways to assist
many of these students. Would the students and their parents spend the
S163,000 11w special education if the decision were theirs to make? Surely,
some would be better off by using the S163,000 as a lifetime nest egg
to help (tetras the financial burdens likely to be associated with their
handicaps. The fact that the SI 63,000 is available only as special educa-
tion services suggests that the primary beneficiaries are special education
teachers and administrators, not children with learning disabilities. It
also suggests that taking the student mix into account does not necessarily
lead to more favorable conclusions about public school efficiency.

Tlw higher costs of students in special education suggest a lack of
candor in both voucher and antivoucher positions. Many voudwr pro-
posals base the amount of' the voucher on pet -pupil costs in pub-
lic schools. As just noted, private schools enroll a lower proportion of
expensive-to-educate pupils. Consequently. the voucher proposals arc
based un Coq', that are nut as tpplicable to private as to public schools.
Not surprisingly, the same pmblem has emerged in «impansons of'
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public. nonprofit, and for-profit hospitals. Cost comparisons that do not
take into account their different patient mixes are very misleading. One
of the benefits of competition in education would be that it would force
a breakdown of costs. Large cost differences that are obscured by averages
would be replaced by more accurate figures relating to different sub-
groups within the student population.

C:ontroversial Issues in the Public Schools

As we have seen, the critics of a market system allege that private schools
will present a biased view of controversial issues. The implicit assumption
is that public schools provide unbiased consideration of them. How
realistic is this assumption?

The NEA and the AFT annually adopt scores of resolutions on highly
controversial political, social, economic, and educational issues. As
pointed out in Chapter 8, the N EA has explicitly accepted racial quotas
in its governance structure since 1975; although it would be difficult to
identify a more controversial issue in American society, the N EA's quota
provisions have not been debated at an N EA convention since their
adoption in 1975. I doubt whether teachers who have accepted racial
quotas for years without dissent in their own organizations discuss quotas
in their classrooms in an unbiased wax.

As a matter of fact, a resolution adopted by the NEA's Board of
Directors in May 1991 prohibited any organization that opposes NEA
policies from renting space in the NEA convention exhibition area.' The
policy even barred N EA delegates themselves from exhibiting materials
opposing NEA policies if the materials were produced by outsiders.
Pursuant to the policy, the exhibitors fbr the Boy Scouts of America were
asked to leave; the reasons given were their ban on homosexuals and the
fact that Boy Scouts must pledge an oath to God. In addition, an anti-
abortion group was prohibited from displaying five of its eleven buttons
and eight of its twenty-three pamphlets. At its 1992 convention, the NEA's
Representative Assembly (RA) changed its policies to allow NEA affiliates,
delegates, and caucuses to use exhibit and fundraising areas to dissemi-
nate materials contrary to NEA pont v. In the sante resolution, however,
the RA adopted the folk )wing two policies:

oups extental to NFA will be permitted to use the exhibit area
to distribute material or disseminate infOrmation related to N EA's

t
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agenda, provided that such material is not contrary to or does not
advocate a change in NEI policy.

Groups that do not adhere to N EA policies and resolutions on
nondiscrimination will not be permitted to use the exhibit area to
distribute material or disseminate information of any kind.'

The RA has adopted scores of policies on a wide range of subjects. The
N EA's restrictions on materials critical of these positions hardly inspires
confidence in the way teachers are likely to treat controversial issues.

Perhaps the teachers who exclude material contrary to N EA policies
from the convention exhibition area give objective consideration to it
in the classroom. Perhaps, but there is persuasive evidence to believe
otherwise. One example is an instructional unit on nuclear war published
by the NFA in cooperation with the Massachusetts Teachers Association
and the Union of (:oncerned Scientists. The unit was field-tested in
thirty-four states before publication in 1983. At one point, the unit asks
students to consider the alternative uses of spending fOr nuclear weapons.
Increased spending for public services like education and medical f:are
is mentioned. Reducing taxes is not one oldie options students are asked
to consider. In addition, the unit urges students to collect signatures on
a petition calling (Or a fiTete on production of nuclear weapons. This
unit was developed while the N El's executive director. Terry Herndon,
was president of Citizens Against Nuclear War. an organization that
operated out of N EA headquarters in Washington.'

.fhe instructional materials sponsored by the AFT 14 classrooms are
as biased as those sponsored bv the NEA; the onlv difference is in the
subjects involved. For example, the AFT urges its members to use a
sourcebook on labor unions published bv the United Federation of'
Teachers fOr classroom use.' The sourcebook portrays the AF1.4:10 as
a long-time fo,. of racial discrimination. even though the A121.4:10 in-
cluded racially discriminatory unions until such unions were prohibited
bv Supreme Court decisi(m..3' In discussing the reduction of racial dis-
crinnnation in the building trades union, the sourcebook states, "It
should be kept in mind that this progress was achieved under the union's
own leadershipit was not. imposed by some government agency." It is
egregiously false to state or imply that government pressures, including
lawsuits tiled by the Equal Opportunity (:ommission, did not plaN a major
role in reducing racial disci imination hi the construction unions. In
addition to such egregious falsehoods, the sourcehook attempts to fOster
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support for unions by pedagogically indefensible examples. For example,
in discussing "Why a Worker joins a Union," it relies on a biographical
sketch. The sketch features an employer who explains why his employees
are not working as follows: "Oh, I have plenty of work all right, but I
thought it would be good psYchology to let the boys walk the streets a
kw days. It will put the fear of God into their hearts.'' Not surprisingly,
the sourcebook does not consider the possibility that workers might
refuse to join unions for legitimate reasons.

The N EA and the AFT support an increase in the minimum wage.
As pointed out in Chapter 3, the consensus among economists is that
minimum wage laws are especially harmfid to disadvantaged minorities.
Such laws render unskilled labor more expensive and reduce the cost of
racial chscrimination to employers. Not surprisingly, facts such as these
are not mentioned in the AFT unit.

Arc public or private schools more likely to consider conflicting points
of view on controversial issues? The answer nrav well be more favorable
to private than to public schools. The latter are subject to a much broader
range of restrictions and prohibitions. Granted, the denominational
schools are often unwilling to allow criticism of' their denominational
dogma, hut these restrictions are relatively narrow ones. Although mule-
sirable, they do not prevent consideration of different points of view on
other issues. We cannot assume, however, that discussion of controversial
issues in public schools is robust and critical because no single interest
group controls public education. In practice, more interest groups exer-
cise veto power over what is taught in public schools. The extent of' veto
power varies from district to district, and from subject to subject, but its
pervasive presence is not to be denied. For this reason, bias is not
necessarily a more serious problem in private than in public schools. For
every instance of bias in private schools, one can easily cite comparable
instances in the public schools.

Emnontic Litema

In principle, eNelvone agrees that it is important for students to under-
stand Our econonn. According to Levin,

it is expected that all students understand the basis For a capitalist
c«nionly and their potential roles in such an economic setting.
Ihis means that they must be familial not only titli the philosoplii-
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cal and institutional basis for thy U.S. economy, but also the re-
quirements for participating productively in economic institutions.
They must understand the basis for modern work organizations
with their principles of hierarchy and supervision, division of labor,
labor markets, role of technology, and wages and salaries. They
must understand the functions of investment and smings as well as
consumption and both the potential and limits of government
intervention in the economy."'

How effective are public schools in teaching these understandings? A
recent study of citizen attitudes toward a market system in the United
States and the Soviet Union provides sonic interesting evidence. Identical
telephone interviews, based on thirty-six questions pertaining to free
markets, were conducted in New York City and Moscow in May 1990.
The finding was that public understanding of and attitudes toward mar-
ket systems were generally the same in both countries."

Americans' incomplete understanding of their own economic system
may have significant political consequences. As the economist Mancur
Olson observes:

the politics of the United States as of other cotultries is influenced,
and influenced for the worse, by the fiwt that the use of markets
are imperfectly understood by a majority of the citizens. No doubt
this popular ignorance of econonlics does on occasion lead to the
gratuitous or even harmful use of government to perform certain
social functions fOr which the government does not have a compara-
tive advantage. Though there are sonic valid arguments that point
in the opposite direction, it is surely a reasonable hypothesis that
the limited understanding of economics among the laity leads to a
somewhat bigger public sector than would be optimal.'

Applying Olson's analysis to education, we come to this paradoxical
conclusion: Public education has flourished because it fitils to educate
effectively. Its failure to fOster an understanding of mark...t systems has
led citizens to accept a larger public education sectot thlti a more
infOrmed citizenry would permit.

Civic Respon.sibilitv

t the outset, it should he emphasized that neither ptiblic nor pi-nate
schools went to haye a significant impact on civic understanding and

I
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conduct. The overwhelming majority of voters get their information on
public policy issues from television and newspapers; what is learned in
school has little or no relevance to voter perception of the issues.''' As a
matter of fact, the effects of formal schooling on political participation
are ambiguous at best. According to the conventional wisdom, political
participation increases with educational attainment. Data on voting rates
are one kind of evidence cited to support this claim: for example, in the
1988 presidential election 47 percent of those with .just a high school
education voted, while 75 percent of college graduates did so.' The
unstated implication seems to be that education contributes to a higher
level of civic responsibility.

There is no evidence, however, of a causal relationship between in-
creased educational attainment and higher voting participation; both
may be attributable to the same factors. It is also problematic whether
voting per se is a useful measure of constructive civic participation. It is
not at all clear that the farmer who votes in order to maintain price
supports for his crops, or the auto worker who is politically active to
prevent the importation of' foreign cars, is more civic minded than the
citizen who does not vote at all. Furthermore, voting in national elections
has declined considerably over the past century, even while the average
amount of' formal education per voter has increased very substantially.
Between 1956 and 1980, fOr example, while the percentage of eligible
voters who voted in presidential elections declined, the proportion of
the population with college degrees doubled. In the leading studv of the
effects of education on political sophistication. Eric R. A. N. Smith
concludes: "Formal education has an effect on political knowledge and
sophistication, but a small one. The growth of education in the United
States . . . ma\ have done many things, but it did not contribute much
to the public's understanding of politics. In sum, education is not the
key to the public's understanding of' politics.-37

In brief, we have several reasons to be skeptical of the beneficial civic
effects of' either public or private schools. The more such issues are
examined by scholars with no vested interest in the outcome, the less
persuasive the case for the civic benefits of schooling.

'en US Afeans-l'esled

Earlier- I asserted that wnsideration of externalities would weaken the
efficiency argument for public education. l'hus far, the discussion has
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challenged the positive externalities cited bv its supporters. Let me now
move to identifying some negative externalities.

Whenever government provides a service, it must decide who is eligible
to receive it. Should government provide the service only to those who
cannot affbrd it? Or should government provide, the service to everyone,
that is, provide a universal benefit? Suppose, fbr example, it is deemed
essential that everyone have available a minimum package of health
benefits. Let us say this benefit package is worth $1,000 annualh% Govern-
ment could raise taxes to provide it for everyone. Or if could establish a
means test, and provide it only for those unable to afford it from personal
reEources.

Theoretically, the alternatives need not affect most taxpayers very
much. Instead of purchasing the services privately, taxpayers would pay
fbr them through taxes. Since taxpayers must cover the costs for the
indigent in one way or another, the financial impact of universal benefits
might be very similar to Oil t of means-tested benefits. A1 the sante time,
the universal approach appears to have several advantages: There is no
means test, hence no recipients are stigmatized; everyone is entitled to
the benefits. Bureaucratic hassling is minimized. Equality is served; there
is one standard of government provision for everyone.

In recent years, however, policvmakers have begun to question the
advantages of universal benefits.' Various long-range outcomes. not
anticipated when universal beitelit were enacted, have drastically altered
the assessments of their advantages. Universal benefits indisputably weak-
ened the family and community relationships that had formerly sup-
ported the elderly, the vet,. Young, and the indigent. Bureaucratic has-
sling did not disappear. Eflbrts to expand the benefits began to
preoccupy legislators. Tax rates began to weaken incentives to work and
invest. At the same time, recipients of services provided by government
lost their incentives to economize; since the government paid. why not
use the entitlement to the limit?

A study of educational vouchers in British Columbia illustrates how
both their proponents and opponents fail to consider all the relevant
outcomes. In 1980. British Columbia enacted a voucher system. Donakl
A. Erickson studied its impact 011 parents and school officials. I le found
that the latter became more responsive to provincial officials, less respon-
she to parents, and that parental participation dropped off ctinsiderabh
as a result of the change from parental to provincial financing.'"

Clearly, in comparing outcomes of public and market systems of
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education, it would be a mistake to focus solely on pupil achievement.
The effects on parents. school personnel, and legislatures must also be
considered. Inasmuch as we do not have a market system of education,
the effects of such a system are necessarih speculative to a certain extent.
In the example cited, supporters of education vouchers did not antici-
Rate the effects they would have on parental involvement. We can say,
however, that supporters of public education also pay little attention
to its indirect long-range effects. Their attention is fbcused on how
other parties and institutions can assist public education; the effects
of public education on such things as the family, personal incentives,
tax rates, or legislative processes are ignored or assumed to be benefi-
cent. No serious thought is given to the possibility that public education
could have a negative impact on nonstudents or noneducational insti-
tutions.

In my view, the broader the outcomes and the range of parties that
are considered, the stronger the case for a market system of education.
A wealth of evidence suggests that public education is characterized b.
the negative outcomes resulting from universal benefits; for example,
the high absentee rates in many public schools would be unlikely if
families had to pav more of the costs of education from their own
resources. Of course, all things considered, it may be that the benefits
of public education outweigh its negative outcomes. Still, we cannot
reach a defensible conclusion on the issue unless and until we consider
all the relevant outcomes.

Because the same problem arises in other fields, our approach to it
in education is likely to depend on our approach to social polky gener-

For instance. policymakers disagree on whether the problems of' the
urban underclass are due to impersonal social forces or to a lack of
personal responsibility. Is the high dropout rate iunong black teenagers
due to impersonal forces over which they have no control? Or is it

We result of tmwillingtwss to accept personal responsibility for their
1)cl-fin-mance? We are just beginning to address such questions, and
the answers will affect a wide range of public services."' Probably both
"impersonal social forces" and "failure to accept personal responsibil-
iR will ix' part of the answer. Tlw mix, however, will be crucial, and will
play a crucial role in the resolution of several issues raised in this book.
In general. the "impersonal social fOrc es" explanation will stmigthen
public education: the "lac Is of personal responsibility" eXplanation itl

f,nor a market applOaCh. TO be Mlle.% mersimplifn aiions, but

'J.
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believe they reflect an underlying reality that cannot he overlooked in
the years ahead.

Multiculturalism

In recent Years, "multiculturalism- has received an extraordinary
amount of attention, perhaps more than any other educational topic.
The rationale for multiculturalism is based on our diversity. Supposedly,
ir the American peopit are to live together harmoniously, all cultures
and lifestyles must be respected and appreciated. To help achieve this
objective, the curriculum must show the contributions of groups that
receive inadequate attention in conventional curricula. Furthermore, the
favorable but uncritical treatment of \A'estern culture muit be replaced by
a more realistic, that is, critical. perspective. For example, conventional
curricula glorifY (:olumbus bttt ignore his harsh treatment of' native
Americans or the negative consequences of colonization on them.

Although definitions of multiculturalism vary. I believe these com-
ments express its core elements. It must be emphasized that "multicultur-
alism- is not liMited to ethnic and religious diversity. Groups that regard
themselves as the victims of discrimination or as being undervalued view
multiculturalism as a means of reducing the stigma associated with their
status. For example, gay /lesbian/ bisexual groups view multiculturalism
as a vehicle for fostering respect for their constituents and acceptance
of their lifestyles.

In practice, the advocates of multiculturalism are caught in a dilemma.
On the one hand, they decry what they perceive to be the uncritical
approval of Western culture and of' "traditional- lifestyles. On the other
hand, objective treatment of' virtually any ethnic or religious group, or
of any lifestyle, will include some facts that are not conducive to the self
esteem of its members or adherents. Faced with this dilemma. multicul-
turalists usually are guilty of the same practice they impute to others; that
is, theV fail to mention important facts that would presumably weaken the
self esteem of the alleged disadvantaged groups. Multicultural activists
are not apt to point out that some Aftican tribes enslaved others fOr
sale to European slave traders or that some native Americans routinely
practiced cannibalism or human sacrifices. I do not cite such omissions
to defend conventhmal curricula, which I would gladly change on other
ginultIlls. Tlw point is that intellectual integrity faies no better under
multi( ulturalism than mule! the curricula that it is supposed to replace.
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Proposals for a curriculum that will emphasize what the American
lwople share in common instead of their differences are an understand-
able reaction to increasing heterogeneity. The problem is that a certain
level of unity is required to achieve agreement on what students should be
unified over. Unfortunately, as the controversy over condom availability
illustrates, the required level of unity does not seem to be forthcoming.
What is happening is poorly understood, even bv the partisans in the
conflict. As "diversity- increases, the public school curriculum reflects
more compromises between various interest groups. These compromises
result in programs and courses that lack coherence or unity of purpose.
Instead. they are a mishmash reflecting the politically feasible, no matter
how pointless thev nim. be educationally.

While controversies over ethnic relations, religion, and lifestle domi-
nate the public school agenda, technology and the demands of a competi-
tive economy underscore the importance of scientific and technological
objectives." These objectives are not served by the emphasis on multicul-
turalism. To be effective, the scientific and technological curriculum
must begin in the primary grades and must be implemented consistently
throughout the United States. Unfortunately, media and political atten-
tion are fOcused on multicultural conflicts.

Conceptually, a viable solution is possible. Public schools could be
limited to the basic skills, civic backgrounds and processes, and the
common technological / scientific education required bv the economy.
Instead of trying to accommodate every differentiating demand, public
schools could leave such demands to the groups that promote them.
Practically speaking. however. I do not see am hope for such an ap-
proach: in fact, public schools are adding to, not cutting back on, their
educational and social objectives. The following courses illustrate this
pniliferation of objectives:

AIDS education
Alcohol educati(ni
Consumer education
Driver educati( HI
Drug education
Economics education
Environmental education

Health education
International education
Multicultural education
Parent education
Sensitivity education
Sex education
Values education

F.,1( Ii :1(1(1111011.11 ()hie( 11\ (a l'e(11111A", 111(11(.' 1.1.,A1111VeS, :111(1 each nu leascs

social conflict over educational ends and means. ln the past. dominant
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groups were able to impose their curriculum on politically weak minori-
ties and immigrant groups. Contemporary conflict, however, is berween
a plethora of powerful groups; there is no majority, except on a yerv
limited range of issues. In public education, there is very little "do-
power,- but a tremendous amount of veto power. This was not the
situation that prevailed when communities were much more homoge-
neous than thev are today. While everyone is praising "diversity,- our
nation is devoting a disproportionate share of its resources to the man-
agement of conflict resulting from diversity. A market system would
greatly reduce this dissipation of our spiritual as well as our material
resources.

Efficiency and Political Dynamics

Public schools are inherently more bureaucratic than private schools.
John (Thubb and Terry Moe have pointed out why excessive reliance on
bureaucracies is inevitable under public education.'" Interest groups try
to enact and implement programs they espouse. The groups realize,
however, that elected officials come and goand when they go, there is
the danger that the programs they support may go also. To protect
themselves against such eventualities, interest groups trv to establish
their programs by legislation. Inevitably, public schools are unable to
terminate programs that have outlived their usefulness.'"

As in the public sector generally, it is very difficult to budget fOr
preventive maintemince in public education. Elected officials are under
strong pressure to spend revenues fOr immediate benefits, especially
benefits fOr public employees. Spending tax revenues to avert costly
repairs a long time in the future requires a time horizon longer than
most elected ofhcials can accept..Fhe upshot is that buildings and facili-
ties tend to deteriorate in the public sector. Owners of private property
have stronger incentives not to allow this to happen; the owners, not
the public at large, would have to absorb the losses due to inadequate
maintenance. At any rate, although systematic data on private school
facilities arc not available, public school maintenance is clearly un-
derfunded according to the standards required In sound business prac-
tice."

Budgeting schedules ate also conducive to public-wctor inefficiency.
Most gosel nments, including school boards. ate under pressin e not to
have a lnulget surplus over and above a reasonable reserve at die end of

ill
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their fiscal var. To do so might lead to a reduction in revenues, or
teacher demands that the surplus be distributed as a salary increase.
Another possibility to be avoided is taxpayer demands that taxes be
lowered because revenues exceed expenditures. To avoid all such conse-
quences, public officials tend to spend to the limit of the funds available,
regardless of efficiency considerations. These anti-efficiency pressures
are present only in attenuated form, if at all. in the for-profit sector.

According to the public goods argument discussed in Chapter 6,
education would be underfunded if left to market processes. What about
the possibility that it will be oyerfUnded if resolved by political processes?
As shown by James M. Buchanan and others, when government provides
a service, it invariably creates an interest group and legislative partisans
who seek to expand the services beyond their original rationale or level
of support. This raises the possibility (in my opinion, the reality) that
public education is overfUnded. Be that as it may, the leading experts on
school finance do not even mention the possibility. If objectivity is a
criterion, the omission is cause for concern.

The bias in favor of public education is also in discussions of externali-
ties. Almost without fail, the academics who emphasize educational exter-
nalities emphasize the beneficial effects of public education and the
negative externalities of market systems. As Monk puts it: "The basic flaw
in the market is its inability to force decision makers to internalize the
full costs and benefits associated with various courses of action. The
larger and more widespread these spillover effects are, both positive and
negative, the less socially efficient will be the market solution.'4

Monk goes on to partly ,justify public education on the basis of the
negative spillover effects or the market system. Regrettably, neither he
nor other pro-public education analysts consider the negative spillover
effects of government policies and actions. As Yeager observes:

The private sector is routinely made the target of regulation be-
cause of externalities, meaning cases in which the persons who
dec ide on some activity or its scale decide wrongly because they do
not themselves bear or take full i.tccount of all of its costs and
benefits. limy ironic, then, routinely to expect a solution from
gmernment! Go\ ermnent is the prototypic al sector in which deci-
sion makers do not take accurate account of all the costs as well as
all the benefits of eac h a tbitv. I lie fragmentation of decisioninak-
ing and responsibilit\ goes part way toward explaining the condi-

I
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tion, along with the kinds of opportunities and incentives that
bureaucrats, politicians, legislative staff members, judges, and citi-
zens have.'"

Outcomes and Options

Other things being equal, a system that provides more options is more
efficient than a system that provides fewer. First of all, most options are
worth something. People frequently pay for options: in fact, there are
markets for several kinds of them. With this in mind, let us consider a
family moving to another state. After diligent investigation, they buy a
house near an outstanding public school. Sad to say, school quality
deteriorates soon thereafter. The outstanding principal accepts a super-
intendency elsewhere. Several good teachers who retire are replaced by
poor ones. In short, things go downhill fast. What can the family do?
They cannot feasibly move to another school zone. To do so would
require a substantial loss of money and timeand after moving, they
would still have no guarantee of continued stability and quality in the
new school. Suppose. however, that a market system is in effect. Perhaps
there are three or four schools within the family's attendance range.
This being the case, the fitmilv can change schools without having to
move.

Flow much are school options worth? In rural areas, perhaps nothing.
In urban areas, they might be worth a great deal. Indisputably, millions
of families have moved in order to avoid their designated public school.
In large cities, many black and white parents alike adopt a false home
address in order to avoid oiw school and enroll their children in another.
In brief, school options would be worth a significant amount. Neverthe-
less. as far as I can tell, none of the critics of a market system has included
the value of options in comparing the outcomes of public education with
outcomes under a market system.

Conclusion

Despite its limitations, the anal sis in this chapter points unainbiguouslv
to the conclusion that a market system would be much more efficient
than public education. Inasmuch as the evidence On cos-, \\ill clearly
favor a market approach, public education will increasingly rely on claims
of superiority of outcomes. As the outcomes fail to improve, the public
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sclu)ol lobby will argue that a market system would have a negative effect
on educational objectives that cannot be measured.

It is perhaps the supreme irony of the situation that the public schools
are already emphasizing unmeasurable objectives while the denomina-
tional schools are citing secular ones. Presumably, the unmeasured goals
of public education are such things as cooperative attitudes, patriotism,
honesty, and respect for others. Personally, I believe that progress toward
such goals can be assessed. If not, however, we have no reason to think
public education is contributing to progress on them.

It stands to reason that a market system would be superior both in
defining the goals of education and in the means of assessing progress
toward those goals. Schools would tn to demonstrate that they are more
efft.ctive than their competitors: to do so, they would be forced to define
the standards of comparison. The dynamics of the process would improve
assessment, whether of academic achievement, attitudes, work and study
habits, or anv other nonacademic objective.

Under the present system, school personnel have a vested interest in
avoiding clear-cut criteria fbr evaluation. If progress cannot be assessed,
there is no way to hold anyone accountable fOr results. Furthermore,
even if academic achievement were the sole or the dominant outcome
to be assessed. progress on this criterion requires desirable habits and
attitudes, such as effective study habits. A company that was not sure
what products it was supposed to produce and had no way of knowing
how efficiently it was making them would be in poor shape. Similarly,
claiming to achieve goals that cannot be measured is the last refuge of
a system that cannot achieve goals that can be assessed.

ln a paid aclvertisement in the New Yoth Times in September I 99l.
AFT President Albert Shanker reiterated AFT opposition to government
assistance to parents who prefer private schooling.' According to
Shanker, private school students did not demonstrate any educational
superiority in the latest results of the National Assessment of Education
Progress (NAEP). 1 le cited this lack of superiorit, despite the freedom
of private schools to select their students as validating AFT opposition to
govet nment assistance fOr private schooling.

Ben if Shanker's premise regarding NAEP scores is valid (and this is
far from clear), his argument is fitilacious for several reasons. For one
thing, students' perfOrmance in existing private schools may be far infe-
rior to their likely perfbrmance in a market system of education. Second,
Shanker's argument totally ignores cost issues. If private sclumls can

1
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achieve substantially the same results but at a much lower cost, there are
strong public policy reasons to assist students who prefer private schools.
Third, Shanker ignores the pervasive social conflict over public educa-
tion and the strong likelihood that a market system would minimize this
conflict and its horrendous costs. Finally,Shanker ignores the possibility
that unrestricted entry into the labor force at a lower age would be
preferable to either public or private schooling. As a union president.
Shanker does what interest-group leaders normally do, that is, he ignores
contrary evidence or logic in efforts to gain public support.

At the outset, I pointed out that efficiency is not the only basis for
evaluating the desirability of public education. Even some economists
who support public education concede that, it is less efficient than a
market system would be. Their argument is that public education is
justified bv other considerations: among these, fairness is perhaps the
most important. and the following two chapters will deal with it.

t



8
The Educational
Consequences
of Racial Conflict

Since the 1950s, racial issues have been the leading source of conflict
in American education: forced busing, white flight, racial balance,
racial segregation, affirmative action, reverse discrimination, Afio-

centrism, role models, quotas, multicultural education, diversityeach
of these is the focal point of extensive controversy that shows no sign of
diminishing.

"Fhese controversies tend to weaken public support fOr public educa-
tion. Because education is provided by government, racial and ethnic
groups must reach an accommodation on various issues. As the accom-
modations become intreasingly distastefOl to one or more groups, the
disaffected parties become more supportive of alternatives to public
education. The pattern resembles the situation when religion was the
major source of conflict over education. Various religious groups that
were dissatisfied with the public schools established their own schools.
The same outcome is beginning to emerge when racial instead of reli-
gious cc ni flict is involved.

My major purpose in this chapter is not to evaluate the merits of racial
issues. Instead, it is to explain how and why controversies over them
affect the fitture of public education. Although I shall express mv views
On various issues, my discussion of them is not as thorough as it would
be if the fOcus were on their nwrits.

A great deal of' racial conflict in education is over equality of' educa-
tional opportunit \ . This concept has impot tant nonrat ial dimensions as
well. Because of its complexity and importance, the concept is discussed
in the f011owing chapter, where both the racial and nonracial dimensions

-E.
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are addressed. It must be emphasized, however, that racial conflict often
involves issues that are nonracial on their face. For example, should
teachers be required to achieve a certain score on standardized tests to
be eligible to teach? Although the issue is not racial on its face, various
racial and ethnic groups have positions on it. Similarly, some of the most
important consequences of racial conflict are its effects on ostensibly
nonracial issues. In many cases, the racial dimensions of' a conflict are
not apparent from the issue giving rise to it.

The Language of Racial Conflict

Racial conflict in educafion poses difficult editorial and definitional
problems. In the first place, we cannot fulls. understand developments
within education apart from developments outside of it, but a thorough
discussion of those developments is beyond the scope of this book. in
what follows. I shall refer to the noneducational developments briefly
while citing sources that analyze them extensively. Most issues giving rise
to racial conflict in education have emerged in other public services, and
they are not likely to be resolved solely on their educational dimensions.
Affirmative action is a case in point. It is an extremely important issue
in education, but the wav it is resolved will depend to some extent on
deyehyments outside of education.

Geiwrally speaking, our political and educational systems try to avoid
sharp conflict over principles and policies. Partly for this reason, they
foster resort to ambiguous terms that obscure rather than clarify basic
issues. To avoid this danger, let me first clarify the terms to lw used in
the f011owing discussion.

Civil Rights

Few persons are comfOrtable opposing "civil rights." For this reason,
one wav to encourage a favorable attitude toward a proposal is to charac-
terize it as a civil rights one. The result is a widespread tendency to apply
the phrase to policies that may have little or nothing to do with civil rights
as commonly understood. The definitional problem is compounded
by good-faith disagreements over the meaning of' "civil rights." These
disagi cements would exist regardless of efforts to use the phrase for
political advantage.

Originally, the phrase "civil rights" all 1 Cd to "civil capacity to
contract, to own pi opertv, to make wills, to give evidence, and to sue and
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be sued.''' In the following discussion, however, it also includes the right
to f"ree expression and the rights to participate in the political process,
to worship or not to worship as one chooses, to travel, to be free of
arbitrary or capricious government action, and to enter and/or work at
a vocation or profession or business of choice. All of these rights are
subject to some limitafions that are not spelled out here. As used here,
the term "civil rights- does not include any financial entitlements or
protection against all private expressions of prejudice. It does, however,
include the right not to be suhject to discrimination by government.
"Discrimination- refers to impermissible treatment of individuals on
the basis of race, creed, color, sex, age, or national origin. What actions
are impermissible, hence "discriminatory"? I lere, I can only note but
not resolve the large number of issues involving the meaning or applica-
tion of "discrimination...

The impact of racial conflict in educathm does not necessarily depend
on the merits of the positions in the conflict. Aggressive pursuit of a just
claim may weaken public education; the triumph of an unjust position
nv,iv strengthen it. Suppose black parents and students boycott the high
school fOotball team, alleging that the white coaching staff is discriminat-
ing against black players. As a result of the boycott, the team loses a
coveted championship. Gate receipts decline, and racial tensions in and
out of the school increase dramatically. School and community become
polarized over the issue. Such conflict weakens public education regard-
less of the merits of the boycott.

If the protest is characterized as a racial conflict, a genuine civil rights
issue may be ignored. If the protest is characterized as a civil rights
conflict, a claim fir preferential treatment mav be treated as a civil
rights issue. We must often characterize cliu.ns before we can assess their
merits, but the way the claims are characterized affect3 public attitudes
toward them. In practice, the phrase "civil rights issue- is sometimes
applied to racial issues: the phrase "racial issue" is sometimes applied
to gelmine civil rights issues. To complicate matters even further, sonw
controversies do raise both civil rights and racial issues. inasmuch as I
wish to discuss racial conflict without prejudging these issues. the ambigu-
ity can only be noted but not resolved at this point.

Civil Rights Otgani:ation.s

The lack of clarity over "civil rights- carries over to "civil rights organiza-
tions.- \lost such organi/ations \s,C1V established to protect the civil
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rights of specific ethnic or religious groups, or to combat discrimination
and prejudice directed against them. The National Association fOr the
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), the Anti-Dehtmation League
cAD1.) of fCriai B'rith, the Japanese-American Citizens League, the
Puerto Rican Legal Defense and Education Fund, and the Catholic
League fOr Religious and Civil Rights are examples. In contrast, some
civil rights organizations do not have ethnic or religious sponsorship:
the American Civil Liberties Union is perhaps the most prominent.

The definitional problem arises front the fact that the civil rights
organizations are often active on other issues. The ADI. opposes develop-
ments deemed prejudicial to Israel. Similarly, the NAACP also serves as
an interest-group (wganization on behalf of black citizens. It is not always
clear whether it is protecting their civil rights or their economic interests
as perceived by the NAACP.

Furthermore, organizational claims to represent certain groups are
not always valid. Although the NAACP is said to "represent'. black citi-
zens, it does not necessarily represent all or even most on specific issues.
It sometimes supports policies opposed by black citizens or local affiliates
in particular communities. The sante point applies to other civil rights
organizations.

Filially, it should be noted that the civil rights organizations are not
a monolithic group. For example, the AIM. position on minority scholar-
ships is ambiguous: the NAACP supports them unreservedly. Thus to say
that civil rights organizations support minority scholarships would be
misleading: some do and some do not.

A linority

When the term "minority" is not qualified, its use often leads to wildly
inaccurate generalizations. For example, blacks and I lispanics typically
Oppose standardized testing for certain purposes. such as college admis-
sions: Jews. Japanese. and Chinese do not. In general, the ethnic minori-
ties that perfOrm well on tests support their use: the ethnic minorities
that perform poorly oppose their use. Consequently. One cannot refer
to a minorit( position against testing unless "minoritc- is used as a code
word fOr ethnic minorities that perform poorly On tests.

In this analcsis, the let in "dis,td( tagcd ininot Ines" tilers to the
ethnic minorities that are lagging educationally. Blacks. Hispanics, and
Native .1mericans al e the largest groups in this categorc. hese minorities

(''')
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tend to adopt common positions on a wide range of educational issues.
Except on bilingual education, the following discussion emphasizes the
positions of black organizations, but these positions are generally sup-
ported bv other disadvantaged minorities.

This chapter is not an overview of racial conflict in education. Instead,
it is intended to show how racial conflict often affects a large number of'
students, parents, teachers, and others, manv of whom are not parties to
the conflict. Although I shall not pursue all the ramifications of such
conflict, the discussion is intended to demonstrate its general tendencies.
Examples to the contrary can be taken for granted, but they do not
invalidate the conclusions about the tendencies.

Asignment to Schools

lit 1954 the U.S. Supreme Court held that government could not requile
pupils to attend racially segregated schools. State-imwsed racial segrep-
tion was held to violate the Fourteenth Amendtnent, which obligates the
states to provide equal treatment to their citizens. From 1954 to the
present. however, racial conflict over pupil assignment has emerged as
a problem in even' region of the country. It is not nuusual for litigation
over pupil assignment to continue for a decade or longer.

In the 1960s and 1970s federal courts were frequently called upon to
formulate remedial orders to end racial segregation in education. Such
orders were complicated by the fact that attendance zones based on
proximity to schools were not always conducive to racial integration. This
was especially true when residential areas within a school district were
racially homogeneous. In order to eliminate the racial identification of
schools, kderal judges sonwtimes ordered that students be bused front
their neighborhoods to schools elsewhere. Such orders were sometimes
applied to school districts with a history of intransigent opposition to
adal integration. In effect, tlw busing orders applied to the districts

that were most determined not to carry them out. In these situations,
the orders resulted in 1.ehetnent white Opposition to "fOrced busing.-
Eventually, the issue surfaced in national as well as state and local poli-
tics.'

Opposition to fOrced busing emerged in black as well as white commu-
nities. One reason was that Nal k pupils were mote often InKed to w hit('
schools than vice yersa. Also, some black parents resented the implication
that him k pupils had to be in predominantly white classrooms to kart)

1.7
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effrctiyely. Conflict on buses and hostile reactions in receiving schools
also weakened black support for busing of black children. The fact that
racial integration threatened the jobs of black teachers and administra-
tors, although often overlooked, was another factor.

One early response to the 1954 Supreme Court decision was the
enactment in some states of "freedom of choice" plans. Basically, these
plans allowed students to enroll in private schools with state support.
Because the private schools could admit or reject students as they pleased,
they were envisioned as a wav to maintain racially segregated schools.

In 1968 the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that freedom of choice legisla-
tion enacted to maintain racially segregated schools was unconstitu-
tional. The aftermath of this legislation, however, continues into the
present. Civil rights organizations. especially those representing blacks,
have been hostile to school choice legislation ever since it was enacteet
to maintain racially segregated schools. This hostility persists even when
school choice is advocated as a way to reduce instead of increase racial
segregation in education. The rationale fOr such advocacy is that the
ethnic composition of public schools reflects neighborhood residential
patterns. Witt n these patterns are racially homogeneous, as is often the
case, schools will be also. Proponents of a market system of education
contend that freedom of school choice would fOster schools that cut
across racial lines: opponents contend that freedom of choice would
increase racial segregation among schools.

White parents are often reluctant to have their children attend schools
with black majorities. Although the reasons fOr their reluctance are
matters of dispute, many white families have moved to avoid enrolling
their children in such schools. This phenomenon. widely referred to as
"white flight," was especially evident in the 1970s. As many white families
moved to the suburbs, school districts in the large central cities enrolled
higher proportions of children front disadvantaged minorities. In the
twenty-five largest central cities in the United States, the percentage of
schtml-age children who were white dmpped from 84.5 in I 950 to 48.7

in I 980."'

These demographic changes triggered racial conflict over other issues,
such as sclmol finance. State legislatures distribute financial aid to school
districts. In doing so, they must reconcile the claims of citv, suburban,
and rural districts. White flight exacerbated this problem h comerting
the city-suburhan-i ural split into a racial as well as a geographical division.
Representatives front urban areas frequently allege that their constit-
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uents are denied a fair share of state aid because of racial prejudice or
because suburban and rural legislators don't care about the poor.

In recent years, racial conflict over pupil assignment has emerged in
a variety of ways. In Missouri, the courts have held that the state of
Missouri shares legal responsibility for racial segregation in the Kansas
City school district. Because of white flight, however, it is no longer
possible to achieve racial integration within the district. Efforts to per-
suade or require surrounding districts to enroll black students from
Kansas City have been unsuccessful. In view of these facts, several black
students (the plaintiffs in the case) have requested state vouchers to
cover the costs of education in private schools. Several private schools in
the Kansas Citv area have agreed to enroll black students for half the
per-pupil cost of education in the public schools. The outcome is not
clear, but the voucher proposal has added another dimension to pro-
tracted racial conflict over assignment.

Another controxersy over assignment involves a very difThrent ap-
proach. Several urban school districts, including New York City, Balti-
more, and Milwaukee. have announced plans to initiate, or to study, the
establishment of schools for black male students. These proposals have
been challenged legally and severely criticized by feminists and by lead-
ers. black and white, who advocate racial integration in education. De-
spite the criticism, however, the proposals probably reflect a sizable
segment of black opinion. Many black students prefer to attend predomi-
nantly black schools. White and black high school seniors taking the SAT
in 1 990 showed striking differences in their colleges of choice. Only
three colleges (Fl)rida State University. Syracuse University, and the
Unix ersity of North Carolina) were among the top fifteen colleges pre-
ferred by both white and black students. Of the fifteen top choices of
black students, ten, including the top six, were predominantly black
instituticms.''

These data illustrate tile dilemmas and contradictions of 1-ace relations
in education. Tlw predmninantly white i»stitutions of higher education
are Irving constantly to enroll more black students, butt many black
students prefer black colleges. This preference reflects black ambiva-
lence about racial integration. The predominantly black institutions are
less inclined to view integration as a major goal.

Racial issues also plav an important role in contmyersies met public
school choice. More than half the states have enacted or areconsidering
legislation allowing parents to send their children to public schools of
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their choice. In addition, tnany school districts have adopted sonic form
of choice within the district. Virtually everywhere public school choice
is an active issue, the possibihty that it would foster racial segregation is
a major concern. Its supporters assert that public school choice enables
inner-city black and Hispanic students to transfer to presumably better
upper-middle-class or suburban schools. In practice, only a small number
of such transfers have occurred.'

The legislation providing for public school choice often includes
stringent safeguards against an increase in racially segregated schools.
These safeguards allow only transfers that do not ttpset some predeter-
mined racial balance in the schools. For instance, a school district may
decide that white students shall not exceed 65 percent of enrollment in
any school. Such plans are often referred to as "controlled choice."
Suppose that school X is at the 65 percent limit, and two students, one
black and the other white, apply from school V. Under the conditions
specified, the white student will be denied admission while the black
stttdent will be admitted.

In short, by limiting choice to fit "racial balance," the choice plans
frequently deprive large numbers of students, usually white ones, of the
choices they really prefer. Black students usually end up with more
choices than white ones. but both groups may be limited to choices that
do not include the schools thev prefer.

Tracking

Black and white students who are assigned to the same school often
enroll in different prc>grams within the school. Although not based on
race, such enrollment may nevertheless follow racial lines to a consider-
able extent. This situation underlies current controversies over "track-
ing.

For present purposes, tracking is defined as the assignment of pupils
to courses and or programs on the basis of ability or career plans. For
example, a high school may 11,1\ e four tracks as follows:

Academic:
Vocational:

Cameral:

Students going on to higher education.
Stmlents preparing For local employment in a
trade ot Nocatioo.
Students not slue of what they plan to do after
gt,ultiation.
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Commercial: Students (mostly female) planning to work in
office occupations.

Legally, students may be free to sign up for any track, but counselor
guidance plays an influential role in student choices. As the counselors
often view the situation, the lower standardized test scores of black
students indicate that they are less likely to succeed in the academic
track. In addition, black students often show less interest in going to
college and have smaller resources to finance this option. Consequently,
a relatively low proportion of black students enroll in the college prepara-
ton. track.

Organizations of blacks and Hispanics see it differently. A recent
policy statement by the Committee on Policy for Racial Justice, a group
predominantly composed of leading black professors, asserts that:

because research findings consistently indicate that inflexible track
placements and rigid ability grouping segregate, stigmatize, and
deny those in the bottom tracks the same access to quality education
those in the upper tracks receive, we believe that these practices
should be ended. It is well known that black and other low-income
minority students are over-represented in the lower-ability tracks
in our nation's school systems, vet it is frequently overlooked that
the difierences in the kind of' instruction across tracks make it
increasingly difficult fOr these students ever to climb up the aca-
demic hierarchy. In this way, low expectations and mindless bureau-
cracy crush the potential of thousands of black youth each Vear and
limit their future opportunities. Staff development programs in
multicultural education are an example of a readily mailable ave-
nue that must be seized upon to address issues of diversity within
regular classroom settings.'

I lispinic organizations share this view. Responding to a memorandum
disseminated internally bv the Department of Education's Office of Civil
Rights (( )( RI, Suzanne Ramos, an attorney fOr the Mexican-American
I.egal Defense Fund, commented, "We object, basically, to any kind of
grouping at all.'" The memorandum itself outlined five types of situa-
tions in which abilitN grouping having segregative effects would violate
Title VI of the Civil Rights At t of 1964. These are situations in which
recipients of federal hinds:

I. 13
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1. Cannot offer an educational jusfification fOr their grouping
policy.

9. I. practices that do not substantially serve their educational
objectives.

3. Employ ability criteria that do not adequately measure stu-
dent ability.

4. Apply criteria inconsistently, thereby increasing segregation.
5. Use subjective measures (including teacher recommenda-

tions) that have segregative effects but are not based on clear-
cut standards.

This list illustrates how the civil rights bureaucracies expand the scope
of their activities. Policies governing assignment to schools are failing to
bring about significant improvement in the educational achievement of
disadvantaged minorities. Tracking is being perceived as the reason,
hence it is also viewed as a civil rights issue. The result is that we can
expect more conflict over assignment within sclmols. Such conflict is
already widespread, but its growth potential is virtually unlimited.

Let ine illustrate the rationale that underlies the opposition to
tracking. Suppose pupils A and B are of equal ability. Pupil A is placed
in the college preparatory track. In this track, pupils are regularly ex-
pected to do homework. Pupil B is placed in the general track, in which
little homework is assigned. Inasmuch as expectations for B are lower,
less is demanded of B. hence B's achievement is correspondingly lower.
The expectation of low performance leads to low performancethis is
the antitracking argument.

In Inv opinion, the argument is not persuasive. Of course, schools
sometimes uaderestimate students and assign them to programs on the
basis of erroneous assessments. Unfortunately, no system or policy on
pupil assignment is free from error. If opposition to tracking means that
all students should be enrolled in the same programs, regardless of
ability, achievement, or interest, it is unrealistic. Opposition to tracking is
not helpfitl as long as it fails to distinguish acceptable from unacceptalot.
criteria for grouping students !Or instruction.

Tracking takes place in all-white schools, integrated schools. and all-
black schools. Inasmuch as all have "tracks," it is difficult to accept racial
explanations fOr then ni igins out«mies. ken if a higher pi ()pillion
of bliwk students are assigned to the college preparatory track in all-
black 51 hook, \ye do not know whether such students achieve more than
comparable k stud(nts assigned to other tr;Icks in other schools.

I :)
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Furthermore, we cannot assanne that the "college preparatory track,"
or any track, requires the same level of academic competence in all
schools offering the track.

Tracking is virtually always criticized for underestimating, not overesti-
mating, students' ability to handle difficult courses. Since the personal
and social losses due to overestimation can be as harmful as those due
to underestimation, the preoccupation with the latter suggests that the
underlying issue should not be conceptualized as whether to have more
or less tracking. It is how to achieve a better match between students'
preparation and needs and the courses they take.

As a matter of fact, tracking is often the result of factors that are
ignored in the criticisms of it. For example, students are often assigned
to remedial classes because the school districts receive more state or
federal aid fOr remedial students. Those who make assignments to
'track- classes are frequently unaware of course content, and misassign
students fin this reason. In short, tracking does not appear to be the
result or cause of racism or systematic underestimation of the ability of
black students.'"

Some critics of tracking distinguish bet veen hierarchical and nonhier-
archical courses. Hierarchical courses recloire a certain level of achieve-
ment in the subject: a student should not take advanced French before
taking beginning French, or solid geometry befbre algebra and plane
geometry. Other courses, however, do not require pre\ ions courses in
the same subject. English literature is said to be one example: geography,
especially of specific countries, is thought to be another. In nonhierarchi-
cal courses, there is supposedly no need to group students lw ability or
bv proficiency in the subject. This reasoning considerably weakens the
antitracking argument, especially as it applies to higher grade levels. The
opponents of tracking tend to have a narrow iew of what subjects are
hierarchical, but on any reasonable basis, much of the curriculum falls
into this category.

What are the alternatives to tracking? At what point does the need to
classify pitpils fin: instruction bec( )ine "tracking,- with all of its negative
implications? The critics of tracking do not plovide any guidance on this
issue. The Committee on Policy fin: Racial justice recomtnended "sf aii
development program: in multicultural education- as an itnportant
altei natke or solution to mu king. This recommemlation is hardly a
1)1;n:tit:al solution to the problems of assigning pupils to programs and
courses.

Another frequently suggested alternative is "cooperative le,uoing.-
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This alternative calls for ciniding classes into groups of students who can
teach and learn from one another. Although coori at we learning may be
a useful pedagogical device, it cannot possibly resolve the most important
tracking controversies.

Finally, it seems indisputable that the antitracking rationale has re-
ceived widespread but highly uncritical academic and media support."
In view of my earlier discussion of the media and I.Q. issues, this is not
very surprising, but it underscores a critical .point. Racial conflict in
education often is fostered by inaccurate media interpretations of educa-
tional research. In such cases the conflict is all the nmre intractable
because all the parties believe that "educational research" supports their
position.

By and large, teachers are ambivalent about tracking or support it.
albeit reluctantly in mans; cases."' Interestingly enough. the Council on
Exceptional Children, an organization whose 57,000 members specialize
in teaching handicapped and gifted pupils, supports tracking. Tracking
is one of many instances in which the disadvantaged minorities support
policies that encounter strong albeit not unanimous opposition f rom
professional sources.

Bilingual Education

Bilingual education is a major exception to the usual alignment of fOrces
on tracking issues. As we have just seen, the black and Hispanic civil
rights organizations oppose tracking. In the case of bilingual education,
however, the separation of disadvantaged minorities in school activities
is not merely tolerated; it is regarded as a civil right deserving legal
protection. This development illustrates how the phrase "civil rights" is
applied to rights that were not even discussed when the civil rights
statutes were enacted.

Since the Bilingual Education Act of 1968, the federal government
has supported programs of bilingual education. Although bilingual edu-
cation had been available previously for immigrant children in a few
communities, it was established nationally by this act. Tlw immediate
stimulus to the act was the fact that the dropout rate tor I hispanic pupils
was even higher than that For black pupils. The civil rights rationale for
bilingual education was initially set forth in federal guidelines interpret-
ing the Civil Rights Act of 11)61 The guidelines took the position that a
non-English-speaking child who could not understand classroom ittstruc-
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tion was suffering from discrimination on the basis of national origin.
Paradoxically, this guideline was upheld by the Supreme Court in 1974

in a case involving Chinese pupils who did not understand English; the
Supreme Court decision not only established bilingual education as a
right under the 1964 Civil Rights Act but also had the effect of expanding
the number of' recipients entitled to it." In 1974 only twenty-three lan-
guage groups were receiving bilingual instruction of one kind oranother;
by 1990 the number had risen to 143."

Pupils of Hispanic origin are by far the largest group receiving bilin-
gual education. Significantly, the rationale for bilingual education ad-
vanced by Hispanic organizations differed from that espoused previously
by other groups.' The non-Hispanic groups sought bilingual education
[Or the limited purpose of facilitating proficient in English. SeRtration
from other students was viewed as a temporary arrangement, to be
phased out as soon as the students became reasonably proficient in
English. Hispanic organizatitms, in contrast, contended that self-esteem
and pride for Hispanic pupils required instruction in Spanish and His-
panic culture. According to this rttionale. even Hispanic children who
were fluent in English were entitled to bilingual education. The 1974
amendments to the Bilingual Education Act of 1968 explicitly endorsed
the cultural rationale for bilingual education; in effect, they "encouraged
Hispanic children to view themselves as a group apartpermanently
culturally distinct.H' And 1w eliminating the 1968 restriction to low-
income children. they greatly increased the number of children who
could participate in federal programs of bilingual education.

Thus in six years bilingual education was transfOrmed from a transi-
tional program to help low-income children learn English to a longer-
term program to give all children from non-English-speaking back-

grounds instruction in their native languages and cultures. Although
students are supposed to be assigned to bilingual programs until they
are proficient in English, the programs may actually prevent such profi-
ciency; I lispanic students in bilingual programs are frequently taught
primarily in Spanish. Furthermore. their instruction often emphasizes
lispanic instead of U.S. culture, thus emphasizing their separateness

from American mwietv.
On its merits, the case fin bilingual education is extremely weak. This

is trtw even fin tlw limited objective or helping children learn English;
one comp ehensive re iets concluded that 71 pen ent 01 the studies of
transitional bilingual education showed it to be ineffective or counter-
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produc Me as a means of ac hie% mg this objectne One I et. cut Inc ident
illustrates the meffectneness of bilingual pi ogi ams Con Edison is the
major utility company serving New York City. In 1988 it tested 7,000
applicants, primarily from New York City, for entry-leyel positions. Pass-
ing an aptitude test in English was required for employment. Of the
4,000 applicants who passed, not one had been educated in the city's
bilingual education program.'

The example helps to explain why some large corporations are spend-
ing substantial sums to teach their employees English. Such spending is
certain to crock support for public education. Public schools have been
viewed as our primary means of helping non-English-speaking youth
become proficient in English. In the past, knowledge of their native
language and cultural heritage was viewed as primarily the responsibility
of families and religious or ethnic organizations. Public schools cannot
effectively exercise this responsibility and simultaneously function as
an integrative institution. The two objectives pose policy and practical
dilemmas that public schools cannot resolve.

It is instructive to compare contemporary views to those that prevailed
almost a century ago. In 1908 the Russell Sage Foundation published
the results of its -Backward Children Investigation.- The study was
conducted bv a distinguished educator with the cooperation of the New
York City public schools. At the time, the schools enrolled large numbers
of non-English-speaking pupils being raised in immigrant households.
The di "pout rates fOr these children were extremely high bv contempo-
arv standards. Nevertheless, the report, entitled Laggards in Our Schools,

asserted that -Everywhere that investigations have been made it has been
conclusively shown that ignorance of" the English language is a handicap
that is quickly and easily overcome and has little influence on retarda-
tion."'''

Politically, bihngual programs are supported by organizations, primal--
ily Hispanic. that represent non-English-speaking populations. Propo-
nents of' bilingual education point out that many immigrant groups have
retained their ethnic and cultural heritage. including proficiency in
their native language, without weakening conunitment to democratic
institutioos. This argument overlooks at least one critical difference. The
non-I lispanic groups that maintained their ethnic and cultural heritage
were a very small proportion of the larger society. 'Fhere was 110 danger
iluu proficiency in their natise language would be regarded as a substitute
fOr proficiency in English. In contrast, I lispanics constitute 8 percent of

1:45
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the population, and the proportion is likely to increase. In some large
states, such as (:alifornia, Texas, and Florida, they are already a major
political three, and often seek to modifY political processes to accommo-
date non-English-speaking populations.

To understand why bilingual education flourishes despite its educa-
tional ineffectiveness, it is essential to understand its political dynamics.
The teacher unions include many teachers whose positions depend on
bilingual programs. Understandably, union leadership supports their
demands for public financial support; it would be suicidal fOr a union
leader to oppose important constituencies within the union on the basis
of long-run educational considerations. Similarly, school administra-
tors and would-be administrators seldom challenge the bilingual lobby;
to do so would jeopardize their position or chances of getting a position
in any district or government agency with a significant Hispanic constit-
uency.

Fundamentally, bilingual education is based on ethnic politics. His-
panic political leaders view bilingual education as a source of patronage
and jobs fOr their constituents. Lip service is paid to integration and
proficiency in English; failure to achieve these objectives is allegedly due
to failure to fund bilingual education adequately. In economic terms,
bilingual edlication is a prime example of the subordination of consumer
to producer interests.

As bilingual education becomes institutionalized, reducing it becomes
increasingly difficult. Its costs continue to increase despite its educational
ineffectiveness." In short, bilingual education cannot fulfill its avowed
objectives, but cannot be dropped for political reasons that are not laid
on the table. Beyond any doubt, it.; direct and indirect casts exacerbate
the problem of .justifYing our huge investment in public education.

Standardized Testing

Racial conflicts over educational testing raise intractable political and
educational problems for public education. To appreciate this, it is first
necessary to understand the concept of "disparate impact.- Disparate
impact was established as a legal doctrine in Grigg:s v. Duke Pmeer Co., a

decided hr the hf7.1...!..

thirteen black employees in a ptrwer plant. Prior to I965 the ctunpany
had restricted Nat k employees to the labor tiepin Intent; the highest-
paid .job in this department paid less than the lowest-paving jobs in the

BEST COPY Afittiimiti'LL
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fOur all-white operating departments. ln 1955 the company had required
a high school diploma fOr initial employment in any department except
the labor department and one of the four all-white departments, and for
transfers to the other three white departments.

The Civil Rights Act of 1964 became effective on julv 2, 1964. Title
VII of the act prohibited racial discrimination in employment. On July
2, 1964, the company ended its policy of restricting blacks to the labor
deparnmmt. Transfers to the higher-paying job :ategories, however,
required a high school diploma. White empl, a-es in these categories
hired before 1955 were exempt from the di loma requirement. The
company also required that except fOr the deparnient, all new
employees had to achieve acceptable scores on cwo widely used aptitude
tests.

The black plaintiffs sued the company, alleging that its new policies
were racially discriminatory. Their argument was that although racially
neutral on their face. the company's policies had a disparate impact on
black employees. It was further contended that the policies could not be
justified on business grounds.

At the trial, the company conceded that the aptitude tests did not
measure the ability to perform in the positions fbr which passing the
tests was a prerequisite. The cotnpanY's defense was that Section 703(h)
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 allowed the use of ability tests, provided
they were not intended as a means of racial discrimination.

In his decision upholding the plaintiffs' argument. Chief justice War-
ren Burger asserted that "if an employment practice which operates to
exclude Negroes cannot bc shown to be related to job performance, the
practice is prohibited.- Bitrger's opinion went on to state that employers
must show "Imsiness necessity- fbr utilizing tests that had a disparate
impact on black employment.

Tlw Gfiggs decision was a landmark change in civil rights litigation.
Tlw reason is that intent to discriminate was no longer essential to
support a claim of discrimination. In effect, the Griggs decision shifted
the burden of proof from the employee to show discrimination to the
employer to show there was none. This shift had far-reaching implica-
tions because virtually anv racially neutral criteria used by employers
wonkl disqualify a higher proportion of blacks than whites. Whether
the emploser used Years of fOrmal education, test scores, arrest and
convic non records, drug use, health conditions, or am other nom ial

riteria, the effect would be to screen out a higher proportion of blacks.

I
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'41 hethet the differ( tic es should be consideied "dispai ate impact' is a
matter of judgmynt that was not clarified in the Gnggs decision. In
subsequent cases, "business necessity" was interpreted stringently; arrest
and conviction records, past work history, and wage garnishments were
held not to he job-related criteria for emplovment.2'

Prior to the Griggs decision, plaintiffs alleging racial discrimination in
employment had to denumstrate disparate treatment it some point in
the employment process. Afier Grigt.fs, plaintiffs could prevail by showing
disparate impact instead of disparate treatment. Thus tests used as a basis
for certifiing teachers were vulnerable if the test results had a disparate
impact on blacks taking the test. Within a short time, any racially neutral
criteria were suspect if their use had a disparate impact among racial
groups. As Epstein points out, the sponsors of the Civil Rights Act of
1964 explicitly denied that the iwt was intended to function this way: it
could not have been enacted otherwise. But, in the vernacular, that was
then and Gfiggs is now."

The Griggs decision was a tmaninums one. For several Years, legal
scholars generally ignored it. In recent years. however, several have
criticized the decision fOr (1) dropping the need to show intentional
discrimination, (2) imposing an overly restrictive standard of job relat-
edness or business necessity, (3) failing to consider the number of quali-
fied black employees in the job market, and (4) being vague concerning
the market area to he used as the basis for estimating disparate impact.
InFofar as these matters are vague, employers tend to protect themselves
from litigation bv utilizing quotas and acting on the basis of worst-case
scenarios.

Grigg.% involved a private-sector employer, but the decision was sub-
sequently applied to the public sector in 1972." Consequently, the
disparate-impact doctrine applies to public education. Furthermore, the
doctrine has not been limited to employment. Whenever the application
of a racially neutral criterion has a disparate impact on disadvantaged
minorities, legal challenge to it becomes a distinct possibility. To illus-
trate, if suspension from school fOr three unexcused absences has a
disparate impact on disadvantaged minorities, the policy is likely to
be challenged as racially discriminatory. Understandably, onillict and
litigation over disparate impact is a gi owth industry.

The disparate-impact doctrine underlies black opposition to standard-
ized tests. Stull opposition has been directed against several dill erent
types of tests: intelligence, aptitude, aml achievement tests have all been

;
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target from nme to time Also, black plaintiffs haNe hequenth chal-
lenged testing of teacher s as i acialh discrimmatorv

Statements by the Committee on Policy for Racial Justice illustrate the
rationale fbr opposition to testing:

Intelligence testing became a popular tool to reinfbrce notions of
white genetic intellectual superiority . . . The new fad of mental
testing accelerated this push for segregation by reinforcing preju-
dices and lw confusing native intelligence with disparities in envi-
ronmental conditions.

Overall, then, serious questions must be raised about the validity
of standardiz?d testing and its effects not onlv upon black and
minority children but upon quality education for all.

Student perfbrmance on time-restricted, multipk-choice, standard-
ii.ed tests does not show innate aptitude. nor does it indicate
whether the test-taker is capable of writing an essay or crafting a
poem. Indeed, testing becomes a dangerous instrument of social
Oppression when test results are seen as revealing native abilities
uninfluenced by environmental conditions. Furthermore, over-
reliance on standardized testing distorts the educational process,
determining what is taught in the curriculum rather than assessing
student acquisition of an independently determined knowledge
base.'

A fbllow-up statement asserts that "we do not call for the abandon-
ment of standardized testing in the schools," but in view of the commit-
tee's sweeping criticisms and its failure to identify any acceptable stan-
dardized tests, its disclaimer has no practical significance. As a matter of
fact, several black and I lispanic organizations endorsed a 1990 "State-
ment to I 'rge a Ban on Standardized Testing of Young Children"; the
NAACP Legal Defense and Education Fund was one of the forty endors-
ing organizations. Several nonethnic educational organizations also en-
dorsed the statement, which proposed a ban through the second grade
except fbr "mandated bilingual testing."'

The civil rights organizations serving disadvantaged minorities also
suppml the ban against standardized testing urged bv the National
Center for Fair and Open Testing (FairTest) and the New Y(wk Public
Interest Research Center (NYPI R( .). Their joint publication Slatulardiu'd
Testi and Our Childirn introduces vttrious topics by such headings as:

1 :Li
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Many Tests Are Biased
Standardized Tests Penalize Imagination and Critical Thinking
Standardized Tests Damage School Quality
Testing Damages Accountability
Is There Anything Good About Standardized Test.s? Not Much.

The publication advises readers on how to introduce "authentic evalua-
tion in all grades" "to replace standardized multiple-choice testing."
Throughout, it emphasizes the argument that standardized testing is
unfitirlv biased against disadvantaged minorities.'

Racial controversies over testing have several important educational
consequences. Because the controversies involve a large number of tests
and complex technical matters, I shall not try to present a comprehensive
analysis of the issues. Instead, I shall only summarize my views briefly,
and try to relate them to the broader topic of racial conflict in education.

In general, I do not agree that standardized tests unfairly discriminate
against disadvantaged minorities. Test items are reviewed carefully to
screen out items that are objectionable on these grounds, anti on Other
grOunds as well. It is very unlikely that any standardized test in general
use unfairly discriminates against disadvantaged minorities.

In considering recommendations to ban standardized testing, we
should not overlook its origins. In the early sears of public education,
befOre standardized tests. oral examinations were conmionlv used to
evaluate students. Their variability and the fact that the results 'were
not available to others stimulated reliance on written examinations.
Consequently, essay examinations became the most common basis for
evaluating student achievement. In the early 1900s, however, research on
teacher assessment of essay examinations severely weakened professional
anti public confidence in such assessment. In the most influential study
of this kind, the researchers sent the same examination papers to about
two hundred schools and asked the teachers to grade the papers ac-
cording to the standards used in their school. The results indicated
that the teachers relied on different standards. weighed various fitctors
differently, and wet e not consistent in grading essays of similar quality.
EffOrts to improve both oral and written essay examinattons continued,
but reliance on them never recovered fully from the criticisms of them
in the early I 900s..7

mobility of the population added to the essur( it) uw mot e
consistent ways of assessing aptitude and achievcnient. For example, as
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college admissions became regional and national instead of merely lo-
cal, standardized tests replaced or supplemented teacher assessments,
which fluctuated widely even when identical achievement was involved.
Educational literature is replete with evidence that other means of
assessment--including those now advocated by critics of standardized
testingare characterized bv subjectivity, racial, gentler, and socioeco-
nomic bias, and a host of other factors that undernnne reliability."

On the face of it. an assessment instrument that is publicly available,
open to professional and lay criticism, prepared with extensive technical
assistance, and widely monitored is less likely to be characterized by
racial bias than assessments that are practically impossible to monitor !Or
objectivity and consistency. All too often, the critics of standardized
testing compare an imperfect existing mechanism (standardized tests)
with an ideal mechanism whose superiority has vet to be demonstrated.
To illustrate, Fair Test and NYPIRC suggest the following alternative to
standardized tests: -Students could do historical research, write up their
findings (a product), and explain and answer questions about it (a
performance). The end result can be scored, perhaps by a team of
educators, students, parents and other community members. Each stu-
dent can get feedback about his or her work during the process and at
the end. This already happens with projects for science fairs.'"

Significantly, the suggestion says nothing about who will organize the
team, how tnuch staff time it will take, whether team members will be
paid, or whether volunteers will be available if they are not. It does not
tell us whether black students and parents will evaluate the work of white
students or vice versa and what safeguards will prevent racial discrimina-
tion where the parties are from different racial, religious, or socioeco-
nomic goups. Nor does it explain why third parties should have confi-
dence in team .judgments, when standardized testing emerged in part
because of the absence of validiR and reliability when student achieve-
ment was assessed this way.'"

Of course, family background and social capital tflect achievement,
but that is not a deficiency in achievement tests. The tests reveal the fact
of unequal achievement: abolishing the mechanism that reveals it makes
no sense whatever. Different family environments affect children's health
in different ways, but nobody urges the prohibition of medical tests fOr
this reason. The contention that since everyone lives in a culture, tests
cannot be t ultut e het% and hence should be banned or deemphasized.
is likewise unpersuasive. Airline pilots are reel tined hum different racial

2
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gimps and c ultui es. N e t no one pi oposes to abolish standai clued tests
foi becoming an an line pilot

Finally, the predictive accuracy of standardized achievement tests ap-
propriately used does not vary from one racial group to another. Of'
course, a valid argument fOr standardized achievement testing does not
necessarily justifv other types of standardized tests, such as intelligence
and aptitude tests. This point, however, is consistently disregarded bv
critics. Because their criticisms are of standardized tests per se, it appears
that they are not motivated by objections that apply onlv to certain kinds
of tests. Essentially, the civil rights critics of standardized testing would
ban the use of the helpful infOrmat ion provided by tests becmise it is not
complete or perfect information. This is simply indefensible. Most of
our information is helpftil, not complete 01 perfect."

The foregoing comments notwithstanding, opposition to the use of
standardized testing sometimes has merit even when opposition to the
test per se does not. Legislation requiring teachers to pass a state test or be
fired is a case in point. Some teachers have been teaching and receiving
favorable evaluations for twenty Years or more. 'limey have acquired ten-
ure, that is, a property interest that cannot be taken from them without
due process of law. Under these circumstances requiring the teacher to
pass a statewide test or lose certification (and therefOre employment) is
a highly dubious policy. I support more teacher testing and higher
stimdards fOr sonic teaching positions, but the procedures adopted to
implement these objectives are also important. School boards as employ-
ers also have rights and responsibilities in these matters, and inflexible
state mandates may conflict with school board autonomy. One can sup-
port higher standards for teacher certification but oppose the dismissal
of veteran teachers who do not pass a state test. The fair and sensible
way to introduce the higher standards is to apply them to future teachers,
not to veteran teachers.

flow does racial conflict mer testing affect the future of public educa-
tion? Opposition to student testing is critical in this regard. As a result
of the attacks on testing, public schools tend to avoid assessment of
student achievement bv objective measures. Instead, greater reliance is
being placed on such subjective measures as teacher judgnwnts. As this
happens, citizens lose confidence in the credibility of public schools.
Within the schools, the absence of objective standards weakens snulent
incenti% es to study and to learn. Insofar as «miparatiNe levels of achieve-
ment no longer come into play, students lack meaningful comparisons
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with one another, hence incentives to improve are weakened. Opposition
to testing for other purposes, such as teacher licensing, also weakens
confidence in school quality. Even when tests are used for this purpose,
their low standards for passing may weaken public support as much as
the absence of testing.

As early as 1978, Paul Copperman warned that the elimination of
standardized testing was leading to educational decline. He identified
the disadvantaged minorities and the public education establishment as
the major opponents of standardized testing: as he analyzed the situation,
their success would render it impossible to hold educators accountable
or to assess educational innovations. In the Vears since Copperman pub-
lishe,1 his prescient analysis, conflict over testing has emerged in every
state and at every level of government. No matter how it turns out,
politically important constituencies are dissatisfied and try to change the
outcome. In this conflict, the evidence relating to testing pia\ s only a
minor role. That is one reason the conflict will continue and will continue
to erode support for public education.

Quotas and Affirmative Action

In and out of education, affirmative action and ethnic quotas have
becom? highly controversial issues. It is even difficult to define these
terms in a way that is widely accepted; as so often happens, the interested
parties try to define them in a way that predetermines the policy issues.
In this discussion I shall define a quota as any policy that is based on a
specified or required racial proportion of' personnel. Policies that 1 0.

percent of teachers be black or that 5 percent of admissions to graduate
school be from Asian ethnic groups are examples of quotas.

Several reasons underlie opposition to quotas. First, quotas are con-
trary to the principle of treating individuals according to their merits.
Suppose a quota requires that 10 percent of' the teachers employed be
from disadvantaged minorities. To meet the quota, it will normally he
necessary to employ teachers from disadvantaged minorities who are less
qualified than some teachers not protected bv quotas. Otherwise there
would be no need !Or the quota. Under the quota system, however, some
white teachers who are not responsible for past discrimination against
blacks, and who are better qualified than some beneficiaries of' the qua ita,
will not be employed for racial reasons. Furthermore, the beneficiaries
of quotas do not have to show that they are actually victims of disci imina-
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lion. If they could show that they are, they would not need quotas to get
redress. If they cannot show that they are victims of past discrimination,
they shoulct have no claim to be beneficiaries of a quota.

Another ohjection is that quotas are a threat to economic efficiency.
Any enterprise will sufkr if less qualified personnel are employed. In
addition, quotas present intractable legal and administrative problems.
Who is to be considered "black" or "Hispanic if there are quotas for
these groups? In some cases, applicants fOr employment have deliberately
changed their ethnic classification to "black" or "Hispanic" to increase
their prospects for employment. The prospect of having the U.S. Su-
preme Court decide who is black or Hispanic and who is not dismays
maiw citizens.

The arguments for quotas essentially assert that they are an expedi-
tious way of mitigating ethnic conflict and achieving an ethnic balance
that will foster social cohesion. Also, it is contended that the victims
of "reverse discrimination" do not experience the stigma and loss of
opportimity associated with racial discrimination." In effect, the pro-
quota fOrces view quotas as a c onvenient way to ac hieve equality of
outcomes, ari objective that goes far beyond redress for past discrimina-
tion.

Ostensibly, the antiquota forces seem to have the upper hand. I say
"ostensibly" because there is disagreement over whether certain policies
constitute quotas. On this issue. it is irrelevant whether the term "quota"
is explicitly included in the policy. Tlw basic issue is whether a policy
would coerce employers to adopt or accept quotas, even if not character-
ized as such. A clear majority opposes explicit quotas, hut there is no
clear majority on what forim of affirmative action would be quotas or
lead to them. These issues require some discussion of affirmative action.

Like quotas affirmative action may apply to virtually any educational
activity in which the proportion of persons I rom different racial groups
is or may be an issue. Affirmative action is especially difficult to define
because it has taken on so many different forms and meanings. According
to some, it consists of" a vigorous effort to identify qualified minority
candidates. Others define it as a policy of employing disadvantaged
minority candidates iltheir qualifications are substantially equal to those
of nonmitioritN candidates. In still another version. affirmative action is
the adoption of numerical goals anti specified procedures lir employ-
ment or ret ititment of disiuhantaged minot hies. I hat is. in some silica-
Units affirmative itction is a quota svsteni. iii elle( I. I define allirmati\ e

t
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action as an\ policy that is consciously intended to increase the propor-
lion of disadvantaged minorities, absent any specific proportion that
nutst be reached.

Genet-AIN speaking. affirmative action commands much more support
than quotas. Opposition to affirmative action is based partly on the viev.
that it leads to quotas. or that certain versions of it are really quotas
under a molv palatabk label. "rhis was evident from the congressional
(E.bate over civil rights legislation in 1990 and 1991. The Democratic
majority in Congress supported the proposed legislation as "affirmative
act ion; President Bush initially opposed it on the grounds that it would
lead to quotas, even though the legislation included an explicit dis-
claimer of their legitimacy.

Education is one of the major areas in which issues perutining to
firmative action are debated and litigated. In fact, the most important

single legal case on the subject involved a lawsuit to gain admission to
the medical school at the 1:nivel-sky of (:alifornia., Davis.' One of the
issues in tills case was whether the tiniyersiR could admit minority appli-
cants instead of Alan Bakke. a white candidate who was the plaintiff in
the iTtiollItioll of the case depended in part on whether, 01 to
what extent, the university could rely on race as one of the criteria to be
applied in admissions to medical school.

The university had initiated a program intended to recruit more non-
Asian minority students. Those students were placed in a special pool of
applicants. Indisputahly, admissions from this group had average test
scores substantially below those of the other s:adents admitted. Although
Bakke was admitted in a 5-1 decision by the U.S. Supr,..me (:ourt, en
the five justices who voted to admit him disagreed on the reasons for
theit decision. Subsequent judicial decisions and legislation have not
resolved the uncertain 0 onstitutional status of "affirmative action.' and
of preferential treatment of persons from disadvantaged minorities.'"

Whatever the constitutional status of affirmative action, every major
public school organi/ation supports it. I shall not trv to state how each
defines or practic es the c oticept; it appears, howeser. that public school
(it gani/ations are more receptive to quotas and jr.eferential treatment
for disadvantaged minorities than public opinion generally. In fact, the
Nil \'s «institution and 1.iN laws embrace quotas extenskelv. Some of the
ch.\ ant provisions are as hillows:

bOdies 01 the .1ssociation except the Review Board
shall be designated 1)5 the term 0rnimitter. There shall be a minimum
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of twenty (20) percent et hnic-nunori tv represeittation on each com-
mittee.

If after anv period of eleven (1 I ) tnsectitive membership years a
member of an ethnic-minority group has not seryed as President,
the Association shall take steps as may be legallY permissible to elect
a member of an ethnic-minority group.

Nlembers from ethnic minorities shall comprise at least twenty (20)
percent of the Board. The Representative Assembly shall elect
additional directors as appropriate to assure such ethnic-minority
representation on the Board . . .

Members from ethnic minorities shall comprise at last twenty (20)
percent of the Executive Committee. 'rite Representative Assembly
shall elect additional Executive Committee members as appro-
priate to assure such ethnic-minority representation.

Affiliates of the Association shall take all reasonable and legally
permissible steps to achieve on their elective and appointive bodies
ctlinic-miimritv representation that is at least proportional to the
ethnic-minoritv membership of the affiliate.

Each affiliate shall apply the one-person-one-vote principle For rep-
resentation on its governing bodies except that the affiliate shall
take such steps as are legally permissible to achieve etlmic-mMoritv
representation at least proportionate to its effinic-minoritv mem-
bership.

The Association shall, as vitcancies arise, employ at all levels of
service at least the same ratio of any ethnic minority as is that ethnic
minority to the total population of the United States:

Ethnic minority shall mean those persons designated as ethnic
minority lw statistics published by the United States Bureau of. the
(:ensus. This designation shall specifically include Black, Mexican-
American (Chicano), othet Spanish-speaking groups, Asian-
American, and Indian.'

Few, if any, other majot organi/ations in the United States are so
thoroughly committed to q iotas. To appreciate the significance of this
commitment, we must t elate it to the t hanging envitonment in civil t iglus
and ethnic politics. Despite the constitutional and statutory prohibitions
against discrimination, the economic and educational progress of disad-
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vantaged minorities has fallen far short of the expectations of the 1960s.
As the slow pace of" improvement persisted, the ethnic and civil rights
organizations representing disadvantaged minorities changed their strat-
egy and objectives. These changes include:

"Racism.' instead of deliberate racial discrimination and
racial segregation is viewed as responsible for the lag in ed-
ucational achievement levels by disadvantaged minorities.
"Racism- is seldom defined, but it usually turns out to be
nonracial policies that allegedly prevent disadvantaged minori-
ties from achieving economic or educational equality.

n t"rvacial °mance" or "diversity- or other vague objectives
have replaced the elimination of government-imposed segre-
gation and of racial discrimination in the public and private
sectors as policy objectives.

3. Organizations with large constituencies of disadvantaged mi-
norities have begun to move away from an emphasis on indi-
vidual tights to be free from discrimination to an emphasis
on policies based On membership in a disadvantaged group.
Quotas and preferential treatment fOr disadvantaged minori-
ties are the two leading policies in this category, although a
strong argument has been made that it includes all fOrms of
affirmative action.'

.As the NEA's adoption of quotas illustrates, these changes are not
confined to civil rights or ethnic organizations: they emerge in organiza-
tions in which the disadvantaged minorities play an important role. In
either case, the changes are likely to lead to intractable conflict. (The
absence of controversy over racial quotas in the N E. since their adoption
in l97( is remarkable, but I doubt that it will continue indefinitely.) By
and large, a broad consensus approved the end of govenlment-imposed
racial segregation and the prohibitions against intentional racial discrim-
ination in private employment. The change from opposing racial discrim-
ination to supporting quotas and preferential treatment, however, pre-
sents a drastically different situation.

To avoid ain. misunderstanding, let inc make it clear that I do not
take the position that quotas were never justified. From 1962 to 1969 I
was employed as an expert witness and consultant fOr the NAACP I egal
Defense and Education Fund on school integration cases. During that
time, quotas were sometimes proposed 115 11 ll'Inedv 161 massiw reffisals
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by recalcitrant employers to adhere to nondiscrimination policies. In
these situations, some sort of group remedy was required, not only to
redress large-scale discritnination in the past but to enjoin it in the fluttre.
Regardless of whether quotas were justified in these cases (I thought they
were), these situations differ sharply from those to whidi quotas are
applied today. For example, the beneficiaries of' the NEA's quota provis-
ions do not and need not claim that the NEA, or anyone else, has
discriminated against them, or that the NEA is determined to practice
racial discrimination in the flume.

Like political and membership organizations generally, the ethnic civil
rights organizAtions are under pressure to provide immediate benefits to
their constituents. As the overall position of disadvantaged minorities
failed to meet expectations, the organizations representing them es-
poused quotas and preferential treatment more openly than they had
in the past. Unfortunately, the knowledge, skills, habits, and attitudes
required to take advantage of the absence of discrimination cannot be
achieved within a short tipie: they often require years of study and
hard work. Preferential treatment and quotas cannot substitute fOr these
requirements and may even be antithetical to them. Realistically, -no
preferential treatment or quotas- is the only position that might bc
supported by a broad consensus in American society. Thus insofar as
public policy fosters preferential treatment or quotas, or is perceived as
doing so, intentionally or not, we can expect racial conflict to intensif.

Conclusion

The preceding discussion ltas not presented a comprehensive summary
of racial conflict in public education. , more complete list would include
conflict over the following:

1. Me desirability of ".Nfro-centered- curricula.
2. '1'ne portrayal of minorities in instructional materials.
3. Procedures to identik retarded stmlents or students requiring

other kinds of' special treatment.
Disciplinary procedures that have a disparate inipact on mi-
n( wines.

5. ILacial conflic t over administrative positions.
6. 1 eac her emplin mem and ssignments. \\*Iwn Hispanic thga-

nizations promote bilingual education, t'acy are pmmoting
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teaching positions for Hispanics: "black studies" and "Afro-
centered" curricula provide more jobs fOr black teachers:
and so on. Media treatment of- curriculum issues typically ig-
nores patronage or employment aspects and conveys the eno-
neous impression that the parties to the conflict simply differ
on what is best for children.

7. -clic appropriate allocation of resources to schools and pro-
grams serving racially different student bodies.

8. The research issues selected fOr study, the issues avoided, the
conclusions reached, and research funding. All of' these have
been profoundly affected lw racial conflict.

Racial conflict in education is likely to contiime. First, the ethnic civil
rights organizations are constantly probing hitherto neglected areas fOr
evidence of discrimination. Second, government agencies, school dis-
tricts. and institutions of higher education have established a host of
fUll-time positions devoted to affirmative action and/or other racially
oriented issues. Significanth, this bureaucracy has expanded during a
period when deliberate racial discrimination has declined. We have no
reason to expect this particular bureaucracy to be the first to declare
that its mission has been completed and that it should go out of business.
Instead, it will discover new evidence and new forms of racial discrimina-
tion in education. To put it bluntly, we have institutionalized racial
conflict.

Although racial conflict sometimes has beneficial consequences. it
moist be iewed as a major obstacle to educational reform. Teachers
and school administrators are highly sensitive to racial disparities in
achieNement. Superintendents are frequently hired for abilit to deal
with these disparitiesor fired fOr alleged inability to do so. Unquestion-
ably, the disparities arc a sensitive issue at all grade levels. In general,
the higher the standards, the greater the disparity between disadvantaged
minorities and other students. Consequently, the way to avoid or mini-
mize the disparities is to lower the standards. This solution reduces any
disparate impact on the minority students. It also enables teachers and
administrators to avoid racial controversy and adniinistrative hassling
likely to result from applying higher standards.

In my opinion, this lowering of standards is occurring daily in thou-
sands of m lassrooms: its negative elle( ts may pose a more serious problem
than the effects of controversies that are widely publicized. I am not
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asserting that even- teacher in even classroom follows this pattern. Un-
doubtedly, many do not. Regardless of what happens in classrooms,
however, public education faces a dilemma that it cannot resolve. On
the One hand, it is tillable to reduce substantial ethnic disparities in
educational achievement. On the other hand, it cannot face the fact
openly. The only alternative is to obscure the fact, but this can be done
only iw obscuring the educational achievement of all students.

In part, the public schools dileimna is of their own making. Public
education, like the media generally and higher education, has uncriti-
cally accepted the conclusion that ethnic differences in educational
achievement must be due to "racism- or "poverty." This conclusion is
based on the fear that concessions to any other explanation would be
intolerable. "fhis fear did not dominate civil rights policies in the mid-
1900s. In its first case dealing with quotas, the national staff of the NAM T
was carefUl not to support them. One staff attorney was "Yen disturbed-
about the effOrts of a local affiliate to pressure a grocery chain into
proportional employment. -since it appears to condone a quota system
... and would be. Of course. disastrous."'" Another attoniev who partici-
pated in NAACP litigation characteriied puTortional employment as
"unsound- and urged that the NAACP "base our demands . . . on the
democratic principle that we are entitled to equal opportunit based
upon merit and ability to compete in the labor market without being
prejudged on account of* race or color.'"

As a matter of fact, Thurgood Marshall, the NAACP's leading attorney
in the school segregation cases and later a Supreme ( :ourt Justice, was
explicitly critical of anv ethnic group claims for preferential treatment.
ln his oral argument before the Supreme Court in the school segregation
cases, Marshall said:

What we want is the striking down of race . . . They give tests to
grade children so what do we think is the solution? Simple. Put the
dumb colored children in with the dumb white children, and put
the smart colored children with the smart white childrenthat is
no pt.( )blent.

There are geniuses in both groups and there are lower ones in
bolt groups, and it has no bearing. No right of an individual can
be conditioned as to am aNct age ol other people in his hicial gi ()uip
or anv other group."

,
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And in February 1956 an interviewer interpreted Nlarshall this wax-.
'at the N.ery core of his concern was not the Negro but the individual

human being.- Improving conditions for blacks "was a worthy cause,
but it wasn't his cause.- Instead, his cause was "a society whose law and
government were based on a fUndamental belief in individual worth,
individual opportunity , and individual responsibility.- Subsequent
statements and judicial opinions bN Marshall are less adamant in uphold-
ing individualism, but the statements quoted reflect the dominant view
of the civil rights movement in the mid-I 900s; ln fact, long before then,
black educators had protested against certification standards that were
lower fOr black than for white teachers." Their demand was for equal
treatment. not preferential or less rigorous treatment.

Nlembership in a gimp is irrelevant if one is being judged as an
individual. Regrettably, in their eflOrts to achieve benefits for their mem-
bers, ethnic and racial interest groups fOster treatment of people as group
members. not as individuals. Conflict that weakens public education
is certain to increase as long as disadvantaged minorities emphasize
prderential policies and treat emphasis on pet sonal responsibility as
"racism- or "bhuning the Nictim.- As matters stand, public education
cannot stem the rising tide of race-oriented demands o respond to them
in ways that do not alienate its middle-class support.

Because of ethnic divisions, government benefits in the United States
are often viewed in an ethnic perspective. The prime example is welfare,
which is widely per«.ived as going to unmarried black women who bear
children as a means of support. Since black mothers constitute about half
of all single-parent families, the perception is not completely groundless.
Regardless, such disparities and perceptions often lead to hostility to
government services. The popular perception is that "they,- not "we,-
are receiving the benefits. It is much easier fOr homogeneous popula-
tions, such as the Japanese, to accept benefits that are viewed in a racial
frame of refetence in the United States.

Race-conscious policies arouse highly emotional reactions, and their
growing prominence bodes ill fiw public education. In the past the
disadvantaged minorities sought the same educational emit onment pro-
vided the white majority. Today there is a growing emphasis on their
right to a dif ferent educational environment. Of coin se, there are and
will continue to he dif ferences of opinion among blacks and llisponic
on this issue, hut we dre witnessing an ethnically (Irk en movement fin
educational wpm atism and dificrcinimion. Unlikc inmentents that inad-

,
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vertently weaken public education, this one may explicitly support alter-
nati es to it. As Linda F. Perkins comments:

The nation's public school systems have not served blacks well,
throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries . . private
schooling has accounted for a substantial portion of black educa-
tion. As working conditions within predominantly black schools
continue to be poor and achievement le\ els and attendance rates
of black students renlain low, it may be that blacks will return to
private schools as an alternative to the unsuccessful efforts of the
public schools."

Perkins urges blacks to emphasi/e private schools more than in the past.
If a sizable proportion of black parents and leaders do so, the political
base of public education will erode very quickly.



Equality of Educational
Opportunity Reconsidered

Racial conflict is only one aspect or equality of educational oppor-
tunitv. This chapter continues the discussion of that aspect but
also seeks to clarify the nonracial aspects. MY major objective is

to compare equality of educational opportunity under public education
with its probable development under a market system.

Despite the tutentionpaid to equal opportunity issues, their emotional

intensity is schh"" hilly "PPreciated. If you hi" enjoyed equal oPporiu-
intv but do not achieve or earn a high income, you are responsible for
your failure to do so. If -society- or some other external factor has
denied You equal Opportunity. VOW' self-esteem is not as vulnerable. Also,
society is more willing to help the disadvantaged who are seen as not
personally responsible fOr their plight. Thus there will always be conflict-
ing Views on how to define equal opportunin and what must be done to
establish it. Etl i lin.111.0 C.:A.1141(1's in nWOIne and achievement exacerl)aw
this problem, btu it would exist regardless; the tendency to blame the
umpire is not confined to athletic contests. And.just as low achievers will
tend to underestimate the extent of equal opportunity, persons who at-e
high achievers or have high inConles will tend to overestimate n.

An analogy mav help to clarifv the meaning of -equality oreducational
opportunity.- Suppose the intent is to provide equality of Opportunity
to win a one-mile race. Suppose also that I wa s born with only one leg.
It might seem impossible to equalife my chances or -winning the race.
but it could be dotw. (:oyernment might amputate one leg or everyone
else w ho elm:led the race, assuming amone did entel alter this means
ol equaliIing ()ppm hunts was announced.

202
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Needless to say, this is not what people have in mind in referring to
equality of opportunity. They do not think of it as weakening the strong-
est competitors but as providing additional support !Or the weaker ones.
As the hypothetical race illustrates. however. Imw equality is achieved is
of the utmost importance: is it achieved by restricting those deemed to
have advantages, or by empowering those deemed to be disadvantaged?
Another critical point is that two different meanings of "equality of
educational opportunity- are involved. One meaning is fair and Open
competition fOr scarce rewards: scholarships, grades. admission to higher
levels of education, and so on. Another meaning is that everyone has a
mathematically equal chance to succeed. When I refer to equality of
educational opportunity , I mean opportunities to succeed in fair and
open competition. "Fair and open competition,- however, waves many
questions unanswered.

Most discussions of equality of educational opportunity assume that
whatever the level of equality, raising it would be eY en better. If there is
emuilitY of opportunity for secondary education, we should expand it to
cover a college education. If there is equality of educational opportunity
For undergraduate education, we should expand it to graduate school.
Although popular, this point of view fails to come to grips with sonic
basic issues.

One is the conflict between equality of educational opportunitN and
liberty. Another is the relationship between equality of educational op-
portunity and productivity. A third is the extent to which government
slmuld seek to eliminate inequalities arising from nonschool factors.
such as socioeconomic status. As wc shall sec, these issues are closely
interrelated.

The Conflict between Equality and Liberty

Educational opportunity depends on several factors. Maii y. of them, such
as family interest in education and family resources, are not controlled
by schmds. Theoretically, our educational system might elhninate or
neutrali/e the effects of these non,chool factors. As was proposed by
Plato, we might take children from their families and raise them from
birth in state institutions. Eyen this would probably not lead to equality of
educational opportunity; the children of the more powerful government
k.adets vould receiye better opportunities than whirls. This happens
whew\ et- government completely controls education. In the United

)
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States. no olle proposes such a drastic approach, partly because it would
require destructitm of other social institutions, such as families and
religious organizations. Inasmuch as there is no support for a Platonic
approach. several nonschool factors affect equality of educational Oppor-
tunity in the real world.

Let us consider the matter as it typically arises. Children begin school
at age 5. Govermnent pays fOr their education through high school. (For
present purposes. I shall ignore the costs of e(lucation below the college
level borne lw families.) Conceptually, governnwnt could expand equal-
ity of educational opportunity in several ways. It could pay lOr additional
grade levels, such as preschool or «)llege. Or it could subsidize certain
educational services fOr disadvantaged students. such as remedial reading
or enrichment programs. Note, however, that whatever government does
along this line, additional costs arc involved. These costs must be paid
from tax revenues. As taxes go up. there is a corresponding restriction
on taxpayers' freedom to spend their moue\ as they see fit.

Although often overlooked. there is a basic conflict between liberty
and government effiwts to lOster equality of educational opportunity.
Ihe resolution of this conflict depends partly On our answer to tlUs
question: "ro what extent should government eliminate or reduce ine-
qualities of educational opportunity resulting from parental interests,
family resources, geographical location, cultural influences. and other
nonschool factors affecting educational aclUevement-::.

Our answers to this question differ widely. One reason is uncertainty
or conflict mer the educational influence of nonschool factors. Some
analysts minimize the importance of family stability and famils structure:
thev charge that public schools are citing these things merely to excuse
their failure to educate certain groups elkethek. Others contend that
spending more fin: public education would lw Rude as long as family life
is ill such disarra.

Developments in health care illustrate the fiscal consequences of
equality in public services. In 1972 the Social Security Act was amended
to cover 811 percent of du.' costs of kidney treatment. Every year. about
50.000 Americans suffer ft fi kidney failure. Renal dialysis is an appro-
priate treatment fOr a large nunilwr of these patients. The costs of renal
dialysis Val led from .S10,000 to S30,000 when the federal governmepl
Iwgan to defray percenf of the cogs.

I'm 101 I() this time, theme \ele inote machines than patients, .themaid.
it was impossible to acconunodate all the patients seeking dialysis. .\l-
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though the wealthy could ordinarily buy treatment, life and death choices
had to be made among others. Federal reimbursement, however, led to
greatly expanded production of diahsis machines; within a short period
of time, machines were widely available to all who reque::ted renal dialysis.

As often happens, the resolution of one problem len to some new
()nes. One federal report alleged that doctors were excesshele providing
renal dialysis for patients; clearly, it was in their financial interests to do
so. Furthermore, the criteria for deciding who would receive renal dial-
ysis varied widely; for example, some doctors applied age standards that
were not applied by others. While all of this was going on, the total costs
of renal dialysis grew dramatically. In 1974, the first year for which federal
payments were made, federal expenditures fOr dialysis treatment were
S229 million; by 1990, expenditures were S3.56 billion.' Obviously, this
meant that less was available fOr oth,r social needs, such as better educa-
tion, or fOr other medical problems. Inevitably, the question arose: Why
should th,. federal government be spending so much for kidney patients
when many more patients die From cancer or circulatory ailments:

Needless to say, patients suffering from kidney failure are not likely
10 assess the costs and benefits of renal dialysis objectively. Neither should
we expect the providers of renal dialysis to do so. Is the case any different
in education: Shoukl we :.xpect the student or parent beneficiaries. or
the providers of' education, to be objective about the costs and benefits
of' education subsidies: I do 1101 think so. And just as equalizing health
care may entail indefensible costs, so mav some effOrts to -equalize-
educational opportunity. Inasmuch as the producers generate most of
the pro-equalization rhetoric, we have good reason to be wary.

Itlio Pays fin. Equalization?

Whatever way we equalize educational opportunity, government typically
pays the additional costs. Question: Who pm's government to covet the
increased costs? To answer this question we must ask am tiller: What

kvel govcrumem would absorb the cost.? The budgetary problems of
the federal government (which arise partly from efforts to equalize other
servi('es and benefits) preclude any substantial federal absorption of the
equalization costs. local school districts might pick up more of the costs,
but the large urbat s districts where most Of the disadvantaged live simply
( annot do so. SIM(' highet tax rates would indm c companiesand families
IC> l'elOtatC. it is dif ficult to raise local taxes to equalize educational

I
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opportunit\ . For several reasons. therefOre. state governments have to
take the hit when we expand equality of educational opportunity. In
1920 state governments provided only 16.5 percent of school revenues,
where-as the local and federal shares were 83.2 and 0.3 percent respec-
tiwlv. In 1990-91 state governments provided 19.3 percent of school
revenues and the local and federal shares were 14 .5 and 6.2 percent
respectively.' In large part these changes resulted from efforts to equaliic
equality of educational opportunity by equaliiing expenditures per pupil
within each state.

For most of our Iiistowy. school revenues were based on property taxes.
Oyer time. school districts differed widely in the amount of taxable
property per pupil. Sonic districts inchided a great deal of taxable prop-
erty but relatively fCw pupils. These districts were able to spend more per
pupil despite a much lower tax rate than districts that included testi
taxable propert \ but higher numbers of students. Poor districts with high
tax rates for education still could not raise as much rewnue per pupil
IS wealthy districts with low tax rates.

Since 1968. lawsuits in at least thirty-two states havc alleged that the
state system of financing public education fails to provide equality of
educational opportunity.' Legally speaking. school boards are agencies
of the state governments. Thus the legal argument was that the states
were not prodding equal treannent bv allowing education funding to
depend on where pupils resided. The funding sNstem was alleged to be
unfitir to both taxpayers and pupils in poor districts.

In 1973 the U.S. Supreme Court held that these hulding inequities
were not a violation of the Fourteenth .Amendment.' The court's reason-
ing was that education was not a ftmdamental interest subject to judicial
se rutin\ under the Fourteenth Amendment: states did not haw to pro-
vide public education at all. The court concluded that the issue was one
for the states to resolse. Since 1973, efforts to cquali/e school funding
have fOcused on state julticial and legislative action. As of 1989, seven
state supreme courts had declared their state hinding of education to be
unconstitutional. whereas ten had upheld their school funding legisla-
tion. No consensus on the untied\ ing issues is evident. and man\ cases
ale still being litigated and new ones initiated.'

l'he issue in these cases is not whether ineeptities exist. It is whether
the inequities dolate state law Or state constitutions. The most common
state response has been to in( tease state aid to education and reduce-
the plopoitil c)I st hool le\ (lutes hom local pi (yet te tam's. What is
often owrlot tked. howeeet is that sales and othel regressid- taws are
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the major source of state revenues. The more school revenues come
from the states, the larger the share paid bv lower-income groups. Thus
it is highly doubtfUl whether the efforts to achieve equity in school
funding have been successful. Wide differences in per-pupil expendi-
tures may have been reduced somewhat, but lower-income groups are
probably paying a larger share of the total costs of public education.

As pointed out in Chapter 6, affluent taxpayers are likely to deduct
state and local taxes on their federal tax returns. but most taxpayers
take the standard deducdon. This situation has important educational
implications. Popular attention is focused on federal legislation like
Head Start that provides assistance to disadvantaged children. Mean-
while. affluent taxpayers receive much larger education subsidies from
the federal government through the deductibility of state and local taxes.
Understandabls. proposals to eliminate their deductibility are fiercely
resisted by states with high proportions of affluent taxpayers.

As with so many issues, a double standard is operative. Public school
organi/ations allege that tuition tax credits for the expenses of private
schooling would be a subsidy to the affluent. Actually, existing tax policies
subsidi/e the affluent who enroll their children in expensive public
salt tots. 'Fo do so. the parents must first have enough capital to buy
homes in affluent neighborhoods: Shaker I heights, Beverly I hills, Edina.
Scarsdale. Chevy Chase, and so on. It requires more resources than poor
people have to do so. Even sear. however, the taxpayers in these districts
benefit from the deductibility of" their school taxes. The increasing reli-
ance on state aid instead of local property taxes to finance public educa-
tion does not remedy the problem. State I ovenues are based primarily
on regressive taxes, such as sales taxes. Insofar as they are derived from
state income taxes. they reduce but do not eliminate the inequities
resulting 1 rum deductibilits on federal tax returns. In short, the emphasis
on appropriations fOr disadvantaged children is like a shell game: while
attention is focused on them, the indirect subsidies to affluent parents
for the education of their children in public schools are much larger.

inlet estinglY enough. research oil who pass fOr public education in
England also challenges the assumption that it benefits low-income fami-
lies. E. West has shown that the expansion of public education Oleic
was accompanied by large increases in taxes on consumption items, such
as tobacco products. Taking into account all the taxes pain fOr education.
nuts! families 50111(1 have been better of I if gosernment had shnpls
subsidi/ed those unable to pas instead of providing the sen ice for ev-
en one.'

BEST CUytt ,G
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lib() Benefits limn Equalization?

A nitwit higher proportion of students from middle- and upper-income
families than of those front poor or low-income families graduate from
high school and c. :lege. Thus poor and low-income families are doubly
hurt by state support lOr education: they par out a higher proportion of'
their income in taxes fOr education, but a much lower proportion of
students from within their own ranks benefit from it. Table 9.1 shows
the percentage of the 17-vear-old population that graduated from public
high school bv ten-year intervals from 1870 to 1989. hi interpreting
the table, bear in mind that until the 1940s public high schools were
predominantly college preparatory institutions and their graduates were
preponderantly from the middle and upper middle classes.

hi the light of the figures in Table 9.1, whose interests were best served
by maintaining high schools at public expense? Why would poor parents
want to support high schools at public expense when so few of then

TUN( 9./. Suit' of 17-war-old population imd perc(ntage graduating frmn
public high schools, 1870-1989

Number of 11 igh schm ii
17-vear-f cld s graduates

liar (in thousands) (c.;

1870 815 9.0''
I 880 946 2.5''
1890 1.259 1.8
1900 1,489 -1.2

1910 1,786 6.2
1920 1,855 12..1

1930 2,296 25.8
1940 9.403 47.7
1950 2,03-I 52.3
1960 2.672 60.9
1970 3,757 68.9
198() .1,262 6-1.5

1989 3,761 66.1

hulcs gi adnaies of irgulai flat hool programs. Es( hides graduates of odic.'
'Hog! anis. when separatel% repoi ltd. mil ipicins 1,1 high school egnivalenct
el Mu ate..

I,. liii Miles giadualcs of !Kiva!, high -4 Imok.
Isitittitcil

Sowell. Cunt cii Popithattth sr'. V-25: National Cetilci loi
thgrti f-ditcwiton Malt/lei. 1990 (\\,Ishingioir ( fin ei iilling ( )((it 1991 I, 1118.
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children attended them? Realisticallv, the shift from private to public
education was of greatest benefit to upper-middle-class farnilies with
large numbers of children, a common family pattern in the 19th and
early 20th centuries. Contrarv to popular opinion, public education is
still characterized b sc.% Te inequities, higher education even more so.y

As pointed out in Chapter 2, the demographic base of public educa-
tion has been eroding. The erosion has led to an all-out producer effOrt
to keep everyone in school as long as possible. Although couched in the
rhetoric of equal opportunitY, keeping everyone in school as long as the
traffic will bear is even more inequitable than a system of public educa-
tion serving primarily an upper-middle-class clientele. Let us see why this
is so.

Minimum wage and compulsory education laws require youth to at-
tend school until their upper teens. These laws raise the income of
workers who are already above minimum but decrease the earnings
of workers who cannot find employment at the minimum wage; such
unemployed workers lose valuable training and experietwe in addition to
cash wages. disequalizing effects of minimum wagc and compulsory
education laws are evident if we consider lifetime earnings. T'hose who
do not benefit from additional fOrmal education could narrow and
sometimes erase the gap in lifetime earnings if allowed to work inn time
at an earlier age. Instead. they are forced to choose between idleness
and unwanted and unneeded fOrmal education. (We have already seen
that there are no civic benefits to extended formal education.) Indeed,
the disequalifing effects are further exacerbated when persons who
cannot find employment at the minimum wage seek employment that is
not covered by the minimum wage laws: wages in uncovered employment
are depressed because more persons are fiwced to seek employment in
that sector.'

Barrier.s to Eatiitv

As a higher proportion of school reVelltles conies from the states, respon-
siveness to local preferences becomes less important. Ability to function
effectively in legislative and political processes becomes more important.
This adds to the disadvantages of the minorities who are disproportion-
ately poor. Vot instance, compared to whites, blacks are less likely to vote
or belong to political parties. contribute less to parties and candidates,

P
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sign fewer petitions, attend fewer political rallies, are less acthe in voter
i-egistration, and see government as less responsive to their needs.'

These indications of black disadvantage in the political process are
by no means exhaustive. Voter attitudes on public opinion polls have
consistently understated white opposition to black candidates. Although
such opposition is not necessarily or always based On race, it is sometimes.
If racial prejudice exists equally among blacks and whites, black candi-
dates are more disadvantaged because there are more white than black
voters. Under these circumstances, why should blacks, or the disadvan-
taged generally, rely on the political system to improve their educational
situation: Why especially should thev rely on state legislative action when
so much that happens in state legislatures depends on political processes
well hidden from public view:. Eyen in the absence of discrimination in
the political process, reliance on it to improve education is an uphill
struggle.

An obvious answer is that there is no alternative to reliance on the
political process. There is just enough plausibilitN in this response to
conceal its falsity. If the disadvantaged voters joined with others \du)
support a market system, the shift to it would come promptly. True, it
would be necessary to rely on political processes to effectuate such a
change, but it would be just as easy to change to a market system as to
enact the less drastic refOrms that already evoke the united opposition
of the public school establishment.

At the present time, "institutional racism" is often alleged to be a
maim obstacle to black and Hispanic progress. phraw refers to
public policies that are racialh neutral on their face but nevertheless
function to the disadvantage of minorities. The change from electing
city councils by wards to electing them at large in municipal elections is
often cited as an example; the change is allegedly made to prevent black
neighborhoods from electing black council members. Personally. I do
not agree that public policies that have a disparate impact on blacks arc
necessarily racist. but let us accept the idea for the moment. In that case,
the more one detects institutional racism in the political process, the
stronger the argument fOr a market system of education.

Equalitarian Dilcinmas

It is often overlooked that effOrts to ac hiew equalih conflict with

equal opportunity between individuals. Tins Point was evident in tile

I
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Bakke case discussed in Chapter 8. As we have seen, Bakke's application
to medical school was not accepted although tiN qualifications were
superior to those of minority applicants who were accepted; to increase
the proportion of minority students, the medical school had reserved 16
of 100 openings for blacks. Asians, native Americans. and Chicanos.
Clearly the effort to achieve group equality was in direct conflict with
equality between individuals.

The conflict is inherent in all efforts to promote group equality. All
such effOrts require deviation from the principle that equality should
be a relationship between individuals. Unfortunately, the advocates of
equality often advocate both kinds of equality, unaware that they are
advocating contradictory objectives.

Such contradictions are inevitable even if' onlv one disadvantaged
group is involved. In practice, the conflicts between group and individual
equality often involve several groups. Indeed, perhaps 73 percent of
the population are members ot groups specifically protected against
discrimination. (:onsequently, affirmative action for women may conflict
with all irmative action for blacks and llispanics, or vice versa. As we add
additional groups, we add to the discrimination against groups and
individuals who supposedly most need protection against it. White men
are not the only group who may suffer from effOrts to achieve group
equality.

Equal Prospects m. Equal Aleans?

Government provision ofequal means for students of unequal talent will
result in unequal outcomes. For this reason, some analysts contend that
equality of educational opportunity exists when two individuals of equal
talent and interest have the sante probability of achieving a certain
educational goal. At first glance, this approach makes good sense. If a
disadvantaged high school student has the ability and interest to perfOrm
well in college. we want such a student to have the same prospect of
doing so as an affluent student of equal ability and talent.

Despite its obvious appeal, this definition of equality of educational
opport tit ty encounters difficult practical problems. First, if our objective
is equal prospects lor success, we must adopt unequal means. Given the
multitude of factors that affect the prospects for success in anv field, the
distribution of means (whether in cash or services) poses extremely
dif ficult information and political problems. We would have to know
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what factors impede success and to what degree. We would also have to
know what means would overcome the obstacles to success. All of these
matters are highly controversial, to say the least.

Chapter 2 pointed out the importance of social capital for educational
development. One school of thought is that increased government ap-
propriations can overcome the handicaps resulting from a lack of social
capital, hut this position is no longer so widely held. Unless we agree on
the obstacles to success, the distribution of means to achieve it will not
command widespread support. Of course, this is not justification for
taking no action at all to increase equal educational opportunity.

If equal educational opportunity meant equal chances to be success-
ful, we might use a lottery to decide who would receive higher levels of
education. This would achieve equality at a heavy price. If luck instead
of hard work decided the outcome, students' incentit es to study would
be weakened considerably. In short, this wav of equalizing opportunity
would involw unacceptable costs.

The most troublesome problem with e(1ttality as equal prospects is
that there is no agreed-upon way to apply ;( to students of diverse talents
and interests. Consider the students in a seventh-grade homeroom. A
has the talent and interest to be a nuclear scientist. B wants to be a
beautician. C and 1) have average academic ability but no strong interests
at this time. E wants to become a plumber. F plans to work in a fitmilv
clothing store. And so on. With due regard for the unpredictability of
talents and interests, what is required to equalize educational opportuni-
ties among these different students:'

Public schools usually tn to provide equality of means with some
exceptions to equalize prospects. For instance, wc spend moll' to educate
handicapped students or students who are not proficient in English, or
students who need remedial services. In these cases, we deviate from
equal means on the basis of need. Most peopk are comfortable with the
underlying idea, which often arises outside of education as well. Suppose
as a result of a threat on Your life, a police officer is assigned to guard

iu home. The police provide unequal means becallse unequal means
are necessary to provide equal protection.

Ostensibly, more binds are spent for disadvantaged students. This is a
connnon imp! ession since they are the beneficiaries of highly publicized
appropriations targeted to t.teir needs. As we have seen, the public school
establishment claims that public school costs arc higher than private
school ( osts because public school student populations include higher
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proportions of disadvantaged students. T.he claim that more is spent on
disadvantaged students is not necessarily valid, however; in many districts,
it clearly is not.

Generally speaking, teachers prefer to teach upper-middle-class pupils
in upper-middle-class schools. To the extent that seniority prevails in
transfers to open positions, the most senior teachers end up teaching in
such schools. Inasmuch as teacher salaries are based largely on seniority,
the per-pupil cost of edncating upper-middle-class children often ex-
ceeds the average per-pupil costs in inner-city schools in the same dis-
trict." Even when the costs of special sen ices in inner-city schools are
taken into account, school districts often spend substantially more per
pupil on theit upper-middle-class students. Tlw disadvantaged pupils
receiving special services costing S5,000 per classroom may be taught b
a teacher receiving S25,000 annually: meanwhile pupils not receiving
S5,000 in special services may be taught by a teacher paid S40,000 annu-
ally. There is no doubi that this situation is a common one. In some
districts, such as Philadelphia, teachers have gone on strike to block
effOrts to assign the most experienced teachers to inner-city schools.

Although most people accept some exceptions to equal means, the
exceptions raise several difficult problems. Most exceptions are justified
on the basis of special need. If exceptions are allowed, however, various
groups seek an exception in their own behalf; it is easy to think of reasons
why Your group deserves special help. Rural areas claim unequal means
because they have to spend more fOr transportation. Urban districts
claim unequal means because urban areas are characterited by severe
family and neighborhood lweakdowns. The argument is made that gifted
students are being neglected, so we now have organizations devoted to
making sure gilled students have special courses and progri.ms. There
is no commonly accepted wav to measure these claims: the outcome
usually depends on political considerations, not on the merits of the
excepti(ins.

Some people are willing to be taxed much more than others to foster
equality of educational opportunity. Some are reluctant to be taxed very
much because they doubt the efficacy of equali/ation policies. Some
are willing to support expanding equal access to health care but not
education, or vice versa. A critical point is that the choice between
equality of educational Opportunity and liberty is not at) irrevocable
once-and-for-all decision: the conflict arises in a host of decisions and
the same intik idual mav be on different sides, depending on the specifics

tj
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of each decision. For example, an indisidual may support expanding

I-lead Start in the elementarv.grades but be Opposed to race-exclusive

scholarships in higher education.
Once we recognize that absolute equality in any service is impossible

to attain, our approach to issttes of equality takes on a different character.

Knowing that we cannot hulls. equalize access to health care, shelter, and

education, who should decide what is most important to bus.? Given a

choice, mans parents would choose health care or shelter over educa-

tional opportunity. In other words, the presumed beneficiaries of equal-

ity of educational opportunity would often assign a higher priority to

improving other services. This is a strong argument on equity grounds

for leaving the decisions to consumers instead of mandating the levels

of' equality in various services.

Equality ol Opportunity in the Classroom

Nlost discussion of equality of educational opportunity ignores equality

issues relating to classroom procedure. One exception is the possibility

that teachers percent.' disadvantaged minority stndents as less able and

thereby set in motion a self-ThIfilling prophecy that is harmfid to them.

The tact is, however, that issues of equal educational opportunits are

present eyerv dav in classrooms regardless of their ethnic composition.

Quite possibly, the way teachers resolve these classroom issues is even

more important than the aspects of equal opportunitv that are widely

publicized. Regardless, the resolution of equal opportunity issues within

classrooms provides some helpfid clues to the was such issues arc resolved

at the school, district, state, and federal levels.

Christopher Jencks, a professor of sociology at Northwestern [nivel--

sits, has discussed these issues thoughtfully and I shall follow his analysis

of them. Jencks visualizes an elementary teacher (Ms. 1-ligginsl who

believes that equity and excellence are important. Ms. 1 liggins's class

enrolls a heterogeneous group of twenty-five pupils. Jencks does not

assume any particular grade level, but let us assume Ms. Higgins teaches

fourth grade. In that case, some of her pupils may read at the eighth- or

ninth-grade level. (len higher: others, however, will still be reading at a

first-grade level. The pupils will vars. in other ways as well: interest in

school work, parental support, resources at honw. and SO on.

Fru!" the standpoint of equality ul educational oPPurttillits, lmw

should Ms. Higgins allot ate het t ime among these pupils? Jencks suggests
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at least five diflerent ways, all based on principles that deserve serious
consideration. Following his terminology, they are as follows:

1. Moralistic justice. Ms. Higgins devotes more time to students
who try harder. Since ascertaining level of effort is often dif-
ficult, she may tend to equate effort with achievement, even
though superior achievement by A may require less effort
than average achievetnent by B.
Humane justice. Ms. Higgins allocates more time to pupils who
are most disadvantaged.

ut...tar.anism. The students who want Ms. I figgins's3. 't ;

time the most get it.
4. Enlightened utilitarianism. Ms. Higgins tries to maximite social

welfare in the long run. This requires taking into account the
benefits to others and molding of time allocations based on
immediate benefits or satisfactions.

5. Denweratic equality. Evers student gets equal time, regardless of
effort or short- or long-range benefits to students or to any-
one else.'"

As Jencks points out, each principle leads to a different distribution
of Ms. I 1 iggins's time. Of course. teachers may act on different principles
from one situation to the next. but that only underscores the problem. As
Jencks asks, is there any value in the principle of equality of educational
opporunlity if it embraces or is perceived to be consistent with so many
conflicting patterns of teacher conduct:

Before attempting to answer this question. let me raise another one
that Jencks does not discuss. Is there any consistency between the ways
teac hers resolve educational opportunity issues in classrooms, and the
policies or philosophies of- the schools in which the). teach'? For instance.
the school philosophy may be -humanc.justice,- that is, that the school
should try to compensate fOr students' disadvantages as best it can. Yet
even if this is official policy. t-achers may often deviate from it in day-to-
day classroom activities. hit example, they may allocate more time to
students who try harder. even if they are not the most disadvantaged
students in the class. My guess is that inconsistency prevails, not only
atnong teachers but among schools and school districts as well. Schools
rarely if ever adopt policies on teacher time that give teachers anv practi-
cal guidat" "" OPPortunit` issues. In 'addition. It'achers an' not
asked their views on the subject when they are interviewed, and equality
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issues in the classroom are treated peripherally in most programs of
teacher education.

What, then. should we conclude about equality of educational oppor-
Utility? Is it merely a rhetorical device? Inasmuch as it is uscd to support
contradictory policies. is the phrase really meaningkss: At least one
eminent scholar, James S. (:oleman, has concluded that it is, because
achieving complete equality of educational opportunity is imp)ssible*
In my view, however. Coleman's conclusion is not justified for two rea-
sons. First, the practical impossibility of' achieving complete equality of
educational opportunity does not render the concept meaningless. We
may not be able to establish a colony in a distant galaxy, but that fact
renders the concept impossible of fulfillment, not meaningless. Second.
the concept of equality of educational opportunity may not tell us what
to do in certain situations, but it can still bc usefnl in telling us what not
to do. As.jencks points out, circumstances ofien .justify deviations from
equal time to students regardless of need, advantage, or benefit. The
com ept of equality of educational opportunity requires justification for
such deY iations; it does not or should not necessarily prohibit them.

Thc Conflict bctween Equality and Productivity'

Evenone wants both equity mid excellence. What if, however. measures
to equalize opportunity jeopardize the mwmge level of educational
achievement:. This possibility is not mere speculation. International com-
parisons indicate that the educational systems with the highest average
levels of educational achievement are also those with the most extensive
tracking.' Although the evidence to this effect is not conclusive, it is too
substantial to be dismissed out of hand. Furthermore, there is at least
one good reason to anticipate this outcome. Education is not equally
valuable to everyone; sonic students will benefit from it far more than
others with equal opportunities to learn. Understandably, OM society as
a whole mav conclude that differential investment in education pavs a
higher social dividend than a strict egalitarian approm h to it.

.

I A.1 me concede that the identification of talent is frequently difficult
and uncertain, should always be regarded cautiously , and should be
subject to change with new evidence. Nevertheless, we cannot contiime
as talent agnostics forever. At some point. decisions have to lw made:
Should society invest mole of its resmirces hi educating this person:' If
it should, in what educational endeayor: Educational i hetoric of ten
refers to developing everyone's talents to the limit; this is tlw sort of fuzzy
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rhetoric that gets us into trouble. It is impossible for society to develop
even one of everyone's talents; it probably cannot develop all the talents
of one person. The question is, who should decide how much to invest
in different talents?

Tlw Rawls Solution

In recent Years, one particular effort to reconcile equality of opportunity
and productivity has dominated policy analysis. As propotulded bv John
Rawls, the solution is that "the higher expectations of those better
situated . . . work as part of a scheme which improves the expectations
of the least advantaged members of society...1' This position asserts that
inequalities may be justified only if they lead to betterment of "the least
advantaged members of society... Strictly speakhig, it does not consider
inequalities.justified if they better most members of society: the Rawlsian
requiretnent is that they benefit "the least advantaged members."

Although the principle seems clear, its application to specific circum-
stances tnay not be. How can we tell whether an inequality will benefit
the "least advantaged" members of society? Who are "the least advan-
taged- and on what criteria? If an inequality benefits most people,
including the disadvantaged but not the least advantaged, most people
will probably feel the inequality should be permitted if not encouraged.
Furthermore, the Rawls proposal might allow much greater inequality
than now exists; an inequality might benefit everyone, but benefit the
top socioeconomic strata more than the lowest.

One can challenge Rawls's proposal in many ways, but it does suggest
a guide to resolution of some equality issues. The critical point is that
not all inequalities are undesirable. If they contribute to the welfare of
the disadvantaged, or are essential to it, they may be justified.

I low does this relate to equality of educational opportunity'? Investing
in the education of the more talented may result in more benefits fOr
everyone than investnlent in the education of the less talented. Of course,
we cannot equate "morc talented" with "most Favored- in socioeco-
nomic terms, or "least talented" with "the disadvantaged.- However.
unless wc are prepared to select future mathematicians, doctors, engi-
neet 5, scientists, and so on lw lot, we have to rely on the admittedh
imperfect ways of identifying talent that we have. Ve can and should
scat ch lot better was, but wc cannot wait lot a procedurc that is unerr-
ingly iiccurate: no such procedure is likely to emerge.

Undeniablv, widely used that it
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is not proportionatek distributed throughout all social classes. Even if it
is, however, equality of educational opportunity can be pushed to a point
of diminishing returns. Pntctically speaking, we must scrutini/c appeals
to equalit fOr their impact on the level of equality. Also, we must consider
who benefits from and who pays for policies ostensibly intended to help
the disathantaged. This scrutiny casts serious doubt on public education
as the vehicle of equality of educational opporumity.

The Distribution Dilemma

A belief on the part of the disadvantaged that they have been accorded
a fair opportunity to succeed is an important social benefit that may
not show up in conventional cost accounting. Unfortunately, using the
rhetoric of equal opportunity as a fig leaf to cover subsidies to the middle
class has little effect on this belief. Furthermore. additional help will
seldom be enough to persuade its beneficiaries that they are being
treated fairk. "Fairness- is a moving target that is impossible to reach.

Recogni/ing the self-serving nature of most rhetoric On equality is
essential, but it does not tell us when additional equali/ation would be
counter-productive. A thousand dollars spent bv a millionaire fOr a bottle
of rare wine could do inure good if spent to educate a disadvantaged
child. Fair enough. But what about the producing side? Do we treat
nonproducers the same as producers? .1re there anv ethical as well
as economic considerations in how much we take fl'orn producers to
distribute to nonproducers. or less productive producers? Of course. we
have a political system that resolves such questions, but politics does not
resolve the ethical or economic issues. I .egislators ma\ vote to redistrib-
utt, or not to redistribute, because that is what their constituents want.
but on what basis shmild the constituents decide what should be done?

hl 111V VieW, the ethics and et onomics of distribution should be related
to the ethics and economics of production. The issue here is not onh
how we determine who is most likely to be productive. It is how shottkl
we distribute the gains from increased productivity. Unless the imor
stand to benefit frmu increased productivity. they have no stake in the
policies that would tOster

The distributional arrangements must avoid weakening producer in-

"mit"' Pr"vklittl-', 'Idequiltt* inuctukcs hu thc tht"l\ "tagrd to
"have faith in the sstent.- Achieving such a balance through our pond-
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cal system is an inunenselv difficult task. First, there is no unified social
control over inyestment in education and the distribution of the returns.
Second, the informational problems are more difficult. Who benefits, by
how much? Thial, the link between effort or sacrifice and return is much
more difficult to ascertain. Fourth, the problem of achieving agreement
on the extent and distribution of increased productivity becomes more
complicated as the number of parties involved increases: when tens of
millions are involved, we are bound to overinvest or underinvest on a
large scale. And so on.

Race complicates the problem, perhaps to the point of rendering it
insoluble on a widely accepted basis. It is essential to have widespread
popular support fOr our economic and educational system. Some redistri-
bution is necessary to achieve this objective. A major danger is that
socioeconomic differences will also be, or be perceived as. racial differ-
ences as well. When this happens. a "We-Thev- attitude undermines
both willingness to redistribute and acceptance of the importance of"
productivity. Public education tends to emphasi-:e redistribution without
regard to its effects on productivity. Efforts to call attention to the latter
are characterized as racist, motivated by greed or selfishness, lacking in
compassion. or some other pejorative phrase. As long as this situation
prevails, public education cannot reach a sensible accotnmodation be-
tween productivity and equality of educational opportunity. No matter
what government does to equalize educational opportunity, it will not
be enough to satisfy our professional .equalitarians. In their pursuit of
equality without regard to productivity, many are just as self-serving
as the opponents of policies intended to achieve greater equali ty. are
suppowd to be.

Public Education and the Mythology of
Equal Opportunity

As Chapter I pointed mit, public schools were not established to provide
eytalitv of educational opportunity.. On the contrarv, in view of the fact
that the majority of children did mit even attend high school until the
1930s, public education was an extremely inegalitarian institution.

From 1890 to 1940, high school retention rates increased dramatically.
Several factom ,. contributed to this development. ( ompulsorv education
laws raised the age of school leaving. In most states, child labor laws,
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aggressively supported by the labor movement under the guise of helping
children. made it difficult or impossible for urban children to enter the
labor market.

Typically. students had to stay in school until they were eligible to
work fUll time as an adult. Afimg with the labor movement. the public
school establishment vigorously supported the expansion of public edu-
cation. In the period 1930-1960, public education was swept up in the
movement widely known as "life adjustment education.- Great stress
was placed on "meeting the needs and interests- of studentsin brief,
on instituting curricular and extracurricular changes that would suppos-
edly appeal to the rising hordes of secondary school students who would
have dropped out in an earlier era. Courses such as home economics,
typing, business mathematics, driver education, c onstuner education.
and the like WeIV introduced in states and school districts everywhere. A
few voices of' protest well` raised, but they had no appreciable impact on
the course of events in public schools.

Efforts to persuade students to stay in school in the first half of the
twentieth centun differed in at least one fundamental way fmm current
eflOrts. In earlier times, it was assumed that most students were not able
to perform igorous college preparatory work: trigonometry, physics,
chemistry, and so on." The assumption was not based on racial consider-
ations. Today, however, it is politically and often educationally impossible
to challenge publicly the view that most students can successfitlly com-
plete rigorous college preparatory programs. Paradoxically. although
the need for vocational or commercial or general tracks was initially
based on white perceptions of differential abilities among white students,
the existence of such tracks has conic to be challenged by black leaders
as "racist.-

It is understandable why contemporary opinion should fail to appreci-
ate the (11011110ns inequality in public education generations ago. What
is much less understandable is the widespread failure to appreciate how
public education, especially public higher education, continues to favor
middle- and upper-class families. At one time, most college students were
enrolled in private institutions. After World War II the market share of
public institutions increased, to the point where they enrolled an esti-
mated 77.8 percent of the college population in 1991.1' Gmernment
f finding that enabled public institutions to keep tuition charges cx-
ti cutely low was the main reason 1 or this expansion. Fut thermore, even
the private institutions have been subsidiied l, goct nment in 5,0 jou,
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ways: research grants, scholarships, student loans at less than cost, and
so On.

"these enormous middle- and upper-class subsidies allegedly enable
qualified poor students to go to college. With each increase in public
assistance, professorial salaries rise while the higher education lobby
warns that if the government does not provide more assistance, it will fail
to Provide -equal opportunity'. to economically disadvantaged students.
Meanwhile, despite frantic effiwts to recruit disadvantaged students from
minorities, there is onlv a negligible increase in their number, especially
in critical scientific and technical fields.'" The same inequalities that
characterize secondary education are still operative, except at even
higher and more expensive grade levels.

In a market system, those who can affOrd higher quality pay fOr it; that
is how our economic system is supposed to work. Government provides
food, health ( ire, and shelter for those who cannot afford these things.

II does hlot, however' Provide equality ofgastronomir opportunity, health
care, or shelter. Instead, it provides a certain level of support below which
no one is supposed to fall. The levels of government assistance mav go
up or down, depending on the state of the economy and other factors.
but the goods and services provided this way are not intended to be equal
to those Purchased from personal fnds.

Whv is equality of educational opportunity a major issue, but not
equality of shelter or of food? Perhaps wc should be more concerned
about the level of these other benefits fOr the poor, but that is not the
issue here. Even if we improved these benefits, the rationale would not
be equality but the adequacy of government assistance. Food and shelter
are just as important as fOrnial educaticin for the long-range welfare of
chiklren; in some respects, they are much more important. Nevertheless,
equality with respect to these benefits is not a major political issue.
.Flw reason is that the producers of fOod and shelter do not regard
equalization as an objective; their interests are served by adequacy, not
equality of consumption.

The case is otherwise in education. Tlw educational producers use
-equality of educational opportunity- to maximize their own welfare in
several ways. The higher tlw level at which we institutionalize the concept.
the more benefits fOr the educational producers. In an earlier era.
government provided elementary education fOr everyone; today, hill
government support du ought high st hool is irtualh universal. Ihe argu-
ment is now being made that government should absorb the costs of
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higher education as well. Many.justifications are given for this proposal,
but "equal educational Opportunity" is the most persuasive. The produc-
ers are well aware that it is much easier to demonstrate "inequalities"
than "inadequacies."

Equality of Opportunity under a Market System

There are several reasons to believe that a market system would be more
conducive than public education to equality of educational oppoo
First of all, our preoccupation with government as the fOcus of equaiiza-
t ion effOrts is contrary to our experience. That experience demonstrates
that a market system equalizes access to services more effectively than
government pros ision of them. At one time, only royalty had access to
the arts. The masses could not afford to enjoy the work of musicians,
painters, dancers, and other at-tists. Today, tit( ts ate available to
virtually even one through radio, television, records, and tapes. What was
formerly a pri ilege or the few is now available to the massessurely, a
major step toward equality. Similarly, foods that once were available only
to royaltyand then on a limited basisare available to everyone, even
buyers using fnod stamps. Breezes that lbrmerly required servants or
slaves are now available to everyone by means of electric fans. During
the Middle Ages. the nobility resented efforts bv others to imitate their
clothes. Laws were passed to prevent this, and to ensure that dress
reflected social status. Eventually, such efforts to maintain inequality of
dress were swept away lw the rise of capitalism mid mass production.
These equalizing developments, and thtnisands like them, were not the
result of benevolent government. "Ehey were the outcome of an economic
process, not a political one.

In a market economy. producers constantly seek larger markets. Their
incentive is that larger markets bring them larger financial rewards, but
their actions benefit others as well by enlarging the scope of equality.
For instance, the poor today have access to worldwide systems of commu-
nication that were not available to even the wealthiest citizens in earlier
times. Producers achieve larger markets lw increasing quality and reduc-
ing cost. In effect. the process tends to expand equality of consumption.
Vaccines equalize access to health care, telephones to communication,
and so on.

As a matter of fact, market processes have even affected the definition

L
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of "poor- or "disadvantaged.- \lost "poor- people in the United States
today have better shelter. eat better, and own more property than did
the average U.S. citizen for most of this century. According to the Bureau
of the Census:

22,000 poor households own swimming pools or Jacuzzis
38 percent of the poor own their own homes
62 percent of poor households own a car
14 percent of imor households own two cars
31 percent of" poor households have microwave ovens
almost half of poor households have air conditioning.

According to one recent analysis, tfter adjusting for inflation, the per
capita expenditures of' the lowest fifth of U.S. households in income in
1988 exceeded the per capita income of the median American household
in 1955. The average "pot w- .1merican lives in a larger lumse or apart-
ment than does the average Western European. Poor Americans eat far
more meat, are more likeh to own cars and dishwashers, and are more
likely to have basic modern amenities such as indoor toilets, than is the
general Western Etimpean population.'

In slmrt, the "poor- are a moving target. We must distinguish between
the absolute poor--those who lack fOod, shelter, or resourcesand
those who are poor only in the sense of haying less than most of their
fellow citizens. No one doubts the existence of the poor in the absolute
sense. It appears. however, that their number is much less than might
be supposed from media treatment of the subject.

The distinction lwtween absolute and relative povetay is relevant to
our analysis of' equality of' educational opportunity. People tend to be

more willing to alleviate absolute than relative poverty. Willingness to pav
higher taxes to equalize opportunity will depend partly on the amount of
the tax bite: it will also depend partly on the nature of the inequality
being eliminated or reduced. Appeals to help the poor citc the absolute
poor as examples: lumping them with the relative poor mavjeopardize
.tssistance for the absolute poor.

Under the circumstances that prevail in education, market systems
are likely to reduce discrimination. whether against blacks or any other
minority. Inasmuch as racial discrimination is prohibited by law, the
Objections to a market system based On predictions that schools would
discriminate in cm ollment ol- employment are weak to begin with. Let
us suppose, however, that there is a gray area ill which schools can
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discriminate without violating the law. First, consider the matter from
a management perspective. Suppose two schools are competing. One
welcomes black students: the other does not. Other things being equal,
the former will attract more students than its discriminating competitor.
It is contended that other things will not be equal because the school
that discriminates will gain more students (students who prefer such a
school) than it will lose from it-, discriminatory policies. I shall consider
this possibility shortly; first, let us consider the matter from a teacher
perspective. Tlw school that avoids black teachers will narrow its pool of'
applicants and tlwrefOre may have to pay higher wages to satisfy its
prejudices. Tlw school that does not discriminate in employment can
take advantage of the entire pool of qualified teachers. I,et us not over-
look the fact that unions of white employees in the United States sup-
ported racial discrimination to avoid competition from black workers.
White unions in South Africa wet e among the leading proponents of'
apartheid fOr precisely this reason.

Actually, segregation per se was only one way that governments dis-
criminated against blacks in public education. Black teachers were often
paid much less than white ones. Black schools had less equipment, fewer
books, less adequate facilities. They had fewer educational options and
fewer services. In view of' the appalling level of government discrimina-
tion against blacks, not just in education but in other public services as
well, it is somewhat anomalous that blacks should regard government
provision of' service as most likely to provide equal treatment.

In part. black attitudes are based on U.S. Supreme Cout decisions
holding government-imposed racial segregation to be unconstitutional,
the enactment of' the Civil Rights Act of 1964, and the establishment of
several federal agencies to remedy alleged instances of racial discrimina-
tion. What is widely overlooked is that the 1954 U.S. Supreme Court
decisions struck down racial segregation imposed by governments, kwal,
state, and federal. The decisions might have some bearing on which level
of government provides the most protection fOr civil rights, but they are
irrelevant to whether markets result in more racial discrimination than
govermnent delivery of the same service. Integrated private schools ex-
isted in manv states ",at racially segregated their public schools. Flu-them--
more, government compliance with tlw Civil Rights Act has been less
fOrthright than private-sector compliance. In public education, litigation
over «anpliance has dragged out for decades: in 1990 the U.S. Supreme
Court resolved school assignment cases that had been litigated for nearly
twenty Veilrti.

2 A
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In some situations, market forces have reduced racial discrimination
sanctioned by government. Price V. Fishback has described an interesting
example in West Virginia in the early. 1900s. At that time, the coal
companies had to recruit coal miners because of tight labor markets.
Many mines were in isolated areas lacking an adequate labor supply. To
recruit miners, the coal companies brought in European immigrants
and blacks from nearby states. The wages of black and white miners were
substantially equal. In addition, the coal companies actively sought to
reduce unequal treatment for blacks in the public schools. The reason
was fundamental: equal educational opportunity for miners' children
was helpful in recruiting black coal miners. School expenditures for
white and black children were substantially equal in West Virginia at a
time when per-pupil costs in nearby states were two to seven times higher
for white than for black children.'s

In 1896 the U.S. Supreme Court upheld the "separate but equal"
doctrine in Messy v. Ferguson. Nevertheless, southern states and school
districts flagrantly ignored the "equal" dimension of the decision; about
1910, fOr example, southern school expenditures per black student were
only 40 percent of expenditures per white student. Indeed, in a well-
known study published in 1944, the Swedish sociologist Gunnar Myrdal
expressed surprise that public education for blacks had not been abol-
ished completely in the South during the period when they were being
disenfranchised by various means)"

Robert A. Margot points out that economic competition preserved
what little support black schools received. Blacks migrated to areas where
educational opportunities were better. As a result, southern farmers and
industrialists were fOrced to support education for blacks in their own
self-interest. As Margot puts it, "the ability of Southern blacks to 'vote
with their feet' placed limits on local government discrimination.'"

Notwithstanding such examples, Cass R. Sunstein argues that market
forces cannot eliminate or even reduce discrimination in certain types
of situations. Sunstein concedes that market forces have reduced racial
discrimination in some situations; nevertheless, in his view, market fOrces,
if not regulated by government, yvill intensify rather than reduce discrimi-
nation.'' To illustrate Sunstein's argument, suppose a grocery store
would gain white customers if it excluded black customers. If the store
would gain inure white customers than the black customers it woldd lose,
discrimination against blacks would lw a rational economic policy for
the store to f011ow.

Conceptually, Sunstein's argument may lw valid. In practice, civil
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rights legislation would prohibit discrimination hv schools in a market
system. This suggests that government action may be essential to reduce
discrimination, but it does not follow that government provision of
service is superior to private delivery on this criterion.

At the present time at least, participation in any sort of discriminatory
enterprise carries a stigma. Politically ambitious individuals avoid any
such activity. Notwithstanding popular opinion to the contrary, David
Duke's 1991 campaign for governor of Louisiana illustrates this point.
In becoming a candidate, Duke dropped his ties to racist organizations.
His campaign posture was opposition to preferential treatment, not
discrimination against blacks. Although he mav have gained sonic sup-
port because of his racist past. he clearly was on the defensive about it
during the campaign. Similarly, companies seeking minority customers,
that is, just about every large company in the United States, avoid any
appearance of racism. As a matter of fact, political and business leaders
go out of their way to identify with minorities in a host of ways.

hvan educational market, schools would compete to enroll minorities.
not to exclude them. As Chapter 10 will demonstrate, institutions of
higher education, including the most prestigious ones, are making stren-
uous efforts to enroll disadvantaged minorities. Granted, this was not
always the case, but a reversion to the era of discriminatory practices is
highly improbable. With Harvard, Yale, Stanford, and other prestigious
institutions of higher education aggressively recruiting students from
disadvantaged minorities, the argument that under a market system
prestigious elementary and secondary schools would exclude them
stretches credulity, even apart from the legal considerations involved.

Conclusion

Equality of educational opportunity plays a crucial role in discussions of
a market system of education. Perhaps the one point of agreement is
that it is a complex topic. One recent effOrt to analyze "equality identi-
fied 108 distinctive meanings, with the possibility of thousands more if
secondary distinctions were introduced.' Needless to say, the discussion
in this chapter was not comprehensive; its purpose was to raise some
neglected issues.

One such issue is whether a market system would ameliorate or exacer-
bate inequality in American society. Roth arguments agree that education
is an investment in human capital. The antimarket argument is that if
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the level of such investment is resolved by market forces, the affluent
will invest more and receive more from their investment than the poor.
This would exacerbate inequality in American society. This objection
overlooks several important considerations. One is the extent to which
public education has always fiwored its upper-middle-class clientele. Be-
cause of its monopoly status, however, public education can no longer
avoid responsibility for the education of the disadvantaged. Its recent
efforts to address the problem have not emerged from concern about
the education of the disadvantaged; instead, they have emerged from
concern over the political consequences of continued failure to ad-
dress it.

A second neglected issue is that equality of educational opportunity
should not be considered in isolation from equality mid adequacy of
other services, such as health care and shelter. Many children would be
better served by greater investment in theso areas. Inasmuch as we cannot
equalize all services, or even any one of them, public policy should
provide an adequate minimum level of service while leaving broad areas
of discretion to individuals. Under the existing system, the issues are
resolved on the basis of producer political clout, not discretion exercised
by consumers as circumstances warrant.

"Fhird, we must not ignore the relationships between investment in
human capital and productivity. Beyond a certain level, equal investment
in human capital, or in the educational dimensions of it, is not always or
necessarily in the interests of the disadvantaged. This is especially evident
in arguments for more spending for "education.- Such arguments lead
to subsidies for the unproductive as well as the productive dimensions
of education. Acadenfics will continue to disseminate arguments for
"equality,- but evCil the disadvantaged wi!I eventually recognize their
self-serving nature.

The conventional criticism of voucher plans is that affluent families
would be their main beneficiaries; surprising as it may seem, however, a
market system based on educational vouchers might be more helpful to
poor than to affluent families. Upper-middle-class parents can consider
public school quality in their residential decisions or choose private
schools. The poor arc less able and less likely to do so. Thus upper-
middle-class parents may be less interested in shifting schools if educa-
tional vouchers are enacted. This max. explain why lower-income parents
show more interest than upper-middle-class parents in school choice
proposals. After all, families who need government assistance fbr sheltei
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are more interested in housing vouchers than families who are living
comfOrtably in their own residences.

Minority dissatisfaction with public education is intensified by our
political rhetoric, which asserts that all students can achieve at high
levels. This is simply not true, however politically expedient it may be to
assert it. The unpalatable truth is that equality of educational opportunity
is more likely to intensifY than to reduce inequality of educational
achievement. One reason is that the factors holding back high achievers
are more amenable to school control than the fitctors holding back low
achievers. To illustrate, students who can learn calculus in college can
ordinarily do so in high school. A market system is likely to provide
increased opportunities fOr them to do so. Thus the achievement gap will
widen unless low achievers improve commensurably. They are unlikely to
do so On any scale comparable to the acceleration of high achievers.
Thus as some students learn calculus at age 13 instead of 19. the achieve-
ment gap at the secondary level will widen. 1 see no practical way to avoid
this, especially since several factors depressing achievement are beyond
school control. "Io avoid inequality bv limiting choices or levels of
achievement is senseless, even if there is a constituency fOr doing just
that. The size of this constituency is not to be underestimated: Aaron
Wildayskv, one of our most astute policy analysts, has argued that it is
already a major threat to our political and economic strength.'

Whenever a large bureaucracy owes its existence to a problem, the
problem never goes away. If experience is any guide, the problem gets
worse, and so it has in education. The civil rights bureaucracies have
been fOrced to change their oNectives: the tragedy is that they have
adopted redistribution and equal outcomes instead of self-help as their
new objectives. Perhaps an even greater tragedy is that a muddled major-
itN seems tumble to cope with the problem. It may be too early to draw
this conclusion, but it is not too early to be concerned about it. To
observe the current discussions of equality, one would never suspect the
extent to which government policies create inequalities, or are based on
ignorance of the full range of their consequences, or exaggerate the
power of government to equaliie services without harm to other objec-
tives."

In the meantime, public education is undergoing the most far-reach-
ing change in its political base since it was established 130 years ago. For
most of that time, the middle ant; upper classes in American society
strongly supported it. Its leaders were prestigious public officials. The
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small number of parents who opted for independent schools never really
threatened public education and its authority was widely respected. The
expansion of secondary and then higher education has led to a decline
in the prestige of both. Whether this decline could have been avoided
is debatable, but it is no longer reversible. Public education's flivorable
political and educational environment has been eroding, gradually but
unmistakably. The outcome will not be limited to increased support fbr
private education. It will also include a major reorientation of entry into
the labor force. At the present time, media treatment of education is
dominated bv college preparation and college admissions; relatively little
attention is devoted to school failure to prepare young people for the
world of work. The massive costs of this failure cannot be sustained
indefinitely. Inevitably, business will replace secondary education as the
primary education and training agency fbr many students currently
fbrced to invest their time unproductively in public schools. The public
school lobby, aided and abetted by its allies in higher education, will
resist the change as "exploiting' children, but the self-serving nature of'
their resistance will be manifest.

.;
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10
The Impact of
Higher Education on
the Public Schools

Bv virtually any standard, the United States has bv far the largest
system of' higher education in the world. In 1989-90 institutions
of higher education:

enrolled 13.2 million students
employed 762,000 faculty members
awarded 448,000 associate, 1 million bachelor's. 301,000 mas-

ter's. and 34,400 doctoral degrees
spent S126.8 billion.'

No other nation enrolls such a high proportion of its population in
higher education, employs as many faculty members, or spends as much
on higher education. What is this mammoth enterprise supposed to
achieve? First, the conservation and transmittal of our intellectual and
cultural heritage, broadly conceived. Second, higher education is sup-
posed to carry out various research functions. It does not simply transmit
our intellectual and cultural heritage; it is supposed to add to it in various
ways. Finally, higher education is a service enterprise; for example, pro-
fessors are usually expected to be active in professional or civic organiza-
tions. or to use their expertise to assist communities and governments.
These functions are widely accepted; nothing I have to say is based on a
unique point of view about the functions of higher education.

The effectiveness of higher education in f ulfilling its functions is
highly debatable. I regard higheu education as a disaster area, even more
than public education, butt the following analysis does not depend on
this assessment. My purpose is not to I higher education but to
point out how it will affect the future of public education.
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At the outset, a few points about higher education need to be empha-
sized. First, the higher education lobby is a well-organized, generously
funded, highly articulate, and politically influential interest group. This
important fact is often overlooked because there are so many subgroups
within higher education, and they sometimes are in conflict with one
another. There are organizations of state universities and land grant
colleges, of research universities, of community colleges, of denomina-
tional institutions, of liberal arts colleges, and of institutions that are not
research oriented. Three major faculty unions (AFT, NFA, and AAUP)
represent professors, and boards of trustees have their own national
organization. Scores, if not hundreds, of organizations such as the Ameri-
can History Association and the American Physical Society enroll faculty
members in different fields. In addition, virtually every profession has a
national organization to look after its interests in higher education: the
Association of American Law Schools and the American Association of
Colleges for Teacher Education are illustrative.

These organizations often disagree on specific issues. For instance, in
the allocation of federal funds, research universities differ from commu-
nity colleges, state-supported institutions from private ones, and urban
institutions from nonurban. These differences underscore two critical
points. One is that institutions of higher education act in terms of their
own interests. The other point is that we should not underestimate their
collective influence because of conflicts within their ranks. Unions and
management often have conflicts at the bargaining table but combine
forces to exclude fbreign competition from the U.S. market. In this
respect, higher education is a highly sophisticated interest group. More
effectively than most, it has learned how to manage internal conflict for
the welfare of the larger group. Needless to say, however, the higher
education lobby always characterizes its proposals as in the public inter-
est. No doubt some are, hut all somelmw turn out to be in the interest
of higher education.

The Dynamic Relationships between Colleges and
Public Schools

College Admission Requirements and Public 1.:1 uattion

Nlost prolessot s, esiwcially at the undergrmluate level, think of public
education in terms of preparation for college. They are highly critical of

U
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public schools, which they blame for the poor preparation of college
freshmen. "If the public schools would do their job properh:, we could
do ours"such is the thought process in academe. There is some validity
to it, but essentially those who think this way are confusing cause and
efkct. The causal relationships run mostly in the other direction; that
is, higher education has a much larger influence on public education
than vice versa.

The nationwide adoption of Carnegie units illustrates this point. In the
early I 900s the Carnegie Foundation fbr the Advancement of Teaching
decided to set up a pension plan fbr retired professors. To do this, the
foundation had to distinguish colleges from high schools; at the time,
the dividing line was not clear. Eventually colleges were defined as institu-
tions that required sixteen units for admission: four in English. three in
science, three in mathematics, and six in history and social studies. A unit
was defined as attendance for fifty to sixty minutes a day, for HO days.

Within a short period of time, colleges everywhere began to require
sixteen "Carnegie units" for admission. Although the mix has changed.
many still require a certain number. In any case, the high schools acted
promptly to conform to these college admission requirements: the high
school curriculum since the early 1900s has been based on a policy
intended to establish a pension plan for professors. One could hardly
ask for more persuasive evidence that higher education has been a basic
influence on secondary education.

Colkge admissions requirements have changed, especially since the
mid-1960s. Between 1965 and 1970 ten states required all state public
institutions of higher education to admit all graduates of public high
schools within the state; lw 1990 twenty states had this requirement.' It
was taken fOr granted that open admissions would present colleges with
large numbers of less-qualified students; hence remedial and counseling
bureaucracies expanded dramatically.

The fundamental point here is the impact on high schools. Suppose
students know that to be admitted to college they must pass a certain
number of courses (units) in science, mathematics, English, and history.
Students who plan to go on to college obviously have a strong incentive
to study diligently. This incentive disappears when students are admitted
to college regardless of subjects taken or level of perfOrmance. In effect.
high school graduation is no longer a terminal point at which a student

ith no significant educational achievement must withdraw from formal
education. 1 ligh school is more like elementary school, with little or no
differentiation on the basis of achiewment.

,1 t
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Oyer time, declining academic standards in high schools contributed
to their decline in elementary schools. One of the nation's leading
scholars on the effects of education has emphasized that "reduced de-
mands and greater flexibility in high school have a strong impact in
reducing the achievement demanded in elementary school. Or, more
generally, when one educational level modifies the demands it makes
either for adiMssion or in its own curriculum, these modifications rever-
berate downward to the next level, causing it in turn to modify its
demands.''''

Earlier Enrollment Options

One wav for colleges to counteract declining enrollments is to recruit
high school students who can perform college work. 'The nunther of
such students is undoubtedly very large. Many college courses merely
add to or repeat high school courses, hut do not require higher levels
of academic achievement. A good high school student is usually able to
pass most college-level courses during the time now spent in high school.

Colleges are already tapping int this source of customers in two ways.
In one, illustrated by the Advanced Placement (AP) Program of the
College Board, college-level courses are taught in the high schools bv
high school teachers. In this program, the students receive college credit
when they enroll in college. Credit for AP courses is based on scores on
tests administered by the Educational Testing Service (ETS). In 1991
about 351,000 high school students took AP examinations, and about
two-thirds qualified for c()Ilege credit or placement. This was an increase
ot almost 50 percent over the number who took the examinations in
1981!

In another pattern, the high school students enroll in college courses
taught bv college instructors, courses usually taken by college freshmen
and sophomores. To illustrate, a Minnesota law enacted in 1989 allows
public high school students to enroll in institutions of higher education.
The state aid that would normally go to the local school district is paid
to the college on a pro rata basis: if half of a student's program is in
college courses, half the student's state aid goes to the college. In
1990-91 about 6.700 students took advantage of the proffam." Tlw
number appears likely to increase, and other states are adopting or
showing interest in the idea.

As colleges seek to maintain their enrollments, they will probably rely
inure lwavilv on programs like Minnesota's. The AP program benefits

'
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the students but does not provide any direct financial benefit for the
participating colleges. Participation in a Minnesota-type program enables
colleges to attract cash customers immediately. At the same time, how-
ever, school district income from state aid is correspondingly reduced.
Some high schools are already threatening to guide students away from
colleges that recruit students this way, but they are fighting a losing
battle. There is no wav public high schools will be able to prevent more
talented students from leaving earlier than in the past.

At the present time, earlier withdrawal from high school does not
help students who wish to enter the labor force; they are prevented from
doing so by archaic child labor laws, enacted and maintained by the
collusion of orgariized labor and the public education lobby. In the past,
private-sector employers did not object strenuously to restrictions on
teenage employment because there was a plentiful labor supply. In the
1990s, however, we can anticipate more employer support fbr earlier
work options. To the extent that this change in policy comes about, it
will accelerate the decline in high school enrollments.

Intercollegiate Athletics

The relationships between intercollegiate and high school athletics also
illustrate the negative effects of higher education on secondary educa-
tion. The advent of television led to much larger revenues for college
fOotball and basketball events. Competition for outstanding high school
athletes led colleges to recruit athletes who could not have been admitted
under the standards applied to other students. On many campuses, new
courses were created to sustain the fiction that these athletes were really
students. These developments resulted in several highly publicized inci-
dents. In 1989 Dexter Manley, a nationally known professional football
player, testified that he had been functionally illiterate while playing for
Oklahoma State University from 1977 to 1980. Kevin Ross, who played
basketball for four years at Creighton UniversitY, subsequently enrolled
in a Chicago elementary school to learn to read. Seven members of the
basketball team at Califbrnia State UniversityLos Angeles filed suit
against the university fOr academic fraud. The university eventually set-
tled the case fbr $1,000 in damages, educational benefits, and a public
apology.'

A stiller by FAS slmwed that of 1977 college freshmen w ho played
football or basketball in college, only 20 percent of the black players had
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graduated six Years later; also that the majority who received degrees had
majored in physical education, sports administration, or "communica-
tions.' In 1983, a group of college presidents led the effort to establish
standards for freshman athletes known as Proposition 48: in order to be
eligible to play during their freshman year, athletes had to maintain a C
average in eleven core-curriculum courses in high school and score a
minimum of 700 on the combined verbal and mathematics sections of
the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) or 15 on the American College
Testing program. These requi,:ed test scores are equivalent to the average
test score for ninth-grade students, vet there was considerable opposition
to the requirement when the National Collegiate Athletic Association
adopted it in 1983.

According to a recent studs of intercollegiate athletics. "some second-
ary school programs now emulate the worst features of too manv colle-
giate programs." High school athletes have delayed graduation to ex-
tend their athletic eligibility: students in the eighth grade have withdrawn
front school for a year in order to be physically more mature during
their period of eligibility for high school athletics. Grades and tran,cripts
have been altered to render high school athletes eligible to enter college.
ligh school athletic teams often devote a staggering amount of time to

athletic practice instead of schoolwork. This is happening despite the
fact that only one high school athlete in ten thousand receives an athletic
scholarship to a major university. A 1986 study showed that although
almost 1.5 million high school students participated in football and
basketball, only :240 athletes entered the ranks of the National Football
League and the National Basketball Association that year.'" Of course,
the sit nation raises serious questions about high schools as well as col-
leges. What is the value of high school counseling programs if thousands
of students are neglecting their education for a one-in-ten-thousand
chalice to earn a brief living as a professional athlete% But the main
point here is that lower standards in higher education have led to lower
standards throughout public education.

Grade Inflation

Chapter 4 pointed out tlw discrepancies Iwtsveen report cards and
achievement levels in the public schools. Such discrepancies only follow
the lead of higher education, wlwre grade inflation first emerged as a
set-ions problem. It did so because the lower college admission standards

A ±
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inevitably led to lower static-lards for passing courses and for graduation.
For example, a study of fiftv public and private research universities
showed that from the early 1960s to the mid-1970s the percentage of
'A'' grades went from 16 to 34, of "C'' f'rom 37 to 21. During these years,

indices of student ability, such a., SAT and ACT scores, were declining.0
In the 1960s and 1970s many institutions of higher education adopted

Pass/ Fail grading. This system weakens incentives to achieve and conveys
less infOrmation than letter grades: a student who barely pzisses receives
the same grade as a student who performs brilliantly. Grade inflation
also received a major impetus from faculty members seeking to help
male students to stay in school to avoid the draft. According to the
peculiar logic of higher education, it was unfair to apply less rigorous
standards only to male students; the upshot was a weakening of standards
for female students as well. Student evaluation of teachers also contrib-
uted to grade inflation. Thus while universities enrolled much larger
numbers of unqualified students, and while their curricula were being
watered down to avoid failing grades on a large scale, grade point aver-
ages rose dramatically. In some institutions, half or 11mre of the courses
required for graduation were P/F courses. One study showed that 59
percent of' institutions of higher education allowed students a P/F op-
tion; the larger the institution, the more likely that it would do so.'' Not
surprisingly, the use of P/ F grades below the college level also increased.
.l'eachers welcomed a practice that let them avoid distinguishing differ-
ent levels ot work and risking negative reactions from low achievers.
The appeal of the process is verv similar at all grade levels, but higher
education led the wav in catering to it.

Educational reformers typically urge public schools to establish and
maintain higher standards of educational achievement. Such recommen-
dations are futile while grade inflation prevails in higher education. Sad
to siw, it is practically impossible to eliminate or substantially reduce it
there. Too many academic departments would be devastated by any such
action. They easily command enough power, internally and externally,
to block walistic reporting of student achievement.

Financing Higher Education

Who should bear the costs of higher education? The higher education
eNtahlish men( urges that government (o SI). Go% ernment should make
higher education mailable to every qualified student, supposedly because

4
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the returns to society are worth the investment. The way to do this is to
have government absorb most of the costs of higher education. In addi-
tion, grants and loans should be available on favorable terms, especially
to students from disadvantaged minorities. As a result of widespread
support of these policies, approximately 78 percent of the students en-
rolled in institutions of higher education are in public institutions. On
the average, they pay much less than students in private institutions. In
1988-89 the average annual rate for tuition, room, and board in private
institutions was $11,189; in public institutions, it was only $4,274."

An alternative would be to require everyone to pay from personal
resources if reasonably able to do so. This policy would enable govern-
ment to provide assistance to more poor students, and/or more assis-
tance to each such student. Higher education organizations Oppose
means-tested approaches to student aid. As the higher education lobby
sees it, aid to students should be universal, not tneans-tested; if this is
unavoidable, the means test should be as liberal as possible, so that the
highest possible number of students should be eligible. Despite the
criticisms of universal benefits discussed in Chapter 9, higher education
has been very successful in enacting its positions on financing higher
education. Government expenditures fOr higher education have in-
creased enormously. Nevertheless, enrollments of students from disad-
iuttaged minorities have lagged far,behind. The benefits of increased
government expenditures for higher education have not gone to the
poor; they have gone to middle- and upper-class students and professors.
Despite its self-serving rhetoric, the higher education establishment es-
pouses Policies that are against the interests of lower-income groups.

On the one hand, institutions of higher education foster the idea that
higher educatitm is essential for success. They work cooperatively with
various occupational organizations to establish college degrees as a legal
or practical requirement for entering certain occupations. This process
adds enormously to the costs of training and of employing persons who
have the training. It also lOrces etnph>vers to pay higher salaries to
compensate fOr the earnings fOregone while in training.

Simultaneously, higher education appeals to government to make
higher education available to everyone. It is so successful in this elf( nt
that millions of high school graduates who have no particular interest
or need (dr higher education nevertheless devote years to it. Because
the\ beat ,,t) little ol the direct cost, and because going to college is a
cultural norm, the low return on the investment is easily overlooked.
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Higher education is allegedly priced below its real cost so that the poor
can take advantage of it; actually, if government provided support only
to able students who truh could not afford to pay fOr higher education.
its expenditures on higher education would drop precipitously. This
would enable government to provide larger subsidies for students with

a genuine need for assistance. Such an outcome would also relieve
the tax burdens on the less-affluent groups that provide considerable
financial support for higher education through regressive sales taxes. It

would also result in smaller academic budgets, kwer academic jobs, less

genemus academic salaries, and a host of Other outcomes contrary to
the interests o the producers of higher education.

Significantly, one of the largest items in the 1991 budget of the U.S.

Department of Education was $5.4 billion to cover the cost of guaranteed

student loans. This amount would have been even higher if institutions
of higher education had been able to enact govermnent loan guarantees

more to their liking; as it is, they have defeated effOrts to require demon-

strated ability to do college-level work as a condition of eligibility fOr a

student loan. They were quick to realize that government-guaranteed
loans were an effective wav to prop up the demand fOr higher education;
understandabh., they have lobbied diligently to weaken the conditions
of eligibility for such loans. The end resu't is an enormous drain on the
federal budget, sanctified bv the claim tlu, it is a contribution to "equal-

ity of educational opportunity.-
Medical education illustrates another basic flaw in this rationale. It

appears that investment in medical education is highly profitable. It is
highly profitable, however, partly because of' monopolistic practices by
the medical profession. To this extent, it is a mistake to attribute physi-

cians' high incomes to medical education; investing more in medical

education would be unproductive despite the correlation between such

education and income. Similarly, many Other high incomes associated
with higher education are due to monopolistic practices, not to any
enhanced skill resulting front lengthy periods of higher education.

As is to be expected, the returns tnt investment in educatioli vary from

perm m to person, field to field, time to time, and place to place. Clearly,

govertunents as well as individuals often fail to predict the decline of
various occupations or the growth of new ones. This being the case, who

should decide how mtwh education, of what kind, an individual should

pursue: the individual (or his parents), or the government? Mistakes
will be made in either case, but they will be cot let ted mote quickh if
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individuals make the decisions. This requires more individual and less
0-mernment influence over educational decisions.

Existing policy requires students to choose education over work at the
secondary level. At higher levels, government absorbs most of the costs
of staying in school even when there is no good reason to do so. These
policies work against the interests of middle- and upper-income families
as well. Our most prestigious institutions of higher education frequently
proclaim how competitive they are. On other occasions, they challenge
the idea that competition has any role to play in higher education. For
instance, in May 1991 the Ivy League colleges (Brown, Cornell, Colum-
bia, Dartmouth, Harvard, University of Pennsylvania, Princeton, and
Yale) entered into a consent agreement with the U.S. Department of
justice over a lawsuit alleging that the colleges were violating the antitrust
laws tw agreements that eliminated financial competition for students.
Although the colleges did not concede that they had been violating the
law, their position during the investigation leading up to the lawsuit was
that colleges should not be subject to the antitrust laws. Commenting on
the consent agreement, one college representative asserted that "Schools
like ours should not be seen as competitors in the same way that toaster
manufacturers are.""

These sentiments reflect a longstanding attitude in higher education
that it should be considered exempt from antitrust regulation even when
its actions are clearly anticompetitive.'' The Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT), also charged with suppressing competition, elected
not to participate in the consent agreement. Instead, MIT chose to
defend itself in court against the charge. On September 2, 1992, a federal
judge ruled that MIT had violated the antitrust law. The judge's opinion
stated that "MIT's attempt to disassociate the Overlap process from the
commercial Pspects of higher education is pure sophistry. No reasonable
person could conclude that the Ivy Overlap agreements did not suppress
competition.''U It would be astonishing if this anticompetitive attitude
did not foster anticompetitive attitudes at lower levels of education.

The trend toward public absorption of the costs of higher education
highlights the dominance of producer interests in educational ref Orm.
About half of our high school graduates go on to college. Directly or
indirectly, government spends a great deal on them. It spends much less
on students who do not go on to college, a much less affluent group.
Not surprisingly, our institutions of higher education ignore this bias in
their effOrts to generate more public support. "If von want government
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help, buv what we are selling.- This is the message from our academic
equalitarians.

The lack of attention to students who are not going on to college
is one of the basic weaknesses of the educational refbrm movement.
Undoubtedly, it relates partly to the fact that most educational reformers
are college graduates who think about K-12 education largely in terms
of preparation for college. Whatever the reasons, the situation illustrates
how academic rhetoric about equal opportunity ignores actual practice
in higher education.

Teacher Education

teachers are educated in institutions of higher education. In 1985-86,
over 99 percent of classroom teachers held bachelor's degrees; over 51
percent held one or more advanced degrees. The vast majority had taken
some college work fbr credit after the bachelor's degree. In most states,
some graduate study is reqt6red fbr administrative positions; the propor-
tion of school administrators holding advanced degrees or graduate
credit is much, higher than that of classroom teachers.

'teacher education is a huge industry. In 1988-89 public schools
employed more than 2.3 million teachers. The attrition rate in 1987-88
was about 5.6 percent.' Replacements are not all new graduates; many
are former teachers returning after pregmmcies, raising a family, other
employment, and so on. Even so, the number of graduates required to
fill vacancies every year is obviously quite large. In addition, a large
number of' school administrators enroll in graduate courses and pro-
grams everv year.

The situation can be best explained in terms of producer and con-
sumer roles. The institutions of' higher education are the producers.
They produce graduates who are or can be certified to teach. The
consumers are studentsprospective teachers. They want to be certified
to teach at the lowest cost, in the easiest way. Eventually, school districts
will want to employ themat which point the fOrmer consumers become
producers. The pmspective teachers have an interest in good prepara-
tion, but it hardly matters whether oiw institution has a better program
of teaclwr education than others. The s, odents expect to he certified
and get a job regardless of where thov received their teacher training.

University departments Of education are not the sole producers of
teachers. Most of the coursework taken bv prospective teachers is outside
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the departments of education. Usually elementary teachers take more
education courses than secondary teachers, but both groups take most
of their courses outside the field of education. The significance of this
point is not to he underestimated. Manv academic departments, even
entire institutions, often depend on prospective teachers to sustain their
enrollments. Imposing high standards for teacher education programs
would lower their enrollments and threaten their survival. Their incen-
tive to keep standards low is very strong indeed.

Two widely neglected facts underscore this point. One is that faculties
as a whole usually have a dominant voice in setting admission and degree
requirements. There are very few faculties that could not adopt higher
standards for admission to and graduation from programs of teacher
education if they were determined to do so. This point applies to grade
point averages, aptitude test scores, course prerequisites, or any other
wav to implement high standards.

The second fact also reveals the faculty stake in low standards. Al-
though there is much controversy over testing, we can test knowledge of
a subject. Whether we can accurately test a person's ability to teach it is

controversial, but ability to test knowledge of the subject is not. After all.
at the end of each course, professors usually give a final examination. It
would be ridiculous to argue that we cannot use tests to ascertain whether
or not prospective teachers know their subject.

Currently, to be certified to teach a subject, prospective teachers
ordinarily must take a certain ntunber of credit hours in the subject. The
amount of' credit required varies widely from state to state. Courses with
the same title often have different subject matter; courses with dissimilar
titles may offer essentially the sante subject matter. Grading standards
also vary widely. The upshot is that state requirements relating to credit
hours in a subject are not very meaningful.

Such problems could be conveniently resolved by state examinations.
Instead of' prescribing a certain number of credits, states could institute
examinations in the subjects to be taught. This does not happen because
most institutions of higher education are opposed to it. Most cannot
risk having their graduates perfOrm poorly on the state examinations,
especially after receiving good grades in several courses in the subject.
The higher education interest in obscuring the value added by higher
edit( ation outweighs imy consumer interest.

Ott college campuses, one bequentiv encounters allegations of poor
qual itv directed at teacher education. This theme is frequently expressed
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in charges that teacher education overemphasizes methods of teaching
and devotes insufficient attention to courses in the subjects to be taught.'
It is difficult to get a handle on this issue, and I shall not try to do so
here. It should be noted, however, that the critics of education courses
are not necessarily disinterested observers: many are academics who
propose replacing education courses with their own. Significantly, the
critics rarely advocate state examinations to ascertain the subject-matter
competence of prospective teachers. Their failure to do so suggests
that their major objective is a larger piece of the academic pie, not
improvement in the preparation of teachers.

John Stuart Mill seems to have recognized the dangers of certification
as early as 1859:

It would be giving too dangerous a power to governnwnts, were
they allowed to exclude any one from professions, even from the
profession of teacher, fOr alleged deficiency of qualifications; and
I think . . . that degrees, or other public certificates of scientific
or professional tcquirements, should be given to all who present
themselves for examination, and stand the test, but that such cer-
tificates should confer no advantage over competitors other than
the weight which may be attached to their testimony by public

Even if most institutions of higher education did not have a stake in
low standards for prospective teachers, uniformly high standards to enter
the teaching profession are (nit of the question. Of course, public schools
employ many highly talented individuals, but consider the numbers.
There are approximately ten times as many public school teachers as
physicians in the United States. It would be impossible for medical
schools to maintain high standards for admission if the number of physi-
cians increased tenfOld.

Popular and academic perceptions on this issue appear to be based
on the SAT scores of high school juniors who say they would consider
careers in education. Some data indicate that prospective teachers rank
near the bottom of student groups planning to enter various occupations.
However, several large-scale studies present a more favorable picture.
One such study indicates that the typical preseryice elementary teacher
graduated in the top third of his or her high school class, and that this
group averaged 898 on the SAT, close to the national average of 906 for
all college freshmen. In fact, the aventge for preservice secondary teach-

)
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ers was 955, significantly higher than the average for all college fresh-
nien.2"

Whatever the actual talent level of education majors, there is no
realistic prospect of any sizable upward change for a long time to come.
Future teachers are composed of many subgroups: preschool, elemen-
tary, secondary, special education, and so On. Secondary teachers include
teachers of many different subjects. The talent level among teachers is
not distributed equally among all these subgroups. Future teachers of
mathematics, physics, and/or chemistrv have much higher academic
aptitude and achievement levels than future teachers of physical educa-
tion. Not surprisingly, the talent shortages in education are most evident
in the specializations that command higher salaries in other fields. For
example, Mdividuals who can teach mathematics successfully tend to
be persons who can earn more in noneducational positions requiring
mathematical aptitude. Inasmuch as institutions of higher education
cannot recruit enough prospective teachers in the fields requiring scarce
talents, increasing the academic requirements for them is out of the
question.

Perhaps nothing better illustrates the naivete of educational reform
rhetoric than the suggestions to raise the level of talent in teaching. The
usual way to obtain a higher level of talent is to pav for it. As a practical
matter, this cannot be done in education. School districts cannot raise
teacher salaries now in order to attract more talented teachers four, six,
or ten years in the future. Furthermore, all or most districts in a state or
region would have to raise salaries: there is no kasible wav to make this
happen. except perhaps in a kw small states like Hawaii or Rhode Island.

The overwhelming majority of teachers are paid according to their
degrees and credits and their years of teaching service; teaching field or
grade level taught or teaching effectiveness has nothing to do with salary.
A teacher with a bachelor's degree in physics is paid the same as a teacher
with a bachelor's degree in physical education or history or elementary
education. As long as this policy prevails, the only way to raise salaries
fiir teachers in fields of scarcity is to raise them for all teachers, regardless
of subject or talent level required. It is unrealistic to expect 15,000 school
boards to do this; with over 80 percent of the nation's teachers employed
pursuant to collective bargaining «mtracts that prohibit salary differen-
tials by teaching field or grade level, it isn't going to happen.

Supimse our nation were to ;Use the salary level of teachets by 5
percentnot a huge increase and certainly not enough to achieve a
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major inflow of highly talented persons in fields of shortage. Yet even
this modest an increase would require at least 10 billion dollars, and
most of it would go to teachers in fields where the supply of qualified
teachers is already larger than the demand.

The reality is that the level of talent of teachers is more likely to
deteriorate than to go up. Education is predominantly a female occupa-
tion: in 1990, 71 percent of all public school teachers and 78 percent of'
new teachers hired since 1985 were women. At the same time more and
more women are entering other professiomal, technical, and managerial
fields. Thus although more women are choosing careers outside the
home, noneducational fields are becoming more attractive to highly
talented women.

Teacher education is also subject to racial pressures to lower or not
to raise its standards. The larger the institution, the more likely it is to
be vulnerable to pressure from disadvantaged groups. They add to the
pressure to recruit more black and Hispanic teachers even though the
pool of qualified minority students cannot possibly meet the demand for
them. State departments of education are also subject to this pressure.
hi 1990 five states reporte(l scholarships or fellowships to recruit future
teachers from minorities. Twelve states had some typo of' loan progratn
for this group and 20 states had some type of special recruitment effort
to recruit minorities into) teaching.' If not halted judicially, this type of
legislation is likely to become more widespread. Even if the disadvan-
taged minorities were not as opposed to testing (of both students and
teachers) as they are, the pressure to lower standards would be over-
wheltning. Inasmuch as the colleges have a large stake in maintaining a
supply of students. the conflict between increasing the number of minor-
ity teachers and raising standards in teacher education will be resolved
in favor of the former. Widespread denials that there is any such conflict
are to be expected. but the reality is inescapable.

Tlw sheer number of teachers renders it virtually impossible to raise
their levels of compensation. Many relmm proposals emphasize the
importance of raising the prestige of teachers; in view of the close rela-
tionship between compensation ;mil prestige in American society, this
will be very difficult. In addition to compensation levels, the prestige of'
teaching is closely related to its place in the university structure. This in
turn depends partly on the role of secondary education in the overall
sNstein oleducation. In European nations, secondan education is viewed
s j)repanition foi college. Secondar schools are selective, and they

2 ;),)
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require fewer but more highly qualified teachers. The training of second-
ary teachers is more likely to be accepted as an appropriate university
function.

In contrast, teacher education has little if any prestige in U.S. universi-
ties. Some of the most prestigious universities shun it altogether. Most
public school teachers are trained in the state colleges, which have less
prestige than the public universities. As Burton R. Clark points out:
"Among the public universities, a general rule prevails: the higher the
status of the university, the less involvement it is likely to have in teacher
education," and "The bias against teacher education in U.S. higher
education is durable and deeply rooted. No wonder that upper secondary
education in the U.S. is in serious trouble.'

To summarize, institutions of higher education have their own
agendas and their own interests. Other things being equal, they would
naturally prefer to have better-qualified students enroll in teaclwr educa-
tion programs. Unfortunately, no institution acting on its own can do
ery much to achieve this resultwhich will be a long time in coming

no matter who is able to achieve it. In the meantime, any significant
reduction in the number of students preparing to be teachers would be
an immediate disaster. Faced wnh a choice between policies leading to an
immediate disaster and policies that avoid immediate pain, institutions of
higher education will choose the latter, regardless of their negative
effects on education below the college level.

Anthnarket Bias in Higher Education

Higher education is a major obstacle to objective consideration of a K-12
market system ofeducation. One re.iison is that the governance structure
of higher education is based squarely on producer control, and we cannot
expect producers to be favorably disposed to sys.tems that challenge that
control, if only bv suggestion or juxtapositicm. A related reason is that
the culture of higher education is pervasively hostile to competition
in the marketplace. Let me comment first on the implications of the
governance structure of higher education for education below tlw col-
lege level.

In general. professors control, and believe that they should control,
such matters as standards fOr admission and graduation: grading policies;
personnel selection, promotion, tenure, and dismissal: and most ifnot all
other important policy and personnel issues. The extent of professorial

r .
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control varies from institution to institution. Even when the faculty does
not legally or formally control certain matters, custom or tradition or
administrators fear of faculty dissatisfaction may result in de facto faculty
control. Such control, whethei- de facto or de jure, helps to ensure that
professorial interests will take precedence over improving education
below the college level.

The critical point is that the dynamics of fitcultv self-government are
similar to the dynamics of any legislative process. If a change, such as
the elimination of certain courses, would disadvantage some faculty
members, they will actively oppose it. Because the potential losers will
participate in future decisions affecting their colleagues, support for
policies that would cause pain to other faculty members is a risky business.
"This is not to say that every faculty member makes every recommendation
on the basis of self-interest. That would be as ridiculous as contending
that self-interest plays no role whatsoever in faculty self-government. The
ideology of higher education asstnnes that disinterested scholars resolve
issues on the basis of the welfare of students, their institution, their
profession, and society. The fact that college and university faculty have
interests of their own that ofien affect their recommendations is not so
much denied as ignored. Unfortunately. since most of the changes
needed in higher education to improve K-12 education would adversely
affect many academicians, the changes are extremely difficult to make.'

The same dynamics operate at the leadership level. When a university
is searching fOr a new president, faculty search committees ordinarily
interview candidates. Every faculty interest group is alert to ensure that
the new president supports its interests. Knowing this, candidates avoid
positions that could threaten any academic interest group. BY the tinw
most candidates reach the top of' the greasy pole, they have lost their
freedom to act contrary to the wishes of the faculty. Thus absent am
strong external pressures it is highly improbable that higher education
will change the policies that contribute to the debacle in KI2 education.

A number of distinguished scholars have alleged that an antimarket
hias pervades higher education generally. Bertrand de Jouvenal has
suggested an interesting explanation of it.' According to de Jouvenal.
success in a market system depends on responding successf idly to what
consumers want. Professors. however, are in the business of telling (.M-
511111(15 or voters what they should want. The market fOr advice on what
we should want is not a obust one \lost pm olessoi s in public Polk% and
cultural fields would not make out as well if their services were evaluated
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by market criteria. Consequently, professors rely on nonmarket criteria
for allocating prestige and income. Resentmcnt of market criteria is a
matter of course among those whose services are not highly valued on
the basis of such criteria.

Notwithstanding de Jouvenal's analysis, institutions of higher educa-
tion claim to be highly competitive. In certain contexts, such as fundrais-
ing, perhaps they are. Still, earlier in this chapter, we saw that our
most prestigious institutions of higher education have been forced to
discontinue several andcompetitive practices relating to student fees.
Unfortunately, the anticompetitive aspects of higher education are not
limited to its approach to student fees.

Another anticompetitive aspect is higher education's elaborate cre-
dentialing system, with its emphasis on degrees and courses. Still another
is the departmental structure in most universities: the idea is that if vou
are not a member of a certain departinent, what you say 'mist be irrele-
vant to its subject matter. To cover up the arrogance of this point of view,
much is made of "interdisciplinary" programsas if combining cartels
results in a competitive system."

Note also the inconsistency between intellectual freedom in the real
marketplace and in higher education. In the former, if you think of a
better product or better way to make one, You prosper and your competi-
tion sidThrs as a result. As noted in Chapter 3, economic progress would
be impossible if' all producers were protected. Does the nature of higher
education justifY its status as an exception to the general rule? Should
the producers of knowledge be exempt from the rules that govern the
producers of widgets or automobiles? Academics argue that they should
be an exception, but just about everv group of producers tries to protect
itself by such claims.

From the standpoint of' K-12 education, the way higher education is
organized is not the most harmful manifestation of its antimarket bias.
Higher education's degradation of work experience and of.jobs that do
not require a college ediu adon is even more destructive. Thus academics
are quick to put down "flipping hamburgers" as the kind of low-wage,
unskilled, dead-end work that will be the fate of youth who lack a college
education. Yet as Ben Wildaysky and 01 hers have shown, McDonald's,
which hires one of' every fifteen first-time job sem-chers in the United
States, operates a large-scale training and employment program that
has proN ided a ti emendous number of managri ial positions For %ming
people siainted aside bv academic institutions.'"
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Notwithstanding its prestige and its resources, I doubt whether higher
education can avoid an agonizing reappraisal by the American people.
As one Observer comments:

The market for ideas is the market in which the intellectual con-
ducts his trade . . . Self-esteem leads the intellectuals to magnify
the importance of their own market. That others should be regu-
lated seems natural, particularly as many of the intellectuals see
themselves as doMg the regulating. But self-interest combMes with
self-esteem to ensure that while others are regulated, that regula-
tion should not apply to themselves . . . It may not be a nice
explanation but I can think of no other fbr this strange situation.'

Thus fiir, higher education has managed to avoid accountability for the
KI2 debacle it has done so much to create. Still, as John Dewey sagely
observed, once people start thinking, it is impossible to predict where
they will stop.

1'71 0 I
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Educational Research
and Development

Research and development in education differ profoundly fromresearch and development in the private sector. Because advo-cates of R&D in educaf.n typically cite its productive role in theprivate sector, let me begin with a brief summary or the process in thatsector. There is no single pattern, but the process typically includes thefollowing elements:

. Basic research that expands opportunities fOr either process orproduct innovation.
9. Inventimi, which can be regarded as the discoven of techno-

logical advances and the development ofworking models.3. Innovati,m, which includes the establishment of facilities fOrlarge-scale production. Innovation is usually the most costlyphase of R&D, amounting to approximately 65 percent of
R&D investments in the private sector front 1960 to 1985)

4. Diflit.sion, which is the process of adoption by users.
All of these stages are interactive; fOr example, the diffusion stageoften leads to new inventions. We should also recognize that most "re-structuring" of private enterprise results from the technological changesemerging front R&D. For instance, without compact technolop., airtravel would be.a Ivry different industry: the technology afIects airplaneperformance, safety, schedules. routes. ticket prices, maintenance, andevery other phase of the industry.
During the period when public education was lwing widely estab-
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lished, no attention was paid to educational R&D. As a matter of fact,

the leading history of U.S. education does not even mention the subjece

Today, however, interest groups based largely in highereducation advo-

cate increased federal appropriations for educational R&D. One recent

development underscores their success in this regard.

Institutions of higher education frequently receive grants or enter

into contracts to conduct research. In general, the funds received for

this purpose are divided into direct and indirect costs. The direct costs

are the costs incurred specifically for a research project. The indirect

costs are overhead costs that are charged to the project but not incurred

solely bv it. For example. a research project adds to the work load of'

the university's business office, research is conducted in buildings that

depreciate, and campus security «>sts may increase.

All such indirect costs are usually covered by adding an overhead rate

to the direct costs. If the direct costs are SI million and the overhead

rate is 50 percent. the university receives a contract for $1.5

i'nderstandablv, universities set their overhead rates as high its die traffic

will bear. A striking example of' this received national publicity in 1991

as a result of a federal investigation of Stanford University. Stanford's

overhead rate of 74 percent was among the highest in the nation. Federal

audits revealed that StanfOrd had been fully or partially reimbursed for

the following expenses:

S707,737
S218,230

$184,286

S45,250
S24,000

S1,300
S1,200

expense of operating a shopping mall for profit

operating expenses, chancellor's home, 1986-1990

(chancellor had died in 1985)

depreciation on yacht used for recreation by stu-

dents and faculty (Stanford had paid $100,000 for

the yacht)
retreat for board of trustees at Lake Tahoe

fresh flowers S2,000 per month

upkeep of tomb of Leland Stanford, ,xife, and son

antique conmiode.

These items are just a sample of the expenses fOr which Stanford had

been partialk reimbursed front federal fUnds for "research." In 1990

Stanford had received ..pproximatelv $240 million in research fUnds

from the federal government. As a result of the investigation, its overhead

rate was reduced to 55,5 percent. After all, since a university, not a

defense contractm-, was invoked, any overchalging must have been "in-
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advertent error," not criminal fraud. Meanwhile, several of the nation's
other elite universities suddenly discovered that they were overcharging
the federal government for indirect costs, and acted "voluntarily" to
lower their overhead charges. Clearly, universities have received billions
in indefensible research charges over the years.'

In any event, academics who assert the importance of research are
not necessarily disinterested parties. On the contrary, many are depen-
dent on research grants and contracts for a comfortable if not lavish
level of support. In their eves, the policy problem is always how to
persuade others to spend more for "research."

Overcharging for indirect costs is strong evidence of producer domi-
nation; under a truly competitive system, such overcharging could not
have continued for so long on such a large scale. The underlying problem
is a clear conflict of interest. On the one hand, universities are supposed
to be centers of research. On the other hand, research is needed on how
well universities are perfOrming this function. As is illustrated by the
overcharging for indirect costs, universities and public schools share a
common characteristic. Roth are very unlikely to inform their consumers
about their deficiencies as producers.

In education as in other fields, the outcome of R&D may be either a
process innovation or a product innovation. Process innovations are
changes in the way factors of production transform inputs into outputs:
product innovations are new goods. In the following discussion, however,
I shall use the phrases "policy research" and "educational technology"
instead of "process innovation" and "product innovation." Although
not preciseh equivalent, the terms to be used are widely accepted in
education and used in the relevant educational literature.

As used here, polic research is a verv broad category. It includes
program evaluation, research on teaching methods, evaluation of poli-
cies such as the age limit for compulsory education, surveys, legislative
analysis, and research on school governance, to cite just a few examples.
As long its education is provided lw public schools, virtually evety aspect
of it is a public policy. This being the case, policy research is an extrenwly
broad field, with no obvious limit on claims for public financial support.

In practice, technological innovation and policy research may lw
closely related, even interdepemlent. An instructional technology, sudi
as computer assisted instruction (( AI ), may be cost-effective if policies
requiring the presem e of teaclwrs iii classr( mins can lw changed. Policies
governing the legal habilities of school boards or insurance coverage
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may also have to be changed. Similarly, the use of new security technology
may require new policies on school security. A great deal of policy
research, however, has no direct bearing on technology.

Funding for Policy Research

In the private sector, R&D is based on the anticipation that companies
will eventually profit fibm it. This incentive is lacking in public education;
school districts have no reason to fUnd R&D when the benefits would go
largely to pupils outside the district. This is especially true when the
district contribution does not affect the viability of the project. In short,
school districts tend to be "free riders- when it comes to educational
R&D.

1'he free rider problem is not the only obstacle to school district
investment in R&D. Politicians (including school board members) prefer
immediate benefits whose costs are paid by future generationsthat is,
after the politicians who enacted the benefits have left public office.
Legislation that inflicts immediate pain fiw long-deferred benefits is
politically unattractive. The controversies over reducing the federal defi-
cit illustrate this point. So does the fact that school districts, like govern-
ment agencies generally. tniderfund maintenance of facilities and equip-
me- it. When teachers threaten to strike unless the district raises salaries,
it is difficult fOr school officials to adopt a long-range view of' spending
priorities. Obviously, if districts underfund maintenance of existing facili-
ties, they are even more likely to underfund educational R&D. With the
latter, there is no assurance of a return on investment, and any such
return, in whatever fbrm it takes, will not materialize fbr several years, if
indeed it ever does. To expect parents and teachers to accept such
expenditures while immediate needs, as they perceive them, are not met
is to expect the politically impossible. We should also note that district
budgets are usually insufficient to fund R&D that would be useful else-
where.

Filially, even in the unlikely event that a school district did invest in
R&D, and did develop an innovation that could be unlited by othci .
districts, the dissemination problems would be fiwmidable. ln the private
sector, companies have sales and marketing divisions to sell the prodttcts
and services resulting front R&D. School districts do not hit\ e sales man-
agers or marketing divisions. A few school districts sell instructional
materials developed from district flinding, but such materials constitute
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an insignificant share of the market for instructional Materials. If school
districts had a larger market share, private publishers would undoubtedly
protest the unfair competition from government.

All of these considerations also inhibit investment in educational
R&D by state governments. With over half of school district revenues
coming from state aid, it would he more logical for state governments
than local school districts to invest in educational R&D. Nevertheless,
each state would recognize that the productivity of educational R&D
would not be materially affected by its own contribution. This being the
case, the rational course of state action is to be a free rider. In addition,
all the other reasons not to invest in educational R&D apply to .state
governments: they also are under severe pressure to spend for immediate
tangible benefits, not uncertain long-range ones.

This brings us to the argument for increased federal spending fOr
educational R&D. Except fOr possible use of U.S. innovations by other
nations, federal support for educational R&D avoids the f ree rider prob-
lem. It also substantially reduces the political problems inherent in state
and local expendiutres fOr long-range benefits. Federal expenditures for
educaticmal R&D are only a minuscule proportion of the federal budget,
and thus are less vulnerable politically. In addition, the federal govern-
ment funds R&D in several fields, so funding fOr educational R&D is
consistent with federal practice generally. A few hundred million dollars
in the federal budget is hardly noticeable, whereas much smaller
amounts are visible and vulnerable targets in state and local budgets.

These factors help to explain why educational policy research found
a home in the federal government. In the 1960s and 1970s, federal
agencies initiated several programs to improve education. Congt ss and
the executive branch sought feedback on the efficacy of these programs.
Understandably. evaluation of them required a national approach; a
program such as I-lead Start might be effective in one area but not in
another. Since then, most federally funded research has been related to
federal legislation, actual or contemplated. It is highly debatable, how-
ever, whether the research issues that receive federal support are the
issues that deserve priority from an educational standpoint.

It comes as no surprise that educational organizations support in-
creased fideral hmding !Or educational R&D. The American Educational
Research Association (1ERA). the professional organization of educa-
tional i eseat (-het s, espcciall iu five in this regard. In 1990 AERA en-
rolled over 16010 members. most of them college professors of educa-
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tion. In testimony on the president's 1991 budget request. Gerald E.
Sroufe, AERA's Director of Governmental and Professional Liaison, as-
serted that "there is too little research because there is too little fund-
ing."' This point of view is widely accepted within the field of education,
as it is in every field of research. Notwithstanding this acceptance, it is a
highly questionable position.

Generally speaking, the advocates of increased federal spending for
educational R&D avoid the subject of total spending for it. The impres-
sion they convey is that if not for federal funding, educational R&D
would be starved fOr lack of funds. Educational researchers also avoid
the role of commercialization, which is the most effective means of
translating R&D into benefits fOr consumers. In fact what we already
spend for educational research is grossly underestimated, and its benefits
are grossly exaggerated."

hi my opinion. the "more funds are needed- approach is egregiously
misleading. For one thing, a staggering amount is spent for educational
research bv institutions of higher education. These institutions employ
approximately 35,000 professors of education, the overwhelming major-
ity of whom claim to be devoting at least sonic of their professional time
to educational research. According to recent surveys, 10 to 20 percent
of fitcultv time in departments of education is allocated to research: for
purposes of discussion. I shall assume that education faculty members
devote 14 percent of' their time to educational R&D). This would be a
reasonable if not conservative estimate fOr the institutions in which 1
have been employed: Emory University, University of Illinois. Oklahoma
University, Yeshiva University. Holstra University, Rhode Island College,
University of Ilawaii, Citv University of New York, University of Southern
California, Ohio UniversitN. and University of Pennsylvania. I. 'niversity
policies and surveys on work load at these institutions usually allocated
more professorial time to research.

True, some professors of education coliduct research on the problems
of higher education or on other issues outside of K-12 education. This
group, however, is probably exceeded bv the munber of professors in
other fields whose research pertains to K-I2 education. For example,
the most outstanding research on equality of educational opportunity
and on comparisons of public to private schools was conducted by.james
S. Coleman. a professor of sociology.' Studies of the economics of educa-
tion have been conducted bv prominent professors of economics: simi-
larly, scholars in psychology, child development. law, nutrition, public
administration, and school finance often focus on e(Iucational problems.

t)
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As a rough estimate, the dollar value of education faculty time spent
On research in 1988 was about S375 million.' Faculty time is not the
only resource devoted to educational research in institutions of higher
education. Doctoral dissertations are supposed to be based on research.
Time spent working on doctoral dissertations must also be included in
estimates of the resources devoted to educational research. From 1971
t 0 1988, institutions of higher education awarded an average of 7,300
doctoral degrees in education annually.'" The recipients of these degrees
are mainly public school teachers and administrators or facultymembers
teaching education courses in institutions of higher education.

Generally speaking, a doctoral dissertation is supposed to require one
year of hill-time work. There are reasons to rely on higher or lower
estimates, but one Year's work is a reasonable estimate. 1 et us assume
that the value of the time spent per degree recipient averaged S45.000
per Vear." On this basis, the value of graduate student time devoted
to educational research exceeds S328 million annually. Granted, sonic
student time is outside the scope of elementary and secondary education,
even broadly conceived; but the estimate does not include the value of
the time spent on educational research bv graduate Atudents in psychol-
ogy, child development, social work, economics, and other fields related
to public education.

In addition to the research conducted in institutions of higher educa-
tion, considerable amounts are spent for this purpose by nonprofit orga-
nizations outside academia. The philanthropic foundations appropriate
substantial amounts every year for educational R&D. These funds are
allocated to a wide range of educational organizations, state departments
of education, institutions of' higher education, nonprofit organizations,
school districts, and individuals. It is not always clear whether a particular
grant or contract should be categorized as educational R&D, but the
ones ihat should probably amount to hundreds of' millions annually.'
Some of it goes to institutions of higher education, where it pays For
professorial time that might otherwise be used for duties other than
research.

To illustrate, the most highly publicized study of school effectiveness
in recent years was sponsored bv the Brookings Institution.' This study
was funded bv federal as well as foundation funds, but Brookings pro-
vided most of its suppom The principal investigattirs were a full-time
employee of Brookings and ;t Stanford professor of political science.
Similarly, the Educational Testing Service (1:;I's) is a nonprofit organiza-
tion that spends millions zumually fOr educational R&D." In addition,
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many persons who work in educational R&D are employed by school
districts, state departments of education, or nonprofit organizations with
research interests. The dollar value of their time devoted to educational
R&D is undoubtedly substantial.

Educational research is also conducted in other countries. Of course,
a great deal of this research, even if of high quality, would not be useful
in the United States, but some of it would be. Such research is often
disseminated internationally by means of books and journals. There are
also expenditures fbr educational R&D by companies that sell instruc-
tional materials and other products and services to the education market;
these will be discussed when I take up technological innovation.

This discussion strongly suggests that lack of funding is not the main
obstacle, or even a major obstacle, to productive educational R&D. To
be sure, funding may not be available for scores of worthwhile projects.
Still, we must face the fact that billions have been spent on educational
R&D, especially in the past thirty-five years, but that we have relatively
little to show for it.

Despite this dismal track record, some prominent business leaders
also recomnwnd larger federal appropriations for educational R&D. For
example, David F. Kearns, a former CEO of Xerox Corporation who was
appointed under-secretary of education in June 1991, expressed such
support in 1968:

The federal government's role in education is limited, and should
continue to be so. but within that limited role, the federal govern-
ment should do more than it does . . .

Public education is a S I 50-billion-dollar-a-vear business, but the
federal government spends only $100 million on research to sup-
port it. At least three times that amotmt shottld be appropriawd
for research on school and classroom organization, learning theo-
ries, and instructional techniques and emerging educational tech-

Kearns greatly underestimated federal appropriations fbr educational
R&D, perhaps because he failed to include expenditures outside the
Department of Mucation. More important, he ignored nonfederal
spending for educational R&D when he urged increased federal spend-
ing fbr it. The question that needs to he addressed is not how to generate
higher federal appropliatious for educational rewarch and develop-
ment. It is why is there so little return from tIme huge investnwnt already
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being made bv the federal government, institutions of higher education,
philanthropic foundations, and other organizations and agencies trying
to improve public education. Let me defer my answer to this question
until we have also considered R&D on technological innovation.

Research on Educational Technology

Technology is a wild card in our educational situation. Although the
f011owing discussion will focus on educational technology, technology of
a more general nature could also have major implications fbr education.
Chapter 2 pointed out that since the Industrial Revolution most men
work away from home and that more and more women have begun to
do so in recent Years. Today, however, currei it and anticipated technol-
ogy are making it possible for more adults to work at home. If large
numbers of adults should do so, we could experience significant increases
in home schooling and/or in children's social capital.

Some analysts believe that educational technology will revolutionize
education. Others contend that technologY will be helpful but not the
basis for restructuring education. The skeptics point to educational tele-
vision to illustrate a long list of innovations that turned out to be much
less -revolutionary- than their advocates predicted.

MY belief is that educational technology. or technology that applies
to education, will have major efkcts on all the issues discussed in this
book, but I do not anticipate these effects until early- in the twenty-first
century. It is part of" my argument that we cannot take full advantage of
educational technology under public education; while technology has
the potential to improve education, public education is not conducive to
its utilization. It is nonetheless possible that developments in educational
technology could greatly accelerate the change to a market system of
education.

MY point of departure is an analysis of educational R&D by Lewis .
Perelman)" Perelman is one of the few analysts who regard the absence
of technological hulovation in education as a major problem. "[his con-
clusion is based on the labor intensive nature of education. A study 1-m
the Office of Technohgv Assessment (OTAI. an agency established bv
Congress, found education and social work to be out- most labor-intensive
industries: their labor costs amounted to 93 permit of output value,
compared to percent fOr all private businessi7 Perelman points out
that education's productivity not only is low but is declining. From I950
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to 1989, the dollar cost of education, adjusted fOr inJiation. quathupled.
while at best. quality of output did not improve and enrollments were
stationary or declining.

As Perelman sees it. the low productivity is due to the lack of invest-
ment in technologY. As evidence. he cites the OTA study's conclusion
that capital investment per employee is only S1,000 per employee in
education, whereas it is about S50,000 for the U.S. economy as a whole
and runs as high as 5300,000 or more in some high-tech industries. Even
other labor-intensive industries show capital investment of 57,000 to
S20,000 per employee.

As bad as this situation appears to be. Perelman argues that the data
grossly understate our underinyestment in educational technology. The
reason is that "Education is the only kusines.s in whith the mnsttino. does the

essential work."' That is, the activity of students ultimately determines the
productivity of. education. If students are counted as workers, the situa-
tion becomes drastically worse : capital investment in education should
be counted as S100-5200 instead of SI,000 per worker.

Perehnan then turns to the R&D gap that allegedly underlies the lack
of investment in educational technology. Depending on what is counted
as research, the U.S. Department of Education spent between S136
million and S388 million aw research in FY 1989. Only about SI million
of this was spent to develop advanced instructional technology. In con-
trast, the Department of Defense spent about $200 million for instuc-
tional technology, and the National Science Fotmdation spent about SI 5
million ,just tOr research on teaching science an(l mathematics)"

According to the OTA assessment, the education sector inve!.ts less
than 1.0 percent of its total revenues in R&D. Nationally, expenditures
tin. R&D are 2.5 percent of GNI': the figure fOr the average firm is
2 percent of sales. In the high-tech information-based industries, the
investment in R&D is much higher. For example, Business Week found
that the five leading firms in computer software and services spent 16-29
percent of their revenues on R&D. Whereas education spent less than
S50 per employee on R&D, these five companies spent $30,000 to S42,000
per employee.'" Inasmuch as spending for R&D per employee appears
to be a reliable predictor of business success, this gap between education
and the rest (tithe economy raises some basic issues. Perelman concludes
that: -In essence, the public school is America's collective larm. Innova-
tion and prodm tix itv arc lacking in American education tot basically the
same reasons the\ are scarce in So\ iet agrit tilture: absence of competi-
tive. market forces,''''
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If Perelman's conclusion is valid, and I believe it is, educational R&D
presents a paradoxical situation. 011 the one hand, it includes a heavily
overfunded sector devoted to policy research serving producers. On the
other hand, it includes an extremely undet funded sector devoted to
educational technologV. In my opinion, both of these conclusions are
accurate and both result from the same cause, to wit. the fact that
education is funded, provided, and regulated lw public agencies. A brief
analysis of the structural problems of policy research, and of R&D on
educational technology, will help to clarify this point.

The Role of Incentives

Essentially, expenditures fbr R&D in education are isolated from the
environment that,justifies such expenditures ill the private sector. In the
latter, producers have entrepreneurial incentives to develop productive
innovations. These incentives are largely absent from educational R&D.
In their absence, it can be argued plausibly that we are overspending on
educational R&D.

A recent book bv James S. Coleman helps to explain the critical role
of incentives in policy research. As Coleman points out, the academic
leaders in his own field, sociology, emphasized research on urban groups
and urban problems. Thev assumed tbat if their research exposed deplor-
able conditions, various policymakers would remedy these conditions.
This did not happen. The reason is that research is used bv policvmakers
primarily to legitimize what thev are doing. 'When research indicates the
desirability of changing policies, it is used primarily by those who want
to change the policies. Policy research is also used when policvmakers
are divided on the relevant issues, or when policvmakers want to persuade
public and legislative opinion that policy changes are needed. In such
situations, policy research may be a source of support. On the other
band, policy research is ignored fw policymakers who feel no pressure
to legitinfite their policies. Research also tends to be ignored, unfinnled,
()I even defunded if it points in politically unpopular directions.'"

Coleman's analysis explains why a great deal of university research is
never utilized. It contrasts sharply with the academic perception that
users just aren't aware of all the usefnl research that exists. In line with
this ,Iew, the LS. Department of Education estahlished the Educational
Research InfOrmation Center (ERR:). ruder the ERR: system. interested
parties can feed their research into the system, or access the mstem to
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locate research On topics of' interest. Essentially, it is an electronic re-
trieval system.

The main users of ERIC are professors and graduate students, not
school district personnel seeking answers to practical questions. The
system does not fnnction like a practitioner-oriented medical informa-
tion system. in which doctors feed in certain symptoms and get back a
menu of tests and possibilities. Very few teachers use the ERIC system
this way, and even school administrators are not heavy users of the system.
As in most other fields, professional .journals appear to be the main
source of infOrmation fOr teachers and administrators.

Differences in incentive systems explain the differences in use of the
ERIC system. Professorial promotions, salaries, and tenure depend partly
On research and publication. These activities require cognizance of prior
research on whatever a professor may be investigating. In contrast, teach-
ers and administrators lack incentives to access the ERIC system. 'rhe
possibility that research could be helpftil on a pedagogical problem is
insufficient incentive for most public school personnel to use the ERIC
system.

Another weakness of educational research is the absence of continu-
ous interaction between its producers and consumers. Market research
in the fnr-profit sector avoids tins weakness. As production and consump-
tion in the United States became oriented to national instead of local
markets, producers needed new kinds of information. The communica-
tions industries, advertisers, and producers needed to answer new kinds
of questions. The audiences theY were trying to reach were national,
hence the questions were national in scope. I low many pec pie listened
to radio programs at certain times? What were their demographic and
cultural characteristics? I low did they react to various advertising ap-
proaches? And so on.

Macket research emerged in order to answer these kinds of questions.
I t k a research industry outside of higher education. Its research is
producer oriented: producers pay fOr it and use it extensively. In contrast,
as Coleman points out, the early policy wsearch that was acclaimed
among academicians did not have a major impact on polic v. Coleman
com hides that its ineffectiveness was due to its isolation from the parties

have the research. The assumption that good policy
research would somehow mint' to the attention of policymakers and be
used b\ them was simph unrealistic .

Similarly, the incentives to develop the ERIC m stem in education did
not emanate primal ily from teachers and school districts They emanated
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primarily front professors, that is, other producers of infOrmation. Re-
search in education is used, but primarily lw other researchers; it does
not infot in and guide practitioners. In the private sector, researchers put
corporate funds (hence their own jobs) at risk. In contrast. professorial
research places only taxpayer and/or donor funds at risk. As we might
expect, corporate-sponsored research is more focused and more subject
to scrutiny lw potential users. Ultimately, such research has to improve
the corporation's bottom line. Professorial research is usually evaluated
by other professors who have no significant stake in the outcome: under-
standablv, it tends to lack the rigor and focus of research in the for-profit
sector.

In the field of education. as in the social sciences generall..v, each
individual professor decides what topics to investigate. Under these cir-
cumstances, it is extremely difficult to apply a crifical mass of research
talent to a major issue. In the private sector, companies can direct a large
number of experts to focus on the same research problem. Thus the
private sector has the advantages of scale as well as of focus and account-
ability.

In certain fields. such as biomedicine and agriculture, university re-
search funded bY government does seem to be productive. In such cases,
however. factors that do not prevail in education are important. In
biomedicine, pharmaceutical companies have commercial incentives to
convert basic research into viable products. These incentives are lacking
in public education. In agriculture. farmer-owiw rs welcome research inul
labor-saving technology, since it enhances their prodtwer benefits. In
education, in contrast, the teacher unions not only oppose the introduc-
tion of any such technology; they are adamantly opposed to R&D that
might lead to it. Also, research on lunnan behavior seems to be less
productive generalk than research on physical processes. One can de-
bate hos\ the lines are drawn and point to exceptions, butt research on
upics of interest to educators, such as student incentives. has not been
especially productive. This point also applies to research outside the
school setting; for example, employee motivations and incentives have
been studied extensiNely, but managers do not know much more about
these matters than they did generations ago.

Earliei I estimated the annual alue of graduate student time devoted
to educational research as about $328 million. The Output contributes
\et% little that is ut should be ol interest to polimmtkers. A bi lel lo()IN at
the dnamics of doctoral dissertations helps to explain this waste of
resources.
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Among professors and institutions of higher education, the ability to
attract _doctoral students is important from several standpoints. One
is economic; institutions mav benefit financially from professors and
programs that enroll large numbers of doctoral students. To compete
with other institutions, universities arrange the process of earning a
doctoral degree to be as convenient as possible for students; the institu-
tion's academic reputation and financial situation usually affect the dis-
sertation reqt tirements.

Typically, advising doctoral candidates or serving on dissertation com-
mittees is part of professional work loads. From the student's standpoint,
the doctoral degreethe piece of paper, as it wereis far more impor-
tant than any skill or knowledge it supposedly represents. They need
the degree to be eligible for many middle- or upper-level positions in
education. To students, the requirement is simply a hurdle to be over-
come; they naturally prefer the dissertation topic most likely to be com-
pleted and approved in the shortest possible time. Whether the topic is
substantively important is of secondary interest, or of no interest at all.
Indeed, this is often true about the professorial perspective as well;
increasing university income is usualh much more important than the
production of usehil research. Anyone who doubts this should check the
titles and use of dissertations front institutions that award large numbers
of dcwtoral degrees.

Professors usually have wide latitude in deciding what dissertation
topics are acceptable. They can easily arrange research topics that con-
tribute to their cottrses, or their business or consulting interests, or
whatever interests them at the moment. For example, many professors
moonlight as arbitrators or nwdiators in labor disputes. Consequently,
their doctoral students frequenth end up writing dissertations about
these processes but rarch select dissertation topics that would challenge
the desirability of collective bargaining. After all, professors who evince
doubts about its desirability are not likely to be selected as arbitrators.
Meanwhile, taxpayers who supposedly benefit from research do not have
the vaguest idea of what is happening to their tax dollars.

In addition. policy research suffers from political pressures that are
licit to be underestimated. In the private sector. R&D priorities are set
In. market forces and market opportunities. In contrast, political factors
of ten pia% a dominant role in research funded by government. This
applies to technical and sc ientific as well as polic esearch. For Nears,
Coup ess has been earmarking reseal ch unds in tlw field of health can..
As this happens. political clout, not technical expertise, becomes the
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dominant factor in awarding federal R&D contracts and grants. The same
process is operative in education. UnfOrtunately, the astute researchers,
in health care, education. or any other field, are not necessarily constit-
uents of the most powerfill Congressmen.

Political considerations often determine the issues selected for re-
search and even the research outcomes. Of the S60 million appropriated
for R&D by the U.S. Department of Education in FY 1990. S30 million
was for studies mandated by Congress. Naturally, the congressional spon-
sors of legislation are gratified bv a favorable evaluation of it. Individuals
and organizations seeking research funds are well aware of this, as are
Department of' Education officials who contract fbr the research. Con-
gressmen and Department of Education officials are not likely to pro-
mote research that discredits congressional policies and programs. The
modus operandi of sonw companies conducting research under contract
is not deliberate falsification of results but subtle accommodations that
can have the same effect. Plausible but misleading questions can be
asked. Research results can be reported in ways that are technically
defensible but do not really explain anything. Potentially embarrassing
issues may not be raised.

:oleman cites a timely example OF this tendency: the research on the
efficienc . of job training programs fOr minority Youth.' The usual wav
of evaluating such programs is to investigate the number of participants
who were empkwed as the result of the program. This number is then
treated as the measure of program effectiveness. Suppose, however.
that the participants merely replaced other employees. In that case, the
program would not have enhanced employment: it would merely have
changed the identity of the empkwed and the unemploved. And even if'
.job training pmgrams achieved some additional employment, the full
cost of doing 50 woUld haVe bl' taken into account in a realistic
evaluation of the program. The costs would include not only the dollars
appropriated for the program but the effects of' higher taxes on employ-
nwnt and productivity. Upon being infOrmed that 90 percent of the
participants in a job training program were subsequently employed, most
people would conclude that the pl (Warn Wati S1iCCC551111; actually, it might
not be successf nil even if MTV participant were subsequently employed.

The Prospects for Improving Policy Research

Thc loicg()ing iumIssis strongly suggests that research on educational
poll( y is laigels a waste of. resources. The prospects tor improvement

1 4,
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are dim. 'Flie research arrangements governing professors of' education
cannot be changed in isolation from those governing research in other
academic fiekls,.and no change in these arrangements is in sight. Simi-
larly, we cannot exclude political considerations from publicly funded
educational research while such considerations play a dominant role in
other fields. Finallv, the argument firr more funding of educational
policy research rests upon some dubious assumptions about research
iwrsonnel. The argument assumes a cadre of competent personnel,
stymied in their research due to a lack of' funds. Even if this assumption
is valid (which is (loubtful), some questions remain. In view of the
tremendous waste of' research funds, how can we be confident that
increased appropriations would go to the researchers who would use the
funds productively? Why is there so little effort to use existing funds
more effecthely? let us not forget that in 1960. the National Academy
of Education issued a report calling fOr increased funding of educational
research. Its call was granted, but the results have fallen far short of the
expectations. No doubt some qualified researchers could use additional
funding, hut this is always true in every field.

In short, it is questionable whether additional federal funding would
generate more usefUl policy research. What we can do, however, is to
convert the public policy questions into market issues. Let me use class
size as an example of how to do this. Class size has been the subject of
thousands of books, articles, dissertations. term papers, school district
memoranda. organizational resolutions, and refOrm reports. Next to the
level of teacher salaries, it is the most important factor affecting school
costs. Differences in class size are cited to demonstrate inequality of
ducational opportunity, and linnts on class size are a major objective of

teacher unions at the bargaining table. Federal hinds fin- disadvantaged
children are sometimes used to reduce their class size, and other impor-
tant dimensions could be cited.

The rewarch on class size indicates that within broad limits, reducing
class size does not result ill significant gains in pupil achievement. To
achieve even modest gains, classes would hae to be smaller, and the
costs would be prohibitive. Furthermore. as class size is reduced. Mon'
teachers are needed, exacerbating the problem of maintaining teacher
quality. (nnterally speaking, therefore, smaller classes benefit teachers,
not pupils.

When it 1..s. Depat uncut of Education repot t drew this conclusion in
9f-i8. the presidents oi the N EA and the .% FT charged that educational

'2 J
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research was being politicized. In fact, both prior and subsequent re-
searchers who could not reasonably be regarded as politically motivated
reached the same conclusion. Of course, restrictions on class size can
sometimes be ,justified on grounds of teacher welfare, but the teacher
unions virtually always characterize smaller classes as a pupil benefit.
Parenthetically, smaller classes appear to benefit disadvantaged pupils
the most. but smaller classes for the disadvantaged would be inconsistent
with the opposition to Ira( king.

How would class size be resolved in a market system? Let us assume
that school X and school Yin e competing for students. School V tries to
take advantage of its larger class size by charging lower tuition. Parents
will now have a choice.

School X School

Tuition: S3,500
Class size: 20

Tuition: S2,500
Class size: 25

Sclmol Y will claim that its lower tuition does not lead to any impair-
ment of educational achievement. School X will no doubt challenge Y's
claim. Oyer time, Ywill have to produce the evidence or lose enrollments.

can substantiate its claim, X will be forced to increase its class siz.e to
compete. The issue is resolved through market, not political, processes.

Meanwhile. what will happen to the professors who conduct research
on class size? There is no need for them to do so at public expense.
If thev conduct such research, it will be as employees of' educational
companies. They may be employed to find out what mix of price and
class size and anticipated educational achievement would increase the
company's market share. Their research may be more useful than it was
in the past, but it will not be conducted on the public payroll.

The same process would apply to most other policy issues that are
debated among academics. Initially, schools would operate according to
the various positions in these debates. Oyer time, market forces would
resolve either the merits or parent preferences concerning these various
positions. School boards and state officials would no longer impose their
views on everyone on the bast, or reward, by academies who do not
suffer the consequences of their errors.

Pei haps nothing licuer demonstrates the fatuousness of "educational
reform- than the widespread attention to "i estruc tilling.- Vith ofes-
sional help at hand, school districts everywhere are "restructuring." ln
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practice, "restructuring- consists of applying a new label to conventional
changes. My ffivorite example is from the Los Angeles Unified School
District, where the superintendent disseminated a list of actions being
taken to "restructure- school district operations. One such action was
that schools could buy postage directly from the post office instead of by
requisition from the district purchasing office!'

In fnr-profit enterprises, restructuring is usually the result of techno-
logical change. In public education, however, teachers, school adminis-
trators, and academics equate restructuring with administrative or mana-
gerial changes totally unrelated to technological change. An effort to
"restructure- public education in the 1950s failed for precisely this
reason. During those Years, there was considerable attention to "team
teaching.- Educational experts pointed out a critical difference between
teachers and physicians. The latter are supported by a wide range of
medical occupationsnurses, pharmacists. X-ray technicians, nutrition-
ists, laboratory technicians, and so on. In contrast, teachers do it all
supposedly with the result that "professional- teachers end up doing
work that should be perfOrmed by sub-professionals. Generously sup-
ported by foundation grants, especially from the Ford Foundation, sev-
eral school districts plunged into "team teaching- and "differentiated
staffing.-

Predictably, the entire effOrt was a fiasco. The reason we have X-rin.
technicians is that there are X-ray machines: without the technolog, the
occupations based on it would not exist. This mav seem obvious, but one
would never know it from the educational scene. School districts are
'restructuring- simply lw applying the label to every managerial or

administrative change, regardless of the directions they take.
More than seventy Years ago William I lurrell Mallock pointed out

several instances in which governments refused to support R&D that
eventually turned mit to lw enornmuslv productive.' In some cases,
governments actually bhcked the necessary R&D, either because of fail-
ure to appreciate its possibilities or because of pressure from interest
groups. Of course, companies for profit have sometimes turned down
opportunities to develop immensely successfnl innovations: for example,
several major corporations failed to take advantage of opportunities to
develop the technology that led to Xerox and other copying technology.
The difference is that mistakes are more likely to be recogni/ed and
mrrected onipth in a market system. Me paucit of inventions and
patents from nations without market economies provides impressive
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confirmation of this point. More to the point, so does educational R&D
in the United States.

Reference has already been made to James S. Coleman's landmark
study of equality of educational opportunity. Once it became clear that
the study's conclusions challenged instead of supported government
policies, the government agencies that sponsored the research tried to
bury it. First they tried to distort it; as Coleman tells it, "We had many
. . . battles to fight with agency officials who dici not like the results we
had achieved, many problems in merely maintaining the integrity of the
research report in the face of attempts to rewrite it."'"

Inasmuch as education is a highly labor-intensive industry, it might
be expected that educational research would focus on ways of reducing
this dependence. This is the normal pattern of R&D in other labor-
intensive industries. Such rt.-search could take a variety of fbrms in educa-
tion. For instance, to what extent does the presence of a certified teacher
affect educational achievement? If research revealed that some of the
work done by 540,000-a-vear teachers could be perfbrmed as effectively
bv SI 5,000-a-vear paraprofessionals, the savings could be enormous. Nev-
ertheless, yen little research is conducted on any such ways of increasing
efficiency.

This neglect clearly has a politkal basis. In the 1970s teacher unions
adamantly opposed federally fancied experiments on contracting out
instruction. The unions forced the research projects to adopt restrictions
that crippled them educationally and destroyed their viability as experi-
ments about anything." Subsequently, federal R&D projects in education
have avoided labor-saying issues. Educational research limded bv the
l'.5. Department of' Education is caught in a insoluble dilemma. On the
one hand, the labor-intensive nature of education suggests the desirabil-
ity of R&D devoted to reducing its labor intensity. On the other hand,
the N EA and the AFT are the major political supporters of research
fundingand are adamantly opposed to research that has the potential
to reduce the required quantity or skill level of educational workers. It's
as if the automobile industn depended on the United Auto Workers for
research on labor-saving technology in the automobile industry. There
is no explicit Faustian bargain, but there is no need for one. The educa-
tional research community avoids issues that might displease the teacher
unions, and the latter support educational research insofar as it does not
threaten union influence in any wax.

(;overnment hunting cannot consistently overcome the political obsta-
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cles to R&D that thr:atens powerful interest groups. The exceptions do
not justify reliance on a system so vulnerable to political considerations.
In anv event, it is futile to adopt private-sector levels of investment in
R&D isolated from the profitmaking context in which they are effective.
Anyone who doubts this need only compare the advances in services
provided lw the private sector with those in services provided by public
school teachers. Transportation, food service, data processing, communi-
cationsin all of these cases and countless others, the improvements in
services provided privately are clearly visible. In in .truction, however,
schools operate much as thev did fifty Years ago. In many cases, schools
have even failed to adopt instructional technology that is widely used in
the private sector; the incentives to do so are lacking.

In education, the fact that research is not proprietary is viewed in a
positive light. After all, who would be so selfish as to deprive children of'
a better waY to read in order to make a profit? And because most
professors work tor government or nonprofit institutions, neither they
nor their institutions have an entrepreneurial stake in the research they
do. This is changing in some scientific and technical fields but not in
educat ion.

The contrast in outcomes is remarkable. Researchers in liw-prof it
companies tend to publish their rese.arch when their company manufac-
tures and markets a product based on the research. if they publish it at
all. To publish the results befOre then would alert the competition mid
give it a free ride on the research conducted to date. When research is
finally published, however, it is scrutinized by government agencies and
competing companies. In many fields, such as pharmaceuticals and auto
safety, mistakes and deliberate deception are costlysometimes very
mstly. For these reasons. research in the for-profit sector is more likely
to lw accurate and thorough. Of course there are instances to the con-
trary, but we are considering central tendencies.

ln academe. the pressttre is to publish as often and as soon as possibie.
Salaries, promotions, and tenure often depend on (he frequency of
publication. There is no proprietary interest in the research. and there
are strong personal incentives to publish it. Often poor research gets as
much credit as wiod research, sometimes more. Aciulemics like to refer
to higher education as "a tnarketplace of ideas." This confuses support
among professors, who have their own agendas and seldom suffer the
«msequences of their en s, with support from consumers who paN cash
kir their decisions.
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Producer Bias in Educational Research
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As Coleman points out, policy research generally selTes producer rather
than consumer interests. For example, as college admissions expanded
and colleges received admission requests from a national instead of a
local base, the colleges needed better mechanisms to evaluate applica-
tions. This led to the establishment of the Scholastic Aptitude Test, now
administered lw ETS to millions of high school students every year. In
effect, a relatively small number of colleges with a permanent interest in
the SAT generated the R&D needed to establish it.

The decision of which college to attend is much more important to
the students than to the colleges that accept or reject them. Why is there
not research that would enable students to evaluate colleges? One reason
is that it is much easier for a small number of colleges to act cooperatively
in their own interests than for millions of students to do so. True, several
handbooks purport to rate colleges. Aside from the fact that most of
their information is provided fw the colleges themselves, the college
guides are not based on R&D remotely comparable in funding or quality
to the R&D that underlies the S VT2..,.m..ar.y, t.iere is little if any research
on how parents can evaluate teachers and schools and educational ser-
yices.'2"

In the private sector, consumer feedback plays a critically important
role in shaping R&D. When a new product is introduced (often after
considerable market research and field testing), the producers may be
unaware of certain problems or of opportunities to improve it. ( :ompeti-
lion for consumers helps to address these problems, but it is absent from
public education. Parental complaints are difficult to present, especially
in large school districts. (:ollective bargaining contracts severely limit the
time parents can talk to teachers. Grades and report cards conceal more
titan they inform. Political processes, such as school board elections and
meetings, are a poor substitute for the interaction and feedback that
characterims R&D in the private sector. Sales data. customer surveys,
warranties, and customer hotlines are some of the ways market systems
generate infOrmation that is used to benefit consumers. ln education,
private schools are much more active than public schools in con(lucting
this kind of research.

A I )91 report entitled ReSedrch and the Renewal ol Education, sponsored
lw the National Academy t)I hitt( anon (N.\1 I. intwittingl% confirtns the
producer bias in edncational t e.search. NAE (-It:mulct-i/o's its stlentv-five

,
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members as -renowned educati()nal leaders or researchers." At least
twenty of the members are on the faculty at Harvard. Stanford, the
University of Chicago, or Teachers College, (:olumbia University. A codi-
rector of the report, Diane Ravitch, was appointed assistant secretary of
education for educational research and improvement shortly afier the
report was released. Because of its sponsorship, the NAE report can
be regarded as an authoritative expression of mainstream educational
thinking about educational research. The f011owing analysis consists of
my reactions to various aspects of the report.

I. On funding and support, the report "recommends that over-
all research funding for education be increased from current
expenditures. Today education receives only about one half a
percent of the total aggregate S300 billion spent on U.S. edu-
cational institutions at all levels (about SI50 billion)."' As
Chapter 6 and this chapter make clear, the figures cited are
appalling understatements of the amounts spent for educa-
tion at all levels and fOr cdticatnmal research. These figures
undermine the credibility of the entire report.

2. Although the report recogni/es that several federal agencies
fund educational research, it does not list them or provide
dollar estimates fOr anv except the Department of Educa-
tion. The omissions have the effect of understating federal
expenditures fOr educathmal R&D.

3. Despite the fact that several NAE members are employed by
institutions that have been forced to return excessive over-
head c barges. the report ignores the issue. One might expect
a report on new directions kw federally sponsored research
to acknowledge that some refOrms are needed on the recipi-
ent side.

I. We are told of a need to restructure sc !tools, but not a single
sentence in the report suggests that interest-group opposition
to it or the absence of technology is a problem. The report is
otiented almost entirely to what professors do."

5. Hie NAE survey of twenty-eight large finmdations showed
that in 1989 their total grants amounted to SI.1 billion. Of
this mmitult. S272 million went for education, inchuling
S36.7 million liii educational tescart h. Hie report cites this
as eidence that -Foundations devote 0111V a small pot lion of
their funds fOr educatkm and a minus( ule amount for educa-
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tion research. For the sake of discussion, let us assume that
the fimndations not included in the NAE survey did nOt con-
tribute very much to educational R&D. The fact remains that
the NAE figure covers only "research,' not "research and de-
velopment For this reason alone, it underestimates the
amount spent for educational R&D.

6. The report urges "new incentives to draw talented voting peo-
ple into the field of education research, including scholars
front disadvantaged and minority groups." No evidence is
presented on why this is needed. Since the educational re-
search community does include minority members, die impli-
Gttion seems to be quotas or proportional representation.

7. The report cites eqMtv in school binding as strong evidence
of the efficacy of educational research.' As pointed out in
Chapter 7. developments in this field could just as easily be
cited to illustrate its ineffectiveness and political bias.

8. The report compares spending for educational R&D to spend-
ing fOr R&D in the for-profit sector (said to be 4 to 6 per-
cent) but does not mention the absence of competition and
profit incentives in educational R&D or their role in the for-
profit sector.

9. The report acknowledges that pork-barrel politics and politi-
cal concerns play a significant role in allocations of federal re-
search funds. Its solution is "further study" of the viability
and value of a National Panel of Reviewers to "adviSe the fed-
eral R&D effort, proposing consensus on what is known and
recommending new studies to close gaps in the reseal ch
base." The self-serving nature of reconnnendation is ob-
vious.

Somewhat inadvertently but no less unmistakably, the NAE report
reveals the mind-set of educational rewarchers in our universities. That
mind-set runs as follows: Government provides public education. To
improve it, government must experiment with different policies and
programs under carefUlly controlled conditions. Research is needed to
ensure that the conditions are properly controlled and the results usefid
for eNalttating policies and programs. Government has to find out "what
woiks," .,111(1 the wa to find out is thtough iesealt h. funded largels
guvernMent.

Jim t»v view, as hmg as thew ;mitotic's are dominant, educational

f
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R&D will continue to be a hopeless quest for educational improvement.
Producer domination forestalls even the improvements that could be
achieved independently of any move to a market system of education.
Significantly, other nations with higher levels of educational achievement
than the l'nited States spend less per pupil for educational R&D. If these
nations know more about how to educate (though spending much less
for R&D) why do we not learn from them? If their superior achi;weinent
is due to noneducational factors, such as greater family stability, perlvaps
we should foster these other factors instead of spending more for educa-
tional R&D. As matters stand, the educational research community advo-
cates more spending on educational R&D so that we can catch up educa-
tionally with nations that spend much less for it than we do.



12
The Educational Agenda
and Its Problems

Bv now the reader may be persuaded that public education as we
know it will not survive. What will replace it is not so clear. We
are in a period of transitionbut transition to what?

Clues to what should and will happen can be fimnd in the reasons
whY public education is a lost cause. Among these, economic reasons are
pamnmunt. Mv reference is to the crushing economic costs of disincen-
tives to study, of compulsorv education beyond sensible limits, of exces-
sive credentialing and licensing, of labor intensiveness and technological
poverty, of massive waste in R&Din short, to the costs of producer
control and of an industry geared to political action instead of better
service as the way to enhance pmducer benefits. As these costs become
wide! \ recogniied, the pressure to change will be overwhelming.

The demise of the opposition .to lending money fOr i»terest is an
appropriate anaiogy. Until the Middle Ages. Christian dogma fiwbade
the charging of' interest. Eventual!. , however, the prohibition could no
longer be sustained, even as a fiction. The religious changes that made
charging interest legitimate were simply a recognition of the fact that its
prohibition was blocking productive activities on a massive scale.

Similarly, public edtn ation is blocking productiyit \ on a scale that is
no longer acceptable. The other reasons to adopt a different system will
also play a role, but the economic ones will be decisive. To be consistent
with the economic reasons, however, the changes will have to incorporate
market appl ()aches to basic edtu ittiOnal problems. The massi\ c inefli-
( iem ies ( annot be remedied ln nomnarket approaches.

27:i
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Bemnd this, our crystal ball becomes cloudy for three reasons: (1 )
market systems can be introduced in a variety of ways; (2) mat ket struc-
tures, as distinct from market processes, are inherently unstable: and
(3) variations in the political, economic, educational, and demographic
circumstances of' the states will aikct the outcomes. There is also a
time problem. For instance, the best system might be one in which
government paid only for the education of children whose families could
not afford it. Such a system might be possible fifty years from now. An
emphasis on it here would only divert attention from essential changes
that can be effected within a much shorter period of' time.

With these caveats in m'nd. let Inc outline the educational agenda
called fOr bv our anwpsy.

I. I move toward competition and away from producer con-
trol or veto power, children should be provided with vouch-
ers redeemable in public or private schools, nonprofit 01- For
profit, denominational or nondenoininatkmal.

9. In general, educational restrictions shoukl not apply to
schools For profit unless theN also apph to nonprofit or pub-
lic schools.

3. Except for pupils whose families arc unable to pav. vouchers
should not cover all of' the costs of' education. Although the
amount or the voucher will be somewhat arbitrary, one half'
the per-pupil cost of' public schools would be a reasonable
point of departure: however, these costs should be estimated
Mort' realistically than they are at the present time.
Priate schools should not be required to accept all students
Ylio apply, but legislation might provide incentives for them
to do so.

3. Starting no later than the senior high scluml level, parents
should be required to pav at least I 0 percent of the costs
fr(mt their own pockets.

6. Compulsory education should end at age 14: students who
have attained that age should have the option of hill-time
employment or continuation of formal schooling.

7. Students should haw opportunities and incenthes to com-
plete their education within a shot ter period of time. If a
student can finish high s( hool ill three Yeats instead of lour,
some of the sa\ ings should accrue to the student, perhaps in
the form of it subsidy for itdvanced education or training.
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8. Ethnic disparities in educational achievement may he a mat-
ter of government concern, but they must not be regarded
as prima facie evidence of racial discrimination. Reliance on
such nebulous objectives as "racial balance' or "diversity-
as camouflage for preferential treatment of disadvantaged
minorities should be terminated immediately.

9. EffOrts to convert schools into melting pots should be aban-
doned. along with the fallacious assumption that students in
melting-pot schools will be more devoted to democracy or
more tolerant of racial, religious, and socioeconomic differ-
ences.

10. The PTA should eliminate teacher participation in its gover-
nance structure. The organization of parents that emerges
should represent students and parents, not serve as an obedi-
ent affiliate of the public school producers. An organization
responsive to parental interests will regard public education
as a means, not as an end that must be protected against
competition at all costs.

I Although a federally mandated curriculum is out of the
question, a nationally accepted one, especially in mathemat-
ics and science, is not only possible but desirable. A national
curriculum can lw consistent with state and local options.

19. The groups that demand transmittal of their ethnic or cul-
tural heritage. thnmgh courses such as Afto-American or Ilo-
locaust studies, should earn the financial burden of' transmit-
ting it.

13. Curricula intended to solve pressing social problems should
1w eliminated and new ones strongly resisted: however, such
curricula could 1w private school options.

I-1. School districts should not lw allowed to increase their reve-
nues by designating pupils as "learning disabled.- Such deci-
sions should be made by independent agencies that are re-
sponsible for containing costs as well as for providing any
sjwcial assistance to which students are entitled. This would
bc a conflict of interest. but it is one that must be laced
somewhere in die system.

15. Custodial services must be distinguished from educational
ones..ind the differences should be tellected in the expendi-
tures and anticipated outcomes. Whenevet appropriations
are made for any subgroup of students (tetarded, blind.
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emoti( >nally disturbed, and so on) the legislation should
spell out the standards for evaluating the effectiveness of the
appropriations. The educational producers in recipient
states and school districts should be evaluated indepen-
dently with respect to these standards.

16. Insofar as they are intended to restrict competition, legisla-
tive barriers to contracting out instructional or support ser-
vices should be eliminated. Union proposals to restrict

hool district rights to contract out services should he a pro-
hibited subject of bargaining.

17. "Feachers should be required to take state examinations in
the subjects they are employed to teach. Teacher scores on
such examinations should be available to school employers,
but states should not be allowed to deny certification or em-
ployment on the basis of such scores: if school boards or
schools wish to employ teachers who don't know their sub-
ject, thev should be allowed to do so and face political ac-
countabihtv fOr their policies.

18. Federal statistics on school costs should include all the costs
incident to the provision of services, whether or not carried
on school budgets. Where reliable nata are not available, the
reports should highlight this point, not bury it in small
print. States that refuse to provide the reqtfired data on
school costs should lose some federal funding.

11). Deliberate falsification of student achievement or atten-
dance should be a criminal offense, leading minimally to cx-
c lusion from educational employment.

20. School d'stricts should be remfired to show the anticipated
short- and long-term costs of each fringe benefit, on both
per-teacher and aggregated bases. The fOrmat should make
it possible for citi/ens to assess the accuracy of these esti-
mates. States and school districts should also be required to
show the present value, including district and state contribu-
tions, of teacher pension benefits. All data on teacher com-
pensation should be available on citiien demand, without re-
gard to the purpose thereof'.

21. In addition to or in lieu of' school vouchers, vouchers kn
sl.parate subict is, such as temedial instruction in bask skills,
should be made aNailable. At the high school level. subject
vouchers 'night replat e school %ma hers entireh.
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99. States should mandate report cards that provide objective,
usable information about pupil achievement and conduct.
Such information should be provided in both criterion-
referenced and normative modes. Districts and schools
should also be required to provide summaries of student
evaluations that unambigtuutsly indicate the extent of low
achievement among students.

93. 1-lonie schooling should be permitted, perhaps even subsi-
dized as long as the pupils demonstrate reasonable progress
on whatever criteria are used to assess student achievement
in the state or school district.

94. S I I .)oards should be abolished or appointed liv mayors,
not elected in "nonpartisan elections in which the orga-
nized pmducers have more influence than the um), ganized
consumers.

95. Schmil boards should be allowed to contract out the man-
agement of the school district, just as lic.,pitals are able to
contract out hospital management.

91.1. The primary fOcus of education must I.- on what students
know and are able to do. "Able to do" includes the per-
sonal habits and attitudes essential to competent perfOr-
mance in occupational and civic roles. Civil rights legislation
and policy must not be enacted or interpreted to be in con-
flict with this emphasis. Diplomas, degrees, and certificates
must be abandoned as either goals of education or criteria
of educational achievement. in faor of" goals such as higher
proportions of students who can perfOrm at specified levels.

If this agenda were implemented, how would xarious interest groups
be affected? In the vernacular, who would be the winners and who would
be the losets: Because most parties would be winners in some ways and
losers ill others, the answer to this question is not a simple matter. In my
opinion, the long-range benefits would far exceed the losses for the
overwhelming majority of students and citizens, even of groups that
oppose the changes. The hoirt-terni answer, ho )wever. might diner from
the long-range one. The proposals call for students and their families to
absorb a larger share of the costs of fOrmal education, from high school
on. filet doll% students who utilize formal edno ;Mon to the hilt would
be short-t ange losers. ( :ott ersely, students who (10 not go) on to college or
who prefer to) accept hill-nine employment sooner would be immediate
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winners. Their lifetime earnings would increase and thev woukl be taxed
less to pay fOr the education of upper- and ruiddle-class students. They
would also benefit from the increased productivity of the economy gener-
ally. And although I am emphasizing economic outcomes at this point,
I believe that students who do not go on to college would be much better
off with respect to noneconomic outcomes as well.

As noted in Chapter 9, implementation of the agenda would probably
lead to higher overall incomes but also to increased inequalities in
income. In other words, if the standard of winning or losing is income
equality, the disadvantaged would be losers: if the standard is their
absolute level of achievement or income, they would be winners. Of
course, implementation of the proposed agenda could give priority to
increased productivity while noneducational policies simultaneously fos-
tered increased equality. Although the coeflict will not necessarily be
resolved consistently, its resolution in education is likely to be affected
by its resolution elsewhere. Mv sense of the matter is that "equality- is
losing ground to productivity ven slowly as a primary social objective.
With man y. resenations and much trepidation. I believe this trend is in
the right direction, lint distributional concerns should not be ignored.

Although the proposals can be considet ed individually, some should
be considered ointly for various reasons. For instance. parents will op-
pose charges for educational services that have hitherto been provided
free of charge. Such charges might be acceptable, however, as part of a
package that includes accelerated opportunities to finish school or to
enter full-time emploYment.

Conceptually, not all of the recommendations are essential to a mar-
ket system. For example, the proposals on teacher and student testing
could be adopted independently of any move toward such a system.
Nevertheless, ..ts long as education is a public monopoly, there is less
chance that the testing changes will be adopted. In other words. even
desirable nonmarket reforms may not be achievable in the absence of a
market system.

Considered in isolation, a market sYstem would probably require a
much smallei education bureatuTacv than exists under public education:
however. a three-sector education industry might cotnbine more of the
deficiencies than the positive features of each sector. Although I do
not believe this Outcome is likely, some experience with i, three-sector
education industry will be 11(l'essin \ stand how each scrim is
affected by the presence of the Others.

r
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The Transition Problem
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A CO111111011 mistake in previous efforts to enact a voucher system has
been the demonstration fallacy, to wit, the assumption that if policy A is
demonstrated to be better than policy B, A will be adopted. In the real
world, the superiority of a policy is no guarantee of its adoption. Even
in the private sector, the most efficient system is not always adopted. One
reamm is that the transition costs may be prohibitive.

Suppose I own a car that gets thirty miles per gallon of gas. Suppose
also that I can buy another car, identical in all respects except that it gets
thirty-one miles per gallon. Suppose also that the second car would cost
SI0,000 more than the trade-in value of the car I already have. On these
facts. I would not change to the more ellic tit car. The transition costs
would outweigh the benefits. Analogously, the costs of a transition to a
market system of education might outweigh the benefits reasonably to
be expected from the transition.

According to my analysis, however, the benefits of a market system
would greatly exceed the costs. If this is the case, why doesn't our nation
move to a market system of education? The answer is that the supporters
of a market system have been unable to overcome objections to the
transition costs. In toto, these costs are far outweighed In, the benefits;
the transition problem lies in the distrilnuion of costs and benefits. Some
groups would absorb the costs: others would reap the benefits. UnfOr-
tunatelv. the groups that would sufThr the losses are able to block the
change. "Me transition problem is how to redistribute the costs and
benefits to make the change possible.

Transition costs often block the introduction of more efficient systems
in the private sector. In that sector, decisions on the introduction of
more efficient systems, including technology, are based on economic
considerations. A cowpany estimates the costs of changing its system of
production. The costs might include new equipment, training, tempo-
rary shutdowns, and so on. These estimates are compared with estimates
of the anticipated gains in productivity. lithe total gains appear to exceed
the total losses, the company tries to effect the change.

bnplover Perspeetnies on TmnAilion Cocts

It ollen happens, limes cr. that the employees oppose changes to a more
efficient system. The change might mean that certain tpes of.emplovees
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would no longer be needed 01 emplmees might hae to leat n to pet-
lot m different tasks. In am e) ent, emplmees (10 not ordmat11) consider
system change primarily in terms of company efficiency. Their major
concern is the impact of the change on their own interests. For this
reason, employees often Oppose change to a more efficient system be-
cause they believe thev would be worse off if the change were made.
Such opposition is a transition cost. In manv situations, it has forced
companies to forgo the change.

If a company is in a competitive field, its inability to adopt a more
efficient system will lead to its decline. If the company enjoys a monopoly,
it mav continue to use the inefficient system, even though its profits will
be less than if the change were made. Of course, if it is a monopoly, the
workers may have no other source of employment. This may intensify
their opposition to the change.

The si/e of the gains made possible by a change is crucial. Eventually,
the potential gains mav be so large that it becomes possible to buy out
the opposition. It has been estimated that the resistance to labor saving
technology breaks clown when an investment equivalent to the lifetime
wages of one worker enables a company to replace at least five workers.'
At that point, it becomes possible to overcome the opposition bv negotiat-
ing a distribution of the gains from increased efficiency.

The foregoing account is oversilnplified in several ways. Unemploy-
ment does not necessarily result from increased efficiency. Often, em-
pl(A1,-,ent increases because demand for the product or service grows as
producers become inure efficient. Also. many improvements in efficiency
simply enable workers to pet-fin-in certain functions more effectively. The
point is that regardless of the overall merits of a change, opposition from
pe( pie who feel threatened bv it is a formidable obstacle to overcome.

It is instructive to consider transition costs in industries that have
experienced tremendous increases in productivity. Agriculture is one
such industry. In 1820 about 70 percent of the U.S. labor force was
employed in agriculture. "Fodav less than 3 percent is so employed: and
vet the industry not only feeds the U.S. population but also produces
huge surpluses that are sold abroad. This phenomenal increase in pro-
ductivity was made possible bv a highly receptive attitude toward more
efficient t«finology. This receptivity was due to the fact that farmers
were owners as well as operators. For this reason. conflict between owners
(management I and emploYees ()vet new technology was seldom a pi oh-
lent in agriculture.
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Significantly, such conflict has emerged in recent Years where agricul-
tural workers are not owners. In California, the United Farm Workers
(UM) has tried to prohibit research on agricultural technology and its
introduction into the workplace. Such efforts have not been successful,
but they illustrate the critical point. Attitudes toward educational technol-
ogy are greatly afkcted by the extent to which workers have a direct stake
in its development and utilization. Under public education, however,
neither teachers nor administrators nor support employees benefit di-
rectly from the introduction of more efficient technology. Under private
ownership of schools, they often would have such a stake. Thus even in
a three-sector industry, the for-profit sector would be more likely to
develop educational technology and to utilize it effectively.

The fact that the transition costs may precede the benefits bv several
Nvars is another major obstacle. Although a shift to a market system
would have some immediate benefits, many others would not be demon-
strable for at least a few Years. Market processes take time to devdop. As
the nations of Eastern Europe are finding out, recognition that a market
system is better does not ensure a painless transition to it.

In education, habits. attitudes. and institutional structures will have
to change. Time nmst be allowed for new organizations and new arrange-
nwnts to emerge. 'rime is also required fOr the changes to affect the day-
to-day activities of pupils, teachers, administrators, ;nul parents. The
public scluml establishment, ever alert to point out that there are no
quick fixes, will nevertheless ignore the fact that it takes time fOr market
processes to take hold.

Political Costs and &mins

The transition from public education to a market system will involve
political as well as economic costs. For present purposes. political costs
can be viewed as losses in voter support, political contributions, ',nut
campaign workers. \laimv elected officials depend upon teacher unions
for all of' these things.'

If' teacher unions were set iously weakened, as they would he uncle! a
market system. many of the elected officials who depend on them fo...
support would he voted (nit of office; their opponents would reap the
political benefits of the transition to a market system. The situation would
not be one in which elected oil icials would low one constituency hut
gain others. That would happen, but only in a few cases. In terms of

U
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existing political alignments, the Democrats would ordinarily lose and
the Republicans would ordinarily gain; the public employee unions are
a major Democratic constituency.

This is problem enough, but more is to conw. The potential conflict
between political winners and political losers exists at three levels of
government: local, state, and federal. Resolving the problem at only one
or even two levels may not be sufficient. For example, local school boards
may be unable to contract out instructional services because of the state
licensing or collective bargaining laws. States t' Jat wish to a(lopt a market
system may be stymied lw federal legislatiot that discriminates against
schools fbr profit. No matter how much sit, )ort fbr a c hange exists at
one level of government, it may be impossil, e to impley.ent it without
changes at other levels.

The difficulty of enacting appropriate legislation at three levels of
government is greath exacerbated by the fact that the levels have differ-
ent constituencies. An urban school board with a heavy minority popula-
tion may respond differently from its state electorate as a whole. The
state electorate may respond differently from the nation as a whole as
represented in Congress. These variations provide opportunities to block
action at one level that may be essential at all levels of government.

The Free Rhler Problem

For the sake of discussion, let us assume that a shift to a market system
would bring about widespread improvement in education. A prior ques-
tion arises. Whose interests would be served by exercising the leadership
to bring about the change? I am not asking who would benefit from the
change itself. My question is who would benefit from devoting the time
and resources to make it happen.'

Clearly, it would not be in the interests of parents to devote their time
and resources to achieving a market system of education. Parents may
believe in tlw superiority of' a market system, btu that is not likely to
motivate them to work toward this objective. The ellbrt to achieve a
market system will be a lengthy, expensive process with 110 assurance of
success. Even if' it is successful, the benefits will go mainly to hunilies that
do not contribute anything to the effort. Inasmuch as the efforts of any
particular parent are mn likely to affect the ciutccnne, parents will tend
to be free riders on the issut .

Obviously, we c annot expect the public school establishment to sup-
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port changes toward a market system. For that matter, we cannot even
expect most private schools to do so. Most private schools are denomina-
tional schools. These denominations include public school parents,
teachers, administrators, and hoard members. Denominational leaders
must avoid offending their public school constituents, hence their sup-
port for a market system is highly problematic. Although many denomi-
national school leaders claim to support a market system, their underly-
ing interest is in support for their own schools.

The independent private schools do not support a market system for
different reasons. First, the most prestigious independent schools attract
a full complement of students under the status quo. Second, indepen-
dem private schools generally are reluctant to exercise leadership on
market issues. They fear that their activities will be perceived as efforts
by the affluent to aid the affluent. Most private schools have no interest in
expanding beyond their present fitcilities. Rhetorically, they may support
market terminology, but their actions do not reflect anv understanding
of. or commitment to, a market system of education. Support for private
schools, or for parents who wish to send their children to private schools,
is not necessarily support fOr a market system of education.

In SOUR. respects, it is becoming more difficult to create a constituency
that might lead the fight fOr a market sysu.m. Schools for profit are not
vet a major constituency in the politics of education. In the meantime,
the absence of a strong promarket constituency enables the antimarket
forces to strengthen their monopoly position.

TIte Tmnsition Balance Sheet

I n the private sector, the transition to a more efficient system is primarilt
if not entirely an economic decision. A company estimates the costs of
the transition. The company also estimates the gains over time from the
transition. If these exceed the costs lw a sufficient amount, the decision
is made to implement the change. Of course. companies sometimes
underestimate costs and /01- overestimate savings, but at least their esti-
mates appear on a single balance sheet.

This is not the situation in public education. In the first place, there
is no consensus on how to measure the Output of education. I light school
graduation rates are sometimes used. but states with lower graduation
rates may have higher standards. Test sum es are ;mother possibilitt hut
what tests shmild be used, and how should the pupil mix be factored in?
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Mso, reliance on test scores is often said to neglect important outcomes
not subject to testing. Other measures of output encounter difficulties
of their own. In any event, as long as there is widespread disagreement
about what is or should be produced, there will probably be widespread
disagreement about how to measure the gains from any change in the
system.

The cost side presents a different set of problems. Nationally, in
1990-91, 49.3 percent of school revenues came from the states, 44.5
percent from local governments, and 6.2 percent from the kderal gov-
ernment. The mix varied widely from state to state. The state share varied
from 7.3 percent in New Hampshire to 91.2 percent in Hawaii; the local
share from 0.1 percent in Hawaii to 90.8 in New Hampshire; and the
federal share from 2.4 percent in New Hampshire to 15.5 percent in
Mississippi. Obviously, the economic and political implications of a shift
to a market system will vary widely front state to state and by level of
government. That is, the transition costs and the distribution of the gains
may vary so much that what is possible in one state or school district may
not be in another.

As we have seen. many costs of public education are not carried on
school budgets. Some costs, such as those carried on the budgets of
institutions of higher education. might be reduced in a market system
but would not show up as an efficiency gain under existing school
accounting procedures. Unlike the situation in a private company that
can consolidate costs and benefits in a single balance sheet, the costs of
public education are scattered among different levels of government and
different agencies within the same level. This renders it difficult to assess
overall gains in efficiency. For instance, suppose that in some subjects
teachers with less formal training are as effective as teachers with college
degrees, and suppose that it becomes widespread practice to hire teach-
ers without degrees to teach these subjects. At least in the short run. only
part of the saving would show up on school budgets. "Flw change would
justift a signific ant drop in expenditures for higher education, but this
gain would not be apparent in school accounting. Tlw difficulty of
gathering and presenting all the costs and benefits oil a single balance
sheet constitutes an enormous strategic advantage for the public school
lobby. The losers in a shill lo a market system ould bc immediatch
visible; the beneficiaries frequently would not be, especially since many
important benefits would require Years to materiali/e. In Adam Smith's
famous phrase, sonic benefits would result from an "invisible hand--
but invisible hands are not potent political slogans.
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Attitudes toward taxes illustrate the strategic importance of visibility
in the political process. Taxes are more visible in the United States than
in several nations with higher tax rates. The greater awareness of the tax
bite leads to greater opposition to tax increases. In education, the obvious
identity of those who would lose and the difficulty of identifring the
long-range beneficiaries add Up to a major political obstacle to support
for a market system of education.

The Bias against Market Systems

As the discussion of taxes illustrates, the reception accorded policy pro-
posals depends partly on preexisting attitudes. As we might expect,
proposals to shift to a market system of education are affecLed lw popular
attitudes toward market systems. These attitudes can be changed, but
they are very important, especially in thc short run. Chapter 10 discussed
the antimarket bias in higher education; its prevalence among professors
of education, public school teachers, and the public at large should also
be noted.

Professors of education share the antimarket attitudes that prevail
in higher education generally. In addition. many have reasons of self-
interest for opposing a market system of education. The reason is that
most policy issues would be resolved through market, not political pro-
cesses. For instance, if parents preferred smaller classes enough to pay
for them, schools would offer smaller classes. Controversies over how to
teach reading, or school discipline, or dress codes would be resolved in
the same way. Some professorial expertise in education would be useffil
in a market system: a great deal would not be.

As matters stand, the schools of education train teachers and adminis-
trators to function in the existing system. Their fOcus is on perfOrmance
within the system, not on critical analysis of that system. Students, too,
choose programs that will help them do a better job in the existing
system. They will not be interested in market delivery of' educational
services unless they perceive a market system to be imminent. Students
seek jobs in the existing system; school boards and administrators are
not likely to be favorably impressed by degrees from institutions with a
reputation for challenging the rationale fOr public education. In short,
the institutional stake in the existing system is a deterrent to critical
anahsis of it.

Furthermore, professors of education frequently serye as consultants
to school districts, public school organi/ations, and state and federal
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agencies. Logic and experience suggest that challenges to public educa-
tion are not conducive to such employment. For these and other reasons,
the intellectual resources for a shift to a market system will be found
mainly outside the schools of education. perhaps Outside higher educa-
tion generally.

Individuals and groups that eujoy monopoly status are seldom critical
of the justification for it. Understandably, public school.teachers do not
criticize the system in which thev work. Their organizations, publications,
conferences, and shop talk reinforce rather than challenge that system.
Of course, there is much talk about the importance of "changing the
system." Such rhetoric, however, does not refer to a change to a market
system. "Changing the systeM" simply means making changes within the
present framework of public education.

Widespread failure to understand market processes also contributes
to the bias against them among public school personnel. For instance,
many believe that in a market system morals and concern fOr others are
subordinate to profits. From this perspective, it is easy to visualize a list
of horribles: schools would hire cheaper, unqualified teachers; school
cafeterias would serve lower-quality fOod: out-of-date textbooks would
not be replaced. At every point, there would be a conflict between profit
and educational need. \Alio can doubt that profit would prevail?

In discussing such views, we must bear in mind that markets differ.
In some, buyers and sellers face serious problems of' compliance and
enforcement; in others. they do not. \Vhat would school markets be like?
Sc hools cost a lot to huild (or rent or buy); they cannot pack up and
move overnight. Most school buildings are not readily convertible to
other uses, except at considerable loss. Schools depend heavily on repeat
players; few could survive if thev had to enroll a new student body every
year. Also. when schools compete for students, their reputations will be
extremely important. Schools will suffer if they develop a reputation fOr
incompetence or h aud. As economists have pointed out, market systems
finiction most effectively iii environments characterized by trust and the
avoidance of predatory behavior."

ln the educational situation. the best protection that parents could
possibly get would be perfect competition among schools. To see why,
suppose competition fOrces schools to offer similar services at similar
prices. Let us sav there are five schools, comptling intensively for stu-
dents. If one gets a tcputation fOr shady dealing, it loses out complctek .
Why would am parents cmirnhl tlieii ( liiltl ill MIcil a school, knowing that

;
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Its sell K es and pi es were no bowl than those of lout other aailable
schools: Competition that involves repeat players is an excellent con-
sumer sakguard. l'he danger woukl not be competition but the absence
of it.

Even if some schools fulfilled the most negative stereotypes of market
behavior, gemrine competition would minitnize the problem within a
relatively short time.

In general, organizations of' public school personnel assume that
public services are egalitarian and market processes arc not. They conve-
niently overlook the fact that public high schools, during most of the
years of thei.. existence, were overwhelmingly college preparatory institu-
tions serviag an upper-middle-class clientele. This author can remember
when newspaper society pages infOrmed readers about the college deci-
sions Of local high school graduates. Meanwhile, on-the-job training and
fOr-profit trade schools served maii . students who did not go on to
college.

No consideration is given to the fact that a significant number of
schools for pmfit specialize in the education of the disabled or the
difficult to educate. At the same time, many public schools, such as the
specialized high schools in New Thrk City, screen applicants on the basis
of academic criteria. Here again, the critics of a market system rely on a
double standard of .judginent.

Pie fact is that virtually every aspect of education is chat acterized by
antintarket bias, perhaps all the more insidious because it is seld(nn

recognized. School finance is oriented to the redistribution of' wealth,
not the generation of it. Rhetorically, the importance of a productive
economy is ofien acknowledged, but it is assutned that "more education-
contributes to this objective. Tlw culture of education treats teachers
as dedicated but underpaid "professionals.- The outcome is a diffuse
resentment against the system that supposedly fails to appreciate their
effOrts. The fact that public school salaries are substantially understated
and are much higher than the teacher salaries in the private sector
counts firr nothing in this culture. While the basest moties are attributed

priyate-sector producers, the pursuit of teadier welfare is treated as a
concern for pupil welfare. "I-he social benefits of market systems are
ignored, as are the negative effects of services pro\ idcd hv government.
-Fhe blind faith in government regulation and tin' total neglect of compe-
tition as consumer safeguards also illustrate the antimarket bias in public
ethic-anon.
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Within the field of education, competition is often blamed fOr devel-
opments that result from other causes. The low quality of courses taken
by teachers for salary credit illustrates this point. Most teachers are paid
on the basis of their Years of experience and academic credits (courses
and degrees). Nevertheless, few if any school districts insist on any perfor-
mance levels for the courses or degrees. The result is that teachers are
paid billions every Vear for worthless courses and degrees. Institutions
of higher education compete for students fw dropping residence and
academic requirements, lowering course standards, eliminating disserta-
tion or term paper requirements. giving open book examinations, and/
or inflating student grades. These developments supposedly illustrate
the evils of competition. In fact, however, they illustrate the dangers of'
paving for credentials instead of for demonstrated achievement.

If students need high school diplomas to qualifY for withdtawal from
school, drivers' licenses, or employment. competition between schools
will follow the same pattern. Students will shop fOr the easiest wav to
receive a diploma; schools that award diplomas fbr mediocre achieve-
ment will attract students away from schools that impose high standards.
Suppose, however, that in order to qualifV fOr a driver's license, applicants
had to read and write at specified levels that were not tested lw the
schools but by external independent agencies. Surely, in that case, the
competition between schools would be to teach students to read and
write as soon as possible. As long as our society values credentials that
do not require genuine achievement, competition among schools will
have negative outcomes. The remedy is not to eliminate competition: it
is to eliminate the emphasis on credentials instead of perfOrmance.

Cooperation 1,enits Competition

Nlarket systems require competition. \lam people, however, believe that
children should grow up in a cooperative, not a competitive environ-
ment. On this %kw, it appears logical to reject it market system of educa-
tion. I sav -appears- because there is no reason the educational environ-
ment of schools in it market system must itself be competitive. Many
parents enroll their children ill private schools that emphasite coopera-
tion. multicultural and inulti-etimic student bodies, and so on, lit a
market systetn, schools might even compete on the basis ofwhich school
em iron mein v.its least I ompetitke. Then. would be no 0)1111-A46On
involved ill stl(11

'4:3
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In the teal world, cooperation and ti ust are essential to the existence
of-a market system. If buyers and sellers could not rely on promises made,
market transactions would not occur, or would not occur as often for
mutual benefit. This is often overlooked because critics think of markets
in terms of one-shot transactions. Of course, companies fbr profit, like
government officials, mav make mistakes, lie, cheat, or fail to fulfill their
obligations. One of the overriding virtues }f a market system is that it is
self-correcting in ways govet nment cannot emulate; after all, it is usually
much easier to change producers than to change elected officials and/
or entrenched bureaucracies.

Competitive enterprise also enhances cooperation among employees.
Nobody doubts that Japanese automobile companies (1) are highly com-
petitive, and (2) are characterized by a high degree of cooperation and
team spirit. Buyers and sellers, too, must cooperate to accomplish an
exchange. In short, the notion that market systems are antithetical to
cooperation is tumsense; cooperation is an integral part of such systems.

Markets and Social Conflict

When Milton Friedman proposed a voucher system in 1962, one of his
reasons was the need to reduce social conflict over education. In the
ensuing years, rdativelv lit de attention has been paid to this reason. This
neglect is unfbrtunate because social conflict and its deleterious effects
on education are even greater today than in 1962.

Public opinion often fails to recognize that market systems foster
cooperation and interaction between persons wlm disagree on basic
values. This is extremely important in a heterogeneous society such
ours. The United States is becoming "the first Universal Society"that
is, a soci, v not dominated lw any particular ethnic or t eligious or
economic group. As heterogeneity increases, so does the cost of effbrts
to impose majoritarian solutions on the population as a whole. These
costs should not be underestimated. According to some political the( wies,
tlw capacity of market systems to avoid or diminish these costs is their
most important feature. We are no closer utday than in the past to
commonly accepted goals of education. Even among groups and individ-
uals who agree on the goals, basic disagi cement remains on how to
achieve them. The question is whether the costs of maHitarian determi-
nation of educatimial issues are worth the benefits; as hetet ogencitY
increases. the answer is less likely to be in the affirmative.
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The iin7ortance of this point is not limited to issues arising out of
ideological 01 cultural differences. A market system would avoid a great
deal of conflict that arises over other types of issues as well. Suppose
citizens A and B agree completely oti the goals of education and also on
the means: teachers, curriculum, scheduk. And so on. Still, they may
disagree on how teachers should be paid. Citizen A may believe that
teachers should be paid fUr services rendered, as they are now. Citizen
B may believe that teachers should be paid on the basis of' results, as is
sometinws the practice in employment. In a market systeln, this issue
will not have to be resolved by government, and the resolution will not
have to bc imposed on all schools. Instead, the parties will be able
to resolve the issues between themselves, that is, by their contractual
arrangements. If citizen A is willing to pay fOr educational services ren-
dered and take his chalices on the outcomes, he should be permitted to
do so. If citizen B insists on results and is willing to pa a producer who
will guarantee them. presumably at a higher rate, he sluitild be able to
enter into such contractual arrangements.

In a market system, the relationships between producers and constim-
ers are governed bv contract. For tlns reason. a market system prmides
the flexibility required to resolve issues or accountability and risk. Lamers
sotnetimes provide services on a c( ni tingent ke basis: unless their services
are successfnl, they are not paid, or are not paid as much. Similarly,
sidespersons are often paid on a commission basis instead of receiving
salaries not tied to the amount of their sales. Public schools cannot
provide comparable flexibility. Aside from its thrust for "equality,- which
is opposed to differentiations among students and teachers, the public
school system cannot accommodate different c ontractual arrangements
among the parties. Even if parents want to pay more for guaranued
results, divisive political controversy over who will assess the results, dn.
criteria and frequency of assessment, the payment schedule, and so
on will preclude such an approach. While educational refOrmers are
pi eoccupied with issues like accountability and merit pav, the fact that
a market system would obviate most of them is simph ignored.

RaciAt School\

Popular failure to understand how market systems function also under-
hes the teat that schools devoted to totalitarian and racist ideologies
would thrive in a ni.trket s\ stem. 01A ioush , public- sclumls have not been

cs ;
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completely successfSil in eliminating such ideologies: if they had been.
there would be no problem. It is highly doubtful, however, that such
schools would be a problem under a market system. First, it is very
unlikely that they could acquire the facilities and staff and attract emit tgh
students to stay in business. The regulatory obstacles would also bc
formidable. Furthermore, antidemocratic schools are likely to be highly
inefficient and noncompetitive with other schools. One reason is that
they would face major problems of scale, both in staffing and in student
enrollment. For instance, suppose such a school were to advertise:

TE.\citt.Rs NV

New KKK school recruiting teachers
Adherence to white supremacy required
Openings at all grade levels
Salmi and benefits newitiable.

I doubt that there would be many applicants. school that would
employ only teachers with this ideohigv would be at a severe disadvantage
in recruiting staff. Again it must be emphasized that prcjudicial attitudes
have costs. If a school recruits only teachers with racist viesss, it will
have to spend more to recruit teachers and the teachers will not be as
competent as teachers in schools without such restrictive criteria. h is
also unlikely that such schools could attract enmigh students to be iable.
How many students would want to attend a high school that no other
school would accept as an opixinent in sports:. Or that colleges and
employers would shim?

Paradoxicalh the Ku Klux Klan has been a strong supporter of public
education. As a matter of fact, the Klan was the major politic al sponsor
of an Oregon initiative that required everyone aged 8-16 to attend public
schools. The state constitutional provision that resulted was eventually
held to be unconstitutional by the Supreme Court in she celebrated
I 925 case of Pi.9.ce v. Society o/ flu, SiAters a lecu.s and Alan.' The belief tImat
public schciols were more hospitable to KKK ideology than private schools
re( eived some recent suppot t when David Duke ran fOr governor ol
Louisiana in 1990. Duke had IAcen active in the KKK and had espoused
racially oriented policies until it short time befoie i smutting For governor.
Virtually every national civil rights organization had denounced him as
a rac ist. Nevertheless, he recek ed percent of the white sow in the
runoff election."

j
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The question that must be raised is whether Duke received 55 percent
of the white vote despite his KKK /racist background or because of it. To
argue that it was because of his racist background is to demolish the
argument that public education is some sort of bulwark against racist

this issue, the public school lobby should not be permitted
to cite large numbers of voters supporting racist ideologies while avoiding
the implications of where those voters received their education.

Regardless of the weight one gives to Duke's Nazi activities as a teen-
ager, they were evident during his student Years at a New Orleans public
high school. I do not allege that public schools were responsible fiw
David Duke's teenage support for Nazism; what is incontestable is that
public schools were unable or unwilling to prevent it 13v the same token,
private schools are not necessarily responsible fOr the antidemocratic
views of their graduates, but I do not expect public school organizations
to show any restraint on this issue.

Undoubtedly a market system would bring about increased differentia-
tion of educational services. Such increased differentiation would mit
necessarily lead to increased emphasis on narrow indoctrination, that is,
private goods that conflict with public ones, For example, parents might
choose a particular private school for its effectiveness in teaching basic
skills. Summer camps and for-profit learning centers provide some evi-
dence on the nature of consumer choice in education. More and more
summer camps specialize in computer education, science, fOreign lan-
guages, treatment of obesity, proficiency in various sports, or educational
travel. I do not believe these specializations are antidemocratic or conflict
with any public benefit. The sante phenomenon is emerging in Ibr-prof it
companies that provide instructional services ill regular school subjects.
Most of' these companies provide instruction in basic skills: in recent
years thev have begun to offer instruction in a tvider variety of subjects,
hoping to capture the enrichment market as well as the remedial market.
These camps and learning centers prmide impressive evidence that the
kind of specialized schools parents want present no danger to democratic
institutions. Interestingly enough, one type that has failed to emerge is
the school or service devoted to antidemocratic indoctrination.

Paradoxicalb. some people support public school choice as a way to
weaken the movement to create a market system of education." Perhaps
nothing better illustrates the hypocrisy of their argument that a market
sxstein of cdta anon would pose a threat to democrat:\ increased hoice
within public schools could weaken parental suppoi t fOr private schools

Li_
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only on the assumption that the choices parents want could be provided
lw public as well as private schools. It is hypocritical to argue that private
school choice is a threat to democracy but public schools that provide
the same options are not. The hypocrisy suggests that the danger of
antidemocratic schools is being conjured up fOr propaganda purposes.

Educatumal Fraud

Another argument raised against a market system of education is that it
would lead to educational fraud on a large scale. Proponents of this
argument cite evidence such as the high rates of default on student loans
lw students from proprietary colleges. U.S. Department of Education
figures on the Guaranteed Student Loan (( ;SI.) program show, for exam-
pk, that in FY 1987 the del.ault t ate fiw students from proprietary institu-
tions was 33 percent, much higher than the rate fOr any other type of'
institution (the rate fOr all types of institutions taken together was 17
percent ).'" This kind of eidence is cited to show that schools fOr profit
are more likely to exaggerate their benefits or enroll unqualified students
in order to make a fast buck."

When government encourages an activit- by protecting investors
against loss, the outcome naturally is imprudent investmem. The savings
and loan fiasco is the showcase example. If government had not insured
the deposits in the savings and loan companies, both the depositors and
the savings and loan institutions themselves would have been more
prudent. The same principle applies to the GS1. program. Guaranteed
loans reduce the risk to students, thereby encouraging imprudent use of
their time. Furthermore, the guarantees protect educational institutions
against loss in enrolling students unlikely to benefit from the additional
education or to repay the loans. Not surprisingly, the GSI. program is an
extremely wasteful one. 1 n 1 990 the cunmlative value of defaulted student
loans (fOr which the federal government is ultimately responsible)
reached S7.8 billion; in Y 1990 alone the default costs reached approxi-
mately S2 billion.''

The significance of the higher default rate among proprietary institu-
tions is a matter of considerable controversy. A strong argument has
been made that the regulations governing student loans ensure that
pmprietv institutions will enroll a high proportion of high-risk students.
'1 his is interesting apart I rom the commits ersy over default rates. Quite
possibh, many students in the program pos" a risk of default that slunild

0 I I
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not be accepted, but the principle is not applied evenly across sectors.
The high dropout rates in SOMC public high schools are not attributed
to the fact that the schools are public. Instead, they are attributed to
the fact that the public schools enroll a higher proportion of high-risk
students. It is seldom contended, however, that the public schools should
not enroll them because their risk of failure is so high. The loan defaults
expose the costs of investment in high-risk students, hut they do not
establish the cOnclusion that producers in schools fOr profit are more
self-serving than those in public schools. Significantly, the Department
of Education concluded that "The default program is not simply a
proprietary school problem: it exists for all institutions."

(in ihis iF.stie, there is a tendency to emphasize form over substance.
Public education has experienced widespread fraud of several types:
bribes fOr textbook adoptions, bogus credit for advancement on the
teacher salary schedule. rigging of bids for supplies, nepotism, kickbacks
on contracts. Nor are fraudulent practices confined to the business side
of public education. As we have seen, excessive claims of educational
achievement are a common practice. Fraud in reporting attendance is
also very pervasive, as are high school diplomas that are worthless from
an educational standpoint.

To sumnrarize, fi-audulent conduct will emerge from time to time in
all sectors: public, nonprofit, and fOr profit. Would a market system of'
education result in a higher incidence of educational fraud? Perhaps,
but it is A..erv much an open question. It should not be overh )oked that
fraud is more likely to be recognized and exposed in a competitive than
a monopolistic environment. The competitors of fraudulent schools have
an interest in detecting and exposing fraud, whereas this safeguard does
not exist ill a monopolistic environment. In other words. competition
may lw a better safeguard than regulation."

Inasmuch as we do not have a competitive market system, the existing
levels of fraud are not indicative of the patterns that would emerge under
such a system. Furtherim)re, the issue is not onlv whether there IS "more-
fraud in the private sector but how much more (if any) and what would
happen under a market system. What does not make sense is to regard
one isolated dimension of fraud as dispositiye of a very complex issue.

Conclusion: Obstacles to a Market System

The ptibli( school fOrces contend that the American people support the
public school monopoly because public schools educate Voting people
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effectively. In my view, an opposite conclusion is called for. As pointed
out in Chapter 7, the American people support public education partly
because they have little understanding'of how market systems function.
Not that support would always follow tmderstanding; interest groups
threatened by a market system are not going to support it. Nor do I mean
to suggest that only selfish interests oppose a shift to a market system.
Even so, the widespread failure to understand how market systems func-
tion is a major obstacle to their acceptance. Because of the tremendous
variety of markets, people are often confused about the essential features
of market systems. This confusion is especially evident when one-shot
"let the buyer beware- markets are not distinguished from markets with
long-term repeat players and heavy emphasis on producer reputations.
'The paradoxical outcome is that public education survives partly because
it fails to educate students about market systems.

Another obstacle to a market system is the uncritical support fOr
voucher plans that include several anticompetitive provisions. The Mil-
waukee voucher plan discussed in Chapter 1 is an example. Parents'
choices as consumers are limited by restrictions on producers. An analogy
may help to clarifY this crucial issue. Assuming that we have the resources,
we can buy any kind of car we want. Suppose, however, that government
dictated the number of' seats, the weight, the colors, mileage efficiency,
the type of brakes, storage capacity, and so on that automakers could
produceall while we enjoyed the fOrmal freedom to buy the car of our
choice. In this situation, the restrictions on the producers would. be de
facto restrictions on consumers as well.

The same problem arises under voucher plans that include private
schools. The restrictions on producers, which vary from state to state,
include the number of days of school, the length of the school day,
teacher certification, state approval of' instructional materials for reim-
bursement, courses that must be offered, and various regulations and
mandates related to school facilities. Vhere these restrictions are exten-
sive, it is understandable that "choice- has little appeal to parents. Its
opponents attribute parental indifference to the concept of choice itself,
not to the legal environment that i enders it ineffective.'

It should be clear by now that the obstacles to a market system are
11111(.11 broader and more complex than has been generally tealized. A
minimal list MIN include the f011owing obstacles:

I. The fact that millions of public school tea( hers, administra-
tors, support-service employees, and their organi/ations are

t
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threatened by the change and will do everything they can to
prevent it.

9. flaphaziod and misleading media treatment of educational
issues, based largely on "fitcts- provided by producers.

3. A political process that renders it extremely difficult to
achieve long-range benefits that require short-range losses.
The pervasive underestimation of the actual costs of public
education and of the negative outcomes associated with uni-
versal benefits.

5. The formidable opposition of professors and academic orga-
nizations.

6. The trauma associated with writing off a huge cultural and
psychological investment in public education.

7. A lack of unity among the denominational groups that
would presumably benefit from strengthening parental
choice of private schools.

S. A low level of popular understanding of market systems that
leaves public opinion vulnerable to irrational and dishonest
o6jections to such a system.

9. -rhe diffuse nature of public education, which renders it ex-
tremely difficult to compare its costs and benefits to the
costs and benefits of an alternative system.

10. The heavy hand of inertia, one of the most underrated of
all factors in social relationships.

To date, the forces favoring a market mstem of education have failed
to overcome or neutralize these obstacles. Sooner or later, however, their
ritualistic denunciations of' the public school opposition will be replaced
by more effective strategies and tactics. When that happens, the pro-
market forces will overcome the transition problems outlined in this
chapter.

0irk)
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The Transition Solution

previotts eflOrts to estab mlish a market syste or education have
been overwhelmingly defeated lw the organized fOrces of public
education. I lave tlwse fOrces succeeded because their position is

persuasive? Or have they succeeded because the promarket forces have
not adopted the most effective strategr and tactics? To answer these
questions, we need to take a critical look at past attempts to establish a
market system of education. Since the efforts to establish a voucher
sxstem have Failed fOr the sante reasons as the efforts to establish a market
system, I shall include vomcher supporters as supporters of a market
system even though the inclusion is not always accurate.

Lessons front the Past

Political conservatives and libertarians are the main sources of support
fbr a market approach to education. For editorial simplicity, amid despite
greater libertarian awareness of the importance of schools fOr profit in
a market system of' education. I shall use the term "conservative" to
apply to both. Thus the term includes but is not limited to the following'
groups, organizations, and publications:

1. The Reagan and Rush administrations.
2. Conservative foundations and policy organizations such as the

I leritage Foundation.
3. ( :onservative menthe:ship groups. such as the Fagk Forum

nd Citizens For a Sound Economy.
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4. Academic centers deemed to have a promarket orientation.
5. Conservative (and neoconservative) media, such as National

Review, Public Interest, Commentary, and An American Spectator
6. Some business leaders (although there is no consensus on

the issue in the business community).

It is obviously impractical to summarize and evaluate the positions of each
of these on educational matters. I belie% e, however, that the following
examples fairly represent conservative strategy and tactics regarding a
market system of education. In view of the prestige of the parties involved,
the examples clearly demonstrate mainstream conservative thinking on
the issues. MY assertion is that none of the entities listed has challenged
this thinking.'

The Oregon l'oucher Initiative

In 1990 a group of Oregon citizens succeeded in getting an educational
voucher initiative on the ballot for the November elections. The initiative
was the first to combine public and private school choice. It also provided
that the state could not add new regulations governing private schools
fOr a period of three Vears after the effective date of the proposed voucher
system.

The sponsors of the initiative met with the leaders of the Oregon
Education Association (OEA) in an effort to gain ()EA support. They
sought to persuade the o EA that the initiative would improve education
and raise the professional status of teachers: If' the initiative passed,
children would no longer be a captive audience; teachers would be
serving clients who had chosen them. (;ood teachers could be paid their
just deserts. And so on. As we might expect, the OEA was adamantly
hostile to the initiative. The sponsors came to regard public school
teachers and their unions as the focal point of the opposition, as indeed
they were. In tile election, the initiative lost by a margin of mot e than
two to one.

Let us contrast the strategy followed in Oregon with the strategy
employed in similar sitnations by the Tltatcher government in England.
On several or( asions, that government sought to privati/e vari)us itulus-
tries that had been owned and operated by tlw government. As in
Oregon, the employees and Weil unions in these itulutt ics %%etc snotigh
opposed to privati/ation. To neutrali/e this opposition. and even to
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convert it into support, the government sold stock in the private compa-
nies that would take over the denationalized industries. This stock was
offered at deep discounts to employees in those industries. The discounts
ensured a favorable financial result fOr these employees if privatization
was successful.

Note how the British approach differs from the strategy in Oregon.
In Oregon the appeal was to parents as consumers: the producers of
education were treated as the opposition. No effort was made to give a
stibstantial number of teachers any financial incentive to support instead
of oppose the voucher initiative.

Of course, the specific solution adopted by the Thatcher government
could not have been adopted in Oregon: the Oregon initiative did
not involve the transfer of public schools to a for-profit corporation.
Nevertheless, supporters of the Oregon initiative might have adopted a
similar strateg-v. For example, the initiative might have included generous
retirement benefits fOr teachers who retired within a specified number
of years after its passage. It might have reduced the number of Years
before pensions were vested, provided additional Years of pension credit,
replaced the teacher contributions bv state contributiims, or a mix of
these and other sweeteners. Nothing along this line was even considered.

The Oregon initiative was endorsed bv the Wall Street journal and a
host of (.( mservative media. It was also featured at conferences sponsored
by the I leritage Foundation, the Free Congress Foundation, and the
American Legislative Exchange (:ouncil. Vice-President Quayle made a
campaign appearance in Oregon to support it. At no time, however,
were questions raised about the failure of' the initiative to include any
concrete benefits kw teachers.

Perhaps the initiative would not have passed even if its supporters
had mounted a sophisticated effort to neutralize teacher opposition.
Regardless, the failure in Oregon and elsewhere even to consider finan-
cial incentives For teachers was ineptitude, pure and simple. However
one characterizes the oversight, it was shared by an impressive array of
conservative experts on education and political straftgl.

Publir Schaal CluUrr

In January I989 President Reagan :Ind President-elect Bush addressed a
\\like I louse «mlet (lice on educational 0 hoice. Roth la\ ished praise on
public school choice as a major educational reform; the Pi esiden t-clec t

1 I
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stated that enabling parents to choose the public school attended bv
their children would be the leading educational priority of his adminis-
tration.' In addition, other high-ranking officials in both the outgoing
and the incoming administrations declared their support for the con-
cept. Within days, conservative columnists enthusiastically praised public
school choice, characterizing it as the introduction of market processes
and competition into public education. Later in 1989 the Bush adminis-
tnttion sponsored five regional conferences to promote public school
choice. It also published and distributed free of charge Choosing a School

jor Your Child, a booklet intended to help parents choose public schools
wisely. In addition, a host of conservative organizations, publications,
and leaders endorsed public school choice as a major ref6rm.

Indisputably, the conservative supporters of' public school choice en-
visaged it as similar to competitive market processes in the private sector.'
This is astonishing, especially from sources that are supposed to be
knowledgeable about market systems. In Chapter 1. I noted five condi-
tions that are essential to the existence of competitive markets. Not one
of these conditions exists under public school choice. Most could not,
even potentially. For instance, in a competitive market inefficient produc-
ers must improve or go out of business. How will school authorities
decide that a school is inefficient: On the basis of a decline in enroll-
ment? Suppose the teachers counter that students are transferring out
because the scluml adheres to high standards. If students need a diploma
to qualifV 16r employment and can get one more easily at a school with
lower standiuds, transferring will be a rational action f6r them regardless
of school efficiency. Thus it is impossible to assume inefficiency or poor
teaching merely because enrollments decline.

In any case, public school choice bears only a superficial tesemblance
to competition in tile marketplace. Although public school choice re-
cek es support for other reasons, the analogy to a competitive market
process has been deciAive in generating widespread conservative support
for it.'

In view of its f lawed rationale, the trivial nature of public school choic
as a ref Orin should com, as no surprise. The evidence from Minnesota,
the state widely acknowledged to be most active in providing public
school choice, is instructive. ln 1989-90 Nlinnesota's public schools
enrolled 735,000 students. Of these, 3,218, or less than one-half of one
pet cent, off icialb, II:lush:I-red to a public school tun of their district.
About 20 percent of those who tt flisferred said the\ did so 161' academic
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reasons. About 40 percent cited what were predominantly reasons of
convenience, such as the fact that the school was closer to their place of
employment or was closer to home despite being in another district.

Realistically, 3.218 is an exaggeration of the number of transfers due
to open enrollment. Before open enrollment was instituted, several thou-
sand students changed schools every year through voluntary interdistrict
transfers, which required the approval of both the sending and receiving
districts. Unquestionably, many transfers that took place under open
enrollment would have taken place anyway under the voluntan. program.
If the number of transfers under open enrollment is reduced by the
number that would have occurred in its absence and further reduced
by the transfers for nonacademic reasons, the number remaining is
minuscule indeed. And since we have no evidence that this minuscule
number did better at the new schools, or did not transfer back in the
followntg years, the cosmetic nature of this nationally acclaimed "re-
fOrm" is evident. Furthermore, the proportion of transfers by ever
disadvantaged minority was lower than their proportion of the total
student population in the state, a striking reflitation of' the claim that

schoc )1 choice would be especially helpful to disadvantaged minor-
ities."

What are we to makc of the fact that the president of' the I 'lilted States
iummbiguouslY adopted public school choice as his top educational
priority, and that with very few exceptions such as NI ilton Friedman, the
entire conservative establishment embraced choices offered bv a public
monopoly as a significant market-oriented refOrm? This was bad enough.
but subsequent events were even more revealing. Nlore than two V ears
idler he announced that public school choice was his top educational
priority. President Bush appointed David F. Kearns. the CEO of Xerox
Corporation, to be Deputy Secretary of Education. kearns's major state-
ment On educational policy was a book entitled Winning the Brain R(ice.-
which outlined a "bold new plan" to refiwin American education.
thereby restoring competitive capabilit\ to the U.S. economy. Sad to say,
the bold new plan turned out to be public sch.Aol choice. Parenthetically.
public school choice was not a new idea; a book adyoc ating it had been
published in 1973."

To avoid any misunderstanding. let me emphasiie that I do not oppose
public school choice. What I oppose is the idea that it ever had the
potential to be a significant reform. This negatke view is not the i esult
of hindsight: it had been articulated it long lwfore the fatuous predictions
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and claims made for public school choice by the conservative establish-
nwnt." These predictions and claims reveal an astonishing intellectual
deficiency in conservative positions regarding market systems as well as
public education.

Contracting Out

Lack of attention to cot itmcting out is still another example of ineptitude
among conservative supporters of a market system of education. Unques-
tionably, a worldwide trend toward privatization emerged in the 1980s.
In this context, "privatization- refers to iising private contractors instead
of public employees to deliver services. In the United States state and
local governments have contracted with private companies fiir many
kinds of services:

hospital management
prison management
data processing
security
labor negotiations
asset management
custodial and maintenance services

waste removal
water purification
fleet maintemnice
meter collection
homeless shekel
legal services
printing.

This list is only suggestive; hundreds of public services are contracted
out at various levels of government.

In education. pupil transportation and food service are often con-
tracted out, as are other services from time to time. Except in unusual
circumstances, however, instruction is not contracted out. and neither
is school management. Examples of contracting out school management
are so rare that such contracts in (1990) and Duluth (1992)
eceived nationwide publicity.

Several questions can be raised about this state of. affairs. Is managing
a hospital easier than managing a school? If not. will\ should contracting
out hoTital management be fairly common while contracting out school
management is virtually unheard of? Why do school districts fiequentl .
contract out pupil transportation but not instruction? Is there a sound
public policy explanation or is this simply a historical accident? If the
latter (as I believe), whv does the situation continue:-

in We l 050s, while the \orldwide ti end was towald privaii/a-
don, it became mote. not less difficult for school districts to utilize

f.3 '
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contra( tmg out. -fhe tea( het unions began to organize suppoi t pet son-
nel: bus drivers. cafeteria workers, custodial and maintenance employees,
and so on. Because many of these employees were concerned about
contracting out, the teacher unions had to address the issue; thev did so
by pledging to prohibit or weaken contracting out. In other words,
opposition to contracting mit was an effective organizing strateg Inevita-
bly. the teacher unimls proposed restrictions (Wii contracting out that
applied to teaching as well as support services.

I am not contending that contracting o(1t is always good and opposi-
tion to it always bad)" School distrik ts should use it much more than they
do, but that is not Inv point here. Instead, I ant trying to invite attention
to the myopic range of conservative attention in the field of education.
That conservatives have overlooked contracting out in education is
hardly to be disputed. Not a single R&D project funded by the U.S.
Department of Education since Reagan took office in 1981 deals with
contracting out by school districts. This is especially noteworthy because
the department itself contracts out most of its research and services.
likewise, it appears that none of the foundations that support conserva-
tive causes has fnnded iniv R&D in this area. Whatever the reason, it
cannot be a lack of funds; as pointed out in Chapter fi. foundations
spend millions every week On educational refnrm.

New Directions in Transition Strategy and Tactics

Proponents of social change must frequently choose between alto rnative
strategies. For instance, the tax limitati( in movement seeks to minimize
government spending across tile hoard. Citizens who believe that govern-
ment is spending too much on fOrmal education must decide whether
to devote their resources to the tax litnitation inovement or to focus
on spending for education. Although both alternatives would reduce
spending on education. they differ in several important ways.

The possibility that proposals that would affect government generally
may lead to a market system of education cannot be dismissed unit of
hand. Neverthekss, tin- fiillowing discussion is limited to effOrts explicitly
intended to establish such a system. Any effort here to probe broader
effmts to change government policies would take us too far afield.

Public education is primarily a state and local responsibriitv. Under-
standably, edlication ircelyes les,, attention in Washingum titan foreign
relations. the economy. or national politics, the main topics that prem.-
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copy our nation's capital. Clearly, the conservative organizations based in
the capital reflect its preoccupation with noneducational topics. Finding
someone in Washington who has read a teacher union contract proposal,
handled a teacher grievance, or prepared a school budget is not easy;
despite frequei., contact with the U.S. Department of' Education and
%Vashington-hased conservative organizations, I have met only one per-
son affiliated with them who (I think) has done any one of these things.
That is the bad news. The good news is that the past fitilures to move
toward a market system of education are not necessarily indicative of' the
outcome under knowledgeable leadership. Efforts to establish a market
system of education may not succeed even with such leadership, but we
are a long way from haying to draw that conclusion.

One of the lessons to be learned fr(ml the unsuccessful efforts of' the
past is that abstract appeals to entrepreneurial opportunities for teachers
will not persuade a significant number of teachers to support a market
system of education. Like most people, most teachers are not entrepre-
neurially oriented. For this reason, most teachers will not be impressed
bv the opportunities that would become available in a market system. To
be sure. there are entapreneurially oriented teachers. For instance,
sonic public school teachers own or operate for-profit summer camps.
and more might welcome opportunities to do so. Perhaps a market
system could be initiated hv vouchers fOr summer school instruction.
available to schools (Or profit. Such vouchers could tap into the interest
in a longer school Year while avoiding the objection that "more of the
same" would not be productive.

This is only one possible way that a market system could develop
outside of public schools, with public school teachers playing a role in
both systems. There are some interesting precedents fOr this in other
public services. For example, bus companies somethnes need large num-
bers of drivers at peak hours. Rather than hiring more regular drivers
or paving heavy overtime, they sometimes contract with their regular
drivers to work extra hours as independent contractors rather than as
employees working overtime. Analogously. teachers teaching summer
school might do so as independent contractors, not as school district
employees working an extended school Year. Interestingly enough, teach-
ers in japan often ffinction as indeper :lent contractors outside of their
regular school day. In the United States, the teacher unions will trv
to block such arrangements, but they could In' \ Ilinerable 10 internal

CS51111'5 I l0111 members who like the idea.
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Needless to say, the teacher unions will characterize any financial
incentives for teachers as bribes. Bribes are secret inducements to act
contrary to law; the strategy suggested would be neither secret nor vio-
lative of law. Instead, it would be based on the distinction between union
interests and teacher interests. Despite union rhetoric to the contrary,
these interests are not always identical. To be sure, the proposed strategy
would not eliminate union opposition, but it could render such opposi-
tion ineffective. In doing so, it would avoid a major weakness in prior
effOrts to establish a market system of' education.

Opposition ReA earch

Generally speaking, the promarket finces are severely handicapped bv
their lack of' sophistication about public education. For instance. the
NE:\ negotiates separate contracts hir professional staff working in Wash-
ington and staff working in various regional offices. Interestingly enough,
the contracts are not reprinted in NEA publications going to its member-
ship. One reason is that it would be difficult to ask teachers to accept a
dues increase so that many of their employees could earn three or four
times as much as they do, including fringe benefits that would surprise
teachers in the boondocks. What the natives don't know is unlikely to
make hem restless.

Another reason for the obscurity of the contracts is that they include
provisions that would embarrass the NEA and its affiliates if widely dissem-
inated. For instance, the contcacts specifically provide for the NEA's right
to contract out work." As previously noted, the N EA is opposed to
contracting out by school districts. Needless to sav, an N E. representative
inemlwr trying to negotiate a school district prohibition against con-
tracting out could lw highly embarrassed bv the fact that the NEA con-
n act explicitly allows it.

Iii ear of ol 'serving conservative strategy .,uul tactics, attending con-
servative conferences, listening to conservative speeches, and reading
conservative publicationsall dealing with public ediwation--1 have vet
to encounter one individual who had read the contracts between the
N EA and its stall unions. Even tlw kw who well: vagueh aware of them
had never obtained and analyzed the contracts for whatever insights
they might pr(wide. The pminarket finces cannot afffird to igtif we such
potentialh uselnl evidence that the tttuoti dO not practice what they
preach.
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As noted in Chapter 8. the N EA an .ts state affiliates support a wide
range of policies that are anathema to many groups in our society: for
example, the N EA has adopted racial quotas more extensively than any
other major organizatien in the nation, and the teacher organizations
can be fairly described as radical feminist organizations. The promarket
forces have not taken advantage of the unions' vulnerability on such
issues, partly because of their lack of information about the unions.

Agency Shop Fees

Promarket forces also overlook opportunities to weaken the financial
base of union influence. For example, they would benefit from publiciz-
ing the "service fees- that the unions charge nonmembers. Typically, a
union represents all the employees in a "bargaining unit,- whether or
not they all are members of' the union. To avoid the possibility that some
employees will benefit from union representation but refuse to pav for
it. unions negotiate clauses that require nonmembers to pay service fees
as a condition of employment. The U.S. Supreme Court has held that
such clauses per se, also referred to as "agency shop- or "fair share-
clauses, do not violate the constitutional rights of employees who refuse
to join the union.

Initially, the service lees were set at the same amount as union dues.
This practice was successfiillv challenged on the grounds that a portion
of union clues was spend for nonbargaining purposes, especially political
ones. Forcing employees to contribute to political activities was held to
violate their constitutional rights. As a result, the service fees that can be
charged to nonmembers are limited to the costs of bargaining and closely
related activities. The federal courts have bec ome heavily involved in
litigation over which union expen(Iitures are for "bargai.ning- and which
are fOr "political.' activities)?

It should now be apparent why the issue is so important. If the Su-
preme Court adopts an expansive view of "bargaining services,- the
unions can negotiate for larger payments to the union by nonmembers.
.ludicial decisions that adopt a inure restrictive view will reduce the
amounts that unions can raise by such fees. True, school boards have to
agree to the union proposals, but most boards end up doing so. Because
the service fees are extremely important to the unions, school boards
(All get important concessions in ieturn. The costs of the concessions,
however, are paid by nomnembers ()Ethic union, not bv the school boards.
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ln Inv view, the distinction between bargaining and political costs is
a distinction without a difference in public education. -Teacher salary
schedules are public policies. Labeling them "terms and conditions of
employment" does not change that fact. As I see it, spending service fees
to negotiate school board policies is no more and no less a political
activity than spending the fees to achieve the same result bv state legisla-
tion. Either both activities should be regarded as political or neither
should be. Fortunately ffir the unions, however, my view of the matter is
not the law and is not likely to be the law fOr quite some time to come.

At the present time, the outcome of the extensive litigation over
service fees is not clear. Its practical effects will depend not only on the
legal outcomes but on now many teachers pav the service fees. the
amoim ts they have to pay, and the counter-measures the unions can take

against narrow interpretations of "bargaining activities."
Until recently, the promarket forces have been unaware of the strate-

gic opportunities presented bv this issue. The overwhelming majorit\ of
teachers do not know their rights in this matter. It would not be difficult
to inform all teachers of their right to challenge service fees, the proce-
dures fOr doing so, how service fees arc calculated, and where to get
assistance in challenging union policies. A major effort along these
lines is long overdue regardless of one's views about a market system of
education. -Mc question is not whether such challenges will weaken the
unions; it is how much they will do so.

Tlu' Labm- Constituency pr a Market System

Typically, supporters ofycnicher campaigns assume that parents are their
primary constituency. It seems plausible to do soafter all, parents are
directly affected and prefer having a choice to not having a choice.
Plausible as it scents, however, this strmegy is inadequate. First, parents
of school-age children constitute a shrinking percentage of the voting
population. Second, a substantial proportion of parents are satisfied with
their public schools. Third, parents as such are extremely difficult to
organize; effective parent organizations arc usually composed of parents
who lace severe tic msehold problems in educating their children. Paren-
tal support is highly desirable, but it is far from a sufficient conditimi to
pass a market initiative.

In order For a market initiative to succ('e(l, it must also ;utract 5111)1)011
from noneducational constituencies for noneducational reasons. Work-
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ers in competitive industries might be one such constituency. As previ-
ously noted, public school teachers are amply protected against risk.
Although some priyate-sector employees enjoy various job protections,
public school teachers enjoy much stronger protection than most work-
ers in our society. From an equity standpoint, why should private-sector
workers but not teachers face the threat of competition? Inasmuch as a
system based on competition is the general rule, the burden of proof
should be on the exceptions to it. Furthermore, if protection from
competition is justified, employment that incurs the risk of competition
should pay more than emphwment that does not. The underlying issue
here has important strategic as well as policy dimensions.

International competition is weakening private-sector unions in both
the United States and Western Europe. Meanwhile, public services have
expanded, and so has public-sector unionism. Membership in the AFL-
C10 reflects these sectoral changes in union membership." Unionization
in the public sector, however, is heavily dependent on the monopoly
status of public sell ices; in its absence, nubile-sector unions would de-
cline rapidly.

A consequence is that the public- and private-sector unions have
divergent interests. The public-sector unions will favor the expansion of
public services. which will require higher taxes and, in some cases at
least, risks to the competitive position of American industry. The private-
sector unions will be more oriented to low taxes and a stronger competi-
tive position for industries that have to compete internationally. The
promarket strategy of the 1990s should capitalize on this conflict of'
interest between the teachers and the competitive sectors of the U.S.
economy.

Unity as a Coalition Imperative

The public ediR ation establishment enjoys a strategic advantage in its
access to. and influence in, noneducational organizations. \then such
organizations consider educational issues, they naturally invite leaders
of public school organizations to express their views. Whether the leaders
represent school boards, school adniinistrators, or teacher unions, their
message is clear and consistent: "Protect public education. Do not sup-
port a market approach to education."

ln contrast, no individual or organization represents a wty,ensus
among the promarket fOrces. \Then critics of public education address
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noneducational organizations, they cannot speak for a unified move-
ment. Even if they represent an organization or an interest group, their
views may differ widely from those of other promarket forces. In other
words, while the public education establishment sends a clear and consis-
tent message, its critics do not. As a result, the public school forces enjoy
a strategic advantage that is widely overlooked.

'To offset this public school advantage, the promarket forces must
develop a more unified position on the basic issues. The position need
not be applicable to every state, but it must maintain the unity of the
promarket forces while achieving two objectives: (1) refutation of the
case fOr the public school monopoly; and (2) presentation of a viable
proposal for a market approach. "Viable- means that all the major
interest groups supporting a market approach will support the proposal.

The history of voucher proposals shows why this step is essential.
Conservatives frequently cite public Opinion polls showing that a majority
of citizens support vouchers. Such polls are misleading because certain
features of the voucher plans are omitted. hw example, denominational
groups difkr sharply on the extent of regulation they would accept
under a voucher plan. The "majority- that supports a voucher plan
shrinks quickly and dramatically when a proposed plan includes regula-
tory features that are acceptable to some but not all ymtcher supporters.
This shrinkage of support may emerge over the amount of the voucher,
eligibility requirements, or anv of several other issues.

For this reason, the assault on Fort Public Education must be preceded
by an agreement on its objectives and its strategy and tactics. That is, the
leaders of a promarket coalition must know what kind of concessions theY
can and cannot make on such matters as state regulation, certification of
teachers in private schools, mandatory curricula. and religious practices.
These issues cannot be avoided: it is imperative that thev be resolved
earlier rather than later. Otherwise the promarket coalition will he inef-
fective at the public opinion level and highly vulnerable to breakup at
the legislative level. Achieving the needed unity does not necessarily
require establishing a new organization, but it does require that coalition
members agree on certain basic issues at the outset.

Tlw availability of funds to develop such unity and to act upon it
effectively is a problem, but a manageable problem. Every day, conserva-
tive sources spend large sums on such ratholes as public school choice,
school site imulagement. merit pay, parental involvement, stay-in-school
projects, school-lmsiness partnerships. cooperative learning. and career
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ladders. The list is endless, and the amounts are staggering, not even
counting the enormous amounts contributed for endowed chairs to
advocate conservative dogma. If spent intelligently, a small proportion of
these funds should be sufficient to achieve a market system of education.

Denominational Schools in a Pi-market Coalition

In my opinion, we cannot move to a market system of education without
the strong support of denominational schools. Inasmuch as denomina-
tional support is contingent on the inclusion of denominational schools
in the benefits made available to private schools, it is necessary to examine
this issue briefly.

It has long been argued that compulsory education in the absence of
government support for private schools is a violation of the religious
freedom guaranteed lw the First Amendment. Public schools teach cer-
tain views that are contrary to the religious views of some parents. If
education is compulsory, and acceptable private schools are not available,
religious freedom is violated in two ways. Tax fUnds are used to finance
views some parents deem antireligious, and children are forced to attend
schools that are hostile to their religious views. The legal freedom to
attend nonpublic schools does not remedy either problem. There may
not be an acceptable private school in the area, or the parents may not
be able to afford it. In either of these cases, their children will be educated
in an antireligious environment from the parental point of view.

The main counter-argument is that there is no government obligation
to fund private services hut- citizens dissatisfied with public services. Gov-
ernment is not obligated to support your membership in a tennis club
because the public courts are not satisfactory to you. Likewise, it is not
required to produce bottled water if you reject publicly supplied water,
nor is it required to buy vour transportation if you object to travel on a
public carrier. Of course, the rebuttal is that you do not have a constitu-
tional right to a water supply as von do to freedom of religion.

Public schools could avoid conflict with religious freedom in various
ways: for example. a public school system could be limited to the teaching
of basic skills. Religious freedom becon les an issue primarily as the result
of school activities that imtagonize I eligious groups butt are not essential
to anv legitimate educational objective. Controversies over making con-
doms available in the schools illustrate this point. The idea that giving
colulonis to students free of charge and without parental consent is
essential to the legitimate objectives of public education is simply hide-
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fensible. The public school forces may win many of these battles, but
each victory brings them closer to losing the war.

In the past. several major Protestant denominations opposed assis-
tance to parents who wanted their children educated in denominational
schools. This position reflected the Protestant orientation of public
schools: "separation of church and state" was initially a fig leaf to cover
Protestant domination of public education." In recent Years, however,
evangelical Protestant groups have become highly critical of public edu-
cation. Sex education, restrictions on prayer, neglect or denigration of
creationism, and the absence of support for marriage and traditional
family values have contributed to this trend. For these reasons, denomi-
nations opposed to educational vouchers in the past are becoming
strongly supportive of them.

While we cannot nmve to a market system without the support of
denominational schools, neither can we do so primarily for denomina-
tional reasons. Our society is becoming increasingly secular. If religious
organizations were unable to enact a voucher system when their influ-
ence was much greater than it is today, reasons of religious freedom will
not suffice to achieve either a voucher or a market system. The fact
that evangelical Protestants and orthodox Jews have become very active
supporters of private schooling does not invalidate this conclusion.

In the past, church-and-state issues have dominated the debate over
educational vouchers. Although understandable, this domination has
had unfortunate side effects. For one thing, it has obscured the efficiency
issues. It is necessary to recognize that the religious freedom argument
for a market system of' education rests on different and potentially con-
flicting grounds front the efficiency argument. In the future, it will be
essential to avoid treating the religious rationale for vouchers as a market
rationale fOr them. To do so nuts the risk that practical and legal argu-
ments against vouchers redeemable in denominational schools will bring
down more general voucher plans. I believe, however, that it is possible
to mobilize denominatior Al support without prejudice to the broader
arguments fin- allowing market forces to work in education.

In the long run, under a market system, schools for profit may gain
market share at the expense of denominational as well as public schools.
As we have seen, mans parents of pupils in denominational schools
are interested primarily in better education, not religious guidance
Ex;tcrience in health cat e also suggests that a ottchei system open
schools for profit might ultimately weaken enrollments in denomina-
tional schools or lead to changes in their character. In health care, an
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overwhelming proportion of fees are paid by government or by third-
pam insurers. Over time, the nonprofit hospitals have become remark-
abh similar to fOr-profit ones. 12Nen the amount of medical care provided
free of charge in nonprofit hospitals does not differ markedly from
that in for-profit hospitals.'' It would be premattwe to predict the same
outcome in education, but some factors clearly point in this direction.

ltiho 117(1 Lead?

Democratic political calididates tend to oppose any move toward a mar-
ket s\ stem of education. The public employee unions. especially the NEA
and the AFT, are heavily represented in Democratic Party primaries and
party conventions; of the 4,928 delegates to the 1992 Democratic national
convention, 312 were NEA or AFT membersthe largest interest-group
contingent among the delegates.'" Also, as long as black political leaders
regard government as the main source of black progress. Democratic
candidates are not likely to support market-oriented changes; to do so
would antagonize too many kev constituencies in the Democratic party.

Republican candidates 1'or public office are less likely to oppose a
market system. Their tendency will be to avoid the issue, especially in
cicise elections. A Republican candidate who can achieve a substantial
minority among teachers is not likely to endanger it IA embracing a
market system of education. BY and large, therefore, political leaders in
both major parties will be opponents or followers, not leaders, of public
opinion on a market system of education. Such a system is likely to
emerge first in states that allow voter initiatives. In such states, nongovern-
mental organizations have a chance to enact legislation IA direct vote of'
the electorate. The procedure has many drawbacks, but it does provide
a way to overcome the legislative obstacles to a market system.

Who will provide the leadership that is essential to the transition?
Although leadership can come from anywhere, the business community
is the most likely source; however, it is essential to avoid any illusions on
the suhject. One sometimes encounters the huttasy that big business
controls public education. In the real world, most businessmen have
little interest in public education :Ind would be only too happy to ignore
it if they could. The business leaders who do get involved in educational
reform :we divided on what should be done and why. Furthernic we,
some fOcus On efforts to prow( t their Own companies, whereas others
participate in broader efforts from which their coinpanies would twnef it;
success at the company level may weaken incentives to work fOr system
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changes. In addition, many business leaders are easily co-opted by the
public school establishment. Many who are not would expose their com-
panies to unacceptable risks by advocating a market system of education.
Finally, it is easy to overestimate business leaders sophistication about,
and commitment to, free enterprise; many business leaders owe their
success to, and devote much of their time to seeking, government assis-
tance to stifle competition.

In view of these realities, what reason is there to anticipate business
leadership of the transition to a market system of education? First of all,
the consequences of inadequate education fall directly and heavily on
business, and do so at all levels of employment. At the high tech levels,
the growing shortages of scientists and engineers are creating severe
manpower problems. At entry levels, the problems are just as serious.
More and more companies are unable to recruit employees who can
read safety signs, or compute discounts plus sales taxes, or write simple
reports. U.S. companies are under a severe competitive disadvantage
that can no longer be ignored.

A crucially important consideration is that business leaders have the
leverage to implement a transition. Not that they can do so by themselve!;,
but they can establish the coalitions that are essential for this purpose.
The conventional view is that aroused parents must ''take charge- of
schools; the reality is that a handful of business leaders can do more than
thousands of unorganized parents. Unlike the parental interest, the
business interest is pertnanent, hence it cannot be stonewalled until the
refOrmers give up. Much as it might wish to do so, business cannot
withdraw from the effrwt. Of course, some multinationals can move their
operations overseas, but most U.S. companies cannot adopt this solution.

Business leaders might also lead the way toward a market system of'
education by entering the education market directly. As pointed out in
Chapter I, it is not easy to compete against a free service, but some
companies may find market niches that demonstrate the educational
potential of the fOr-profit sector. The growth of privatization in sudi
major industries as health care and prisons has stimulated corporate
interest in education for profit, hence increased activity along this line
is a real possibility. Such activity has the potential to bypass the political
effOrts to move to a market system.

The philanthropic fOundations oriented to market solutions to social
oblems are another poiential source ol lemlet ship. Whether or not

the individuals who will lead the transition come from these fmnidations,
it is imperative that the foundations change their approach to educa-
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tional policy. As matters stand, producers enjoy overwhelming domina-
tion of educational research and of access to media and political forums.
This domination cannot be challenged by isolated individuals in organi-
zations scattered around the country; it is essential to establish a market-
oriented educational organization capable of conducting its own re-
search and challenging producers in the media and in political settings.
The establishment of such an organization will require basic changes in
the market-oriented foundations themselves. It will be interesting to see
whether their officials, who never tire of' emphasizing the need for
change in others, can change their own strategy on educational improve-
ment.

Conclusion

Historically, conservatives in the United States have defined freedom as
the absence of legal restraints. You are free to purchase X if you are not
legally restricted from purchasing X. I.iberals in the United States have
tended to define freedom as the power to do something. Thu are free to
purchase X if' you have enough money to buy X. The liberal definition
leads to a more activist role for government; it has to provide the means
if citizens are to be free, that is, empowered to do things.

In controversies over educational vouchers, the liberal and conserva-
tive approaches to freedom are reversed. The conservatives, generally in
favor of vouchers, argue that freedom is the power to do, hence govern-
ment must provide the means for attending schools of choice. Mean-
while, liberals typically argue that freedom in education is the legal
freedom to attend schools of choice. Accordingly, they oppose govern-
ment vouchers that would enable parents to enroll their children in
schools of' choice. At the same time, conservatives would be horrified by
widespread acceptance of the power-to-do concept of freedom; liberals
would be .just as shocked by widespread acceptance of the idea that
freedom should be interpreted as the absence of legal restraints on a
given action. Om. could hardly ask fOr a more striking example of the
inconsistencies that characterize voucher controversies.

In this book I have tried to avoid various fallacies shared by both
supporters and opponents of vouchers. Perhaps the most important is
that a voucher system is tantamount to a market system. On the contrary.
the voucher plans embodied in state or federal legislation, enacted or
proposed. rarely incorporate the basic elements of a mai ket system. The
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proposals may be justified on other grounds, but most of them are not
even interim steps toward a market system. For example, choice proposals
that help parents of students in denominational schools, who thereupon
lose interest in a market system of education, are a step away from, not
toward, a market system.

Interim steps may very well be necessary; it is unreasonable to antici-
pate the emergence of a fully developed market system in one stroke.
Incremental improvements should not be rejected because of mopian
expectations. Nevertheless, willingness to accept any sort of voucher plan
as a beginning step has often lead to noncompetitive voucher proposals,
such as the one adopted in Milwaukee. When such plans fail to bring
about widespread improvement, they are deemed failures of a market
system, even when they are the antithesis of such a system.

This outcome is virtually certain when schools for profit are not
allowed to compete with public and nonprofit schools. Nonprofit schools
are not likely to protest the restrictions on schools for profit: if they can
get assistance without competition, so much the better. In the past,
schools fbr profit have been much less influential politically than public
and nonprofit schc)ols, hence it has not been difficult to restrict their
'growth statutorily. As will be discussed shortly, this situation may be
changing as a result of recent developments.

It should not be assumed however, that progress toward a market
system will necessarily be incremental; a rapid transition should not be
dismissed as out of the question. The promarket fbrces will have one
ineradicable advantage in the years ahead. That advantage is the inherent
futility of conventional school refOrm. The direction of change in public
opinion is not in doubt; the emergence of a market system is a question
of when, not if. Furthermore. once a market system begins to emerge.
its .supporters may Iv able to avoid crippling restrictions or protracted
delays. One major breakthrough will more than compensate for ninety-
nine major defeats. There are precedents for rapid change in education:
for example, it took less than ten years to go from the first teacher
collective bargaining contract to having more than 50 percent of" the
nation's teachers working under such contracts. This is more than incre-
mental change. both in terms of how policy is made and in the proportion
of school employees affected by the chanw. Regardless of its merits, a
market system of education could emerge .just as rapidly.

I low much imprownient of what outcomes would occur under a
market system? We must hear in mind that in education students perfOrm
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most of the work. and that sonic of the most important student variables
are not controlled bv school systems. Others can be controlled but only
at a prohibitive cost. The fact of the matter is that yery little is known, or
at least agreed upon. about the relative importance of' various factors
afkcting educational outcomes. Even f6r the same student. variations in
age, grade level, subject, classmates, and personal circumstances may
I esult in variations in achievement. The helter-skelter nature of educa-
tional research is due partly to this fact: one can make a plausible
argument for the importance of scores of factors. An additional complica-
tion is the duration of the change: the results ten years after the establish-
ment of a market system could be drastically different from the results
alter one year. And, of course, as various states set up market systems of'
education, there will be important differences among the market systems
themselves.

Despite these caveats. I believe that a market system will demonstrate
its superiority promptly, especially if costs as well as outcomes are consid-
ered. .-'sks we have seen, cost comparisons have problems of their own,
but overall they are more defensible than comparisons of. outcomes. A
rigorous comparison of costs would also add to the pressure to clarify
outcomes, a development that is long overdue. Nevertheless, a market
system is not likely to emerge simply as a less expensive way to achieve a
given level of educational output. Although this is a valid reason to make
the change. the change is not likely to be made primarily for this reason.

The change to a market system of education will come about because
the conditions that gave rise to public education no longer exist and its
rationale is no longer viable. I I ere, we have :a choice. On the producer
side, we have a system in which 4.5 million school district employees
advance their interests by political action. The policy alternative is a
system in which their interests are served by providing better service at
a lower price. On the consumer side, we have a system in which consum-
ers lack inf6nnation, lack incentives to get inf6rmation, and must try to
achieve their educational objectives through political processes in which
the cards are stacked against them. The policy alternative is a system in
which consumers can act ituliyiduallv with reasonable prospects 161 suc-
cess if their views are shared by even a relatively small illimber of others.
Granted. this way of kn mutilating the alternatives is an oversimplification.
Nevertheless, fiom a systems point of view, it is not a misleading one.
Surely, t he hoice between these alternative, is clear, even il the details
tre not.
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Several recent developments may have important ramifications for
the transition to a market system of education. Because it was not
feasible to discuss them in previous chapters, I shall do so here.

First. however, I would like to point out a caveat that applies to mv entire
analysis.

In recommending policy changes, there is a temptation to exaggerate
the benefits and minimize the negatives of the changes. This temptation
is exacerbated by media tendencies to pay more attention to extremes
than to positions that try to balance both positive and negative consider-
ations. The definition of sociology as the study of unintended conse-
quelwes is a striking recognition of the gap between the intentions
and predictions asserted to support policies and the policies actual
consequences in practice.

To avoid any such gap, let me emphasize that the advent of a market
system of education will not be the end of educational history. In addition
to the pmblems already discussed, several others will or may arise under
a market system. I cannot refrain, therefore, from adding a cautionary
note to the argument of this book.

For the sake of discussion, let us assume that a declining birth rate
has greatly reduced the size of the K-12 market. Public, nonprofit, and
for-profit schools find themselves competing fOr a declining number of
students. .Nt some point, they. Nvill be forced to consider the benefits of
collusion instead ol competition. To ,ic hicve a son ival ley el ol K-I2
hinding. schools in all sectors may have to compromise their differences.
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As a matter of fact, this frequently happens. Monopoly sometimes
results from the breakdown of competition. and competition sometimes
results from the breakdown of monopoly. Under certain circumstances,
monopoly and competition can be viewed as conlplementarv ways of
retaining market share or even of staying in business. Thus, down the
road, competition in the education industry may lead to a two- or even
a three-sector monopoly, arranged to prevent new entrants into any of
the sectors. This is not a reason to break up the public school monopoly.
It is only a reason to avoid the assumption that once established a market
system would necessarily continue unabated.

- The Edison Project

On May 16. 1991, Christopher Whittle, CEO of Whittle Communications,
announced the E.dison Project, a plan to establish a national chain of
pmfitmaking schools. 'Fhe plan called fbr the first group of schools to
open in 1996, and an enrollment of 2 million students in 1,000 schools
by 2010. A second press conference in February 1992 identified the
seven-member design team for the project; a third, in May 1992, featured
the appointment of Benno Schmidt, the president of Yale University, as
GEO of the Edison Project.

Prior to the announcement of the Edison Project, Whittle Communi-
cations had been active in television, book and magazine publishing,
advertising, and other activities involving the media. In education, it had
created Chatmel One, a twelve-minute news program that includes two
tninutes of commercial advertising. In exchange fbr requiring pupils to
watch Channel One, schools receive television equipment and auxiliary
services free of charge; Whittle Comniunications' revenues come from
the advertisers on the program. Despite a great deal of controversy over
requiring children to watch advertising, Channel One is a commercially
successfnl program that reaches about 40 percent of all secondary school
students in the United States.

'Fhe appointnient of Schmidt was a major worldwide news item. For
example, it was the lead article in the Financial 'limes, which is published
in New Thrk, London, Paris, Erankfnrt, and Tokyo. It was featured in all
major pint and electronic media, and the editorializing and analyzing
have been nonstop since it was minotinced. Generally speaking. however,
the media and lwolessional reactions have missed the significance of the
appointment. Typically, they have speculated on whether Whittle can

)
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bring .,tbout basic change in American education. Fundamentally, how-
ever, he has already done that, regardless of the fate of the Edison
Project.

The significance of the appointment of lkit no Schmidt was this: As a
result of it, serious discussion of educational reform can no longer ignore
the role of schools for profit. Prior to the appointment, not a single
major report on educational refOrm, governmental or private, paid anv
attention to them. All envisaged public schools as the locus of reform. A
few recommended voucher plans that included nonprofit schools; to my
knowledge, however, none specifically identified schools for profit as
major players, even potentially. In effect, the Schmidt appointment raises
the possibility that education will become a three-sector industry by the
year 2000.

Indisputably, the Edison Project constitutes a dramatic change in the
approach to educational R&D. The project has budgeted $60 million for
the design phase; in addition, Whittle is seeking S750 million fOr the
development phase. As far as I know, no one has challenged these
amounts. This is not to say that \Vhittle will necessarily raise the amount
for the development phase, but the figures are being taken seriously by
all concerned. As pointed out in Chapter 11, the National Academy of'
Education report on educational research, released in July 1991, asserts
that educational R&D is underfUnded but does not mention the possibil-
ity that the underfUnding might bc resolved or ameliorated by schools
for profit.' It would be difficult to find a more glaring example of
educational neglect of market alternatives.

For that matter, the Edison Project is virtually certain to generate
more usefid reforms than the New American Schools Development ( :or-
ponttion (NASD( ), the Bush administration's plan to establish a "break
the mold" school in every congressional district. During the next few
Years, the nation will have an unparalleled opportunity to compare
educational R&D under government and nonprofit auspices with educa-
ti< mid R&D in the for-profit sector. The comparison is likely to illustrate
the superiority of R&D in the for profit sector. The NASDC funds are
charitable contrilmtions, mainly from business foundations. If NASDC
Projects fail to develop worthwhile immvations, the contributors (and
the researchers) will not suffer as a result; the funds were written off
when contributed. In fact, it is doubtfid whether NASIA: itself. will survive
ery long since it was publici/ed from its beginnings as a Rush administra-

tion initiative. in contrast, the Edison Project Funds are investments; the

ri
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Edison Project must prove its worth in the marketplace or the investors
lose their equity.

Another important difference lies in dissemination. If a NASDC proj-
ect produces a worthwhile innovation, there is no assurance whatsoever
that school districts will adopt it. The Edison Project, however, begins
with the assurance of widespread adoption by several schools. This is only
one example of the fitct that the Edison Project can rely on economies of
scale, but NASDC projects cannot.

The Edison Project is also shattering the conventional wisdom on
educational compensation. Among educators, there is widespread curios-
ity over Schmidt's compensation as CEO of the Edison Project. The
widespread perception is that it must have been astronomical to entice
him from the presidency of Yale University. Accurate or not, the percep-
tion helps to demonstrate that large rewardsthat only the private sector
can offer are essential to attract top-flight talent into education.

All this is not to say that the Edison Project necessarily will be a
business success. For one thing, it faces all-out opposition front the
education establishnwnt, especially the teacher unions. As pointed out
in Chapter 3, the unions are cognizant ofthe fact that competition would
weaken them in several ways. Undoubtedly. they will do everything they
can to prevent it. They will pressure elected and appointed public officials
to interpret and apply the statutes and regulations on teacher certifica-
tion, building codes, zoning, pupil transportation, class size, corporation
taxes, child labor, whatever, in the most obstructive ways possible. If the
Edison Project must absorb heavy costs in opposing these efforts, it may
go down in flames regardless of' its educational merits.

Efforts to cripple the project this way face problems of their own.
Private schools in the I Mull States are largely unregulated. The reason
is that most are (or were until very recently) denominational schools.
Consequently, close regulation of them raised the danger of conflict
between public officials and religious organizations. Most public officials
are eager to avoid this kind of' conflict.

Generally speaking, state statutes and regulations governing private
schools do not distinguish nonprofit from proprietary schools. Conse-
quently, IleW reffulatory burdens that apply to private schools will be
opposed by existing private schools and their parent religious organiza-
dons. Efforts to impose new regulatory burdens solely on proprietary
schools will appear to be a obstructionist tactic directed at Edison
Schools. After all, schools fOr profit already exist, albeit in minuscule

3 2
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numbers. A rush to regulate them under the circumstances will be
difficult to defend. We can expect such efforts to be made, but Edison
Project strategy assumes that they will not be successful.

Successful or not, we can expect a major effort to portray profits as
an evil objective that can be achieved only by taking advantage of chil-
dren. This is already a dominant theme as evidenced by Jonathan Kozol's
criticism of Schmidt for joining the Edison Project: "If it is idealism
which motivates him, 1 don't understand why he has to commercialize
his intelligence. Why not set up a nonprofit foundation and not give
deference to the almighty dollar?' The Russian people are fortunate
that Kozol is not leading the effort to restructure a society devastated by
the notion that seeking profits is morally inferior to governmental or
nonprofit activity.

Edison Project strategy assumes that parents are not likely to transfer
their children out of schools that are satisfactory. Its plan is to enroll
pupils at the preschool level, and to rely on positive preschool experi-
ences to convince parents to keep their children in Whittle Schools.
'Mere is, however, a great deal more regulation of for-profit preschool
programs and day care than of private schools. For this reason, regulatory
obstacles may be a critical problem at the outset. On the positive side,
Edison Schools will not be competing with a free service during the
preschool years. Their prospects at higher grade levels will be much
more promising if they can meet parental expectations at the preschool
level.

The project timetable calls for 150,000 students in the fall of 1996,
but the students will be "probably aged 1 through 6." The plan is to add
a grade a year.5 Thus Edison Schools may not enroll students in the first
grade until 2000 or close to it, and K-12 Edison Schools may not emerge
until 2010. The goal of 2 million students by 2010 is an audacious one,
but conceivably most of this enrollment may be at the preschool level.
In any case, Edison Schools may avoid direct competition with public or
private schools for several years at least. Indeed, the Edison Project can
argue that it will be helping achieve the Education 2000 goal of haying
all children in the first grade ready fin- school by the year 2000.

From the Edison Project standpoint, the critical issue is how many
parents will be willing to pav the tuition that will be charged. Obviously,
price and quality will affect the answer, but so will other factors. Suppose
Ole children of President X or Governor 'Vow Mayor Z or Michaellordati
were to unroll in Edison Schools. Enrollments might rise dramatically
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regardless of other considerations. I have no idea of what kind of market
analysis or approach undergirds the Edison Project game plan, but cost
and quality will certainly not be the only factors affecting parental deci-
sions. After all. they are not now, in either public or private education.

According to its news releases, Edison Schools will not charge more
than the average cost per student in public schools. Those who doubt
that this is feasible overlook two critical points. One is that the official
statistics on per-pupil costs in public schools understate the real costs,
perhaps by as much as 50 percent. Indeed, one of the important side
effects of the Edison Project is likely to be public awareness of the real
costs of public education. If it cites the real instead of the official costs,
the Edison Project will easily be able to fulfill its commitment to charge
less than the average per-pupil costs of public schools. Of course, if the
average cost per pupil in public schools is $8,000 instead of $5,000. the
Edison Project's larger margin of safety may not be Nrry helpful; fewer
parents will be willing to spend $8,000 instead of $5.000 fbr their chil-
dren's education. In any event, Edison Schools should be able to provide
much better education for substantially less than the real per-pupil costs
of public education.

In practice, pupils in Edison S I..A..ti may achieve as well as public
school pupils at only half the cost of public education or less. This would
be an enormous achievement but would not necessarily help the Edison
Project. If Edison Schools cannot stimulate greater achievement than
the public schools, parents will have no incentive to enroll their children
in them. Compared to Edison Schools, the public schools may be grossly
inefficient, but their inefficiencies are absorbed by public, not parental
hinds. For this reason, Edison Schools could be much more efficient
than public schools but nevertheless fail as a business venture.

The second critical point widely overlooked in assessments of the
viability of the Edison Project is its potential fbr using school facilities
for multiple commercial purposes. In m opinion, potential revenues
from such uses could be just as important to the project's survival as
student tuition. Schools have many types of facilities that could be made
available, for a fee. for other activities outside (and in some cases even
within) sclmol hours:

meeting rooms
auditoriums
food service facilities
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parking space
work spaces
educational equipment. such as audiovisual recorders
recreational facilities, such as tennis courts, swimming pools,

playgrounds
computers.

These Facilities are often used in a very limited way. The food service
facilities may be used only to provide lunch; they may be idle the rest of
the day and all the time when school is not in session. In short, public
schools typically do not utilize their facilities efficiently fOr nonschool
purposes.

This underutilization is inherent in public ownership of schools.
School management has no incentive to achieve full utilization: it would
not share in the savings or "profits.- Indeed, school management has
disincentives to utilize its resources fully. If, for example. the school
cafeteria were leased to a private entrepreneur for use after school, any
income received bv the school would merely replace other funds made
available to it, food service companies not using school Facilities would
object, and so on. To be sure, the "«immunity school- concept incorpo-
rates multi-use of school facilities and has been around a long time.
Nevertheless, multiple use available only to public services under public
control is verv different from multiple use that can take advantage of
commercial possibilities under commercial control.

The Edison Project changes the economics and politics of the situation
lw changing the ownership of the school. The responsibility fOr full
utilization of school facilities is exercised by a private-sector owner, not a
board of education. Obviously, a private-sector owner does have financial
incentives to use Facilities in the most efficient way. \\ ith this in mind,
let us consider briefly some of the multiple-use possibilities of private
ownership of school facilities:

I. In the nation there are almost a thousand franchised fOr-
profit learning centers that serve pupils attending regular
school but outside the regular school day. Typically, they are
open from 3:00 to I:(10 P.M. Monday through Thursday. on
Saturdays, and during the summer. The fadlities are pur-
chased or leased from private hinds. It should be possible to
use Edison Project facilities for this purpose.

2. Schools have auditoriums, meeting rooms, parking spaces,
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and meal facilities. They can be rented for a fee, with meal
services as an add-on.

3. In many situations, college courses or other training pro-
grams could be conducted in Edison Schools. Such use need
not be confined to education courses.

4. Where schools could not be open for sit-down meals, they
might be used for catering and takeout services after regular
school hours. A private company might operate the school
lunch program under contract and also a variety of other pro-
grams, such as "meals on wheels."

5. Professionals rendering services to children could pay for lo-
cating in Edison facilities, where they could serve children be-
fore, during, and after the regular school day.

It remains to be seen whether the Edison Project will pursue these
possibilities, but any significant success in doing so would invalidate
conventional analysis of school costs and revenues. The project is also

to emphasia acceleration as a student benefit. Unquestionably, if
it :an reduce the number of years of schooling with no loss of achieve-
ment, the Edison Project will be able to demonstrate extremely large
student benefits, not to mention benefits to the government in reducing
the costs of education and adding to economic output. The potential of
acceleration appears to be greater at secondary levels, but it is likely to
play a prominent role in whatever plans are eventually adopted. The
Edison Project also plans to enter the school management field, but its
plans in this regard were not available for analysis.

Let me now address some problems instead of advantages that are not
hilly appreciated at this early stage of development. One is that the
sources of capital for the Edison Project may dry up for reasons not
related to its economic or educational feasibility. Another is that the
project will have to select a large number of sites and negotiate their
availability under conditions of great uncertainty; site acquisition and
development could be a more difficult problem than the development
of a better educational system at a reasonable cost to parents. Ckarly,
the widespread assutnption that the fate of' the Edison Project depends
on its educational program is highly simplistic from an entrepreneurial
point of view.

The most fiequent criticism i)1 the Edison Proje(t is that it will foster
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inequality of educational opportunity. According to its critics, the parents
who enroll their children in Edison Schools will be from the upper
middle class. Their enrollment will weaken the parent pool devoted to
improving public education; public schools will increasingly serve disad-
vantaged minorities and will lose an important political constituency.

For the time being, the objection is moot. Whittle has pledged to
provide scholarships for 20 percent of the students to ensure that Edison
Schools provide opportunities for disadvantaged students. Although his
reasons are understandable, I question whether the 20 percent policy
can or should survive in the long run.

For the sake of discussion, let us assume that the Edison Project ushers
in a competitive market system of education. Suppose a competing school
company is able to offer comparable service at a much lower price
because its tuition fees do not cover the costs of scholarships for the
disadvantaged. What then? Is the Edison Project morally obligated to
adhere to the 20 percent rule at the risk of losing market share or going
bankrupt? I don't think so.

The costs of educating the disadvantaged should be shared by every-
one, not just the parents who enroll their children in Edison Schools. I
am not criticizing the Edison Project for its plan to have tuition subsidize
20 percent of its student bodv. If the project can succeed regardless,
more power to it. My contention is that the project should not be
obligated as a matter of public policy or morality to provide scholarships
to the disadvantaged. We do not require buyers of' other goods and
services to subsidize indigent consumers this wav. Significantly. efforts to
require doctors and lawyers to provide some service to the indigent on
a pro bono basis are widely regarded as inequitable from both producer
and consumer points of' view. Any such policy or requirement in educa-
tion will be a major obstacle to reducing the cost and/ or raising the
quality of the service.

Instead of requiring parents to subsidize disadvantaged pupils, the
Edison Project might support scholarship funds to which nonparents,
especially corporations, could contribute. This would spread the cost
and help to avoid the possibility that the subsidy in the tuition fees could
threaten the viability of' Edison Schools. I n fact, corporati(m-sponsored
scholarship funds fOr K-12 students are increasing rapidly and may
become a major source of private school tuition for disadvantaged pupils,
regardless of time Edison Project.
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lnitia1l, the Edison Project was committed to accepting all students
who applit d, up to school capacity. Perhaps because the commitment
might have been impossible to fulfill, it appears to have been modified
so that it may not include students so severely disabled that they could
not benefit from attending Edison Schools.' School services for some
disabled students require S100,000 or more annually. Obviously, Edison
Schools cannot enroll many such students at the average per-pupil cost
in public schools, whether based on real or official costs; adherence to
the policy of accepting all applicants could lead to an economic or public
relations disaster, or both.

At the political level, the Edison Project could trigger the fOrmation of
a business coalition that has the resources to achieve significant progress
toward a market system of education. This outcome is more likely if
seveal large companies participate in the project. Here we come to a
fundamental change that the Edison Project may have initiated in
education.

Conservative effOrts to reform education have been a fiasco partly
because of overemphasis on parents as the primary constituency for
refimn. As previously noted, however, most parems are satisfied with
their children's public schools. This is especially true of parents in the
affluent suburbs. Regardless, even dissatisfied parents seldom constitute
an effective lobby for basic change. In contrast, business has the resources
and tlw incentives to take effective political action. If several large corpo-
rations participate in the Edison Project, we may see the emergence of
a coalition that will posy a real political threat to the public school
establish ment.

To avoid a premature collision with the public school establishment,
Whittle has repeatedly asserted that his objective is to create models fOr
public school reform. I am skeptical. Does Toyota introduce innovations
in the hope that (;eneral Motors will learn from them? In any case, public
school leaders are not buying Whittle's benevolent explanation. More
important, public schools probably will be unable to follow the lead of
Edison Schools even if they wish to do so. Public schools are subject to
different laws, regulations, incentive structures, economic and political
dynamics, cultures, apd policvmaking criteria. The supposition that they
can promptly adopt private school innovations is wishful thinking. If the
Edison Project achieves a beachhead, a massive invasion of schools for
profit will probabh follow. knowing this, the public school lobby will do
everything it can to prevent the establishment of the beachhead.

r.,
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In the immediate future, the Edison Project will have to resolve the
nitty-gritty problems of school location, organization, curriculum, educa-
tional technology, fbod service, transportation. and maintenance, to cite
just a few. At this point, what will emerge is anybody's guess; the project
is a leap of faith, not a product of number crunching. The first news
release on the Edison Project includes this statement:

Private profit making schools . . . will be the most effective way
to achieve significant improvement in elementary and secondary
education. It might turn out that one top executive in one of our
largest corporations could do more to bring about meaningful
reform than the combined efforts of the public education establish-
mentparadoxically, not by trying to achieve educational reform
but by trying to conduct a profitable business.

I know this statement well; it is a quotation from Beyond Public Education,

a book of mine published in 1986.7Will Whittle be the business executive
who fulfills the prophecy? Perhaps, perhaps not. If the Edison Project is
not successful after all the publicity it has evoked, its failure will be
publicized to discourage all such efforts thereafter. Needless to sav, if it
does fail, its opponents will not be scrupulous about identifying the
reasons.

The California Educational Choice Initiative

On October 25, 1991, a group of California citizens known as the Excel-
lence Through Choice in Education League (EXCEL) filed an initiative
petition with the California attorney general. In August 1992, after sev-
eral legal controversies, the California secretary of state announced that
the initiative qualified for submission to the electorate.' Should the
initiative be approved, it would probably be the most significant step
toward a market system of education in the history of U.S. education.
Because of its significance 1 shall quote thy initiative in its entirety before
discussing it.

The Parental Ounce in Muration Amendment

The folk nying section, the "Parental Choice in Education Amend-
ment," is herein added to Article IN of the California Constitution:

JaO
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Section 17. Purpose. The people of Califot nia, desiring to im-
prove the quality of education available to all children, adopt this
Section to: (1) enable parents to determine which schools best
meet their children's needs; (2) empower parents to send their
children to such schools; (3) establish academic accountability
based on national standards; (4) reduce bureaucracy so that more
educational dollars reach the classroom; (5) provide greater Oppor-
tunities fiir teachers; and (6) mobilize the private sector to help
accommodate ottr bttrgeoning school-age population.

Therefiwe: All parents are hereby etnpowered to choose any
school, public or private, fOr the education of their children, as
provided in this Section.

(a) Empowmnent of Parents; Granting of Sclwlarships. The state
shall annually provide a scholarship to every resident school-age
child. Scholarships may be redeemed by the child's parents at any
scholarship-redeeming school.

(1) The scholarship value fiw each child shall be at least fifty
percent of the total amount of state and local government spending
per student for education in kindergarten and grades one through
twelve during the preceding fiscal year, calculated on a statewide
basis, including every cost to the state, school districts, and county
offices of education of maintaining kindergarten and elementary
aud secondary education, but excluding expenditures on scholar-
ships granted pursuant to this Section and excluding any unfUnded
pension liability associated with the public school system.

(2) Scholarship value shall be equal for every child in any given
grade. In the case of student transkr during the school year, the
scholarship shall bc prorated. The Legislature may award supple-
mental funds fOr reasonable transportation needs for low-income
children and special needs attributable to physical impairment or
learning disability. Nothing in this Section shall prevent the use in
any school of supplemental assistance from any source. public or
private.

(3) If the scholarship amount exceeds the charges imix)sed bv
a scholarship-redeeming school for any V ear in which the stttdent
is in attendance, the surplus shall become a credit held in trust In.
the State for the student fin- later application toward charges at any
scholarship-redeeming school or any institution of higher educa-
tion in (:alifornia. public or private. which meets the requirements
impose(l on schc)larship-rederining schools in Section 17(b) (1),
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(2), (3), and (5). Any surplus remaining on the student's twenty-
sixth birthday shall revert to the state treasury.

(4) Scholarships provided hereunder are grants of aid to chil-
dren through their parents and not to the schools in which the
children are enrolled. Such scholarships shall not constitute taxable
income. The parents shall be free to choose anv scholarship-
redeeming school, and such selection shall not constitute a decision
or act of the State or any of its subdivisions. No other provision of
this Constitution shall prevent the implementation of this Section.

(5) Children enrolled in private schools on October 1, 1991,
shall receive scholarships, if otherwise eligible, beginning with the
1995-96 school year. All other children shall receive scholarships
beginning with the 1993-94 school Year.

(6) The State Board of Education mav require each public school
and each scholarship-redeeming school to choose and administer
tests reflecting national standards for the purpose of measuring
individual academic improvement. Such tests shall be scored by
independent parties. Each school's composite results for each
grade level shall be released to the public. Individual results shall
be released only to the school and the child's parent.

(7) Governing boards of school districts shall establish a mecha-
nism consistent with federal law to allocate enrollment capacity
based primarily on parental choice. Anv public school which
chooses not to redeem scholarships shall. after district enrollment
assignments are complete. open its remaining enrollment capacity
to children regardless of residence. ( Thildren shall be deemed resi-
dents of the school district in which they are enrolled for fiscal
purposes.

(8) No child shall receive any scholarship under this Section (m-
any credit under Section 17(a) (3) (Or any Year in which the child
enrolls in a non-scholarship-redeeming school, unless the Legisla-
ture proVides otherwise.

(I)) Empowerment Private Schools: Redemption of Scholanhip.s. A

private school may becc one a scholarship-redeeming school lw fil-
ing with the State Board of Education a statement indicating satis-
faction of the legal requirements which applied to pi irate sclumls
on October 1, 1991, and the re(1uirements of this Section.

(1) No school which dim rinihmtes on the basis ol race, etlini(
color, or national origin shall redeem scholarships.

(2) To the extent permitted lw this Constitution and the ( otisii-
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tution of the United States, the State shall prevent from redeeming
scholarships any school which advocates unlawful behavior; teaches
hatred of any person or group on the basis of race. ethnicity, color,
national origin, religion, or gender; or deliberately provides false
and misleading information respecting the school.

(3) No school with fewer than 20 students may redeem scholar-
ships, unless the Legislature provides otherwise.

(4) Private schools shall be accorded maximum flexibility to
educate their students and shall be free from unnecessarv, burden-
some, or onerous regulation. No regulation of private schools,
scholarship-redeeming or not, beyond that required by this Section
and that which applied to private schools on October 1,1991, shall
be issued or enacted, unless approved by a three-fourths vote of
the Legislature or, alternatively, as to anv regulation pertaining to
health, safety or land use imposed by any county, city, district, or
subdivision of the State, a majoritY vote of qualified electors within
the affected.jurisdiction. In anv legal proceeding challenging such
a regulation as inconsistent with this section, the governmental
body issuing or enacting it shall have the burden of establishing
that the regulation: (A) is essential to assure the health, safety, or
education of students; (B) does not unduly burden private schools
or the parents of students therein; and (C) will not harass, impede,
injure, or suppress private schools.

(5) Notwithstanding Section 17 (b) (4), the Legislature may enact
civil and criminal penalties for schools and persons who engage in
fraudulent conduct in connection with the solicitation of students
or redemption of scholarships.

(6) Each school may establish a code of conduct and discipline
and enforce it with sanctions, including dismissal. A student who
is deriving no substantial academic benefit or is responsible for
serious or habitual misconduct related to the school mav be dis-
missed.

(7) Alter the parent designates the enrolling school, the State
shall disburse the student's scholarship funds, excepting funds held
in trust pursuant to Section 17 (a ) (3), in equal amounts monthly,
directly to the school fOr credit to the parent's account. Monthly
disbursals shall oc cur within 30 days of receipt of the school's
statement of current enrollment.

(8) Expenditures for scholarships issued under this Section and
sayings resulting from the implementation of this Section shall
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count toward the minimum funding requirements for education
established by Section 8 and 8.5 of Article XVI.

(e) Einfimeerment of Teachers; Conversion of Sdlools. Within one Nvar
alter the people adopt this Section, the Legislature shall establish
an expeditious process by which public schools may become inde-
pendent scholarship-redeeming schools. Such schools shall be com-
mon schools under this Article, and Section 6 of this Article shall
not limit their fiirmation.

( I) Except as otherwise required bv this Constitution and the
Constitution of the United States, such schools shall operate under
laws and regulation no more restrictive than those applicable to
private schools under Section 17(b).

(2) Employees of such schools shall he permitted to continue
their state-funded pension and health care programs on the same
terms as other similadv situated participants so long as they remain
in the employ of the school.

(3) Such schools shall receive State educational appropriations,
other than those authorized in Section 17(a) (2) and Section
17 (c1(2), only through scholarship redemption.

01) Definitions.
(1) "Charges- include tuition, fees, books, supplies. transporta-

tion, room and board. and other educational costs.
(2) A "child- is an individual eligible to attend kindergarten or

grades one through twelve in the public school system.
(3) A "parent- is any person having legal or effective custody

of the child.
(-I) "Qualified electors- are persons registered to vote, whether

or 1101 they sow in am particular election.
(5) The Legislature may establish reasonable standards fOr de-

termining the "i esidency- of the children.
(6) "Savings" from the implementation of this Section shall

include, but not be limited to, net sayings resulting funn the trans-
fer of students from public schools to scholarship-redeeming
schools. lower interest expense and reduced bonded indebtedness
than would otherwise be itn urred For onstruction, acquisition,
leasing. or other creation of 11(.41V public school capacity to accom-
modate increases in the munber of school-age children beginning
with tlic 1993-9 l school year. and amounts revel ting to the State
under Section 17 (a) (3).

(7) A "scholarship-redeeming school.' is anv school. public or
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private, located within CalifOrnia, which meets the requirements of
this Section. No school shall be compelled to become a scholarship-
redeeming school. No school which meets the requirements of this
Section shall be prevented from becoming a scholarship-redeeming

(8) A "student.' is a child attending school.
(9) "Total state and local government spending- in Section 17

(a) (1) includes, but is not limited to, spending fUnded from all
revenue sources, including the General Fund, federal funds, local
property taxes, lottery funds, and local miscellaneous income such
as developer fees, but excluding bond proceeds and charitable
donations.

(e) Implementatimi. The Legislature shall implement this Section
through legislation consistent with the purposes and provisions of'
this Section.

(i) Limitation of Adions. Any action or proceeding contesting the
validity of the adoption of this Section or the validity of any provi-
sion thereof shall be commenced within six months from the date
of the election at which this Section is approved; otherwise this
Section and all of its provisions shall be held valid, legal, and
inc(mtestable.

Severability If any provision of this Section or the application
thereof' to any person or circumstance is held invalid, the remaining
prmisions or applications shall remain in force. To this end the
provisions of this Section are severable.

Conflicts in the Development of the Initiative

I was present as an observer at a 1991 meeting in Ins Angeles between
EXCEL leaders and Rill I loMg. the California state superintendent of
public instruction. At the meeting, Honig offered to support public
school choice if' FXCEI. wouid drop its effiwts to sponsor an initiative
Pm oviding support fin- private as well as public school choice. I lonig
explicitly asserted that "We have SI 0 million to beat You.- Nobody
saw lit to ask the identity of' the "We--probablv t'VCINOIIC

understood that the California Teachers Association WT.\ was the only
organi/ation capable of raising that amount to defeat a school choice
initiative. I lonig's offer was rejected a few days after Ow meeting. It

3 1
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illustrates the fact that public school choice is often advocated as a means
of diverting support from choice legislation applicable to private schools.

most interesting disagreements in the development of the initia-
tive were among parties who support choice plans that include private
schools. For example, after a one-week visit to California, Jeanne Allen,
then the education analyst fOr the Heritage Foundation, disseminated a
memorandum urging that the initiative be dropped. In its stead, she
urged EXCEI. to work fOr a pilot project to be placed on the ballot in
1994. Allen's reasons were that EXCEL lacked the time and funds u,
conduct the kind of voter education campaign essential for success. She
also asserted that the initiative would compete for ffinds with the 1992
presidential and senatorial campaigns, as well as a number of key congres-
sional races. In her view, a defeat in California would set back the
movement for educational choice fOr five to ten years."

Allen's memorandum evoked widespread anger among initiative sup-
porters. For exatnple, Friedinan, after detailing his disagreements
with Allen's analysis, concluded his letter to her bv expressing his strong
objections to fotindation involvement in California's state politics.'"

Another disagreement concerned a substantive issue that had to be
resolved befOre the initiative petition was subnfitted. In discussions lead-
ing up to the final draft of the initiative, John Coons and Stephen
Sugarman, two prominent voucher advocates, proposed that the almnult
of the voucher be 90 percent ()Utile average per-pupil cost fbr comparable
pupils in public schools. The initiative figure, however, was set at 50
percent. Coons and Sugarman also urged that the voucher plan cover
all costs fOr a certain proportion of disadvantaged students. Initially.
they proposed that private schools participating in the voucher plan he
required to reserve 25 percent oft heir new admissi( ins fOr disadvantaged
pupils supported entirely by vouchers. Subsequently, they were agreeable
to a 15 percent quota. Coons and Sugarman also urged that either the
voucher be high enough to pav all the school costs or the extra charges
be scaled according to family ability to pay. Eventually. they urged that
if schools charged more than the voucher, Ow amounts charged should
be sufficient to defray the costs for students who could not pay the
additional charges.

As it happened. polling comlucted bv the initiative indicated that any
set-aside for disadvantaged students would have a negative impact on
voters. hir tltis teason, the set-asides were (hopped I rom the initiati
because ola tight schedule, they were dropped without «msultation with
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Coons and Sugarman, who thereupon withdrew their support of the
initiative."

This sequence of events illustrates a point emphasized in Chapter 12.
Unless and until voucher supporters agree on the specifics of' a voucher
plan, their nonspecific agreement on the desirability of vouchers may be
a poor guide to their support fOr a specific plan. In the California
situation, the set-asides were dropped because polls indicated that they
would be a political liability. If the issue was only tactical, withdrawal
from the coalition over it would have been an overreaction. Obviously,
Coons and Sugarman regarded the set-asides as matters of principle that
could not be sacrificed fOr political reasons. Not surprisingly, they also
chsagreed with the conclusion that the set-asides were political liabilities.

In the past. Coons itn(l Sugarman (both law professors) have empha-
sized the need to prohibit or restrict states from adding regulations
governing private schools. "fo avoid the possibility that a voucher plan
might be emasculated bv such additional regulations, they drafted initia-
tive provisions that would have virtually precluded subsequent regulation
of private schools. Nevertheless, to promote equality of educational op-
portunity. they proposed to require private schools to enroll a significant
number of' students whom the schools might not wish to accept. This
willingness to interfere with private school autonomy illustrates the way
some equalitarians subordinate other c jectives to their version of' equal-
ity of educational opportunity. Under the policies proposed by Coons
and Sugarman, private schools could not raise their charges even if"
parents were willing to pav them, unless the parents were also willing to
subsidize the additional charges fOr disadvantaged students. Coons at
least did not regard this limitation as a major inconsistency with a market
approach, which it clearly is. Suppose carmakers could not add hnprove-
ments to automobiles unless buyers subsidized the improvenwnt for
disadvantaged car buyers. In that case, the kind of proposal made b\
Coons and Sugarman would be perceived immediately as an intolerable
restriction on the lilwrtN of buyers and sellers.

In addition. the Coons-Sugarman proposal raises several administra-
tive problems. I lowever "poverty- or "disadvantaged- is calculated,
mune parents would not necessarily be eligible every Year. If parental
income rises above the eligibility line, is the subsidy withdrawn? If not,
it ends up going to parents who are not disadvantaged. If it is withdrawn,
liofl would volt( hei plans neutralize the temptation for families to keep
their earnings low enough to qualify fOr the subsidy? In view of the
practical difficulties of implememing the proposal, its restrictions on
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liberty, its antimarket effects, and its tendency to force parents to absorb
the costs of educating the disadvantaged, the policy argument fbr delet-
ing the proposal seems even stranger than the political One; paradoxi-
cally, some EXCEL leaders who opposed the set-asides on policy grounds
were nevertheless willing to accept them for political reasons. In any
event, the Coons-Sugarman proposal illustrates the way voucher advo-
cates erroneously assume that their proposals are consistent with a mar-
ket system of education.

IWO' Issues

The initiative raises several issues that have been discussed in previous
chapters:

1. Per-pupil eaq,.. The initiative sponsors were aware of the fact that
per-pupil costs arc systematically underestimated in government figures
on the subject. Nevertheless, the initiative does not address this issue as
clearly as it might have. It calls for including "every cost to the state,
school districts and county offices of education of maintaining kindergar-
ten and elementary and secondary education.- Are the costs of the state
teacher bargaining law to be included? The costs of state legislative
committees on education? 'Ile costs of teacher training carried on
higher education budgets? Manv such costs are not currently counted as
per-pupil costs, and litigation may be necessary to resolve whether they
will be so counted pursuant to the initiative. Undoubtedly, effOrts will be
made to categorize several costs as "health- or "welthre,- perhaps by
transferring their administration from school districts to other public
agencies. If successful. these efforts would reduce the amount of the
scholarships to he made -,tvailable to students in private schools without
reducing the set-vices made available in public schools.

2. Earlier withdrawal from Achool: In mv opinion, it is unfortunate that
the initiative does not include the option of withdrawing from school
befOre age 16. A student might be better off working than continuing in
school, but the initiative does not provide this option. It allows students
to be dismissed if" they receive "no substantial benefit" front schooling
but not if they are substzultially better off working instead of zittending
school.

3. 'leacher benefits: The initiative does not include any benefits for
teachers that might weaken their opposition. Some earlier drafts in-
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ducted such benefits, but the provisions were poorly drafted and eventu-
ally deleted.

4. indipen(frnt scholarship-redeeming schools: The initiative provisions re-
lating to "Empowerment of Teachers; Conversion of Schools- are not
likely to have any effect, one way or another. Commanding the California
legislature to establish "an expeditious process by which public schools
may become independent scholarship redeeming schools- is wishful
thinking, not a mandate that will be taken seriously. E would be surpris-
ing if many schools were established pursuant to Section 17(c).

5. Regulation of private schools: Section 17 (b) (4) is intended to prevent
effOrts to emasculate the initiative by imposing new and onerous restric-
tions on private schools. Although the concern is legitimate, Section
17(4) may be a case of overkill. Private schools are subject to regulation
as corporations as well as by education law. It is not clear whether the
initiative precludes new restrictions on corporations applicable to private
schools. Most likely, regulations adopted after October 1,1991 that apply
to all corporations or businesses will he applicable to private schools, but
this remains to be seen. Again, the issue illustrates the importance of
the specific- language of voucher legislation and the inevitability and
importance (>f judicial interpretation of it.

Prospects fOr Passage

\'<tucher legislation pr()posed to esutblish a market system of education
often could not possibly do so. This reservation is not applicable to the
California initiative. If enacted, it would pros ide vouchers on a scale and
under conditions that would allow a three-sector education industn to
emerge.

In tnv opinion, the initiative is subject to legitimate criticism. Neverthe-
less, if one agrees that a market system is essential to remedy the basic
deficiencies of public education, the initiative deserves support. No other
local, state, or federal legislation, actual or prt Tosed, comes even re-
motely close to the initiative in fulfilling the requirements of a market
system of education. Little, if anything. would be gained lw waiting rol-
a hetter initiative. By the same tokc most o1 the opposition to the
initiative has nothing to do with its specifics. The public school establish-
ment and its allies would oppose the initiative es en if all their criticisms
of it were met in some way.

£1
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What are the chances that the initiative will be approved by the
California electorate? Although several factors will affect the outcome,
none appears more important than the June 7, 1994, date. This date
means that the initiative will be on the ballot in a primary election.
Because voter turnout in primaries is usually low, interest groups play a
more influential role in them. For this reason, the date fiwors the public
school opposition to the initiative. The CT is the largest contributor to
political campaigns in California and is widely acknowledged to be the
most powerfnl political force in the state. Defeating the initiative will
take precedence over every other union objective, just as it will for AFT
affiliates and organizations of school administrators. Since most higher
education faculty unions in California are affiliates of the NEA or the
AFT, theY will also oppose the initiative. To be successful, therefore, the
initiative must overcome the opposition of' an overwhelming majority
of (:alifornia's 400,000 public school and college employees and their
families. This will be an extremely diffic tilt task for EXCEL, a volunteer
organization lacking an established base of members or financial sup-
port.

As a matter of' fact. EXCEL tried streimouslv to place the initiative
cm the ballot in the November 1992 general election. Its effmt failed
for highly contn wersial legal reasons. This is not to sav the initia-
tive woukl have won in 1992 but it clearly faces an uphill battle in
1993.

If' the outcome is uncertain. the nature of' the campaign against the
initiative is not. There are hro companies in Califiwnia that specialize in
collecting signatures fOr initiative petitions. In connection with EXCEL's
efforts to get the initiative on the 1992 ballot, the president of one such
firm submitted a sworn statement to a (:alifornia court asserting that he
had been offered S400,000 to refrain from gathering signan vs fbr an
initiative. The offer was made by the signature-gather ing firm employed
bv the CFA.' In a statement disseminated at the 1992 NEA convention.
CTA president I). A. Weber explained the union's efforts to dissuade
voters from signing ffie EXCE1. petition as follows:

And you and 1, the California Teachers Association, decided to do
something very dramatic, something nobody had ever tried in the
nine decades that the initiatiNe has existed it) this state. NVe decided
to create an organized campaign to block an initiathe from getting
enough signatures to qualify for the ballot.
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We realized that we woukl be accused of acting in an "undemocratic"
manner. What was wrong, after all, with letting the people vote on an
issue?

Our answer was firm: There are some proposals that are so evil that
they should never even be presented to the voters. We do not believe,
for example, that we should hold an election on "empowering" the Ku
Klux Klan. And we would not think it's "undemocratic" to oppose voting
on legalizing child prostitution.

Destroying public education, in our view, belongs in that category.'

The Italian sociologist Vilfredo Pareto once observed that men find
it easy to convert their interests into principles. Perhaps he should have
added that they also find it easy to convert their opponents into the
forces of evil. Although "some proposals ... are so evil that thev should
never even be presented to the voters," readers are invited to draw
their own conclusions (ni whether the school choice initiative is such a
proposal.

The November 1992 Elections

In the November 1992 national elections, the NEA and the AFT over-
whehninglv supported the Clinton /Gore ticket. Only a Pollyanna would
assert that the election outcome will not have any adverse effects on the
pace of change toward a market system of' education. Even on the most
pessimistic view, however, the election outcome (including the over-
whehning defeat of' a voucher initiative in Colorado) does not portend
a revival of faith in public education. Although the rationale fOr public
education has reached the terminal stage. I have taken the continued
existence of public education fbr granted. Its monopoly status will de-
cline, but in irregular fashion. It must be remembered that the election
was not a referendum on public education: for that matter, President
Rush and Ross Perot, the candidates opposed by the public school fbrces,
received a majority of the popular vote. Furthermore, the election results
did not affect the underlying social and demographic factors that are
weakening public education: low birth rates, aging of' the population,
the decline in children's social capital, increasing social conflict over
educational issues, inefficiencies in govermnent operation, insoluble
int ol mational problems. and so on.

NVIiiic in ufficc, adiiiiiiistratiun could have used federal

3
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resources to publicize the futility of conventional school refOrm. It might
have publicized the real costs of public education, its exaggerated out-
comes, its anti-entrepreneurial culture, its inadequate information sys-
tem, its domination by producers, and a host of other deficiencies that
are inherent in public education. It might have, but it did not. Further-
more. the Reagan and Bush administrations never fully appreciated the
possibility that school choice plans might turn out badly precisely because
they did not incorporate the essentials of a market system. As a result,
they uncritically endorsed even choice plan, including public school
choice, as a step toward a market system. In doing so, the Bush administra-
tion especially may have done more to discredit than to promote a
market system of education. Its uncritical assumption that school choice
is tantamount to a market system achieved the all-out opposition of the
teacher unions, confused the substantive issues, and set the stage fiw a
backlash against future effiwts to establish a market system of education.

The election of the Clinton /Gore ticket is a lost opportunity to inform
the American people about the terminal condition of public education.
Realistically, however, that opportunity would probably have been wasted
even had the Bush /Quayle ticket been reelected. NIv argument was never
predicated on support or leadership from the Bush administration: on
the contrary, one of my objectives in this book has always been to point
out its ineptitude concerning educational reform. However. I did not
assume that the promarket forces would encounter all-out opposition at
the federal level. As a result of the 1992 election, such opposition is
pmbable. The election, therefOre, is a negative development from the
standpoint of a market system of education. It does ilot, however, rule
out the possibility of a major breakthrough in the next fOur years or
invalidate the basic argument of this book. The future of a market system
of education depends much more on the actions of its supporters than
on those of its opponents.
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In this blistering critique of our failing public schools and our fuzzy thinking
about how to fix them, Myron Lieberman explains why public education is
in irreversible and terminal decline and tells us what we must do to get
American schooling back on track No other book on educational policy
or reform covers such a broad range of issues or draws upon such exten-
sive empirical data across such diverse academic disciplines. This is a
refreshingly clear analysis of our educational crisis and a rallying cry
for market-system approaches to school reform. Nobody emerges
unscathedLieberman's analysis challenges the advocates of choice as
well as the defenders of the public schools.

"The most comprehensive account yet of how the public schools are failing
us and why. It is exhaustive in its detail, brutally honestand politically
incorrect. Everyone who cares about American education should read it.
No one who does will ever look at the public schools in quite the same way
again. Myron Lieberman has spent his adult life working in and around
schools, studying them with care and intensity, and producing a steady
stream of books and articles that challenge conventional wisdom and the
powers that protect it ... [Public Education] deserves to be hailed as a land-
mark event in our nation's struggle for better schoolsand it couldn't
come at a better time."

Terry M. Moe, Washington Post Education Review

"The public policy book of the year... [Lieberman] scrupulously, thought-
fully, and rigorously advances his position by examining trends that will
erode public education even further in the near future ...He [also] sets out
an agenda for launching for-profit schooling, discusses obstacles that lie in
its way and a strategy for overcoming them."
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